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MUSICIANS WITHIN THE SOCIAL HIERARCHIES OF EIGHTEENTH–CENTURY
ENGLAND: THE CASE OF THOMAS LINLEY JUNIOR
By Rebecca Denise Gribble MMus

Thomas Linley junior, a musician in the late eighteenth century, created
networks to facilitate his upward social movement despite the low status
accorded to members of his profession in Britain at the time. Supported by his
father, the family’s trajectory was to move into the upper echelons of society,
leaving behind the low social status of musicians. The financially unstable, and
socially inferior, view of the eighteenth–century musician has persisted
throughout music history. By using Thomas Linley Junior as a case study I will
show that this view, and expectation of musicians to be financially unstable, is
not entirely accurate. Simon McVeigh has made forays into this area of music
history already, with his research into the Italian violinist Giardini and his
connections. This thesis takes his work a step further, using sociological
theories by Pierre Bourdieu and Howard Becker to investigate these networks,
their benefits and effects on their constituent connections.
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Germans: For the sake of ease, I call someone “German” if they were a citizen
of the German–speaking lands of the Holy Roman Empire. Where it has been
possible to identify where the performer was born within the Holy Roman
Empire, this has been noted in the relevant place. Joachim Whaley (2012: xii)
states, “Germany” and “Deutschland” were frequently found in discourse from
the sixteenth century and, therefore, is not entirely inaccurate even though a
formalised “Germany” had not yet been established. Where a German name
has been anglicised by the English newspapers, I will refer to them by the
English variant (as this is how the Linley family would have known them) and
advised of the German version.
Italians: Though “Imperial Italy” was partly under the rule of the Holy Roman
Empire, many Italian principalities did not have a vote in the Reichstag (see
Peter Wilson, 2011: 97–98). Tuscany was nominally a state of the Holy Roman
Empire; however, the English public (newspaper included) still referred to
performers from Tuscany as Italians from Italy, rather than referring to their
connection with the Holy Roman Empire, therefore, I will do the same.
Musicians: I am using this umbrella term to refer only to performers and
composers. I am not including music publishers or any other trade involved
with music.
RSM: Royal Society of Musicians – originally called the “Decay’d Fund for
Musicians” set up in 1736. One had to be at least seventeen years of age to be
allowed to join.
Thomas: Thomas will always refer to Thomas Linley Junior, and Linley will
always refer to Thomas Linley Senior.
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All spellings in contemporary sources have been kept, except for the use of the
long “s” used in printed material. In these instances, the long “s” has been
modernised to the current “s” to avoid confusion. All translations are my own
unless otherwise expressed in footnotes.
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Preface
Imagine, if you will, an affluent man in eighteenth–century England. A man of
means, he lives in the Royal Crescent in the busy spa town of Bath. He dresses
appropriately, in long white coats, silk cravats and wigs, to indicate his
elevated status. This man has a large successful family: his younger sons have
entered the clergy, the navy, and the Honourable East-India Company,
occupations reserved for the gentry. His eldest son drowned in a boating
accident aged twenty-two. Our man’s beautiful daughters are highly praised
for their genteel manner and their musical skill. Most of the family have been
painted by society’s favourite portrait artist, Thomas Gainsborough – the ladies
wearing long flowing gowns, and frills on their sleeves. The gentlemen pose
with tricorn hats and serious expressions.

The family owns land in Gloucestershire, including a paddock, an enclosure
and a house, which is rented out for income. This land ownership carries with
it the right to vote – which the father does, voting for the Tories. The family
earns upwards of £1000 per year, and moves in influential circles, enjoying
connections with people of similar high socio–economic capital. How, dear
reader, do you imagine that the head of this family has acquired such wealth?
Is he an Earl or Baron, a Duke or a Knight? No, he is only permitted to use the
honorific “esquire” after his name. Has he inherited his wealth from a distant
relative? Surely only gentlemen own land. Only landowners are gentlemen in
eighteenth-century England.

The sorry truth is that (whisper) some of the family work, supporting the
others. They are in trade. Not only do they work for most of their income,
they work in a most disreputable trade: they are professional musicians. Can
one be a gentleman and a musician? If so, how?

xix

1. Introduction

People in the eighteenth century considered the music profession a low status
and unstable career choice, which is exemplified in some eighteenth–century
publications.1 This is partially correct because each musician did not share the
same status. Musicians’ peers considered “unknown” musicians as low status
artisans; however, “known” musicians — those of fame and recognition — were
high status professionals and not suited to the “artisan” label. The low status
performing artisans were in the majority and represented the musical
profession as a low status career choice.2 The “household names” of
celebrated performers and composers, however, show a different, more
lucrative side to the profession. I will discuss this version of the profession
throughout this thesis. The story I present here is of a high–achieving and
well–respected musical family in the second half of the eighteenth century.
Through the family’s work and reputation, the creation of a high status
profession became well and truly possible. Had the subject of this thesis,
Thomas Linley junior, not died young, he likely would have completed the
professionalisation of musical performers in his lifetime.

The view of musicians as a low status career choice is grounded in realistic
beliefs. The majority of musicians would have worked in one-off events,
teaching where they could, and their names will probably never enter the
narrative of music history. Many musicians would have declined financially if
they became ill, injured, or otherwise incapacitated, and therefore unable to
earn a wage. Some musicians, however, earned significant amounts of money.
They owned land and, therefore, were technically part of the upper classes.

For instance, see section on musicians in: Robert Campbell, The London Tradesman:
Being a Compendious View of All the Trades, Professions, Arts, Both Liberal and
Mechanic, Now Practised in the Cities of London and Westminster. Calculated for the
Information of Parents, and Instruction of Youth in Their Choice of Business (T.
Gardner, 1747).
2
Deborah Adams Rohr, The Careers of British Musicians, 1750-1850: A Profession of
Artisans (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001), 133.
1
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These high–achieving musicians often belonged to an establishment, whether
that was the court or a permanent fixture in one of London’s main theatres.
Throughout the seventeenth century musicians could occupy a high social
status because of their affiliation with a court, and this continued into the
eighteenth century. The court connections, which musicians had to sustain to
earn a wage, improved their own social status. During the eighteenth century,
musicians could also gain social status through commercial success (instead of
court connections).

In order to focus this project, I will use the Linley family as a case study. The
musical profession was an incredibly dynastic profession, with fathers teaching
sons (and sometimes daughters) over multiple generations.3 The Linley family
was extremely musical, with each child learning an instrument when they were
young, though they did not all enter the musical trade.4 Historical
musicologists can view the Linley family as an example of a musical
eighteenth–century English family, trying to move up the social scale and
earning their way into “high” society. The head of the family, Thomas Linley
senior (1733–1795), was a prominent Bath harpsichordist and singer. The only
child who became a professional musician was the eldest son, Thomas junior
(1756–1778). Throughout this thesis, I direct attention to Thomas junior
because of his career’s success and his impact on the musical scene in London.
From here on, Thomas refers to the younger, and Linley to the elder.

To evaluate Thomas’s, and his family’s, musical and social movement, I will
assess a wide variety of primary sources and analyse them in the context of
sociological and historical theories. I concentrate on the social interactions
between people and as such, I draw on sociologist Howard Becker’s theory of
“art worlds” to inform musicians’ interactions, and networks among each other

The Linley family were a prime example of this, as were the Wesleys, the Cervettos
and the Burneys.
4
Further biographical information of the family will be supplied in chapter two.
3
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and wider society.5 I pair Becker’s framework with sociologist Pierre Bourdieu’s
theory of capital in order to inform the influence of Becker’s networks.6 I will
use Ernest Thompson’s and John Rule’s historical texts on English society to
contextualise these sociological theories inside a broader eighteenth–century
framework.7

Hardly anyone has written about the Linley family and even less regarding
Thomas himself. Historians usually refer to Thomas alongside his sister
Elizabeth Linley, who was famously known as the “Maid of Bath”.8 Two
musicologists, Gwilym Beechey and Peter Overbeck, have investigated his life
in documentary biographies, as their doctoral theses.9 Gwilym Beechey’s thesis
from 1964 is important because it is the first complete biography of Thomas’s
life. A purely biographical perspective of the family, however, is a narrow
viewpoint, which disregards multiple facets of the family’s life. Further,
Beechey discusses Thomas’s compositions with a view to including them in the
western canon. Overbeck, in his thesis, focuses on analyses and comparisons
of Thomas’s choral works among some biographical context. Beechey and
Suzanne Aspden have written entries for the New Grove and Oxford Dictionary
of National Biography respectively; however, they focus on the biographical
aspect of Thomas’s life.10 Lastly, The Linleys of Bath is a monograph by

Howard Saul Becker, Art Worlds (Berkeley, California: University of California Press,
2008).
6
Pierre Bourdieu, “The Forms of Capital,” in Handbook of Theory and Research for the
Sociology of Education, ed. John G. Richardson (New York: Greenwood Publishing
Group, Incorporated, 1986), 241–58.
7
John Rule, Albion’s People: English Society, 1714-1815 (London: Longman, 1992); E.P.
Thompson, “Eighteenth-Century English Society: Class Struggle without Class?,” Social
History 3, no. 2 (1978): 133–65.
8
For instance, see: Sylvanus Urban, Gent, The Gentleman’s Magazine: And Historical
Chronicle for the Year MDCCCXXXIV. Volume 1: January to June Inclusive (London:
William Pickering, 1834), 40.
9
Gwilym Beechey, “Thomas Linley, Junior: His Life, Work and Times” (Thesis,
Cambridge University, 1964); Peter Overbeck, “Die Chorwerke von Thomas Linley dem
Jüngeren (1756-1778): Analyse, Vergleich, kompositorisches und biographisches
Umfeld” (Thesis, Hildesheim: Georg Olms, 2000).
10
Gwilym Beechey and Linda Troost, “Linley, Thomas Junior,” Grove Music Online,
accessed October 29, 2012,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/16713pg3;
Suzanne Aspden, “Linley, Thomas, Junior,” Oxford Dictionary of National Biography,
5
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Clementina Black on the family as a whole.11 Despite the title, Black uses
Elizabeth Linley as her focal point, and discusses the rest of the family in
relation to Elizabeth. Whilst this is not an issue in itself, it means that Black
has included partial biographical information for Thomas.12

Biographies of eighteenth–century musicians abound and several musicologists
have already started making forays into sociological analyses of musician’s
lives. Simon McVeigh has written a monograph on Felice Giardini (1716–1796),
which was an important first step in these kinds of biographies.13 McVeigh
analyses Giardini’s life in London as a violinist and, as a result of this, he
considers each of the performers that Giardini would have known and with
whom he would have interacted. McVeigh stops one step short of mapping out
Giardini’s network; however, it is clearly alluded to throughout the monograph.
Susan Wollenberg’s edited book with McVeigh investigates concert life in
eighteenth–century Britain.14 Throughout the book, they identify networks that
revolved around performers in Britain and the Linley family are included (albeit
briefly).

The Linley family is an useful case study of eighteenth–century musicians who
used every opportunity to progress their social stature. They were an
intergenerational musically professional family. Throughout this thesis, I build
on the previous documentary biographies whilst drawing on sociological

accessed October 29, 2012, http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/16737/16736.
Aspden has also written biographies on other members of the family. See: Suzanne
Aspden, “Linley, Thomas, Senior,” Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, accessed
October 29, 2012, http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/16737; Suzanne Aspden,
“Linley, Elizabeth Ann,” Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, accessed January 15,
2014, http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/25364.
11
Clementina Black, The Linleys of Bath, Revised ed., [reprinted] / with a new
introduction by the Countess of Rosse and a pedigree of the Linley family compiled by
Sir Anthony Wagner (London: Frederick Muller Ltd, 1971).
12
For instance, Black does not refer to Thomas's time in Italy other than to advise he
visited Florence. There is no discussion of his activities outside of England.
13
Simon McVeigh, The Violinist’s in London’s Concert Life, 1750-1784: Felice Giardini
and His Contemporaries (New York: Garland, 1989).
14
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theories. The Linleys’s mobility within the social scale is significant, and
attending to these links (going beyond a limited biographical report) can
provide a considerable amount of information on the lives of eighteenth–
century musicians. Thomas’s connections reached towards networks and
positions of great influence. These wide–reaching networks demonstrate the
Linley family’s successful social positioning.

1.1

Were Musicians in Eighteenth–century Britain
Artisans?

Before I investigate Thomas’s connections, it is helpful first to understand
England’s social structure in the eighteenth century. Additionally, this section
will discuss musician’s place within society. Social and economic historian
Cyril Ehrlich discussed the process of the professionalisation of the music
industry from the beginning of the eighteenth century — fifty years before the
Linley family joined the music scene — until the 1980s.15 His monograph, The
Music Profession in Britain since the Eighteenth Century, is a seminal
publication in this field. Ehrlich identified that the Society of Musicians’ Royal
Charter (awarded in 1790) was a landmark event in the music industry’s
professionalisation. However, historians can only guess at the numbers of
eighteenth–century professional musicians. As Ehrlich advised, no official
census exists, but their numbers were likely fewer than 2,000.16 The
profession, such as it was throughout the century, included a motley group of
famous and obscure, geniuses and mediocre performers.17 During the century,
England’s music profession expanded to satisfy a “culture-hungry consumer

Cyril Ehrlich, The Music Profession in Britain since the Eighteenth Century: A Social
History (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1989).
16
Ibid., 1.
17
Ibid., 2.
15
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society”.18 Before the eighteenth century, Ehrlich stated that “there were
virtually no public concerts, picture galleries, or museums”. Whilst we cannot
quantify the size of the music profession in the eighteenth century, we can
consider the scale of growth which occurred in England through the publishing
companies. Sales of printed music “expanded enormously” throughout the
eighteenth century, with more than 400 publishers in London.19

As concerts and theatres developed throughout the century, the market for
musical employment increased. The employment opportunities for musicians
ranged from stable to unstable jobs.20 Stable jobs included playing for theatres
and subscriptions concerts, whilst other jobs were for a few days (a provincial
festival) or only one night (professional “stiffening” of amateur groups).21 A
popular singer might, Ehrlich explained, perform thirty nights in a theatre
season.22 Instrumentalists would likely play “for up to seventy evenings during
[a] season”.23 Fashionable performers could pursue a profitable career in
teaching; however, it often had to be fitted into the season, along with their
regular performances. Teaching often made for exceedingly busy schedules
between September and May, with each performer having more time available
over the summer months.24 This explains why many performers, including the
Linley family, would complete “tours” across England. Such travelling would
both fill an income gap created by the end of the season, and also raise a
performer’s profile throughout the country.

John Harold Plumb, “The Commercialization of Leisure in Eighteenth-Century
England,” in The Birth of a Consumer Society: The Commercialization of EighteenthCentury England, by Neil McKendrick, John Brewer, and John Harold Plumb (Europa
Publications, 1982), 265–285.
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20
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The city of Bath had acquired a musical establishment of significant “size and
prominence” in the eighteenth century.25 Beau Nash (1674–1761) organised
entertainments as early as 1704 for visitors to the spa town. Instrumentalists
were engaged to perform in the Pump Room and Assembly Rooms as morning
and evening entertainments respectively.26 Visitors to the spa town only
increased over the course of the century, and the seasonal influx “provided
numerous opportunities” for the ambitious musician.27 Ehrlich briefly
discussed the Linley family as exemplars who contributed to the music
industry’s professionalisation in both Bath and London. He also identifies the
family as musicians who benefitted from the movement of the industry.
Ehrlich describes Thomas as a composer and performer who was capable of
filling the “gap in significant English music between Purcell and Elgar”.28 In this
thesis, I develop a case study recognised by Ehrlich, but which was not
developed within his publications.

As I have said, musicians could range from the “average” unknown musician, to
musicians who had rank and were known on sight by eminent members of
society. This may be through court connections, or fame from the stage.
Many historians and musicologists class the profession of musicians to be
artisans because they worked in an area that required skill and training.29
Realistically, however, the high–achieving musicians often belonged to an
establishment, and do not fit within the confines of an artisanal category. The
main reason for this is due to the fundamental differences between musicians
and other artisans. Artisans (such as those involved in textiles, painted
ceramics or leather working) would rarely have the same opportunities that
being a musician presented. The lack of a physical item made musicians a lot
more mobile than the average artisan, giving them access to many areas of the
country (if they could afford the travel). This ultimately allowed musicians to
showcase their talents to a far wider audience than was available to an artisan.

Ehrlich, The Music Profession, 23.
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The labour historian Ernest Thompson wrote that though “men of character
might break free” of the “dependency” on their betters, “even the arts remained
coloured by dependency upon the liberality of patrons”.30 Should a tradesman
wish to remedy his dependence on patrons, then he was compelled to change
his place in society via social mobility: “he aimed to purchase immunity from
deference by acquiring the wealth which would give him ‘independence’, or
land and gentry status”.31 Social mobility was enhanced by physical (or
geographical) mobility, which was more suited to the musician’s lifestyle.
Musician’s would often travel to and from London to work throughout the
season in the London theatre houses, whilst travelling during the off-season to
maintain a stage presence. This varied travel allowed musicians to connect
with many potential patrons, and increase their networks exponentially. When
confined to a workshop to produce one’s wares, this kind of networking was
substantially more difficult.

Both high and low status musicians would always have a dependence on the
higher social classes in order to earn their living. Whilst artisans relied only on
the economic capital of the higher classes, musicians relied on both their
economic capital and their free time. If the higher classes did not have the
time to spend on attending concerts, then they would not invest the economic
capital that musicians required. After all, patrons would not support a
musician that they did not have the time to see perform. Therefore, musicians
would always be at the whim of popular opinion — part of the course of being
a musician. Further, acquiring enough wealth to purchase land was
substantially harder for musicians due to the fluid and impermanent nature of
their employment, and their reliance on the seasons.

Theatre historian Amy Lehman discusses how actors and actresses have “been
traditionally associated with a kind of dislocation and instability arising” from
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their profession: specifically the multiple “changes in identity implied in
playing many different roles”.32 Even as late as the nineteenth century, actors
and actresses were regarded as morally dubious by their audiences.33
Musicians in the eighteenth century were considered disreputable by their
superiors, and, therefore, inferior to other trades. In 1747, Robert Campbell
wrote a “compendious view of all the Trades, Professions, Arts both Liberal and
Mechanic, now practised in the Cities of London and Westminster”, which
aimed to ensure that parents had all the necessary information required before
they chose, and agreed to, an apprenticeship for their child.34 Campbell’s
complete manual is biased against all trades; however, his short chapter on the
uncertain career of a musician contains striking comments. A summary
paragraph advising not to apprentice a child to music reads: “It is a dangerous
Qualification, and ought to be avoided by the industrious Tradesman”.35
Campbell continues to state that should a youth not resolve “to turn Musician
entirely” he would “purchase Poverty to his Family with a Tune of the Fiddle”.36
The apprentice would expose themselves “to Company and Temptations which
he would otherwise have been a Stranger”, thereby “purchasing poverty”.37 In
his publication, Campbell furthers the perception that the musical trade should
be avoided.38 Campbell concludes that
I cannot help thinking, that any other Mechanic Trade is much more
useful to the Society then the whole Tribe of Singers and Scrapers; and
should think it much more reputable to bring my Son up a Blacksmith
[…] than bind him Apprentice to the best Master of Music in England.39
Whilst Campbell discussed the financial implications of the trade, he seemed
more concerned with the moral connotations therein. Campbell only appeared

Amy Lehman, Victorian Women and the Theatre of Trance: Mediums, Spiritualists
and Mesmerists in Performance (Jefferson, NC, 2009), 69. Although the majority of
Lehman's book focuses on the Victorian era, her discussion of traditional beliefs and
views is particularly of use to my discussion.
33
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to consider one type of musician: the financially-unstable and largely-unknown.
However, the high-achieving musicians (e.g. master of music and their ilk)
would have earned substantial sums of money. The higher income would allow
them to socialise with higher status persons, which would not be particularly
immoral — certainly no more immoral than mixing with persons of a lower
class.

Campbell encapsulates the eighteenth–century attitude towards musicians that
was common: they were considered low on the social ladder and financially
unstable. These views existed because of the belief that being a musician was
an unsuitable career choice. Furthermore, parents who could afford
instruments for their children would not want them to confuse a “minor social
accomplishment” with an actual career.40 Most scholars who refer to
eighteenth–century artisans do not include musicians (or make reference to
them) in their discussions.41 Instead, they focus on trades that produce a
physical entity, which can be viewed as an extension of the ambivalence, and
occasional animosity, to music in the eighteenth century. In his study on
Thomas Gainsborough, musicologist David Brenneman discusses why, given
“widespread ambivalence and […] hostility to music exhibited by contemporary
artists” would one “choose to embrace music so publicly?”42 Brenneman
suggests that Gainsborough was trying to paint himself as the “ideal artistcourtier” of whom many could play music.43 The uncertainty towards music
existed throughout society at all levels, and provided additional hindrances
which musicians had to negotiate — artisans did not face these difficulties.

Ehrlich, The Music Profession, 6.
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In his comprehensive study of English history, Heyck postulates that the social
structure of England in the eighteenth century was an open hierarchy, which
notional “ladders” supported.44 At the top of society the “titled nobility”, and
the “big landlords and gentry” ruled.45 They were supported by the “urban”
sector (which included the “middling sort” and the “urban labouring poor”) and
the “countryside” workers (see figure 1).46 In Heyck’s account, artisans existed
in the centre of the “Middling Sort”, surrounded by merchants, professional
men (such as clergymen, lawyers, and doctors), shopkeepers, and tradesmen.47
Heyck does not list musicians, therefore, they are presumed to belong to the
artisan category. Whilst his assessment identifies five categories, historian
John Rule describes only three. Rule places artisans in the lowest category, the
“lower orders” (containing artisan culture and the poor). Above them were the
middling people (farmers, traders, and merchants), and at the top of society
were the upper classes (aristocracy and gentry).48 By merging Heyck’s and
Rule’s categorisations, I would argue that artisans were situated towards the
lower end of the middle class and the upper end of the lowest category within
English society. Both Heyck and Rule do not, however, consider the levels of
professionalisation within the artisan group. As discussed, some musicians
had high level positions within society (e.g. master of the King’s music), and
would not, therefore, assimilate into Heyck’s or Rule’s social stratification.
Whilst their classifications are useful to begin a discussion of social class, it
must be remembered that successful and unsuccessful participants of each
profession existed, and blurred the boundaries. In my thesis, I will
demonstrate that the Linley family did not conform to this categorisation, and
thereby suggest that other musical families need evaluating before their
position in the social scale can be decided. Using Heyck’s and Rule’s social
models for the eighteenth century will allow me to determine the correct place
for the Linleys within English society.

44
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Figure 1: English Society as described by Thomas Heyck.

With artisans placed in the middle or bottom of Heyck’s “urban group”, their
upward social mobility was restricted. To improve their status, artisans would
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need to become merchants, or retrain in a “professional” career.49 The
dichotomy between musicians and artisans existed because musicians could
not sell someone else’s wares, in the way that textile artisans could, thereby
becoming a merchant.50 Similarly, because of the fluid nature of their work,
constant or guaranteed income was unusual.51 For musicians, therefore,
buying property would have been considerably harder; thus restricting their
social mobility. For merchants and professional men, buying property was
straightforward — especially when some merchants earned “hundreds of
thousands of pounds a year”.52 Rich businessmen would often try to marry
daughters of the gentry to elevate their social status.53 However, marriage was
generally unfeasible for musicians because of their perceived low social status,
which made them an unsuitable match for a genteel son or daughter.54

Author Daniel Defoe discussed artisans in a number of his publications, but as
many writers did, he focussed on artisans that produced physical goods and
assigned them the titles of “artists, mechanics or craftsmen”. 55 The same can
be seen in modern writing: Rule claims that the term “‘artisan’ could embrace
many independent craftsman trading in their own product from their own
shops, but it usually covered as well those skilled manufacturers dependent on
work put out by merchant capitalists and wage–earning journeymen on

A “professional” career being one whose pursuits was suitable to the higher classes
of society, such as doctors, lawyers, clergy and army or navy officers. For more
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50
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employers’ premises”.56 To refer to musicians as craftsmen or manufacturers
is inaccurate because the connotations of these words refer to physical items;
musicians sell musical performances and their skill of producing music as a
service. Whilst Rule concentrates on crafts which produce a physical product,
his definition of artisan resembles the musical trade: many musicians were
freelance and worked from their own premises. This is comparable to working
from their own shop, which may have been their home — certainly Linley did
so, conducting theatre business from his house.57 Further, Mrs Linley worked
on the wardrobe at home, occasioning actors and actresses to attend fittings.58
Many musicians also depended on employment from theatres, assembly rooms
and concert series such as the concert of Ancient music. These are
comparable to the employers’ premises. Much like an artisan who would make
items to his manager’s specifications, performers would be engaged to play at
the theatres for a season, performing the music the managers chose.

Musicians and artisans have, then, clear similarities. The culture of artisans
was supported by a tiered structure based on experience and skill, which
started with the role of the apprentice. At the end of an apprenticeship, the
apprentice became a journeyman, and would eventually progress to master
status.59 The majority of musicians would start as an apprentice to an
established musician who could teach them the musical trade — either as
performers or composers. Thomas was apprenticed to Boyce who taught him
music theory and composition.60 Musicians, however, did not have the status
gradations of artisans — they were never referred to as journeymen after an
apprenticeship. Some musicians earned the title Doctor of Music from Oxford
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or Cambridge University and some highly revered musicians would be given
the honorary title of Doctor.61 Though they may be considered masters in their
field this was never an official title for musicians, although some musicians
styled themselves as “music masters”.62 The only exception to this, for
musicians, was the role of “Master of the King’s/Queen’s Musick”, a post in the
Royal Household. Boyce held this office for some 24 years (1755–1779). Once
an artisan acquired the title of a master, however, they could open their own
shop and go into business for themselves. A music master did not necessarily
hold the same recognition as an artisan master because the clear progression
for artisans (apprentice – journeyman – master) did not exist in the musical
field.

Heyck describes England’s class structure with terms which are anachronistic.
However, using his definitions and discussion of England’s eighteenth–century
class structure is useful to scholars to allow familiarisation with the social
structure. Rule, to avoid such an anachronism, refers to the lower classes as
the “labouring classes” because it describes those below the level of gentleman
and squire as a whole unit.63 The Linleys and their contemporaries would likely
not have described themselves as members of the middling sort (for example).
I believe they would have seen themselves purely as “tradesmen” – literally men
in trades – rather than artisans or any other classification. In 1709, Daniel
Defoe suggested the following divisions of English society:
The great, who live profusely
The rich, who live plentifully
The middle sort, who live well
The working trades, who labour hard, but feel no want
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The country people, famers, etc. who fare indifferently
The poor who fare hard
The miserable, that really pinch and suffer want.64
From these categories, I would suggest that the Linleys felt themselves to be in
the “working trades” category. To say that the Linleys strove for a higher social
status would be correct, but what did this actually mean to them? As a starting
point, they almost certainly wanted to “live well” and therefore would want to
be included in the “middle sort” — what Defoe meant by that, however, is
unclear. Beyond those short term aspirations, Linley probably would have
wanted his children to reach above the “middle sort” and into the “rich”.

Samuel Johnson stated that “an English Tradesman is a new species of
gentleman”.65 Therefore, whilst the Linleys may have thought of themselves as
part of Defoe’s “working trades”, the higher social strata were more accessible
to those of lower status because of the “open elite” structure of society.66
Being from an “old” family was not as significant when measured up against
more important traits such as having money and being well educated.67
Historians Lawrence Stone and Jeanne Stone’s study of the landed elite consists
of those families who held a large country house and a substantial landed
estate, in addition to an owned or rented town house in London.68 These
criteria remove the Linley family from their study because they only had one
house in the country, and no landed estate; however, the addition of the
Gloucestershire house was very important to the Linleys’s social mobility. The
Land provided security for the family, as the Stones advise:
ownership of land was almost the only way in which the rights of
posterity could be properly safeguarded, to make sure not only that
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the family name and fortune would endure, but also that the widow
would get her jointure, the daughters their marriage portions, and the
younger sons their cash grants of life annuities.69
Whilst Linley might have hoped his children would make headway into the
county elite lifestyle (and be accepted as such), the Gloucestershire house
could not provide this immediately. With its paddock and enclosure, it was a
suitable house for the countryside; however, it could not convey the same
influence and status as a county seat or large landed estate. From the
decisions that Linley made for his children, he clearly thought upward
movement was a real possibility: he provided both Ozias and William with a
good education which compared to land-owning society. Linley hoped Samuel
would rise through the ranks in the navy and thus gain social stature through
those avenues. With the disregarding of heritage in the elite society, many
more chances were available for clever tradesmen and influential merchants to
move up the social scale and buy themselves a place in high society.

In this thesis, I will explore the social class of musicians in eighteenth–century
Britain. I present Thomas’s story as a high-achieving, well-respected musician
whose career had similarities to Ehrlich’s charting of the musical profession. I
believe that, had Thomas not died in 1778, he would have completed the
professionalisation of the music industry, as Ehrlich describes, within the
eighteenth century. International reputation was the main facet from Thomas’s
career which required enhancement.70 Thomas potentially could have
succeeded Boyce as Master of the King’s music, providing a top-ranked English
composer between Boyce and the nineteenth century. I argue that the Linley
family were not artisans because they were not moving from job to job, but
had stable employment through the theatres and concert houses. They also
had networks to support their social aims, and improve their sociability. As a
musical family, the Linleys are a prime example of musicians who earned a
substantial living, which allowed for the enhancement of his children’s
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education (Thomas studied abroad for three years with a renowned Italian
violinist; Ozias and William both went to university), and inclusion of a property
into their assets (the house at Oldbury, Gloucester).

1.2

Social Theories and Capital

French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu constructed social theories by considering
the use of cultural boundaries between social classes. By using such a
boundary, the effort to cross them demonstrates that classes contain cultural
groups, thereby legitimising the social order.71 In this thesis, I will use his
theories to explore Thomas’s social networks and each connection’s
contribution to that network. Central in Bourdieu’s work is his delineation of
three different types of capital, which can discern various social situations.
Although Pierre Bourdieu described the Paris social hierarchy in the 1960s, his
approach can be transferred to the eighteenth–century English social hierarchy.
Some aspects of his approach (such as the institutionalized and objectified
states of cultural capital) are relevant and illuminating.72 His theories raise
suggestive questions regarding networks and society in the eighteenth
century.73

Bourdieu’s theory of capital has attracted much critique, which John Hall neatly
sums up in his “The Capital(s) of Culture”.74 Hall outlines seven issues that
sociologists have raised and discussed, but importantly, each issue discussed
treats the theory of capital in isolation, without referring to Bourdieu’s wider
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“habitus and field” framework.75 Bourdieu rarely combined all the concepts in
one text, making the separation of concepts straightforward. The separation,
however, allows scholars to omit wider concepts, thus making the cultural
theories more vulnerable to criticism. The main objection, for this study, lies
in the taste differences within the eighteenth–century British upper-classes,
which themselves were diverse.76 Therefore, defining a “taste” as “upper class”,
as Bourdieu does, poses problems.77 If one cannot account for the differences
between taste encapsulated by one class, then how can one define the
differences of taste between two classes? The difference in taste between
people and social classes needs qualifying, otherwise sociologists cannot hope
to define any taste as “belonging to” a group of people. When habitus and
field are considered, however, the people included within a field would by
proxy create a definition based on their available resources (capital). It would
be fair to assume that those at the bottom of a field are in a lower social class
than those at the top of a field. Therefore, those tastes at the bottom of the
field versus those at the top, present the definitions of taste within classes.

Musicians could move through social hierarchies in a different way to the other
levels of society. As performers, they could move in social circles of the
aristocracy and gentry. Musicians used this access to higher society to gain
patrons and improve their social standing. In some cases, musicians’ societal
position relied on geographical area. Therefore, musicians who travelled
frequently would experience different levels of social acceptance. Mozart
complained to his father that he was seated “near the cooks and the baker”
when he visited Vienna in 1781, and that the musician’s station even among
the servants was lower than he would have wished it to be: “at least I have the
honour of being placed above the cooks” wrote Mozart.78 Musicians could,
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however, participate in activities to promote their social standing, such as
travelling abroad. Rebecca Agnew explains how the prestige of travel, which
was usually associated with those who acquired an amount of financial
stability, gave an individual a “degree of social mobility”.79 Additionally, travel
could convey “symbolic capital” (here Agnew uses Bourdieu’s term) onto the
traveller and thereby raise an individual’s social status.80 The physical mobility
of travel essentially made social and religious boundaries easier to negotiate,
which was particularly meaningful for English travellers (including those
towards the bottom of the social hierarchy).81

Although problems with Bourdieu’s theory exist, I consider his insights of great
importance for my research project. I will discuss three forms of capital in the
following section, which aims to outline how Bourdieu’s theory can inform an
understanding of musicians’ lives in the eighteenth century.

1.2.1

Cultural Capital

For Bourdieu, pictorial and musical culture has the “greatest distinctive power”
because these possessions require “a long investment of time”.82 These
cultures cannot be acquired by someone “in haste or by proxy [therefore, they]
appear as the surest indications of the quality of the person”.83 This premise
provides the basis for the quantification of cultural capital: “the least inexact of
all the measurements of cultural capital [is] the length of acquisition”.84
Therefore, the more time spent accruing cultural capital, the more economic
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capital/value is transformed into cultural value. Time spent attending concerts
will first cost the person money to attend. Secondly, it may also cause a loss of
earnings because that person does not work whilst attending the event.
Therefore, the economic cost of accruing cultural capital can be twofold.85
According to Bourdieu, cultural capital can exist in three different forms: the
embodied state (effectively being “cultivated” and attending events of culture,
such as concerts), the objectified state (existing in objects such as pictures and
books), and the institutionalized state (academic qualifications and attending
institutions such as universities and clubs).86 Bourdieu’s “state of embodiment”
is the most significant state for this thesis because it contains the main
accumulation method for cultural capital by a music consumer: attendance at a
concert or musical event. Whilst music was published in London, the cost of
such publications were prohibitive to the lower classes of society, if they could
read.87 Similarly, academic qualifications existed for music in universities;
however, they were not taught in the same way as the sciences. The “academic
activities of tutorials and lectures” did not exist for music.88 To receive a
bachelor of music degree a seven year period “in the study or practice” of
music was required.89 This period culminated in composing a five-part song
for “vocal and instrumental” parts, the performance of which took place
publicly “in the music-school”.90 Therefore, the objectified and institutionalised
states do not apply in the same way to music (as a cultural item) in the
eighteenth century.
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Although the Linley family’s livelihood depended on their knowledge of music,
their knowledge was expected because it formed part of their trade.
Accordingly, the cultural capital gained when attending a concert was not as
profitable for the working musician as the non–musician. Musicians, therefore,
present one major complication in Bourdieu’s theory: working musicians would
not attend concerts for pleasure, but rather for work. Therefore, the cultural
capital obtained from attending musical events was largely unavailable to a
musician due to the expectation of work. Consequently, increasing one’s
cultural capital proved a difficulty not quickly surmounted for a family of
musicians: the inability to use musical events to amass cultural capital left only
a few other avenues available. These options included dancing, learning
languages, and reading books for topics of discussion in social situations (as
opposed to learning). Opportunities were limited, however, hampered both by
being a musician, and by the economic constraints on the lower social classes.
When a child, Thomas learnt to dance, and he also learnt Italian whilst
travelling — both of which are activities which would have conferred on him a
certain amount of cultural capital.91

1.2.2

Social Capital

Bourdieu’s “social capital” is the sum of “actual or potential resources”, which is
linked to a network of relationships.92 A person’s relationships provide a
“backing of the collectively–owned capital” or a “‘credential’ which entitles
them to credit”.93 The volume of social capital that one can possess depends
“on the size of the network of connections he can effectively” maintain and on
the “volume of capital possessed in his own right by each of those to whom he
is connected”.94 Whilst connections and networks rarely reduce economic or
cultural capital, social capital can be easily affected and will not support itself

To be discussed in chapters three and four.
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in the absence of organisation.95 Networks can reduce economic capital if one
has to pay to become a member of a specific society. Families are the only
connections that are guaranteed, and all other networks are the “product of an
endless effort at institution [, which is] aimed at establishing or reproducing
social relationships that are directly usable in the short or long term”.96
Therefore, Thomas acquired access to any social capital previously accrued by
his father. Whilst Linley accomplished everything in his power to advance
Thomas socially, they both relied heavily on their networks and connections,
thus ensuring that Thomas would not return to his original, lower, social
status.

1.2.3

Symbolic Capital

Once one has acquired the previous types of capital (social, cultural, and to an
extent, economic), they can merge into Bourdieu’s “symbolic capital”: “the form
that the various species of capital assume when they are perceived and
recognized as legitimate” by one’s peers or betters.97 Cultural capital can often
masquerade as symbolic capital — learning an instrument can suggest cultural
capital. One could recognise it, however, “as [a] legitimate competence”, or a
genetic ability, making the act symbolic rather than cultural.98 Whilst social
connections can provide influence, they become symbolic of the social space
occupied by a network. Such a social symbolic space is differentiated into
groups based on one’s place in the social hierarchy and personal situations.99
Further, if one occupies the centre of a network (or leader of a group) then
his/her capital is improved by the social capital of each person in the
group/network. The leader of a group also conveys symbolic capital, which
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connects to leadership (i.e. leading an orchestra). To convey symbolic capital
the leader must be recognised as such by the majority of people he/she leads.
Symbolic capital also exists as recognised economic or cultural capital.
Therefore, once it has been “recognized [, …] symbolic relations of power tend
to […] reinforce the power relations that constitute the structure of social
space”.100 Symbolic capital relates to one’s place in the social space within the
hierarchy.

1.3

Art Worlds

Following Bourdieu’s theory that social capital requires supporting networks,
“art worlds”, as defined by Howard Becker, are all of the people and actions
that collaborate to form a piece of artwork, or to continue an artistic practice.101
A network exists as a by–product of an art world. As musicologist Richard
Taruskin explains: if one answers the question of “What did it take to make
Beethoven’s Fifth?” with the answer of “Beethoven”, then one has not
considered the art world in which Beethoven operated.102 The theory of art
worlds, therefore, can be directly applied to the network surrounding Thomas
and his family. Although Becker was writing for the twentieth–century Jazz
community, his theory can be applied to art worlds, which exist throughout
multiple genres and centuries. Musicologists can practice and relate many of
Becker’s ideas to eighteenth–century musical networks.
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The structure of the Beckerian “art world” depends on the type of art being
created. The art world for a painting consists of the tradesmen who make the
paints and brushes, the canvasses, the canvas stretchers and frame makers,
the merchants of these items, the painter himself, and any muses involved, the
studio where the art is made, and finally the audience, which looks upon the
work and judges it worthy of the title of “art”.103 Richard Taruskin explains that
a musical art world is just as complicated:
An explanatory account describes the dynamic (and, in the true sense,
dialectical) relationship that obtains between powerful agents and
mediating factors: institutions and their gatekeepers, ideologies,
patterns of consumption, chroniclers, commentators, and so on
practically indefinitely until one chooses to draw the line.104
Eighteenth–century musical art worlds, therefore, contain a complex mix of
people fulfilling many roles. For instance, many eighteenth–century
performers were also the composers. Similarly, with some self–published
works, the composer and performer could also be the manuscript editor and
distributor of sheet music. The participants in a musical art world vary greatly
and include: performers, students, conductors/musical directors, instrument
makers/luthiers,105 music copyists, theatre managers, lamp Men,106, treasurer
for the theatre, newspapers (in which advertisements for concerts appear),107
composers, audience members, Master of Music (for a music centre, such as
Bath), music printers and publishers, libretto printers, box men, bill stickers,108,
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general staff for running the theatre, ticket sellers (which may not be limited to
the Theatre),109 and advertisers (handing out flyers/playbills on the behalf of a
performer).

Some of the contributors to art worlds were not necessarily one person, but
could consist of a group of people: music printers and publishers, for example,
were probably not a single person but a group of people working for a
publishing or printing house. In the eighteenth century, local printing houses
printed the newspapers (rather than dedicated newspaper companies).
Therefore, the same person, or group of people, possibly printed both
newspapers and sheet music.110 Further, in 1774, the Drury Lane theatre made
payments to Glasiers, Lacemen, Hosiers, Sword Cutlers, Timber Merchants,
Upholsterers, Hatters and Carpenters — in addition to payment for coals and
candles.111 All of these jobs expand the possible art worlds of musicians,
especially those working in the theatres.

Becker describes audience members and how they can be categorised into
three main groups: the inner circle, the serious members, and the well–
socialized members of society. The “inner circle” are usually students: those
closest to the performers and composers, and actively learning the trade.112
The students that Becker refers to in the twentieth century are comparable to
the apprentices of the eighteenth century. The “serious audience members”
describe the steady patrons that attend as many events as possible. They
commonly possess a good understanding of the art forms performed and will
retain background knowledge on the “characteristic features of different styles
and periods in the history of the art; the merits of different positions on key
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issues in the history, development, and practice of the art; [and] an
acquaintance with various versions of the same work”.113 These attributions are
only partially applicable to the eighteenth century; however, they suggest the
different facets that the contrasting audiences in London would have shown.114
The third group is the “well–socialized members of society”.115 They enjoy a
basic knowledge of conventions that allow the listener to enjoy a performance.
In an eighteenth–century context, this is applicable to audience members who
frequented the theatres and assembly rooms, where the music was second to
socialising and other entertainments (e.g. playing cards).116

Becker defines these three audience types further according to venues they
frequented. Only the serious audience members and apprentices would attend
the academies of music. In contrast, all three groups of audience participants
probably visited the theatre and would have attended social meetings in the
assembly rooms.117 Often these listeners overlapped with other groups within
a musical art world: printers (for example) could also be serious listeners, and
ticket sellers could be apprentices. Figure 2 depicts a basic relationship
between audience members and the performers and composers. Apprentices
would have been budding performers and composers, whilst also learning the
depth of knowledge that steady patrons may have acquired. Steady patrons
could be amateur musicians themselves, providing overlap with the
professional musicians and composers. The well–socialized members of
society are distanced because they lack the breadth of knowledge or skill to be
included within either of the other audience types.
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Audience 2:
Steady Patrons
and Serious
Listeners

Audience 1:
Apprentices

Performers
and
Composers

Audience 3: The
“well–socialized
members of
society”

Figure 2: Relationship of Audience Type, according to Becker Art Worlds, adapted from
pp.46–52.

Within Thomas’s wider network all three audience types were represented. The
members of the audience, however, were rarely recorded in the newspaper
reviews and advertisements. Therefore, most of the characters discussed in
this thesis would have been part of the inner circle, or at the centre, where they
were not members of the audience at all. Becker’s theory produces a static
network as a point in time, through which musicologists can examine
musicians’ connections.118 I will use Becker’s theory of “art worlds” to help

I have split Thomas’s life into three distinct networks, because otherwise the ‘point
in time’ would span his life, and would not be an accurate depiction of his social
manoeuvrings.
118
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consider the suggestive questions raised by Bourdieu. By pairing Becker with
Bourdieu, I can add a dynamic perspective over Becker’s stationary network.

Becker’s and Bourdieu’s theories are useful to musicologists, whilst
undertaking this study, but some care needs to be taken. They suggest
methods of analysis which can bring fruitful results. The gaps in information
from 250 years ago, however, mean that using these methods and theories can
only ever be impressionistic. Throughout the following chapters, I will present
network diagrams which illustrate the networks through which Thomas moved;
however, they do not tell us anything about the meaning of those
relationships, or how Thomas interacted with these characters. As with all
networks, some connections will mean far more than others, and will often
develop outside of the work environment. By their nature, then, they will not
appear in the vast amount of sources available to us — newspapers, journals of
audience members etc. Additionally, there will be members of the network not
represented in each diagram, which is due to the social nature of that
relationship. I have used these two theories in order to express the complexity
and size of the social networks that Thomas moved throughout, but they do
not depict the type of relationship; nor are they complete.

1.4

Thomas’s Place in a Musical Art World

The Linley family acquired a significant place within the Bath “art world”. Linley
used his young children to his advantage: to promote concerts by stationing
Thomas and Elizabeth outside the pump–room in Bath to sell tickets.119 In this
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way, Thomas started at the edge of the art world and progressed through
varied roles to occupy the centre position (see figure 3).

Thomas’s
progression

Figure 3: The Musical Art world in Three Distinguishable Groups.

As Thomas developed his career, he progressed to the centre of the musical
art world to which he belonged. He also, however, entered other art worlds, at
times in tandem. Thomas immersed himself in the Florentine musical art
world where he was a performer, composer and apprentice (to Pietro Nardini,
1722–1793). Thomas re–entered the Bath art world on his return from Italy in
1771, before his family moved into the London art world. Throughout the
1760s, the Linleys routinely moved between the Bath and London art worlds;
therefore, London was not a new venue. Further, after they moved to London,
they were still involved in the musical life of the Bath art world. Becker
considers movement between art worlds to be normal and participants in
various art worlds would often borrow from their “neighbours”:
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They share sources of supply [, …] recruit personnel from them, adopt
ideas that originate in them, and compete with them for audiences and
financial support.120
The Bath and Bristol art worlds were a clear example of this “borrowing”: whilst
distinct in their own right, they shared a common group of musicians as well
as also vying for the attention of the collective shared audience.121 Long
distance relationships were also possible, as clearly evidenced by the
connection between the Florence and London art worlds when Nardini sent
reeds to the German oboist Johann Christian Fischer (1733–1800, then working
in London) through Thomas.122

1.5

Aims, Objectives and Chapter Outline

Through this project, I aim to map and analyse Thomas’s network using the
social theories discussed. Documentary biographies, whilst important, can
only be completed once (unless new evidence comes to light); therefore, the
ability to provide a new perspective on musicians’ lives is significant.
Bourdieu’s and Becker’s theories will addresses social and cultural capital
within the confines of Thomas’s network. I will show how Thomas’s networks
(and those of his family) directly affected his social mobility and thereby
improved his social standing. The descriptions of these art worlds and their
members help delineate Thomas’s place within the three epicentres of his life
(Bath, Florence and London).
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In the next chapter, I discuss Thomas’s father and siblings, and their impact on
Thomas’s network. I examine their highly–rated professions, which would
have improved their social and symbolic capital. I also evaluate their obituaries
and discuss how they are portrayed as belonging to the higher echelons of
society. How people are remembered in their obituaries is important to one’s
social and symbolic capital, which can then be conferred on heirs or
dependants left behind.

In chapter three, I discuss the network that Thomas formed at the beginning of
his career in Bath. The Bath network is not large; however, it provided a base
for his future network. During the early stages of his career, Thomas met
several influential people, whose benefit to his social network was clear. Bath
was an important staging area for Thomas on which to launch his full career,
therefore a full documentary of his connections is essential to understanding
his career path.

In the fourth chapter, I present the network for Thomas’s three years (between
1768 and 1771) in Florence, Italy. For a musician with a low social
background, a three–year sojourn in Italy was quite unusual because of the
financial cost incurred. Thomas was sent to Italy to study with famous violinist
Pietro Nardini. The objective was to improve Thomas’s performance and
compositions, as well as his symbolic capital: Thomas learnt from the best
musical master. Florence was also the only geographic location in which
Thomas built a network outside of England. He was surrounded by a distinctly
different culture and, therefore, a different context. I will show that Thomas
moved in influential circles whilst in Florence, which bolstered his social
standing on his return to England.

The fifth chapter of this thesis presents the network that Thomas built whilst
he was living and working in London. His network became far more extensive
than that of Bath or Florence, which was reflected in his increased concert
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advertisements. Some of the characters seen in Bath make a reappearance in
Thomas’s London network, which speaks to the ease at which art worlds would
mingle and borrow from each other.

In chapter six, I investigate the Linleys’s estates and financial earnings.
Financial stability in the eighteenth century was significant because economic
capital allowed easier accrual of cultural capital. Further, economic capital
allowed one to buy property, thus increasing both social and symbolic capital.
By evaluating Thomas’s and his family’s property holdings and earnings, I
show that the Linleys’s symbolic and social capital was improved by such
investments.

I conclude the thesis with a discussion of the main themes encapsulated within
this project: money, people, and place. These three themes are closely related
and will have an impact on one another; therefore, fully understanding the role
each plays is important to a complete interpretation of musicians’ lives in the
eighteenth century. I close the project with ideas and thoughts for further
study and future research.
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2. The Linleys: Family and Landowning

Thomas Linley senior (1733–1795) was the founder of the family’s fortune.
The son of a carpenter, William Linley (bap. 1704–1792) and husband of Maria
(1701-1792), Linley was musically talented. When he was ten years old, his
father moved the family to Bath, where Linley was immediately apprenticed to
the organist of Bath Abbey, Thomas Chilcot (c.1707–1766).1 As a child, it is
also believed that he studied with Pietro Domenico Paradies (1707–1791).2
Linley was both a singer and harpsichordist who played regularly at the Bath
Assembly Rooms under the direction of Chilcot. After Chilcot’s death in 1766,
Linley took over the running of the concerts.3 From this position, Linley began
to build a monopoly over the Bath musical scene, with many musicians
resenting his success.4 Along with private teaching of upcoming musicians,
and visitors to Bath, Linley began to build his fortune with the additional
income provided by his children and their performances.5 Over these early
years Linley made considerable upward progress socially and economically
which would stand him, and his family, in good stead for the future. He
managed his children’s early careers with extraordinary skill (as well as his
own) by ensuring that they were performing in the right venues and with the
right people. It is noticeable, and significant, that his children were never
actors/actresses. Linley began a conscious, intergenerational assault on the
higher echelons of society, and should be considered a major player in the
professionalisation and improvement of the English music industry.

Aspden, “Linley, Thomas, Senior.”
Ibid. Overbeck asserts that this training was completed in Italy; however, no evidence
exists to support Linley travelling when he was a child. Overbeck, “Die Chorwerke von
Thomas Linley dem Jüngeren (1756-1778).” See also chapter 4, where I discuss this
further.
3
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5
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Linley bought a share of Drury Lane Theatre in London in 1776, upon David
Garrick’s retirement from the stage. This decision was partly based on his
relationship with the Assembly Rooms in Bath, where he felt that he could “not
see the least chance of being any other than a Servant to ye [Assembly]
Rooms”.6 Linley was in charge of writing and arranging music for the
productions at the theatre, whilst also instructing the actors and actresses on
the stage in their singing — and he was paid handsomely for this role.7 When
he died, it was reported that he left a sizeable fortune of £25,000, and his
belongings were bequeathed to his wife and children.8 Although he was
successful in his career, which can be confirmed by his earnings throughout
his life, his obituary in the Gentleman’s Magazine gave considered praise:
His works are not distinguished by any striking marks of original
genius, but they uniformly manifest taste, feeling, and a full knowledge
of his art. The publick [sic] are indebted to him for many beautiful airs;
he has harmonized with great judgement the melodies of former
writers; and, if it was not in his power to astonish by sublime effects,
his compositions always soothe and charm by delicacy, simplicity and
tenderness.9
The foundations that he built significantly would have improved his children’s
careers had they gone into the music profession. Additionally, the fortune that
he amassed throughout this life allowed his children to raise themselves in
social status and thus better themselves. Had Linley not been commercially
successful, it is likely (for example) that William and Ozias would not have
been able to maintain their success as amateur musicians and gentlemen.

Philip H. Highfill, Kalman A. Burnim, and Edward A. Langhans, “Linley, Thomas (17331795),” in A Biographical Dictionary of Actors, Actresses, Musicians, Dancers,
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The Linley family tree started as a network of families who began life at the
lower end of the social scale. This was the position assigned to them by
society as musicians; however, their actual position in society was middle class
if not higher. Whilst Thomas is my focal point for this thesis, the
accomplishments of his siblings are equally significant to the family’s social
standing as a whole. Throughout this chapter, I will investigate his relatives
and their social successes by analysing their professions and obituaries.
Consequently, I will discuss their impact on the family’s social status as a
whole.

To date, Anthony Wagner’s “Pedigree of the Linley family” is included in the
appendices of Clementina Black’s monograph The Linleys of Bath. 10 Wagner,
however, only explored the family line of Nicholas Linley, Linley’s uncle. Whilst
other biographies note Thomas’s grandfather, William, no further studies exist
of his siblings or Linley’s descendants.11 Therefore, Linley’s scions, and those
of his children, have not yet been documented in full. With twelve children, the
descendants could have been many and far–flung. The majority of Linley’s
children, however, died young or unmarried.12

2.1

The Linley Family

The descendants of Nicholas Linley have progressed through the social
spectrum over the past three hundred years. Although Nicholas’s profession is
unclear, his brother (William Linley, Thomas’s grandfather) was a carpenter.13
Descendants alive today include Viscount Linley (son of H.R.H Princess

10
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Suzanne Aspden references Thomas's grandfather in his ODNB entry, for instance.
See: Suzanne Aspden, “Linley, Thomas, Junior,” accessed October 29, 2012,
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Margaret Rose) who is currently seventeenth in line for the throne as well as
several titled nobility.14

Linley had seven male heirs by his wife, Mary: Thomas, Samuel, Ozias
Thurston, William, Thurston, William Cary and George Frederick. Only two
(Ozias and William), however, survived him. Both Ozias and William died
without heirs (male or female) and therefore the Linley name was not
continued on this side of the family tree. Linley and Mary had five daughters
of which two (Maria and Charlotte) did not marry or provide heirs. Elizabeth
Ann married into the well–known theatrical family of the Sheridans. The
second daughter, Mary, married Richard Tickell, an Englishman who was the
grandson of English poet and government official, Thomas Tickell (1685–
1740). Richard Tickell was appointed to a Commissionership of Stamps and
was an amateur playwright, whose works were performed at the Drury Lane
theatre in London.15 Finally, Jane Nash married Charles William Ward, of whom
not much is known. Additionally, there was Isabella Linley who married
Richard Philpot in the Bath Abbey in 1764; however, no record of her remains
in any of the wills and probate. She, therefore, died young, was excluded from
the wills for an unknown reason, or was not one of Linley’s descendants.
Further, if Isabella was one of Linley’s descendants, she must have died with
no heirs, because the beneficiaries of his other daughters are all referenced in
his will except one (which according to William was a mistake).16 William
makes it clear that he is dividing his wealth between Elizabeth Ann Tickell and
Mary Esther Ward, with more of his fortune going to Elizabeth Ann Tickell.
This was because she was passed over in the will of her grandfather (Linley),
which William considered to be an “insurmountable oversight” and “obviously
[an] accidental omission [that was] not intended”. There is, however, a chance
that Isabella was a child of either Nicholas Linley (Linley’s uncle) or John Linley

For a full plan of the family tree of Nicholas Linley's descendants, see: Black, The
Linleys of Bath.
15
Ibid., 121–124.
16
See William Linley's will in appendix five. See: William Linley, “Will of William Linley
Holborn, Middlesex,” 1835, 1–2, GB–Lpro: PROB 11/1848/175.
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(Thomas’s cousin) because their children were not named in Wagner’s family
tree.
The order of birth of Linley’s twelve children is as follows:


George Frederick (1753–death unknown)



Elizabeth Anne (1754–1792)



Thomas (1756–1778)



Mary (1758–1787)



Thurston (1759–death unknown)



Samuel (1760–1778)



William Cary (1761–death unknown)



Maria (1763–1784)



Ozias Thurston (1765–1831)



Charlotte (twin of Jane Nash, 1768–death unknown)



Jane Nash (twin of Charlotte, 1768–1806)



William (1771–1835)

The four children with unknown deaths are believed by historians to have not
survived infancy.17 Thurston probably died before Ozias was born in 1765,
hence why Ozias was named “Ozias Thurston”. William Cary probably died
before his brother William was born in 1771; otherwise there would have been
a duplication of first names. All the children who were alive when Linley wrote
his will in 1788 were bequeathed either money or objects. Therefore, the
omission of these children’s names suggests that George Frederick, Thurston,
William Cary and Charlotte died before 1788, otherwise they would have been
written into the original will.

Throughout newspaper articles and other published material, Linley is
sometimes referred to as an “esquire”. Esquires were members of the gentry,
along with barons, knights, and gentlemen (see fig. 1). The use of it in
connection with Linley is important because of his profession. Indeed,

17
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throughout his career, the suffix of “Esq.” was seen applied more and more. By
the 1780s, his name rarely appeared without the suffix present. An example of
this can be seen in appendix nine, where, of the six books he subscribed to
after 1780, five bear the suffix “Esq.”. The same is generally seen in
newspapers as well in the late 1780s to 1790s. This increase in use of “Esq.”
after Linley’s name suggests a rise in social status throughout his career.

2.2

Professions

William Linley (bap. 1704–1792; Linley’s father) was a carpenter and therefore
started life near the bottom of the social scale. Linley took every opportunity
he could to ensure that his family did not stay in the lowest rank of society.
Instead, he propelled himself and his children into the middle, if not the upper,
reaches of society by trade and investments. Although having a trade and
getting one’s hands dirty was generally negative for one’s social mobility,
Linley used this to his advantage. A stage performer himself, he was
meticulous to keep his children off that same stage. The one trade worse than
a musician was a stage performer because their betters saw it as morally
dubious and false. Prior to Linley’s ownership of Drury Lane, Elizabeth and
Mary performed on the stage once: Elizabeth appeared in the Fairy Favour with
Thomas in January 1767, and Mary acted in a play. Once Linley was managing
Drury Lane theatre, none of his children performed on the stage: Thomas
performed in the orchestra, but his daughters concentrated on solo
performances. The Linley women did not have professional careers outside of
music, so Thomas’s sisters will not be included in the following subsections.

Although most of Linley’s children were musical, they did not all follow in his
and Thomas’s footsteps. In the eighteenth century some professions were
considered higher than others. Some were suitable for, and usually exclusive
to, the members of the nobility and gentry (such as lawyers, doctors and
40
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clergymen). There was also a certain amount of prestige attached to the Navy
and the East India Company. Linley manoeuvred his offspring into posts that
were considered honourable for the middle class and, in some cases the
gentry, to further his own social capital. By doing so, Linley would have also
improved the social standing of Thomas. Thomas’s brothers are important to
his overall social capital because of their position in Thomas’s, and their own,
networks. Further, the brothers’ professions are representative of their
father’s network because Linley must have facilitated these opportunities for
employment from his own network.

2.2.1

Samuel (1760–1778)

Figure 4: Samuel Linley by Thomas Gainsborough, 1778.
By Permission of the Trustees of Dulwich Picture Gallery,
London

Samuel was employed as a midshipman aboard
the H.M.S. Thunderer, even though he was
trained as an oboist when he was young.18 The
position of midshipman in the eighteenth century
was for non–commissioned officers below the
rank of a lieutenant, who hoped to ascend to a
commissioned position.19 Many of these midshipmen were considered
potential commissioned officers and generally were referred to as “young
gentlemen”.20 After serving as a midshipman for two years, the sailor would be
allowed to sit the Lieutenant test and, if he passed, would receive an officer’s
commission.21 As naval historian Michael Lewis wrote, the midshipman was a

Beechey and Troost, “Linley, Thomas Junior.”
Brian Lavery, Nelson’s Navy: The Ships, Men and Organisation, 1793-1815, Revised
edition (London: Conway, 2013), 88.
20
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Publishing, 2005), 31.
21
Ibid., 31–32.
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gentleman under instruction and would berth separate to the ordinary sailors.22
A midshipman outranked most other petty officers and lesser warrant
officers.23 Midshipmen could come from a wide social background: several
came from the highest ranks of the aristocracy, whilst landed gentry provided
a lot of sons to the navy.24 Most Midshipmen came from the “professional
group” which included “sons of naval officers themselves” and many “had
fathers in medicine, the law, the army and the civil service”.25 Midshipmen
from commercial, or working class backgrounds, were far less common. It is
possible that there were a lot of midshipman from a working class background,
but if that was the case, then many “failed to reach commissioned rank,
because of lack of ‘influence’”.26

Usually a midshipman started their career as a Captain’s servant or apprentice;
however, this was not the case for Samuel who went straight into a
midshipman post. Samuel’s involvement in the navy at a rank of a “young
gentleman” is somewhat surprising given the roots of his family, and is one
more example of Linley advancing his children above himself in the social scale
of eighteenth–century England. According to William Parke, the Honourable
Captain Walsingham,27 Samuel’s “father’s intimate friend”, gave Samuel this
opportunity aboard the H.M.S. Thunderer.28 Linley’s initial acquaintance to
Walsingham is unclear; therefore, how Linley attained this opportunity for

Michael Lewis, England’s Sea-Officers: The Story of the Naval Profession (London:
Allen & Unwin, 1939), 270.
23
Ibid.
24
Lavery, Nelson’s Navy, 90.
25
Ibid.
26
Ibid.
27
Born in 1736, as Robert Boyle, he was an Irish sailor, son of first Earl of Shannon.
After marrying the daughter of the second Earl of Burlington, he eventually succeeded
to the Walsingham estate and adopted the name sometime between 1768 and 1771.
He died with the Thunderer, as Commodore, when she was wrecked off the coast of
Jamaica in 1780. As well as Captain in the Navy, he was also a Member of Parliament
in the British House of Commons. See:
http://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1754–1790/member/walsingham–
hon–robert–1736–80.
28
William Thomas Parke, Musical Memoirs: Comprising an Account of the General State
of Music in England, [...] 1784, to the Year 1830 (H. Colburn and R. Bentley, 1830), 1:
204–205.
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Samuel is unknown. Walsingham’s seats in parliament were Knaresborough
(North Yorkshire) and Fowey (Cornwall), neither of which would have brought
him into contact with the Linleys.29 Walsingham was the captain of the
Thunderer when Samuel was signed on board the ship on March 12, 1778.
Samuel is seen in the muster rolls for the H.M.S. Thunderer until 31 December
1778, where Samuel is listed as “DD” (discharged dead) on 21 December.30 The
newspapers state that he died at his father’s residence in Norfolk Street,
London.31 The Captain’s log book confirms this because there are no
comments regarding his death — had he died on the ship then it would have
been recorded. Parke suggests that Samuel was given shore leave to visit his
family in London where he was “seized with a malignant fever and died”.32
Henry Angelo, a long time family friend, recorded in his reminiscences that the
“fever being on board [the Thunderer, Walsingham] was obliged to put into
Portsmouth”.33 Angelo advises that Samuel was on the sick list.34 Samuel was
not destined to live a long life: had he returned to the ship he would have died
when she was wrecked off the coast of Jamaica, just two years later, in 1780.35

An “epic trilogy” written by David Donachie describes the life of Emma
Hamilton who was a maid in the Linley household.36 Some of the details
included by Donachie do not match the information found in the muster rolls
of the H.M.S. Thunderer. Although Donachie does not provide a clear timeline
throughout his book, he states that Samuel returned home when he was

See: http://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1754–
1790/member/walsingham–hon–robert–1736–80.
30
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sixteen years of age, which suggests that year was 1776, in his navy uniform
— two years before his name is found in the muster rolls. Donachie continues
that during a two–week leave period, the attraction between Emma and Samuel
was mutual and they captured what small meetings they could. 37 On his third
shore leave, Samuel suffered from a fever and was confined to his
bedchambers where he died — this corroborates Parke’s memoirs. Flora Fraser
goes into less detail about the relationship between Emma and Samuel, except
to confirm that she attended him “up to the last moment of his decease”.38
According to Angelo, Samuel’s pall-bearers were himself, Sheridan, Tickell,
Parson Bate and Joseph Richardson.39

Samuel’s social capital would have been greatly improved by his father’s
connection to Captain Walsingham. Further, he could claim institutionalised
cultural capital because he was part of the Royal Navy. Had he lived and
climbed through the ranks, Samuel’s symbolic capital would have been greatly
improved. His skills on the oboe when he was young could be considered
part–symbolic capital as well, because of the legitimate competency (rather
than learned ability) that all the children seemed to possess in the musical arts.
It is likely, however, that Samuel would not have shared this information with
his fellow crewmen, so his ability may never have been recognised by his
peers. Whilst this would not have damaged his social status, it would not have
improved it either.

To hear Donachie tell the story, Samuel commanded “men so much older and wiser
than” himself, “even those [his] age [were his] betters as seamen.” Ibid., 126.
38
Flora Fraser, Beloved Emma: The Life of Emma, Lady Hamilton (A&C Black, 2012), 6.
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Politician,” Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, 2014,
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Reverend Sir Henry Bate Dudley (1745–1824), the first editor of the Morning Post. (See:
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2.2.2

Ozias (1765–1831)

After taking lessons from William Herschel
(1738–1822) in music, Ozias matriculated at
Corpus Christi College, Oxford in 1785 and
subsequently graduated with a BA in 1789.40
In the eighteenth century, all undergraduates
studying for a BA read the same course, which
consisted of grammar and “selected heads out

Figure 5: The Reverend Ozias

of Greek and Roman Antiquities”, “logic and

Thurston Linley by Archer J

moral philosophy”, and the “ancient and

Oliver, c.1805-10. By

classical authors”.

Permission of the Trustees of

41

Following his graduation,

Ozias was recruited into the Church of England

Dulwich Picture Gallery,

clergy and was made a minor canon of Norwich London
Cathedral in 1790, courtesy of his sister’s connections.42 Betsy Sheridan
(Richard’s younger sister) in 1789 stated that he was
rather a handsome young Man and [he had] a sensible countenance;
but [had] such invincible gravity of manner that it [was] difficult to
avoid laughing at him. Part of his gravity may be owing to timidity of
which he seems to have a great share. The Church is the profession He
has chosen and Mrs S[heridan, née Linley] has got the promise of a
living for him.43
In 1816 he moved to Dulwich College in Surrey (an independent public school
for boys) where he became a junior fellow and organist.44 Ozias’s professional

Herschel was “one of Ozias's music masters” as stated in Ozias's letter to his niece,
Mary Esther Ward. See: Black, The Linleys of Bath, 43.
41
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Rutgers University Press, 1960), 142–3.
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trajectory is particularly of import when compared with Thomas’s trajectory:
Ozias received a university education, whilst Thomas travelled abroad for three
years.45 This is particularly salient when one considers that foreign travel was
often used as a substitute for the traditional university education. Ozias’s
education also raises a question about the family’s financial situation: to send
a son to university was expensive and usually out of the realm of possibility for
lower society. Although university education was prevalent throughout the
eighteenth century for higher social families, the opportunities given to the
Linley children were unusual. Institutions could choose to fund a student, as
they can today in the form of a scholarship. No records exist of payment for
Ozias’s education, however, and had he gained a scholarship his
contemporaries would likely have noted it in his obituary or in their memoirs.
It is possible that Ozias gained a scholarship and it has not been noted
because to do so would have insinuated that the Linleys could not afford the
education any other way. Whether Linley had the disposable income to pay for
such education is unknown, though it seems unlikely that he would have
borrowed money to finance their education. Linley was careful with money,
and, with no profit to be made from such an investment, I do not believe it
likely that he borrowed. The education that Ozias received challenges our view
of the eighteenth–century musician and calls into question whether current
scholarship is accurate, or if the Linley family are exceptional in this matter.

The institutionalised cultural capital that Ozias would have gained from his
degree would have been highly important to his career. Further, his peers
could have viewed his inclusion within the clergy as institutionalised capital,
thereby increasing his symbolic capital. Ozias, it would seem, did not
concentrate on accruing cultural capital via the embodied state. This may have
been because if he attended concerts he could have been mistaken for a
performer because of the profession of his father and brother, and his position
as organist at Dulwich College.

45

Discussed in chapter four.
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Towards the end of the eighteenth century, Ozias voted twice. The first vote
was to appoint a member of parliament for the city of Norwich in 1794. The
second, was to elect a coroner to the County of Norfolk in 1795. In each poll,
he is described as a “freeholder”, and in 1795 his freehold is recorded as being
in “Mourningthorpe” (now Morning Thorpe).46 Where this property came from
is unknown and has not been recorded in any documents regarding the family.
Ozias’s will states that everything will be left to his brother William, with no
further details. Therefore, there is currently no record of this land, or where it
was.

2.2.3

William (1771–1835)
Figure 6: William Linley (1771–1835) by Sir Thomas
Lawrence, 1840 © National Portrait Gallery, London.

William trained as a musician and was German
composer Karl Frederich Abel’s (1723–1787)
pupil.47 William joined the service of the
Honourable East India Company (HEIC) as a
young adult writer and travelled to India twice.
On his first visit to Madras in 1790, William was
“appointed assistant under the collector of
Madura and Dindigul, and, [in 1793], deputy
secretary to the military board”.48 When he returned to England, he worked
with the managers of Drury Lane and composed two unsuccessful operas.49
Due to financial instability, William returned to India in 1800, where, once
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again, he climbed through positions: he became paymaster at Vellore in 1801,
and was appointed sub–treasurer and “mint–master to the presidency at Fort
George” in 1805. He returned to England less than a year later, which suggests
that the latter post was profitable.50 Furthermore, once back in England,
William acquired enough money to devote himself to writing and composition,
continuing works started in India. It was a few years later that English organist
and composer Samuel Wesley (1766–1837) introduced William to Charles
Burney.

William’s acquisition of capital is quite different to his brothers’. When he
trained as a musician under Abel, a prominent German musician, William’s
cultural and social capital would have been enhanced from this connection. He
would have accrued institutionalised cultural capital by working for the East
India Company. His promotions to higher offices would have been
accompanied by a certain amount of symbolic capital that would have been
recognised by his peers both in the Company and the general public. When he
effectively retired and became an amateur composer and writer in England, his
legitimate competency in music would have been readily apparent to those
who knew him. This legitimate competency of cultural capital would have
quickly been transformed into symbolic capital, and therefore would have
advanced his social status. Though Thomas had a legitimate competency
which earned him symbolic capital, William’s legitimate competency would
have worked differently: his competency would have been the competency of a
gentleman — a man who did not have to work to survive — and therefore
would have afforded him more symbolic capital. Overall, William’s social
status would have been higher than his brothers’ because of his career path
and status as a wealthy man who dabbled in music.

The only caveat to William’s competency was that he used it to compose music.
For professional musicians, composing was considered to hold a higher rank
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than performing, or “mere execution”.51 Composing music was not a suitable
pastime, however, for a gentleman because it “required a level of training that
necessarily confirmed obsessive musical interests”.52 William’s continued
composing, therefore, may have damaged his social status. As his obituary
will show, he was considered to be a gentleman and any close friends would
have known that he had elevated his social status from the lower middle class.
Therefore, the impact of his continued allegiance with a professional
musicians’ source of income can only be speculated.

2.3

Obituaries

The obituaries of the Linley family are crucial to surveying their individual
social statuses at the end of their lives. Obituaries written by friends and
family can disclose useful information about the subject’s life. They can also
document the rise through social classes, as happens in several of the Linleys’s
obituaries. They tend to reveal the siblings’s social positioning at the end of
their lives, which in some cases was considerably higher than the beginning.
Overall, the obituaries that I discuss confirm that each sibling rose in stature
throughout their life, which is recorded in their death. William, Ozias, Samuel
and Elizabeth all present a significant increase in their social status throughout
their lives. Thomas died too young for his social status to significantly change,
and his sisters, Maria, Mary and Jane, were not professional performers and
had no other career.

The middle class were the largest consumers of newspapers in the second half
of the eighteenth century: the “consumer revolution” involved “increased
consumption of […] popular novels, magazines, newspapers, and
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entertainment and the means of marketing them through advertising to an
enlarged buying public”.53 As literary historian Elizabeth Barry explains, the
newspapers were trying to appeal to “both gentleman and tradesman […]
bringing them into the same cultural sphere”.54 When obituaries were first
published in the seventeenth century they were always for the “high born”
members of society.55 Towards the end of the century “imposters to noble
title[s]” were also encompassed by the obituary tradition, opening “the door to
genuine accounts of the lives and deaths of the middle classes”.56 Although
Barry specifically used the Gentleman’s Magazine in her research, much of
what is discussed can be applied to the “standard” contemporary newspapers.
Unlike the Gentleman’s Magazine, the normal newspapers did not have an
obituary column but rather displayed death notices throughout the issue.
Some of these obituaries are just a few lines stating that someone has died,
usually at their house. Some authors, however, go into extensive detail about
both the deceased’s life and the hours leading to their death, and in such a
way create a “celebrity” of the person. As Barry articulates, they are “celebrated
for entirely ephemeral achievements in their lifetimes: sporting prowess,
acting, singing, chess–playing, gambling success and even excessive
drinking”.57 This is exactly what can be seen in the obituaries published on the
Linley family: the children are all praised for their genius of music, whether it
was for instrument or vocal talent. They are also praised for their general
demeanour and personality by their respective authors. The Gentleman’s
Magazine seemed to prefer the obituaries of “entertainers” over those “seeking
fame beyond their lifetimes”, and this can certainly be seen throughout the
normal newspapers as well: the longest obituaries are usually those of
entertainers.58 This is probably because stage performers often had an affinity
with the audience that feels like a relationship. Therefore, if one went to see a
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performer regularly, one would feel as if one knew that performer almost as a
friend.

The impartial nature of obituaries in the eighteenth century allowed “the
middle and even lower classes” to gain an even footing with those of high
birth.59 Although they may not receive “an ornate epitaph in verse they could
still be commemorated in print and prose”.60 That is not to suggest that the
dead would always be remembered well: Mrs Baddeley’s obituary in the
Gentleman’s Magazine in 1786 conveyed great details of her life and the
scandals that sent her to Dublin.61 The anonymous writer seems to advocate
that she was to blame for many of the “distresses inseparable from
misconduct”.62 Eulogies, paragraphs and verses were printed in contemporary
newspapers upon the deaths of Thomas and his siblings. The existence of
such publications shows that they were high enough in society to have
obituaries published — they must have been considered at least middle class.
As historians Hannah Barker and Elaine Chalus describe, obituaries were
“customarily the work of relatives of the deceased” although many were kept
anonymous.63

2.3.1

Thomas

The first of the siblings to die was Thomas, at just 22 years of age. Numerous
reports appeared in the local newspapers advising that he had died, although
only a few described the scenario thoroughly. As expected, newspapers did
sometimes receive the wrong information and therefore accounts of Thomas’s
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death vary between publications. In the General Evening Post it was
announced that:
The unhappy accident that occasioned the death of Mr. Linley, jun. is
thus related by a person just arrived in town from the Duke of
Ancaster’s seat, at Grimsthorpe, in Lincolnshire. Mr. Linley and Mr.
Olivarez, an Italian master, and another person, agreed to go on the
lake in the sailing–boat, which Mr. Linley said he could manage; but no
sooner had they sailed into the middle of the lake, but a sudden squall
of wind sprung up, and overset the boat; however they all hung by the
mast and rigging for some time, till Mr. Linley said he found it was in
vain to wait for assistance, and therefore, though he had his boots and
great coat on, he was determined to swim to shore, for which purpose
he quitted his hold, but had not swam above a hundred yards before
he sunk. Her G[race] the D[uchess] of Ancaster saw the whole from her
dressing–room window, and immediately dispatched several servants
to take another boat to their assistance, but which unfortunately came
only time enough to take up Mr. Olivarez and his companion, not being
able to find the body of Mr. Linley for more than forty minutes. Miss
M[ary] Linley came up to town, with the melancholy tidings of the
disaster, and now lies dangerously ill at the Duke of Ancaster’s in
Berkeley–square; Mrs. Sheridan is likewise inconsolable for the loss of a
valuable brother; — and yesterday Mr. Linley his father, whose
sufferings on the occasion no language can express went down to pay
the last tribute to a beloved son.64
An example of a differing story is found in the London Evening Post:
The following may be depended on as the melancholy particulars of
the death of the late Mr. Linley, junior.
He and his sister Miss Mary Linley, being down on a visit at his Grace
the Duke of Ancaster’s seat at Grimsthorpe, Lincolnshire, there being a

8–11 August, 1778. This account was also published in the St. James's Chronicle or
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number of lakes which run out from the Duke’s park, Mr. Linley made a
small party to go a fishing upon the remotest of them.
The party consisted of another young gentleman besides himself, and
the boatman. When they were some time upon the lake, a strong gust
of wind rose; upon which, not considering the very great attention of
managing a sail in a small boat, they hoisted up one, which in a little
time overset the boat, by which all the three were thrown into the lake.
Mr. Linley could swim very well, and on the boatman coming up to his
assistance, he genenerously [sic] declined it, but desired him to swim
up to his companion, who wanted such help. The boatman did as he
was desired, and in a little time shoved the young gentleman to the
bank side, when they both got safe. As soon as ever they had
recovered themselves they looked about for young Mr. Linley, but to no
purpose; they then took it for granted, that he must have landed on
the opposite side before them, and that being wet all over, he very
prudently might have made the best of his way to the house; they
accordingly went up to know, when no tidings of him appeared there.
They then began to have alarms for his safety, and taking down with
them two or three of the servants, they returned to the side of the lake,
and after some search hauled him up.
Instant remedies were applied, but as he had been above forty minutes
under water, they proved ineffectual. It is thought he must have stuck
in the mud near the bank side and from thence was not able to
disengage himself.65
It is difficult to know which one is true, but they both present the same
outcome. The second account is more favourable to Thomas’s character than
the first, which suggests a differing author. The St James’s Chronicle, or the
British Evening Post printed on the front page:
On Wednesday last Mr Thomas Linley, eldest Son of Mr. Linley, one of
the Proprietors of Drury–Lane Theatre, fell out of a Boat into a Lake

65

11–13 August 1778.
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belonging to his Grace the Duke of Ancaster, at Grimsthorpe in
Lincolnshire, and was unfortunately drowned :— He remained under
Water full forty Minutes, so that every Effort made Use of to restore
him to Life proved ineffectual. This Accident has deprived this
Profession to which he belonged of one of its principal Ornaments, and
Society of a very accomplished and valuable Member.66
The use of “ornaments” here is particularly significant. When Michael Kelly
recounts his conversation with Mozart regarding Thomas’s early death, Kelly
quotes Mozart asserting that if Thomas had lived “he would have been one of
the greatest ornaments of the musical world”.67 The inclusion of “society”
towards the end is extremely noteworthy: not only were his peers recognising
his inherent ability of musicianship (and so contributing to Thomas’s cultural
and symbolic capital), but also his contribution to society as a whole.
Thomas’s symbolic capital would have been greatly increased by such a
statement. Noticeably, these three obituaries all dramatise the accident and
give little information on Thomas’s life and accomplishments as was usually
seen in obituaries. Therefore, Thomas’s cultural, social or symbolic capital at
the end of his life was not documented. The majority of the newspaper’s
readership would have been familiar with Thomas’s accomplishments;
therefore, this omission may have been because he was active in the public
eye.

His family wrote verses lamenting Thomas’s death, which appear in
newspapers from 17 August 1778. Maria wrote “On the Death of Mr. LINLEY,
Jun.” which was published in the Morning Chronicle and London Advertiser on
17 August:

If Friendship’s power can wake the soul sincere,

8–11 August 1778, page 1.
Michael Kelly, Reminiscences of Michael Kelly, of the King’s Theatre, and Theatre
Royal Drury Lane, Including a Period of Nearly Half A Century; with Original Anecdotes
of Many Distinguished Persons, Political, Literary, and Musical, Microform: GB-So:
N.1.1.1680 (London: Henry Colburn, 1826), 142.
66
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Accept, O sacred shade, the pitying tear,
Thy genius by celestial influence fired,
Charm’d every ear, and ev’ry breast inspir’d ;
More magic sweetness dwelt upon thy tongue,
Than Seraphs to their golden viols sung,
Thro’ the soft melting strains such music stole,
As wak’d the sense, and harmonized the soul ;
Thy tuneful hand cou’d sooth the woe–fraught breast,
Heal ev’ry pain, and lull the mind to rest,
To realms of bliss thy purer spirit floats,
And angels chaunt thy own melodious notes ;
The tender friend may heave the heart felt sigh,
The tear may tremble in the sorrowing eye :
Yet shall thy worth to Time’s last hour remain,
The pride of genius, and the boast of fame.
Tho’ Death’s pale hand hath beckon’d thee away,
Thy name, O LINLEY, never shall decay.
MARIA
Leicester Fields, Aug. 11, 1778.
Maria was not the only sibling to publish verses about her brother: Elizabeth
published in the Gentleman’s Magazine in 1785:
MRS. SHERIDAN
ON HER

BROTHER’S VIOLIN.

SWEET instrument of him for whom I mourn,
Tuneful companion of my LYCID’S hours,
How liest thou now neglected and forlorn,
What skilful hand shall now call forth thy powers !

Ah ! none like his can reach those liquid notes,
So soft, so sweet, so eloquently clear,
To live beyond the touch, and gently float
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In dying modulations on the ear.”

Thus o’er my LYCID’S lyre as I complain’d,
And kiss’d the strings where he was wont to play,
While yet in pensive sadness I remain’d,
Methought it sigh’d, and sighing seem’d to say :

Ah ! me, forlorn, forsaken, now no more
Shall fame and just applause around me wait ;
No power my gentle Master can restore,
And I, alas ! will share his hapless fate.

Fled is that spirit, chill’d that youthful fire,
Which taught those strains with harmony replete,
And cold that hand which only can inspire
My senseless form to utter sounds so sweet.

Those sounds melodious ne’er again shall please,
No tuneful strain from me shall ever flow ;
Save o’er my trembling strings a sighing breeze,
To call one sad, soft note of tender woe.

Else, ah ! for ever mute let me remain,
Unstrung, untun’d, forgotten let me be ;
Guard me from curious eye, and touch prophane,
And let me rest in mournful sympathy !

One fate with thee, dear Master, let me share ;
Like thee in [sil]ent darkness let me lie !
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My frame [recte, fame] without thee is not worth my care,
With thee alone it liv’d, with thee shall die !”

THE SAME,
ON THE DEATH OF HER UNFORTUNATE | BROTHER.

O THOU whose vent’rous Muse, sublimely bright,
Above Heaven’s concave wings her daring flight,
Spirit of Milton ! once again descend,
And to my feeble Muse thy succour lend ;
Teach me, like thee, to mourn the hapless fate
Of a lov’d LYCIDAS ; like thee relate
A tale so piteous, and so like thy own,
That thou, again recalling days long flown,
Shalt o’er my LYCID’S tomb thy grief renew,
And think the tears that fall are friendship’s due,
He too, like thee, could pour such melting strains,
As well might please the natives of the plains ;
Still in the list’ning ear the sounds would stay.
Sweeter than oaten pipe or Doric lay.
But when to loftier themes h[is S]oul aspir’d,
When heaven–born genius all his bosom fir’d,
Whene’er in notes sublime his voice he rais’d,
To sing the wonders of the God he prais’d,
The harmony divine thrill’d through each breast,
And every brighten’d eye his zeal confess’d.
“In manners gentle, in affections” warm,
Skill’d in each art, each pleasing power to charm ;
With native honour bless’d and genuine truth,
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The fire of genius, and the glow of youth,
He fell—the parting waves clos’d round his head,
And murmur’d, as they clos’d, for LYCID’[S] dead *.
Ah ! Youth belov’d, how shall I paint the grief
Which rends thy parents’ hearts, and mocks relief ;
Thy sister’s deep distress, and that still woe
Which fond remembrance long must cause to flow !
Vain, vain attempt ! unequal flows the verse
Which real sorrow prompts me to rehearse ;
Yet will I cherish still the pleasing strain,
And bring thee in idea back again ;
Recalling every song and [n]ote of th[in]e,
Each social strain which thou wert wont to join,
Till warm imagination sees thee near,
And more than mortal music strikes my ear.
Ah ! gentle spirit, how wilt thou forgive
The weakness that would wish thee still to live ;
Again to tempt the shaft which Envy throws
At every breast where worth or genius glows !
Then cease complaint, and cease the mournful lay,
The last sad tribute which my Muse shall pay[.]
Farewell, my lov’d, lost LYCIDAS, farewell !
Still in thy sister’s mem’ry shalt thou dwell ;
And, when thy own soft sweet notes again I sing,
Hover round me on Cherubic wing,
And waft the sounds to Angels list’ning near,
For Angels strains like thine delight to hear,
Shall hear ; and to their harps attune thy lays,
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And join with thee to hymn their Maker’s praise.
Eliz. Sheridan.68
* Mr. Linley was unfortunately drowned in the Duke of Ancaster’s park.

In response to these verses by Elizabeth, Mr. Pratt wrote a reply entitled Her
Brother’s LYRE to* Mrs. Sheridan:
THIS said, a solemn silence breath’d around,
Cecilia wept upon her Lycid’s Lyre ;
The pensive breeze then gave a sighing sound,
And the strings seem’d to tremble and expire.

One hollow murmur, like the dying moan,
Was heard to vibrate then with pauses flow
From the sad instrument, when thus the tone
Gave modulations of a softer woe.

“Cease, beauteous mourner ! partner of my grief !
“Tuneful associate of my last despair !
“Thou, only thou, canst bring this breast relief,
“Thy sympathy alone can sooth my care.

“What though, ah stroke severe ! our Lycid’s dead,
“Nor more, alas, can ravish mortal ear !
“What though the soul of melody is fled,
“His best attendant to th’ harmonious sphere ;

“Struck by Cecilia’s hand I yet may live,

Sylvanus Urban, Gent, The Gentleman’s Magazine: And Historical Chronicle Volume
LV for the Year MDCCLXXXV: Part the First (London: Printed by John Nichols, for David
Henry, 1785), 55–56.
68
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“Her magic touch again can tune my frame ;
“Her cherub voice my spirit yet revive,
“And sounds of heavenly sorrow grace my fame,

“But should nor dulcet song, nor music’s art,
“Nor social sighs, which mourn the youth we love,
“Have power to heal the sister’s wounded heart,
“Nor to these chords forlorn a solace prove ;

“Ah still together let our sorrows join,
“And this sad form still boast thy gentle aid ;
“Lycid’s companion sure should still he thine,
“Still should’st thou kiss the strings where he has play’d.”
* […] Mr. P. it is observable, has here transformed the ‘violin’ into a ‘guittar.’

Thomas’s sisters were not the only ones to write poetry upon his death. It
would seem that Richard Tickell (Mary’s husband) wrote a few verses that can
be found in the Tickell’s family “commonplace book”.69 No obituary by Richard
Sheridan exists, which may be because he was still recovering from his riding
accident a few weeks previously.70 Tickell wrote:
On the Death of Mr T. Linley Junr
Ere yet the bloom of health had left his cheek,
Ere manhood had matur’d with ripening Hand

William Hutton et al., “COMMONPLACE-BOOK: Verse Compiled by Members of the
Tickell Family, in England and India,” c.1787 to 1816, GB-Lbl: Add MS 59656.
70
On 30 July 1778, the Morning Chronicle and London Advertiser, printed: “Tuesday as
Mr. Sheridan, Manager of Drury-lane Theatre Tuesday as Mr. Sheridan, Manager of
Drury-lane Theatre, was returning from town to his country box near Ealing, and riding
an unruly mare which he had lately purchased, the creature threw him, and afterwards
kicked him violently on the head. Mr. Sheridan was immediately conveyed to his
house, from whence it is hoped the next account will announce his not only being out
of danger, but in fair way of recovery.” On 8 August, the Morning Post published a
poem on his recovery.
69
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Those gentle manners, those affections meek,
Which Virtue o’er his Mind had giv’n command.
While cank’ring envy sought with cunning art
To crush the rising flame, the merit claim’d,
And darkly levell’d its envenom’d Dart
To wound that worth, at which it vainly miss’d.

His guardian–Angel, mark’d each anxious fear,
Each devious path of Hope, her fav’rite trod ;
And thinking praise unworthy of him here ;
Presum’d him to receive it from his God.

Shall Linley die – and shall the Muse
Her highest praise neglect to give?
Shall she, her warrant thanks refuse
To him who taught her fame to live?
No much lov’d youth! thy hapless fate
Must draw from friendship’s eye the pitying tear
E’en Envy’s self must own – tho’ now too late
Worth which will make thy Memory ever clear!71

These verses are exceedingly complementary of Thomas and his skills on the
violin. This is perhaps to be expected, because the authors were family
members (except for Mr. Pratt’s response to Elizabeth’s verses). These verses
would have contributed to his cultural and symbolic capital. Thomas’s ability
on the violin is recognised here as a legitimate competency, rather than a
learned ability, increasing his symbolic capital exponentially.

71

Hutton et al., “COMMONPLACE-BOOK.”
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Although there are many accounts of Thomas’s death, there are none of his
burial. Thomas was supposedly buried at the church of St Michael and All
Angels, in the parish of Edenham, Lincolnshire. There is a plaque in the church
(see figure 7) that advises that Thomas was buried there at some point. This
plaque is a recent addition, commissioned by the church.72 The burial record
lists Thomas as “Thomas Lindley” who was buried at St Michael’s in Edenham
on 11 August 1778. The current Reverend, Andrew Hawes, however, has
searched the grounds and crypts, and there is no head stone or indication of
his resting place. Burial records from the period should advise if Thomas was
ever exhumed and reinterred; however, there are no records to confirm this.

Figure 7: Plaque in memory of Thomas Linley, at St Michael and All Angels Church,
Edenham, Lincolnshire.

72

Discussion with Reverend Andrew Hawes, November 2013.
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2.3.2

Samuel

Samuel was one of the least visible Linley children and this is reflected in the
amount of, and language used in, his death notices. The longest notice of
Samuel’s death was published in the London newspaper, The Morning Post and
Daily Advertiser, on 5 December 1778 and reads:
On Thursday night died at his father’s house in Norfolk street, Mr.
Samuel Linley, in the 20th years of his age : He was an officer aboard
the Hon. Capt. Walsingham’s ship the Thunderer and was one of the
few in that vessol [sic] who returned in health to Portsmouth. He came
to his family on leave of absence, which being expired, he returned to
his duty at Portsmouth, where he was taken ill, and arrived in town
again on Sunday night last, but with a fever of so violent a nature, that
notwithstanding the most skillful [sic] attendance, he fell a sacrifice to
it on Thursday. He was a young man with a most amiable disposition,
with great advantage of person and countenance, and of such a
conduct as will doubtless make him regretted by those he served with,
as he must be sincerely lamented by his family, on whose account it
must be a melancholy reflection to recollect the catastrophe which not
four months since snatched away the brother of this unfortunate youth
at the Duke of Ancaster’s seat, at Greenthorpe [sic], a misfortune which
needed not so hasty and bitter an aggravation.
Although this is a notice of Samuel’s death, the writer spent almost a quarter
of the paragraph on Thomas’s recent death. The inclusion of the Duke of
Ancaster, alongside the “Hon. Capt. Walsingham”, makes the family’s social
connections clear to the reader: the conspicuous titles (Duke and Hon. Capt.)
accompanied names that were probably well known in London.73 The use of
“officer” in this obituary is a slight exaggeration: a midshipman was a petty
officer of the crew, not a fully-fledged officer. This may have been a mistake

The Duke of Ancaster made regular trips to London to see performances and friends.
See: John Parker, “Duke of Ancaster Accounts: General Accounts of Expenditure,” n.d.,
GB-LIa: 2-ANC/6/5-16.
73
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on the part of the author (who is anonymous), however, it may also have been
an attempt on Linley’s part to boost his son’s (and therefore his own) social
capital.

2.3.3

Maria Linley

Although she had no children or husband (she died age 21), Maria had a
eulogy printed in the St James’s Chronicle or the British Evening Post in the 14–
16 September 1784 issue by Captain Thompson.74 It was reprinted in the
Public Advertiser, 17 September. Thompson
wrote:
If Truth, if Virtue, Innocence and Grace,
May, in celestial records, claim a Place,
Linley, thy Name is with an Angel’s pen
Written on Golden Leaves by fainted Men!
If Wit, if Beauty, Modesty, and Sense,
Met Earth’s Applause, or Heav’n’s high
Recompence:
If e’er an Angel left the Solar Sphere,
To fix in Wonder every Eye and Ear,
‘Twas thee, Maria—whose superior Grace
Prov’d thee descended of celestial race;
Prov’d thee design’d to mitigate our Care,
And raise our Minds to know what Angels are!

Figure 8: Maria Linley (1763–
1784) by Richard Westall,
1785 © National Portrait
Gallery, London.

Captain Thompson would appear to be Peter Thompson of the Dorset Militia, who
was heir to Sir Peter Thompson (a successful merchant and member of parliament).
See: Robin Myers, “Thompson, Sir Peter (1698–1770), Merchant and Book Collector,”
Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, 2004,
http://oxforddnb.com/view/article/65140. How Thompson would have known Maria
is currently unknown.
74
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Maria dear, adieu ! and from th’ Abode
Of Saints, bestow thy Light to point the Road;
That by thy Radiance we may gain thy Sky,
And pass with thee a bless’d Eternity!

A “favourite Elegy” was also written “on the much–lamented death of Miss
Maria Linley” by an unknown author. It was published on 9 October 1784 with
a “Select collection of Handel’s Songs”.75 Several letters were also published in
the London newspapers praising Maria for her “uncommon talents in drawing
as well as in musick” and stating that “she was equally admired for her
engaging manners and amiable conduct”.76 The cultural and social capital that
would have accompanied such a statement would have improved her overall
social status.

In 1784, verses were published in the Gentleman’s Magazine which announced
that the “following elegant Tribute of Affection, by Mrs. SHERIDAN, for a
departed Relation, whose public Talents and private Virtues were eminently
conspicuous, cannot be unacceptable to our Readers”.77
VERSES to the Memory of my beloved Sister
MARIA LINLEY

T

WICE* hath the sorrowing Muse her tribute paid,
And the sad call of mourning Love obey’d;
Again in cypress wreaths she veils her lyre,
And milder grief, her plaintive strains inspire;
Again she comes to soothe my lonely hours,
And strew th’–untimely grave with weeping flow’rs,

Morning Chronicle and London Advertiser, October 9, 1784.
Morning Chronicle, September 9, 1784.
77
Sylvanus Urban, Gent, The Gentleman’s Magazine: And Historical Chronicle Volume
LIV for the Year MDCCLXXXIV: Part the Second (London: Printed by John Nichols, for D.
Henry, 1784), 934–935.
75
76
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Sweet half–blown buds, cropt in their earliest bloom,
Fit emblems to adorn Maria’s tomb;
The fair! the young Maria! she whose song
Charm’d to mute rapture the admiring throng,
Whose smiling loveliness all hearts subdu’d,
Whose gentle accents fond attention woo’d.
Mourn, Beauty, mourn! no more with wanton pride
Beast your bright charms with orient crimson dy’d:
Let said Reflection Pleasure’s dream supply,
And tremble in the tear that dims your eye;
Such charms or sweet Maria were bestow’d,
There [sic] Innocence and Health, united, glow’d,
So shone the soften’d lustre of her eyes,
Such were the dazzling beams of glad surprize.
Ye too, whose gentler souls confess the pow’r
Of heav’nly harmony, her loss deplore,
Whose notes enchanting, struck with magic art
On all the soft vibrations of the heart;
Oh! let your dying strains to Heav’n be borne,
And imitate the excellence you mourn;
So shall the angel spirit downward bend,
And, tow’rds the friends she lov’d, her arms extend,
Pitying the sorrows we are doom’d to bear,
And vainly wishing us her bliss to share.
While thus my tears with these sad numbers flow,
While thus my lov’d Maria’s form I trace,
Her animated look, her native grace,
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I soothe the grief I wish not to subdue,
And all her sweet perfections still renew.
*Alluding to the untimely death of my dear brothers, Thomas and Samuel.78

Such a long eulogy to Maria would certainly have caught the readers’ attention
— especially when she was not a well–known performer. The description of
her character throughout would have improved her symbolic capital; however,
no other capital could be gained from these verses.

2.3.4

Mary

Mary was never as famous as her sister,
Elizabeth, and once she married Richard Tickell
she was not seen on the stage again. Once out
of public life, she would probably have been
quickly forgotten. The usual short notices of her
death exist, some of which record that she was a
daughter of Linley but some do not. This is
probably because Tickell was a government
official who was given rooms at Hampton Court
Palace.79 Therefore, the necessity of referencing
Figure 9: Elizabeth and Mary
Linley by Thomas

Linley’s career to boost his daughter’s obituary
was not strictly necessary.

Gainsborough, c.1772. By
Permission of the Trustees of
Dulwich Picture Gallery,
London.

This was supposedly also published in the Bath Chronicle, however, there is not a
copy available in their online archive, so it is unclear when this would have been
printed.
79
Black, The Linleys of Bath, 124.
78
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After the Royal family left the Palace in 1737, the rooms were “divided up for
‘grace-and-favour’ residents who were granted rent-free accommodation
because they had given great service to the Crown or country”.80 Tickell
occupied the rooms from September 1782 until his death, and, whilst Mary was
alive, she would have lived with him. His warrant described his
accommodation as “lodgings on the south side of the attic storey, near the
centre, consisting of 11 rooms”.81 His friend, William Brummell (d.1794)
helped Tickell obtain a pension of £200 “for writing in support of the ministry”,
and the commissionership in the Stamp Office paid an annual salary of £500. 82
On 1 August 1787, the World and Fashionable Advertiser published:
On Friday evening [27th July] died, at the Hot–Wells, Bristol, where the
fruitless anxiety of her friends had conveyed her, after a severe illness
[tuberculosis], Mrs Tickell, wife of Richard Tickell, Esq. and daughter of
Mr. Linley. Public Report, seldom unjust to true and ambitious worth,
has ranked her as a character never to be named but with praise. Every
quality that wins affection, and every virtue that commands respect,
conspired to make her the pride of all who were connected with her,
and the delight of all who knew her. Her pure and perfect mind had
opportunities of manifesting itself in all the various relations of life in
which female merit can be proved, while graceful talents, and sprightly
unaffected wit, rendered her society as delightful as her conduct was
exemplary. In her twenty–ninth year, the stroke of death has snatched
her from a husband and relations that adored her, and from those
tender infants insensible of their loss!
This obituary is rife with symbolic, social and cultural capital. Her character
“never to be named but with praise” would have improved her symbolic capital,
but also the symbolic capital of everyone that she was acquainted with. Mary’s
“pure and perfect mind” and “graceful talents” describes her cultural capital,

“Find out More about the Modern Restoration of Hampton Court Palace,” Historic
Royal Places, 2015,
http://www.hrp.org.uk/HamptonCourtPalace/anewcommunityandrestoration.
81
Sarah E. Parker, Grace and Favour: A Handbook of Who Lived Where in Hampton
Court Palace, 1750-1950, ed. Clare Murphy (Surrey: Historic Royal Palaces, 2005), 36.
82
Ibid.
80
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whilst the comments of “her society” would have greatly improved her own
social capital — and therefore the social capital of her network. As a whole,
this would have transformed into symbolic capital as soon as it was recognised
within this obituary, thus advancing her social status.

The General Evening Post 21–23 August and Public Advertiser 24 August
printed the same anonymous tribute to Mary:
To the MEMORY of Mrs. TICKELL
REPLETE with every charm to win the heart,
To soothe life’s sorrows, or its joys impart
Soft—timid—elegant! her beauteous mien
Bespoke the feeling—gentle mind, within,
Torn from her Husband’s fond adoring arms,
From Friends who weep her matchless worth and charms,
By pale disease, which on her Beauties prey’d,
Her roses blighted and her form decay’d;
They—like the graces of her virtuous mind—
Were not for weak mortality design’d!
Thus the sweet tub’rose, in the thorny shade,
Whose flow’rets wither, and whose honours fade,
Till soft’ring dews and sun–shine’s chearing [sic] ray
Again call forth its beauties into day—
Thus, ‘midst the agonizing tears of woe,
Truth whispers from the grave— Thus fealt thou blow!
There is a coming morn, shall bid the rise,
And in the bloom of Virtue grace yon skies.
Where Truth and Piety shall live sublime,
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And Worth shall find its own congenial clime.
Then mourn not that THE SAINT, thus undismayed,
Died— at that dread command—she e’er obey’d!
This tribute is carefully worded to show Mary in the best possible light. The
“beauteous” indication of her character showed how she was seen in public life:
of gentle mind and elegant. Her matchless worth and charms speaks to her
upbringing, and therefore her social status. Overall this extended verse would
have improved her social and symbolic capital far more than the prose printed
in the World and Fashionable Advertiser. The use of words such as “virtuous”
and “honours” substantiates her symbolic capital in contemporary society. The
personification of “Virtue”, “Truth”, “Piety” and “Worth” bring these words to the
readers’ attention and closely link them to the departed subject, Mary Tickell,
thereby furthering her symbolic capital.

2.3.5

Elizabeth

Elizabeth was perhaps the sibling that was most
in the audience’s view, having been a well–
known and applauded soprano. After her
marriage to Richard Sheridan she largely
stopped performing for the public, although
that is not to suggest that she fell out of the
public eye. Many singers were compared to her
for their tone of voice or ability. Further, with
her husband, Sheridan, working at Drury Lane
Theatre – with Elizabeth helping out – there was
Figure 10: Elizabeth Ann
Sheridan (née Linley) when Miss
Linley by Unknown Artist, c.
1770s–1780s © National
Portrait Gallery, London.
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little chance the audience would forget her quickly.83 Her obituaries clearly
show this: they lament that she died and they are substantial eulogies to her
life. The General Evening Post reported, on the 28–30 June 1792, that it was
With every manly sympathy that may gratify the surviving partner of
the lamented Lady, we announce to the world, that Mrs. Sheridan is no
more!
Eminent were her acquirements; rich her original powers.–––She was
the principal either to instruct or to amuse.–––Harmony, which is in the
mind, gave an interest to every thing [sic] which she did and all that
she uttered.
“Cecilia now is dead — dead ere her prime,
“Nor has the lovely Minstrel left her peer.”
Gifted mentally so largely, her form and features were correspondent—
the tenderest sensibility was the character of her countenance, the
most perfect proportion that of her frame. An indescribable grace had
polished the whole so exquisitely, that it was impossible to
contemplate Mrs. Sheridan without affection.
Providence did not shock with the sudden loss of so much merit the
mind of him most deeply interested. Months and Months have beheld
her fading before the fever of disease, and gliding by imperceptible
gradations towards the Grave. We contemplate with little emotion the
daily departure of ordinary beings; but averse to the absurdities of vain
equalization, every sensibility we cherish as our best boast, thrills with
spontaneous anguish when the greatly good and the lovely improvers
of life sink into the dust.
Each lonely Scene shall her restore,
For her the Tear be daily shed,
Belov’d till Life can charm no more,

A. Norman Jeffares, “Sheridan, Richard Brinsley (1751–1816), Playwright and
Politician,” Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, accessed June 4, 2015,
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/25367.
83
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And mourn’d till Pity’s self be dead.
This accomplished and amiable woman died on Thursday morning last,
about five o’clock, at Bristol Hot–Wells. Mr. Sheridan, we understand,
is still at Bristol, where he has long been, discharging, in the tenderest
manner, the last sad and painful duties to a beloved wife.84

This obituary has many salient aspects: firstly the use of an upper case L in
“Lady” suggests the title of “Lady” rather than referring to her sex. This
conveyed an amount of social status, as if she was considered to be a member
of the gentry or nobility. The first quote is closely related to the opening lines
of John Milton’s Lycidas. The second quote is akin to the final stanza of poet
William Collins’s Dirge which is featured in Cymbeline and reads: Each lonely
scene shall thee restore/ For thee the tear can be duly shed/ Beloved, till life
can charm no more/ And mourn’d, till Pity’s self be dead.85 These partial
quotes would have been recognisable to many members of the public,
especially those that were regulars at the theatre. The third paragraph
describes how her death was not a surprise because it was clear that Elizabeth
was dying from “the fever of disease”. Further, an “ordinary” person dying
does not normally warrant mention which suggests that Elizabeth was anything
but ordinary. The author does not appreciate how everyone is equal in death,
which is never more keenly demonstrated when those who are considered to
be part of the greater good are seen passing away. All in all, this particular
obituary is incredibly revealing of the reputation, social capital and following
that Elizabeth received from her audience. Additionally, no reference to either
her father or other siblings is present, such as can be seen in their obituaries,
which suggests that she was not viewed in connection with the Linley family.

The Gentleman’s Magazine published a similar obituary in July 1792, with a
few more details on her personal life. It would appear that the author had
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This was reprinted word for word in the Public Advertiser, 2 July 1792.
Cymbeline was a tragedy written by William Shakespeare.
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amended that which was published in the Public Advertiser and General
Evening Post at the beginning of the month. I have underlined in red the
comparable phrases to indicate the similarity between the two obituaries.
At Bristol, Hotwells, of a deep decline, Mrs. Sheridan, wife of Richard
Brinsley S. esq. She was the daughter of Mr. Linley, of Bath, and
married to Mr. S. April 24, 1773, and had by him several children.
Eminent were this lamented lady’s acquirements— rich her original
powers to instruct or to amuse. Harmony was completely hers; and
that best harmony, which is in the mind, gave an interest to every thing
which she died and uttered.
Cecilia now is dead—dead ere her prime,
Nor has the lovely minstrel left her peer.
Her form and features corresponded with such large mental
endowments —the tenderest sensibility was the character of her
countenance, the most perfect proportion that of her frame. An
indescribable grace had polished the whole so exquisitely, that it was
impossible to contemplate Mrs. Sheridan without affection. Providence
did not shock with the sudden loss of so much merit the mind of him
most deeply interested. Months have beheld her fading before the
fever of disease, and gliding, by imperceptible gradations, towards the
grave.—Her remains were interred, July 7, in the cathedral at Wells, in
the same vault with her lovely sister, the late Mrs. Tickell, who died a
few years since.
On the death of
Lady ELIZ. SHERIDAN
The most adorned among the adorned
With beauty, voice and talent.
Let a friend thus deeply his love.
Alas, alas, may mortals mourn!
But oh! Let heaven–dwellers rejoice!
Ah! Their delightful sister
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Returns again to their sweet embraces
Joining song to the lyre:
And nothing remains sweeter than
Hosannas!86
This final verse is a classical inscription “no less felicitous in its description of
the virtues of one sister, than in its allusion to the peculiar circumstances
attending the death of another”.87 It was originally printed in Latin which
presumes the reader’s competence in this language.88 Surprisingly, none of
Elizabeth’s obituaries acknowledge her failing marriage with Sheridan, or their
infidelities to each other. Sheridan participated in multiple affairs by 1778,
and Elizabeth bore a child by Lord Edward Fitzgerald (1763–1798), a foxite
nobleman.89 In her will, Elizabeth asked that Sheridan recognise her child with
Lord Fitzgerald, Mary, as his own child. The authors, however, focus on her
positive attributes and ignore her scandals. Obituaries could often focus on
the pejorative moments of someone’s life, especially if they were a stage
performer; therefore, the omission of this scandal is conspicuous.90 The

Sylvanus Urban, Gent, The Gentleman’s Magazine: And Historical Chronicle for the
Year MDCCXCII. Volume LXII. Part the Second (London: Printed by John Nichols, 1792),
674.
87
John Watkins, Memoirs of the Public and Private Life of the Right Honorable R. B.
Sheridan: With a Particular Account of His Family and Connections (Colburn, 1817),
131.
88
In Obitum / Dom. ELIZ. SHERIDAN / Forma, voce, atque ingenio, / Inter ornatas
ornatissimӕ, / Ab imo amores ita suspiret amicus.
Eheu! eheu! lugeant mortales! /Eja verò gaudeat cœlestes! / Dulcis ad amplexus,
Socians jam citharӕ melos, / redit pergrata / eu! iterum soror: / suaviusque nil manet
Hosannis. Several different versions of this was printed. To obtain the best
translation, 'illâ' has been removed from the fifth line (Ab illâ imo amores ita suspiret
amicus) and gaudeat cœlestis has been changed to the plural form (gaudeat cœlestes).
Many thanks to Lena Wahlgren–Smith (University of Southampton) for the translation.
89
Elizabeth had his child, Mary, in 1792, just a few months before she died of
Tuberculosis. A 'foxite' was a British Whig politician, who adhered to the ideals and
political beliefs of Charles James Fox (1749–1806, leader of the Whig party). This
would be an avenue of research for eighteenth–century feminist studies — to further
discuss how women were treated, and the idolisation of performing women.
90
See Mrs Baddeley's obituary in the Gentleman's Magazine in 1786, which conveyed
great details of her life and the scandals that sent her to Dublin. The obituary
concludes with “her fair form, her abilities, and flatterers, have not been able or willing
to prevent her from falling into the distresses inseparable from misconduct and want
of economy”. See: Sylvanus Urban, Gent, The Gentleman’s Magazine: And Historical
Chronicle Volume LVI for the Year MDCCLXXXVI: Part the Second (London: Printed by
John Nichols, for D. Henry, 1786), 713–714.
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authors state that Sheridan was still in love with his wife, even though he had
been unfaithful multiple times.91 No verses were written to commemorate
Elizabeth’s death. The lack of an obituary from Elizabeth’s husband, Richard,
suggests that either no one considered themselves equal to the task, or that
everyone was so grieved by her passing that they all mourned in silence.

Elizabeth’s cultural capital would have been high because of her legitimate
competency in singing and the fame that it had brought her. Her many verses
on the deaths of her siblings would also have shown that she had competency
in writing and verse. Her ability to write suggests some form of education,
especially as her command of language is quite advanced. All of this connects
to her symbolic capital, which she would have been expanding throughout her
lifetime. Her connection to Lord Fitzgerald would have greatly improved her
social capital, but the omission of this in her obituary perhaps suggests that it
was not common knowledge. Therefore, her social capital would not have
improved substantially.

2.3.6

Jane

Jane was married to Charles William Ward (fl.1796–1821) who was the
secretary to the Board of Management for Drury Lane Theatre.92 Ward was
already secretary for Drury Lane before their marriage and hence may explain
their relationship.93 No death notices exist of Jane in the newspapers. This is
perhaps not surprising because she was never a well–known singer and rarely
appeared on the stage, if at all.

Aspden, “Linley, Elizabeth Ann.”
See: Charles William Ward, “Charles William Ward, Secretary, Drury Lane Theatre:
Correspondence with His Wife, Jane, Mostly before Their Marriage. 2 Vols.,” September
1799, GB–Lbl: Add MS 52616.
93
Ibid.
91
92
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2.3.7

Ozias

Ozias rarely performed with his family and, as such, his obituaries differ to the
others that have been discussed. Ozias was a clergyman, which would have
placed him at the upper end of the middle class. By the 1830s, death notices
were becoming more common for the middle class members of society.
Although notices of Captains and social elites surrounded a few of Ozias’s
obituaries, some papers also printed the death notices of blacksmiths and
tailors.94 The only substantial obituary that Ozias received was printed in The
Morning Post:
Died on Sunday, the 6th, at Dulwich College, in the sixty–sixth year of
his age, the Rev. OZIAS THURSTON LINLEY, A.B., the Junior Fellow of that
Institution. He was the eldest son of the late THOMAS LINLEY, Esq.,
Patentee of Drury–Lane Theatre, and brother of Mrs. SHERIDAN, the first
with of the late Right Hon. R.B. SHERIDAN. Mr. LINLEY will long be missed
by numerous affectionate mourners, whom his originalities instructed
and delighted, for his wit was pointed by the keenest sense of truth,
and tempered by the kindliest sense of charity. His literary acquisitions
were various, and his reading singularly extensive in the metaphysics
of the Hartleian and other scholars of the last age. But his learning on
the important points that concerned his profession, as a Clergyman of
the National Church, was solid and profound. It was like his piety—
plain, practical, and unostentatious.95
This obituary clearly shows that Ozias accrued institutionalised cultural capital.
Reference to him as a “junior fellow” distinctly places Ozias within an
institution and the description of his “literary acquisitions” marked him as a
learned man. These literary acquisitions, however, also suggest Ozias had an
amount of objectified cultural capital. The phrase suggests that Ozias owned

The Bury and Norwich Post: Or, Suffolk and Norfolk Telegraph, Essex, Cambridge, &
Ely Intelligencer, 16 March 1831.
95
The Morning Post, 9 March 1831. Also printed word for word: The Bury and Norwich
Post: Or, Suffolk and Norfolk Telegraph, Essex, Cambridge, & Ely Intelligencer, 16
March 1831
94
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many books (and maybe manuscripts as well). When his peer, the author of
the biography, recognised both these forms of cultural capital, it was
transformed into symbolic capital and thus improved his overall social status.

2.3.8

William

Although not a particularly well–known musician at the start of his life, William
certainly made a name for himself as an amateur composer when he left the
East India Trading Company. Like Ozias, William’s obituaries are few and do
not get close to the grand obituaries printed for his sisters; however, they are
still quite lengthy:
William Linley, Esq., who died at his chambers in Furnivals inn on
Wednesday last, was the surviving son of Thomas Linley, Esq., once
proprietor with Garrick and with Sheridan of the Theatre Royal Drury–
Lane, and brother of the beautiful and accomplished Mrs. Sheridan,
whom Sir Joshua Reynolds has immortalized by painting her portrait in
the character of St. Cecilia, although the design of that picture is
evidently borrowed from one on the same subject, deposited in the
Museum at Bologno, painted by the divine Raphael. William Linley was
a most humane and generous person; his charity extended to the
extremity of his means, which were not narrow, and the good that he
did in secret, by contributing to the wants of those whom he knew, and
of others who were recommended to him, will long survive in the
recollection of many a grateful heart. Linley was himself highly
accomplished, far from an indifferent general scholar, and in music an
accomplished artist. He was a member and one of the founders of a
convivial club, established by the late James Perry Esq., called the Old
Drury Club; Sir George Rose, the Judge in Bankruptcy, and Mr. Duboise,
the Barrister, both celebrated for their wit and their epigramatic [sic]
talents, were likewise associates in this club. Linley undertook to set
to music all the popular songs in the plays of Shakespeare, and to
produce a new melody at each monthly meeting of the club, in which
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contribution he never failed. These songs were subsequently
published, and dedicated to the members of the Old Drury, we believe
they are now extremely scarce. He was likewise the author of “The
Honey Moon,” a comic opera produced in 1797; “The Pavilion,” a farce,
1799, “Forbidden Apartments,” a novel in 2 vols., 1800, “The
Adventures of Ralph Reybridge,” a novel, 4 vols., 1809. Sonnets, odes
and other poems, by Mr. Charles Lestley, together with a short account
of his life and writings; to which are added a poetical collection,
consisting of elegies, ballads, and sketches on various subjects chiefly
descriptive, written in India, and during a voyage to and from Madras,
1815. He went to India as a writer, but ill health obliged him to return,
and he returned upon a pension granted by the East India Company, of
about four hundred pounds a year. This sum, in addition to his own
private fortune, enabled him to live in the very best society, and to add
likewise to the comfort of my indigent men of genius and science. He
was a member of the Glee Club, the Catch Club, the Ancient Music, and
nearly every musical establishment in the metropolis. He was also a
never–failing attendant at the Nobleman and Gentleman’s Beef Steak
Club, of which he was one of the oldest members. He was one of the
founders of the Garrick Club, to which he was warmly attached. He
was nearly seventy years of age. He was appointed Musical Director at
Drury–lane Theatre, with a salary in 1796; and at his death he was a
member of the Select Committee for the management of its affairs. 96

Whilst this is a rather rambling account of William’s life, it is not always
accurate: for instance Linley did not manage Drury Lane with Garrick, but
Linley did buy a part of Garrick’s share.97 At the beginning of the obituary the
author focuses more on his father and sister Elizabeth, than it does on William.
Once the writer turns to the matter in hand, he presents a full accounting of
William’s life. How William is portrayed in this column is particularly revealing.

96
97

The Morning Chronicle, 11 May 1835.
See chapter six for more details.
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With a £400 pension per annum plus his own “fortune”, William would have
probably been considered to be on the economic level of a member of the
nobility. Further (according to this newspaper), he was a member of a
nobleman’s club: the amount of institutional social status that would grant on
a person was significant and would have contributed enormously to his
personal social capital and status.

In June 1835, the Gentleman’s Magazine included recollections of the “Late
William Linley Esq by Rev. W. L. Bowles”, which was advertised in The Morning
Post, 1 June 1835.98 Almost two pages in length, Bowles advised how he knew
William and spoke about William’s life. Contrary to the newspaper section
quoted above, Bowles recorded nothing of an illness forcing William to return
to England, but rather that his fortune increased sufficiently to allow it: we
cannot confirm which is true with any certainty. Bowles finished his
recollections with verses On the death of William Linley, Esq.:
Poor Linley! I shall miss thee sadly now
Thou art not in the world; for few remain
Who lov’d, like thee, the high and holy strain,
Of harmony’s immortal Master:
Thou—
Didst honour him, and none I know, who live,
Could e’en a shadow—a faint image—give
With chord and voice, of those rich harmonies,
Which, mingled in one mighty volume, rise
Glorious, from earth to heav’n, so to express
Choral acclaim to Heaven’s Almightiness,
As thou! * Therefore, amid the world’s deep roar—

1762–1850; a clergyman and poet. See J.W Marston, “Bowles, William Lisle,” Oxford
Dictionary of National Biography, accessed February 17, 2015,
http://oxforddnb.com/view/article/3073?docPos=3.
98
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When the sweet visions of young Hope are fled,
And many friends dispers’d, and many dead—
I grieve that I shall hear that voice no more.
W.L.B
*Mr. Linley was perhaps the only person living who had the peculiar talent of taking up
in the several voices, with most animated feeling, two tenors, treble, and base [sic], the
leading parts representing some of the most splendid passages of Handel’s choruses,
so that the auditor might almost consider himself present at a full performance.

These obituaries confirm that each sibling rose in stature throughout their life,
which is recorded in their death. William essentially became a nobleman
without a title; Ozias was a man of the clergy, and a well-respected man of
learning; Samuel, was expected to have a socially acceptable career in the Navy
although he died young. Finally, Elizabeth accrued significant fame
throughout her career as one of London’s foremost singers, and married within
her profession. Thomas died too young for his social career path to begin
properly although, based on his siblings’ career progress, he would have
acquired connections in high places. Jane, Mary and Maria did not have
careers such as Elizabeth did, but they all married men that appeared to be
wealthy and socially accepted. Overall, the obituaries corroborate that each of
Linley’s children finished life in an elevated position from where they started
on the social scale, thus fulfilling Linley’s ideal aspirations for his family.

2.4

Properties

The Linley family held a surprising amount of property when one considers
that musicians were thought to be in the lower social classes. In Bath the
“higher up the hill one lived, the safer you were—and, by a logical corollary,
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the richer and therefore the better”.99 The family is known to have first lived at
Abbey Green, then Orchard Street in Bath (which would be later renamed as 1
Pierrepont Place).100 Both of these houses were on an even level with each
other, signifying that moving from Abbey Green to Orchard Street would not
have increased their social status. A rate book from St James’s Church states
that the rate was ten shillings for the year 1771 and the rent was £45.101
Therefore, when the family moved into the Royal Crescent it was a clear
increase to their social status: the Royal Crescent is almost at the top of the hill
with an impressive view over “lower” Bath. Clementina Black believes that
Linley was the leaseholder for this property.102 In 1776, Linley bought two
sevenths of Drury Lane Theatre. In the sale documents one of the lawyers
involved noted that Linley agreed to mortgage “the Theatre & Estates at Bath as
further security”.103 Linley did not own a theatre in Bath, but this may have
been referring to St Margaret’s Chapel.104 The “estates” probably referred to
either the property at Orchard Street, and/or his house in the Royal Crescent;
however, there are no further details in these documents.

When Herschel moved to Bath in 1766 to become the organist for the
proprietary Octagon chapel, Linley decided to build his own chapel in 1768.105
St Margaret’s Chapel, in Brock Street was built at the expense of himself,
“Cornelius Norton, Esq. and Rev. Mr. Martyn”.106 His father, William Linley (bap.
1704, d. 1792), was the “clerk of works”. On 12 September 1768, the Bath

Davis refers to the Victorians in his article, however, the same is true of eighteenthcentury society. See: L.J. Davis, “The Happy Reawakening of Clinton Hill,” in New York
Magazine (New York Media, LLC, 1970), 38.
100
Michael Forsyth, Bath (Yale University Press, 2003), 211. See also: Black, The Linleys
of Bath, 13.
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Black, The Linleys of Bath, 13.
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Ibid., 113.
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“Miscellaneous Letters and Papers” 13th Century-20th Century, f.46, GB-Lbl: Add MS
44919.
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None of the theatres in Bath have Linley's name on the lease or management
document. St Margaret’s Chapel is discussed on page 85.
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Gwilym Beechey, “The Linleys and Their Music.,” in A Nest of Nightingales: Thomas
Gainsborough The Linley Sisters: Dulwich Picture Gallery 21 September-30 December
1988. (London: Dulwich Picture Gallery, 1988), 49. A proprietary chapel belongs to a
person (rather than the church) with the intention that it would be open for public use.
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Chronicle published an advertisement for the subscription for erecting the
chapel. It stated that
The Number of Subscribers to be Fifty, at One Hundred Guineas each,
to be paid at Five Equal Payments: Every Subscriber, when the Chapel is
finished, to nominate a Life for each Share; the Profits of the Chapel to
be divided amongst the Subscribers and the Survivors; the Whole to
become the sole Property in Fee of the Longest Liver.
On 26 November 1772, the Bath Chronicle printed that the Chapel and prices
of pews had been settled. Therefore,
Notice is hereby given, that all such Persons as are disputed to take
Seats therein, may apply to Mr. WILLIAM LINLEY, Clerk of the Works, at
the said Chapel, or at his House in the Market-Place.
N.B. Those who make the earliest Application, will have a
preference in their Choices of the Pews.
Linley was the organist when the chapel opened in 1772.107 The architecture
was designed by the younger John Wood (d. 1782), and “was named in honour
of Mrs. Margaret Garrard, Lady of the Manor, and patroness of the living Walcot
at the time”.108 Clementina Black stated that Jane must have had a share in the
chapel because her husband, Charles Ward, was receiving “pew rents” from
it.109 Apparently, Ozias also had a share in the chapel; however, it is not
referenced in his will.110

When the Linley family started performing in London in 1771, where they
lodged on their visits is currently unknown. In 1778, however, they were living
on Norfolk Street, off the Strand.111 They were part of the Parish of St Clement

Beechey, “The Linleys and Their Music,” 49.
Mowbray Aston Green, The Eighteenth Century Architecture of Bath, 1904, 150.
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Danes — a parish which had more than 10,000 inhabitants.112 In the
seventeenth century, the area south of the Strand and north of the Thames had
been redeveloped, creating a series of wealthy streets and buildings running
down to the riverside.113 In 1720, John Stow described Norfolk Street as “very
large and spacious, lieth in the midst, and is esteemed the best both for
Buildings, and Pleasantness of a Prospect into the Thames”.114 By the 1790s,
they had moved to Southampton Street in Covent Garden.115 In the eighteenth
century, there appear to be two Southampton Streets: one coming off Covent
Garden Market, in the parish of St Paul Covent Garden, and the other coming
off Bloomsbury Square in the parish of St Giles in the field.116 The second
Southampton Street was “very spacious, with good Houses, well inhabited and
resorted unto by the Gentry for Lodgings”.117 In Stow’s map of Covent Garden
parish, the road that is called Southampton Street by John Rocque (1746) is
named as Bedford Street by Stow. However, Stow presents two Bedford Streets
in this parish, but he only discusses the most westerly one which joins to
Bedford Court.118 Figure 11 shows John Rocque’s map of London from 1746
with Norfolk Street (blue) and the two Southampton streets (red) marked.
Additionally, the venues in which they performed are marked with circles. This
map shows that the Linleys activities were all concentrated north of the
Thames, and mostly within a relatively short distance of their homes.

“St Clement Danes,” London Lives 1690 to 1800, accessed October 20, 2015,
http://www.londonlives.org/static/StClementDane.jsp.
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Key:
Norfolk Street: blue
line
Southampton
Street(s): red lines
Drury Lane theatre:
light pink circle
Covent Garden
theatre: dark green
circle
Theatre Royal
Haymarket - yellow
circle
Marylebone Gardens orange circle
Foundling Hospital pink circle
Freemason’s Hall purple circle
Chapel of Lock
Hospital - brown circle

Figure 11: London, Westminster and Southwark by John Rocque, 1746.
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Linley owned a share of Drury Lane theatre in the late 1770s with Richard
Sheridan, Willoughby Lacy, and James Ford.119 The theatre was at first a
success and brought a good income to the Linley family as well as continuing
to add to their social capital: Linley made the step from performing on the
stage to being a manager. This social climb can be likened to a worker
becoming a landowner. The landowner employs workers to work the land,
rather than working himself, and is managing those workers. The increase in
social capital, however, is not as significant for Linley: he was still working but
in a higher position than before. Once Linley became a manager of Drury Lane
Theatre in 1776, he stopped performing and only his daughters and Thomas
are seen in newspapers.

The Linley family owned a substantial property in Oldbury on the Hill, in
Gloucestershire. This land qualified Linley to vote in the 1776 election of a
“Knight of the Shire” in the County of Gloucester. The candidates were the
Honourable George Cranfield Berkeley and William Bromley Chester, Esquire.120
The Poll was published in London and sold throughout the country and
confirms that Linley voted for Chester who was the Tory candidate.121 Linley
left this estate to Ozias in his will.122 When Ozias died in 1831, his will
announced that he would leave “all [his] real and personal estate whatsoever
and wheresoever” to his brother William.123 William Linley is listed as the
Landowner and Joseph Holbrow as the occupier in the Tithe apportionments of
this land dating from 1838.124 These records confirm that William owned an
“Inclosure” [sic], a “Paddock” and a “House Garden and Buildings” with the
cultivation of “arable”, “pasture” and “homestead” respectively.125 This

See section 6.2.2.
The Poll at the Election of a Knight of the Shire for the County of Gloucester (London,
1776).
121
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amounted to three acres and 23 perches that levied a 16–shilling rent charge
payable to the Rector.126 Upon his death, William gave the land to his niece
Elizabeth Ann Tickell (daughter of Mary and Richard Tickell). The tithe map
showing the allocation of the properties in Oldbury on the Hill can be seen in
appendix eight. This land would have been a “foot in the doorway” to the
Linley family becoming members of the county elite. The property itself would
not have been enough to gain a county seat, or any leadership in
Gloucestershire; however, it would have been a good starting point for Linley’s
sons (Ozias and William) to build on, had they the inclination to. The land also
provided security that the other properties might not have done, by providing
for Linley’s widow, Mary, after his death, as well as providing for his sons.

The properties I have examined in this section are significant to the Linley
family — as a working musical family any landowning aspect was unusual, and
speaks to Linley’s careful planning and investment practices. These properties
provided the Linleys security in both homestead and economical capital for
both themselves and their future family. Further, the properties added to their
social, and perhaps embodied, capital — living in the Royal Crescent in the
eighteenth century gave one a certain prestige. Additionally, the very fact that
Linley was able to own property, and could further afford to mortgage it in
order to buy more property (the theatre), is testament to both Linley’s and his
family’s success in their chosen profession. The property and mortgage also
advocates the Linleys’ expectation of their continuing success in the London
musical scene, and their confidence in their patrons and audience members to
continue their patronage.

The following chapter will discuss all the connections that Thomas made
throughout the first twelve years of his life. I discuss how each member of his
network would have affected his social capital. I discuss the differing degrees
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of social and cultural capital embodied by the different professions of
Thomas’s connections (composers, dancers, hosts, organists, painters and
violinists). I also examine pertinent events in Thomas’s life, such as his theatre
and concert debut performances. Many of the connections that will be
discussed in the following pages will have influenced Thomas’s social capital
favourably. A few connections, however, could harm the network that Thomas
had built.

87

3. From Bath: The Beginnings of a Career
(1756–1768)

Whilst living in Bath, Thomas established strong professional connections with
other musicians. This chapter investigates the status and influence he created
in this period of five productive years. I have based my discussion on the
published accounts in newspapers and contemporary sources throughout the
years 1763 to 1768 to compile a list of Thomas’s activities and the
connections he made. I discuss each connection in turn, giving background
information where possible in order to create a three–dimensional view of
Thomas’s life. A significant detail in the chapter is Thomas’s professional
appearance in the press, as is reflected by newspaper advertisements
throughout the twelve–year period he lived in Bath. A full listing of his
performance schedule can be seen in appendix two. The intention of this
chapter is to display Thomas’s network as a three–dimensional space where
performers and artists of all backgrounds collaborated and co–existed in an
ideal example of a Beckerian “art world”.

The professional connections Thomas sustained could be either beneficial or
hindering to his career. It is not surprising that he acquired an influential
circle of friends and acquaintances. Many eminent musicians surrounded
Thomas in his lifetime, which he used to further his already blossoming career.
Thomas maintained a solid base of professional relationships, which he
nurtured and expanded. His father cultivated strong family connections that
assisted Thomas in becoming a respected teacher, performer, and composer.

Bath and Bristol sustained strong musical connections in the second half of the
eighteenth century, despite the distance between the two cities (estimated at a
four–hour journey on foot). If the Linleys had use of a horse and cart, then the
journey would have only taken two hours, making it exceedingly easy to travel
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between the two musical scenes. Non–local musicians lodging with Thomas’s
family in Bath may have enriched his network further. The violinist Tewkesbury
advertised his tickets to be bought from his lodgings “at Mr. Linley’s in the
Market–Place”.1 Additionally, non-musicians also lodged with the family —
sculptor Ozias Humphry lived with the family for several months.2 The Linley
family participated in tours throughout the country, visiting cities such as
Winchester, Oxford, Cambridge, Chester, Hereford, and Gloucester.3 These
“tours” would have given Thomas a valuable opportunity to broaden his
musical horizons. Thomas and his family were also able to build their social
networks outside Bath during these “tours”, thereby accruing additional social
capital. Attendance at these out–of–town performances would have added to
the family’s symbolic capital because they could afford to travel to distant
towns in order to perform for new audiences.

3.1

Advertisements and Tickets Sales

Thomas was not always advertised in newspaper concert notices throughout
his career, which makes tracking all of Thomas’s performance habits
exceedingly difficult. When advertisements did appear in the newspaper, not
all performers would be listed. Therefore, it can be assumed that Thomas
probably performed more regularly than the press suggests. With the help of
newspaper reviews, diary entries and records from concert houses, I have been
able to construct a relatively accurate picture of his performance habits.4 The
advertisements themselves would have provided Thomas with additional
symbolic capital. At the family’s benefit concert in July 1763, Thomas was

1

See: Bath Chronicle, 19 March 1767.
George C. Williamson, Life and Works of Ozias Humphry (The Bodley Head: John Lane,
1918).
3
See: London Evening Post, 11 August 1772; Oxford Journal, 23 May 1772; Beechey,
“Thomas Linley, Junior: His Life, Work and Times.”; Leeds Intelligencer, 30 June 1772;
Oxford Journal, 8 August 1772.
4
This can be seen in appendix two.
2
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listed as “Master Linley, a Child of seven Years old” who performed a concerto.5
The emphasis of Thomas’s age suggests that his ability to play a violin
concerto at this early stage of his life was a “legitimate competency”, rather
than a “learned competency”, which also confers symbolic capital.6
Advertisements that list Thomas as performing a “solo on the violin” in
following concerts add to the symbolic capital that he was accruing throughout
the early stages of his career.

Contemporaneous accounts confirm that Linley introduced his children to the
Bath music scene from a young age. In his biography of British sculptor Joseph
Nollekens (1737–1823), Nollekens and His Times, John Smith described how
Linley used his “beautiful” children to help sell tickets for his benefit
performances, because Elizabeth,
with such features and such looks, as prevailed upon the motley
visitors of Bath, when she so gracefully held up her little basket, with
her father’s benefit–tickets, at the door, as they passed in and out of
the Pump–room.7
Ozias Humphry, a sculptor, wrote in his journal that Thomas would often help
his father at the family benefits in a performing capacity, although he was not
listed in the advertisements.8 Thomas’s debut and first official benefit was in
1762 in Bristol and this was his first appearance in the newspapers, listed as
“Master Linley”.9

Eighteenth–century concert advertisements were “scattered” at best and the
extent of music coverage in the newspapers “changed unpredictably from year

5

Boddeley's Bath Journal, 25 July 1763.
Bourdieu, “The Forms of Capital,” 244.
7
Joseph Nollekens worked in London and made frequent visits to Bath. Smith,
Nollekens and His Times, 2:291–292.
8
Humphry will be discussed further in section 3.3.5. Williamson, Ozias Humphry.
9
Boddeley's Bath Journal, 25 July 1763.
6
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to year”.10 The newspapers did not print advertisements for every concert in
which Thomas and Linley performed in; however, it is possible that he
supplemented these newspaper advertisements with handbills throughout Bath
(and later London), although none have survived if this was the case. It would
be prudent to assume, however, that Thomas and Linley performed far more
than is apparent from appendix two: this probably only shows a portion of the
performances that the illustrious musical family would have contributed to.
Linley would occasionally pay to print a public acknowledgement of the
support he received from the audience, even if he did not advertise that
particular concert. After a particularly successful benefit concert, Linley wrote:
MR LINLEY returns his most grateful Acknowledgements to the
Company for the great honour and Encouragement his Children
received at their Concert : To merit their future Favour, it shall be his
constant Study, by every Effort in his Power, to promote their
Improvement.11
This acknowledgement is a testament to the concert’s success, confirming that
the profits were satisfactory. Linley’s sacrifice of profits to print a public
acknowledgement shows that he hoped that the audience would continue to
indicate their appreciation for his family’s musical talent by maintaining their
patronage. This notification is also significant in relation to the family’s
symbolic cultural capital. Although Bourdieu discusses the embodied state of
cultural capital that one accumulates by attending an event, the size of the
audience at a given event will also transfer symbolic capital onto the
performers. Therefore, the embodied state does not only benefit the audience
member, but also the performer. Higher attendance suggests higher
popularity of the artist(s), which can be interpreted as a facet of symbolic
capital.

Simon McVeigh, Concert Life in London from Mozart to Haydn, 2nd Edition
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 75.
11
Bath Chronicle, 14 May 1767.
10
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3.2

The Bath Art World and Capital

Bath was a genteel and fashionable place in the eighteenth century. It grew in
size over and, during the summer months, Bath was full of rich visitors. Bath
was a London away from London: a resort which was distanced from London,
yet still impressed and entertained the same visitors. Card houses and balls
were all the rage, and many visitors would visit the pump room to “take the
waters” for their health, whilst being serenaded by musicians. The main draw
of the city was the springs and water, used for their healing benefits. As more
rich members of society came to take the waters, it became a fashionable place
for one to be, even if one did not need to “take the water”. The separation
from London allowed for distancing from many foreign musicians, which
enabled the English musicians to control the music scene. Many of the
musicians in this chapter would have been performing for a rich society of
visitors — William Herschel led orchestras and played at the Balls, along with
David Richards, John Tewkesbury, William Jackson, Joseph Corfe, Price, and the
Linley family. Thomas Gainsborough and Ozias Humphry provided portraits
and sculptors for the rich visitors, to memorialise their time in Bath. William
Boyce composed works for the pump room orchestra and the balls, as well as
teaching the up–and–coming musicians of the day — plus possibly daughters
of rich families. Robert Aldridge and Harriet Pitt danced on the stage at the
New Assembly Rooms (among others), probably accompanied by Thomas and
his network – for the enjoyment of the visiting families and dignitaries.

Connections and networks take time to form and social capital cannot always
be accrued efficiently or rapidly. Social capital can be difficult to quantify
because it is somewhat reliant on the social capital of those one is connected
to and there is no concrete measurement. Thomas’s connections in Bath were
the foundation of his later career, which explains why only a few concrete
relationships can be drawn. Thomas’s only contacts in this period were English
or German (as depicted in figure 12). This suggests that not many foreign
musicians travelled to Bath throughout the five–year period between 1763 and
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1768. This is hardly surprising as the majority of work for travelling musicians
would have been in London and therefore musicians would not have needed to
travel a substantial distance from the capital city.

Figure 12 displays the interlocking connections of the Bath “art world”. As
previously mentioned, this diagram shows what relationships did (or may have)
existed in Bath, but does not give any indication of their nature or intensity.
Unsurprisingly, some of the connections in the diagram were more influential
and connected than others — hence maintaining a greater social capital. For
example, Corfe was connected to six of the fourteen performers (not including
Thomas himself) suggesting that his network was extensive throughout the
Bath music scene. Thomas’s connection to Thomas Gainsborough would be
quite intense due to the number of portraits Gainsborough painted of Thomas
and the family. It would perhaps be fair to assume that any relationship with
Gertrud Schmeling would have been considerably less intense because they
only performed once together. This may suggest that there was no personal
relationship outside of their work environment.
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Figure 12: The Bath Musical “Art World”.

As one would expect with a network diagram, some members are on the
extremities of the social network: Harriet Pitt and Sybilla Pinto only have one
connection each. Pitt never achieved great fame through her talent; therefore
one connection within Thomas’s network is perhaps not surprising. This, in
turn, would have an effect on her social connection to Aldridge and Richards.
The absence of more connections for Sybilla Pinto though, is notable. She was
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a well–known German singer, and achieved fame in her lifetime; therefore,
more connections were expected. The lack of connections suggests that she
moved in different circles to Thomas. Gertrud Schmeling has only one
connection, but she was new to the English music scene. Her network would
have grown rapidly when she returned to England in 1784 as “Mara”. Although
Boyce has no connections in this diagram, he would have been at the centre of
Thomas’s life because of his tutelage. The relationship that Thomas had with
Boyce would also have been one of the more intense within his network,
because of the personal nature of teaching on a one-to-one basis. It is likely
that Boyce was connected to multiple people in the diagram; however, because
none of those connections were implicit in the source material, they were not
included here. Even with no connections, Boyce would have maintained a high
social (and cultural) capital because of his connections to the Royal Family in
his post as “Master of the Kings Musick”.

Both dancing masters, Mr Aldridge and Mr Richards, would have cultivated
many connections not listed in this diagram and a few unimportant
acquaintances (such as Pitt and Schmeling) probably would not have damaged
their social capital significantly. Additionally, they could balance the small,
non–existent or potentially negative social capital gained through these small
connections against those connections with a high social capital, such as the
Linley family. Although this social exchange would not gain Richards and
Aldridge much social capital from the Linley family, the two dance masters
would not surrender any social capital because of their lesser connections.
This kind of status quo could ultimately be more crucial than accruing
additional social capital. When comparing the social history of a person, one
with a turbulent social history was less attractive to members of high society
than one with a steady and consistent history.

Thomas’s social connections did not appear regularly in the newspaper
advertisements throughout the beginning of his career. As discussed, Linley
did not always advertise his concerts, so this irregularity is perhaps to be
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expected. With the extant information on the Linley family’s concert habits,
figure 13 plots the number of Thomas’s connections against the years before
he travelled to Italy. As one can see from figure 13, two periods have zero
connections: 1765 and 1768. In 1765, Thomas was probably helping his
father with concerts in the Bath area, and travelling in tours with the family;
however, no advertisements for this year of Thomas’s life exist. Indeed, in
1766 only one advertisement exists in which Thomas is listed, although it is
certain that he would have been performing regularly. During the first half of
1768, Thomas was not advertised as performing, although he almost certainly
did. In the second half of the year, Thomas was travelling to Italy, which may
explain why his connections are zero for this year. Therefore, Thomas’s social
history started in 1762 quite turbulently, to grow throughout the following
years. Although this would normally be undesirable, as a young musician at
the beginning of his career, it is not surprising and, therefore, would probably
have been accepted by society and social acquaintances.

Connections in Bath

Number of Connections
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Figure 13: Thomas’s Advertised Connections in Bath between 1762 and 1768. 12

12

This information has been taken from appendix two, presenting all concert
advertisements over this period.
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Looking at Thomas’s connections within Becker’s “art world” theory, 73% of his
connections would be classed as part of the performer group, rather than as an
audience, as figure 14 shows. Thomas himself would be somewhat segregated
from his network as the only apprentice (to Boyce). It may have been that
Boyce had other students with which Thomas socialised, but no evidence has
survived of this. His steady patrons group is larger than perhaps expected at
this early stage of his life. This diagram demonstrates that his network was
widening quickly after the first five years of his career, to encompass steady
patrons whose connections he would no doubt want to sustain throughout the
rest of his career.
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and Serious
Listeners
Gainsborough
Pinto
Humphry
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Thomas
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Richards
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Tewkesbury
Price

The “wellsocialized
members of
society”

Figure 14: Bath “Art World” according to audience type.

3.3

The Musical Circle in Bath and Bristol

Linley involved Thomas in the family business once he was old enough to play
the violin. Linley could play the violinist as well as the harpsichord; however,
Suzanne Aspden states that David Richards was Thomas’s violin teacher.13
When it became clear that Thomas required further musical education, Linley
appealed, according to copyist Matthew Cooke, to William Boyce to teach his

13

Aspden, “Linley, Thomas, Junior.”
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son.14 Thomas started lessons with Boyce in 1763 with an agreement of a five–
year term and excelled at his studies.15 In Thomas’s application to the Royal
Society of Musicians, it is noted that he “has served: as regular Apprenticeship
to Music, is a Single Man. Violin”.16

Lessons with Boyce began Thomas’s professional network that grew
throughout his early career. I have detailed those performers and artists with
whom he came into contact over the ensuing five years in individual
biographies. I have collated the information on each of these connections
from The Oxford Dictionary of Music, Grove Music Online, Highfill et al.’s
Dictionary of Music and Musicians, The Oxford Dictionary of National
Biography and Betty Matthew’s list of members of the Royal Society of
Musicians of Great Britain (1985). In my discussion, I rely on biographies of
performers and artists where they exist to supplement the information from
the more general sources listed here. I also rely on contemporary newspapers
to provide and ratify some of the information presented.

14

Cooke was a friend of the family. Thomas's father regularly sat in the lessons to
learn as well (see: The Tomahawk, or Censor General, 23rd November 1795).
15
Linley Jnr, An Ode on the Spirits of Shakespeare, preface.
16
Betty Matthews, The Royal Society of Musicians of Great Britain List of Members,
1738-1984 (London: The Society, 1985), 92.
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3.3.1

Composers

William Boyce’s (1711–1779) musical career began at a
young age, much like Thomas’s. He was admitted to the
choir of St Paul’s Cathedral in 1719, when he was just
eight years old. Once his voice broke, he started to
study the organ under Maurice Greene.17 Boyce became
a harpsichord teacher in the 1730s and held
appointments as organist of multiple chapels throughout
his career. He also turned his hand to conducting and
composition, and received his doctorate in music from
Cambridge in 1749.18 He became the “Master of the
King’s Musick” in 1755 and received the conductorship
of the annual charity festival for the “Sons and Friends of
the Clergy” held annually at St Paul’s Cathedral.19 In
1758, Boyce took the post of organist to the Chapel
Royal in 1758.20 Although Boyce never lived in Bath, he
probably visited the city throughout his career; however,

Figure 15: William Boyce
by Thomas Hudson,
c.1745–50. Used with
kind permission of
Bodleian Library,
University of Oxford.

it would appear that he taught Thomas from his home in
London.21 Therefore, Thomas (and probably Linley) would have been travelling
regularly between Bath and London, which would have been relatively costly.

Boyce’s symbolic capital would have been much higher than many eighteenth–
century musicians. His connection to the Royal family would have expanded
his social network and capital considerably. Further, Boyce’s employment as
“Master of the King’s Musick” and conductorships that he received would have

17

Bruce, “Boyce, William.”
Ibid.
19
Ibid. The 'Sons and Friends of the Clergy' charity is still active in England, and their
page can be found here: http://www.sonsoftheclergy.org.uk/. Their purpose has not
changed and is still to provide relief for the widows and children of the clergy.
20
Ibid.
21
Aspden, “Linley, Thomas, Junior.”
18
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provided additional institutionalised cultural capital. All of his
accomplishments would have been transformed into symbolic capital because
he was so highly praised. His move away from performance toward conducting
was also important because he immediately moved up the socio–cultural ranks
of a musician.22

3.3.2

Dancers

Thomas’s network in Bath was not only limited to musicians. Harriet Pitt
(1748?–1814) was an actress and dancer.23 She was known to accompany her
mother, Ann Pitt, to the provinces on “theatrical expeditions”.24 Harriet was
known to have performed in Bristol frequently with Mr Aldridge, a violinist and
dancing master.25 On these occasions she took lessons from Aldridge, which
no doubt complemented any teaching she was receiving in London. 26

3.3.3

Hosts

The role of a host is an important one in a society that is removed from the
physical exertion connected with musicians. Whilst a host would probably not
be a musician themselves, they would be connected with the musical world,
and thus their cultural capital would benefit from their network. They would
also gather a certain amount of symbolic capital because they had organised a
gathering, probably at their home, where many notable musicians and persons
of society would attend. At the same time, however, this close relationship and

Leppert, Music and Image, 135, 141.
Discussed in Dwayne Brenna, “Pitt, Ann (c. 1720-1799), Actress,” Oxford Dictionary
of National Biography, accessed December 9, 2013,
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/22326.
24
Ibid.
25
See 3.3.6 for more information on Aldridge.
26
Brenna, “Pitt, Ann.”
22

23
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association with the music profession could potentially damage their social
reputation.

Mrs Pinto hosted regular concerts in which Thomas performed in 1764. The
identity of Mrs Pinto is not completely clear; however, she was probably
married to the well–known violinist and composer Thomas Pinto (bap. 1728–
1783).27 Therefore, Mrs Pinto was probably his first wife, Sybilla Gronemann
(bap. 1721; married in 1745),28 rather than his second wife, Charlotte Brent
(1734–1802), who he married in 1766.29 Based on the dates of marriage, it
must have been Gronemann who was the Mrs Pinto referred to in “Mrs Pinto’s
Breakfast Concert” in 1764.30 As a German singer, Gronemann may have
improved her social capital by marrying Pinto, dependent on his level of fame
at the time. From hosting an event, she would probably have gained symbolic
capital, but not necessarily cultural — because she was in the profession
already.

3.3.4

Organists

Organists were plentiful in Bath and Bristol, owing to the vast amount of
churches in the city centre.31 Joseph Corfe (1740–1820) was primarily an

27

See: Dorothy de Val, “Pinto, Thomas (bap. 1728, D. 1783), Violinist and Composer,”
Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, accessed December 9, 2013,
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/22307.
28
Ibid.
29
Olive Baldwin and Thelma Wilson, “Brent, Charlotte (1734–1802), Singer,” Oxford
Dictionary of National Biography, accessed April 14, 2014,
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/3322.
30
Bath Chronicle, 29 March 1764. The breakfast concert was held on 3 April 1764 at
Mr Wiltshire's Rooms.
31
There are 27 currently listed on www.world–guides.com (see http://www.world–
guides.com/europe/england/somerset/bath/bath_churches.html for more details).
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organist and singer;32 however, he was also a competent violinist and double
bassist. In John Marsh’s diary from 1776, he describes the regular series of
concerts at Salisbury where “Corfe of Sarum” was principal second violin.33
However, there was also “Mr Corfe (of the choir) principal tenor”.34 Thomas
probably knew Corfe of the choir; however, it is impossible to know how
frequently Corfe performed on each instrument due to the paucity of
information in contemporary advertisements. Corfe’s flexibility, however, on
multiple instruments would have secured him more work than the average
musician. Although Corfe was engaged for several seasons in Bath and
London, he was also a lay–vicar35 of Salisbury Cathedral, to which he was
appointed in 1759, and he became organist of the Cathedral in 1792.36 The
“James Corfe” listed on the “Laws of the Royal Society of Musicians” may have
been his father.37

The fourteen Laws of the RSM were included within the “Declaration of Trust”,
dated 28 August 1739. This set out the laws which the society would adhere
to and included details like: “every Subscriber to this Charity Do pay at least
half a Crown a Quarter the first Payment to be made on or before MidsummerDay next”.38 It also included important clauses, such as: “That Care shall be
taken of the Children of such Musicians (who have been subscribers to the
Fund) as are left destitute of other Support”.39 At the end of the Declaration
and laws, each subscriber signed their name to demonstrate that they agreed

32

H. Diack Johnstone, “Corfe, Joseph (1740–1820), Singer and Organist,” Oxford
Dictionary of National Biography, accessed December 9, 2013,
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/6316.
33
Quoted in: Donald Burrows and Rosemary Dunhill, eds., Music and Theatre in
Handel’s World: The Family Papers of James Harris, 1732-1780 (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2002), xxxii–xxxiii.
34
Quoted in: Ibid.
35
A professional adult singer in a Cathedral of collegiate choir in Britain. Also known
as a lay–clerk, song man, or vicar choral. See: Charles Edward McGuire and Steven E.
Plank, Historical Dictionary of English Music: Ca. 1400-1958 (Scarecrow Press, 2011),
298.
36
Burrows and Dunhill, Music and Theatre in Handel’s World, 371–372.
37
Matthews, RSM List of Members, 171.
38
Matthews, RSM List of Members. The full declaration and laws can be found
transcribed in this book.
39
Ibid.
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with the document. The Laws themselves have been amended and
supplemented many times since.
Corfe’s cultural capital would have been relatively high because of his
proficiency on multiple instruments. His skill on each would have determined if
this was a legitimate competency or a learned skill. His position as lay–vicar
would have conveyed a certain amount of institutionalised cultural capital on
him, though not as much as if he were a “full” member of the clergy. Lay–
vicars did not take holy orders, but rather sang sections of the church services
that were considered too complicated for normal priests.40 They were not,
therefore, considered “true” clergymen. Nevertheless, his inclusion within
church services would have improved his symbolic capital.

Similar to Corfe, Edward Higgins (d. 1769) was a singer as well as an organist,
who was employed at Bristol Cathedral between 1759 and 1764.41 In a letter of
advocation to the Dean of Bristol,42 James Harris (Member of Parliament and
grammarian, 1709–1780) wrote:
Your very obliging letter has encouraged Mr Higgins, the bearer of this
[letter], & candidate for the Organist’s place in your Cathedral,

For more detail on their role, see: William Staunton, An Ecclesiastical Dictionary:
Containing Definitions of Terms, and Explanations and Illustrations of Subjects
Pertaining to the History, Ritual, Discipline, Worship, Ceremonies, and Usages of the
Christian Church: With Brief Notices of Ancient and Modern Sects, and Biographical
Sketches of the Early Fathers and Writers of the Church (General Protestant Episcopal
Sunday School Union and Church Book Society, 1861), 668.
41
There was also the violinist William Higgins (died 1806) who performed throughout
the country, but there is no indication that he performed in Bath. See: Philip H. Highfill,
Kalman A. Burnim, and Edward A. Langhans, “Higgins, William (d.1806),” in A
Biographical Dictionary of Actors, Actresses, Musicians, Dancers, Managers & Other
Stage Personnel in London, 1660-1800, vol. 7, 16 vols. (Southern Illinois: Carbondale,
Illinois, 1982), 288.
42
The Dean of Bristol is the head of the Cathedral Church of the Holy and Undivided
Trinity in Bristol. William Warburton (1698–1779) held this post between 1757 and
1760. See: John Rogan, Bristol Cathedral: History & Architecture (Tempus, 2000), 50.
40
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immediately to set out for Bristol. The character I sent of him to Mr
Yorke,43 both as to his morals & skill, I believe very sincere to be true.44
Between the years 1759 and 1764, Higgins performed with the Linley family in
Bath, presumably as a singer because the pump room, assembly houses and
concert houses did not include an organ. In 1764 Higgins resigned so that he
could join the choirs of Christ Church and St. Patrick’s Cathedrals in Dublin.45

William Jackson “of Exeter” (1730–1803) was a composer and organist who
studied with John Travers, the organist of the Chapel Royal. He travelled
throughout the English provinces performing and overseeing performances of
many of his own works. Thomas performed in Jackson’s adaptation of Milton’s
Lycidas in Bath in 1767, as well as several Elegies and Warton’s Ode to Fancy.46
Jackson was also a keen writer and wrote such treatises as: Observations on
the Present State of Music in London (1791) and The Four Ages (1798). Jackson
painted landscapes and studied with Thomas Gainsborough, in addition to
being an established composer, performer and author.47 This is the same “W
Jackson” who is listed on the “Laws of the Royal Society of Musicians”.48

43

Mr Yorke was the Solicitor–General and good friend of Warburton. Burrows and
Dunhill, Music and Theatre in Handel’s World, 336–337.
44
Letter of 3 January 1759. Ibid.
45
Ibid.
46
This is the brother of Dr Warton who taught French Laurence (1757–1809) in
Winchester. Thomas used a poem written by Laurence whilst he was under the
tutelage of Warton, which he set for his Lyric Ode on the Witches and Fairies of
Shakespeare.
47
Paul Williamson, “Jackson, William (1730–1803), Musician, Painter, and Author,”
Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, accessed December 9, 2013,
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/14557.
48
Matthews, RSM List of Members, 171.
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3.3.5

Painters and Artists

Thomas Gainsborough (1727–1788) was a well–
known painter in the eighteenth century and was
widely considered one “of [Britain’s] most
eminent hands”.49 Gainsborough also possessed
some musical ability and he participated in
musical societies:
Figure 16: Thomas

I have done nothing but fiddle since I came

Gainsborough self–portrait, c.

from London so much was I unsettled by the

1787. © Royal Academy of

continual run of Pleasure with my Friend

Arts, London, 2004.

Giardini and the rest of you engaged in me.50

Gainsborough knew the organist William Jackson well, with whom he shared
his love for art and music. Gainsborough would teach Jackson the art of
painting, and Jackson would reciprocate with lessons on music theory and
performance.51 This created a very close relationship between the art and the
music “art worlds”.

49

Burrows and Dunhill, Music and Theatre in Handel’s World, 799.
Thomas Gainsborough, The Letters of Thomas Gainsborough, ed. John Hayes (Yale
University Press, 2001), Letter 72.
51
Williamson, “Jackson, William.”
50
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Gainsborough painted several pictures of Thomas
throughout his career, although he customarily
painted the nobility and gentry.52 A notable
painting of Thomas, and his sister Elizabeth, is
currently in the Sterling and Francine Clark
Institute, Massachusetts, painted before Thomas
left for Italy.53 In a letter to William Jackson on 11
May 1768, Gainsborough wrote that he had begun
“a large picture of Tommy Linley & his sister […] I

Figure 17: Thomas

suppose you know the Boy is bound for Italy at the

Gainsborough (English,

first opportunity”.54 The National Portrait Gallery
holds a Mezzotint of the painting by George
Every.55 This painting is quite different to paintings
that followed it of Thomas. The depiction of the

1727–1788), Elizabeth and
Thomas Linley, c. 1768. Oil
on canvas, 27 1/2 x 24 1/2
in. (69.8 x 62.3 cm). Used
with kind permission of

two children is important: the artist did not

Sterling and Francine Clark

delineate any musical paraphernalia or suggest

Art Institute, Williamstown,

their profession. Their clothing is unclear in this

Massachusetts, USA,

sitting, although the garments look like something

1955.955

that the young children of a gentrified family might
wear.

52

Including the Villiers family, and the third Earl of Jersey. See: William T. Whitley,
Thomas Gainsborough (Smith, Elder & Company, 1915).
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On Thomas’s return from Italy, Gainsborough
painted a picture of the young man Thomas had
become. This was an oil on canvas, bequeathed
to the Dulwich Picture Gallery by William Linley
in 1835, in his will.56 Again, there is no
reference to his profession. Here, the boy has
clearly grown up: he is wearing the apparel
expected of a young gentleman: a red coat with
a cravat covering his neck and a wig. Art
historian Marcia Pointon explains, “it was
Figure 18: Thomas Linley the

universally recognised that masculine authority

Younger by Thomas

was vested in the wig”.57 The act of wearing a

Gainsborough, c.1772. By
Permission of the Trustees of
Dulwich Picture Gallery,
London

wig suggests a “life of non-strenuous and nonmanual labour, a life in which all movement is
premeditated and leisure is unearned”.58 Under
his arm appears to be a ubiquitous gold edged

Tricorne hat which has been “reversed and tucked beneath the arm” as style
“dictated”.59 He is not wearing the hat because he wants his wig to be seen.
This kind of portrait is very similar to the gentry or aristocracy paintings that
abounded throughout the eighteenth century. The only difference is that
usually the higher social orders would be painted with a real or imagined
landscape behind them.

Painters were not Thomas’s only connections beyond the performing arts. He
maintained a close relationship with Ozias Humphry (1742–1810), a sculptor
first, and miniaturist and painter second. Humphry lived with the Linleys from
1762 for several seasons:60 his relationship with the Linley family was close

A full transcription of William Linley's will is available in appendix six.
Marcia Pointon, Hanging the Head: Portraiture and Social Formation in EighteenthCentury England (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1993), 110.
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60
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enough that they named their ninth child after him.61 Humphry took an
apprenticeship with the miniaturist Samuel Collins in Bath until 1762. He
dissolved the contract because Humphry “found himself without either
instruction or a home”.62 Once the Mayor of Bath granted the dissolution,
Humphry named himself professor and started his own independent practice.
It was at this time that Humphry moved in with the Linley family, and, through
the family, he met Thomas Gainsborough and portrait painter William Hoare
(1707/8–1792).63

Humphry travelled to London in June 1763, on the suggestion of Thomas
Gainsborough, hoping to meet Sir Joshua Reynolds, who was the founder of the
Royal Academy (now known as the Royal Academy of Arts).64 Although
Humphry was originally planning on staying in London for only a few weeks, he
stayed until October 1763, painting pictures as Reynolds recommended. On
his return to Bath, Humphry found that his interview with Reynolds had already
been circulated throughout the public, which encouraged the young artist.
Further, Gainsborough expressed more interest in Humphry after the high
praise that Humphry received from the President of the Academy, cementing
that relationship.65 In August 1764 Humphry moved to London and shortly
afterwards received Royal commissions to paint Queen Charlotte in 1766 and
Charlotte (the Princess Royal) in 1769. He embarked on a journey to Italy in
1773 for four years to study the “old masters […] in the hope that this
experience would enable him to establish a successful practice as a portrait
painter in oils on his return”.66 This period of education in Italy was very
similar to Thomas’s quasi–Grand Tour. In comparison with the twelve–year–old
Thomas, however, Humphry was much older: 31–years–old. Regardless of age,
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the social and cultural capital that Humphry would gain from such a journey
would have been beneficial to his overall symbolic capital.

3.3.6

Violinists

Mr Aldridge was first and foremost a dancing master based in Bristol (d.1793).
Many dancing masters chose to play an instrument.67 The violin was a common
choice because it could potentially offer more work opportunities that any
other orchestral instrument. Additionally, a violinist was often used to play the
tunes throughout lessons. In order to make the most profit, the dance master
would usually play violin himself, otherwise he would have to pay a musician’s
attendance out of their dance fees.68 Thomas played for Aldridge in his benefit
concerts and he was advertised as “Master Linley, a Scholar of Mr Aldridge’s”.69
Aldridge was probably training Thomas to dance while playing violin in
preparation for his debut performance on stage.70 No further evidence exists
regarding this relationship of teacher and student between Aldridge and
Thomas. The length of the relationship is currently unknown, and after
Thomas’s stage debut, no further record in any sources suggests that he
continued his dance lessons. A realistic possibility is that he took dance
lessons in order to increase his social status: if Thomas could dance the
popular dances of the day, those that all gentlemen should know, then he
would increase his social standing. Young musicians may also be taught to
dance to better improve their compositional skills. 71 Many composers believed
that one could not write a minuet if one did not know how to dance it. It is
probable, however, that Thomas learnt to dance to increase social standing,
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rather than compositional skills. Wolfgang Mozart was taught to dance for the
same reason. Following the steps of Leopold Mozart, Linley probably played
the same culture “game” with his children.

William Herschel (1738–1822) was a well–known
astronomer, violinist, and organist that settled in
Bath after arriving in England in 1766 from
Germany.72 Born in Hanover, he must have
identified himself as belonging to the Electorate of
Brunswick–Lüneberg (or Kurfürstentum
Braunschweig–Lüneburg). His membership of, and
allegiance to, the Holy Roman Empire would have
been a secondary consideration. Herschel led
Figure 19: Sir William

multiple orchestras in Bath and Bristol, and

Herschel by Lemuel Francis

occasionally played the organ in local churches.73

Abbott, 1785. © National

His leadership of orchestras gave him a certain

Portrait Gallery, London.

amount of symbolic capital. His ability to perform
on multiple instruments (keyboard/organ and violin)

only increased this capital. Additionally, he was a part owner of the Octagon
Chapel, which would have conveyed a certain amount of objectified cultural
capital on him.74 This was because the chapel was/is a physical entity and
would have been similar to possessing objects of culture. This ownership of a
venue, even if only in part, is similar to owning private land: it suggests a large
economic capital on the behalf of the buyer. Additionally, in the case of a
venue, this purchase could confer cultural capital to the holder because of the
nature of the building.

Michael Hoskin, “Herschel, William (1738–1822), Musician and Astronomer,” Oxford
Dictionary of National Biography, accessed February 26, 2014,
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/13102.
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A public quarrel ensued in the newspapers between Linley and Herschel, which
divided the Bath and Bristol music scenes after a mistake that led to Herschel
not having a stand for two performances in 1772.75 This was further
exacerbated by Linley’s refusal to allow Elizabeth to sing at Herschel’s
benefit.76 Herschel was also an affluent teacher of the violin: he may have
taught Thomas violin at some point because they lived in proximity to each
other for several years. Herschel was an illustrious violinist working in Bath
and, therefore, a logical choice to teach Thomas. Herschel’s Biographical
Memorandum names only the students that are members of the nobility and
gentry, leaving many students anonymous.77

In 1761, Herschel wrote a letter to his brother, Jacob, stating that he was
thinking of leaving off professing Musick and the first opportunity that
offers I shall really do so. It is very well, in your way, when one has a
fixed Salary, but to take so much for a Concert, so much for teaching,
and so much for a Benefit is what I do not like at all, and rather than go
on in that way I would take any opportunity of leaving off Musick; not
that I intend to forget it, for it should always be my chief study tho’ I
had another employment. But Musick ought not to be treated in that
mercenary footing.78
This quote is instrumental in showing how musicians viewed their own
profession. The constant arguing over the value of music in different
applications (concerts, benefits, compositions etc) left musicians feeling like
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mercenaries. This was clearly something that Herschel deplored. He would
rather have a fixed salary based on ability rather than setting different prices
for different events.79 Almost certainly, Herschel was not the only musician to
feel this way about their profession; however, changes to this profession were
not forthcoming. It is possible that this “mercenary” quality, which was
attached to musicians and their profession, contributed to a lower social status
— being mercenary would not have been a “gentlemanly” quality.

Another active violinist in Bath was Mr Richards, although little is known about
him. According to Highfill et al., two “Mr Richards” worked in the late
eighteenth century as violinists in the city: David (d.1802, a violinist)80 and
John81 (d.1809, a trumpeter first and violinist second). John and David might
have been related because there seems to be some confusion in the records
between the two performers. Both were part of the band at Drury Lane theatre:
David as a leader of the band and John as a trumpeter.82 Evidence exists in a
manuscript account book of John leading the band at the Academy of Ancient
Music in the late 1780s. This, however, could be a mistake because it was
actually David, who spent most of his time between the Bath, Bristol and
London musical centres.83 John Richards was listed as both a trumpeter
(earning 12s per week) and as “Principal Violin” (earning £9 per week) in a
manuscript account of musicians paid by the Academy of Ancient Music.84 In
all likelihood, it is David Richards that Thomas performed with in these early
years of his career. Richards is often listed as “first violin” in the

Portraitists would publish their prices in newspapers, so that there was no doubt
what a painting would cost (based on the size of the canvas).
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advertisements, which conveyed the symbolic capital of leadership to him.
This would have also positively affected the capital of his friends and students.
Both brothers were members of the RSM. David joined the society on the 6
August 1758, and John followed him on the 1 April 1759.85 Susanne Aspden
states that Richards was Thomas’s violin teacher though where this
information has come from is not clear.86

A known student of Richards’s was Gertrud
Elizabeth Schmeling (1749–1833).87 Schmeling
would become the celebrated “Mara”.88 She was
the daughter of German violinist Johann
Schmeling and was born in the Landgraviate of
Hessen–Kassel (Landgrave Hessen–Kassel). After
she learnt violin from her father, Gertrud was
immediately identified as a child prodigy by
society and exhibited as such throughout the
Netherlands, Germany, and England.89 A notable
Figure 20: Gertrude (Gertrud)
Elizabeth Mara (née

account about her published in the London
Chronicle, says:

Schmeling) by Philip Jean. ©

Exon, Sept. 12. A late article from France

National Portrait Gallery,

exhibited a wonderful instance of a forward

London

genius and capacity; An infant (said to be)

but five years of age, having made considerable attainment in divers of
the scienc’s [sic]. How credible the account may in the whole be we
cannot say. Certain it is, we have now in this city another instance of
early maturity, reckoned in its kind next to a prodigy. – Miss
Schmeling, a native of Hesse–Cassel, in Germany (which her father,
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who is also here, was, with her, forced to retire from by the cruel
outrages and plundering of French invaders) tho’ but ten years old, not
only readily speaks several languages, the English among the rest, and
sings charmingly in concert, &c. but also plays surprisingly well on the
violin and guitar.90
As a violin player she performed in Bath and London. Under the pressure of
the social hierarchy in eighteenth–century England, she abandoned the violin to
become a soprano singer because this was far more “ladylike”.91 It was
“universally agreed” that playing the violin was “not suited to a female […]
which no skill or address can get over”.92 She took singing lessons in London
from Pietro Domenico Paradies (1707–1791) who was Linley’s former teacher,
but did not stage her London debut until 1784.93

Thomas also made contacts beyond Bath and Bristol. One of them was John
Tewkesbury (d.1780): a dancing master from Wincanton who also played
violin.94 Tewkesbury became the leader of the Salisbury subscription concerts
just before Thomas travelled to Italy in 1768, and he rarely performed in Bath
after this date.95 Tewkesbury lodged with the Linley family whilst performing in
Bath, although exact dates of his visit are unknown. On some advertisements
in 1767 it is announced that “tickets can be had at the Rooms, Coffee–Houses
and Booksellers, and of Mr Tewkesbury, at his lodgings at Mr Linley’s in the
Market–Place”.96 This address contradicts other advertisements that list the
Linleys living in Orchard Street at this time. William Linley (bap. 1704–1792),
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Thomas’s grandfather, did, however, own a house in the Market-Place.
Thomas and Tewkesbury’s relationship would have been significant even
though he was living with William Linley, rather than directly with Thomas. It is
unclear if Tewkesbury would have tutored Thomas on the violin; however, they
performed in the same concerts. The advertisement also advises that he sold
tickets for performances, thereby occupying both a ticket sellers position on
the edge of an art world, and the position of a performer at the center of an art
world (see figure 3 for the art world “layout”).

Tewkesbury held the “first violin” post in Wincanton before he came to Bath in
1767, to become a “leader of the band of music”.97 In a letter to the Bath
Chronicle, an anonymous writer (who may have been Tewkesbury himself)
entreated the company to attend his benefit the following day.98 It reads:
Sir, Next Friday being fixed for Mr. Tewksbury’s benefit, and his case
being truly compassionable [sic], I do not doubt but it will excite some
degree of pity in every generous mind.
At the time Mr. Richards withdrew from the band of Music at Bath, Mr.
Tewksbury was established at Wincanton, in full business as a dancing–
master, and reaped no small profits as a first violin, under the
patronage of Mr Harris, at Salisbury. The company upon the loss of
Mr. Richards, declared with one voice, that some performer of talents
must be found to supply his place. Two or three gentlemen
recommended Mr. Tewksbury, as fully qualified: he accordingly came,
led the band one evening, and was unanimously approved of; but as
the relinquishing a certain livelihood at Wincanton demanded some
security for a certain livelihood at Bath, a great number of gentlemen
subscribed a paper, delegating a power to a Mr. F**** to treat with Mr.
Tewksbury. Upon the faith of this paper, which every body [sic] at that
time consider’d as the faith of the company at Bath, Mr. Tewksbury
gave up two large schools to other masters, and settled at Bath.
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Some days after this period, Mr. Fleming was dismissed from the
orchestra, by the gentleman whom the company had authorised to act
as he should judge proper in relation to the band. Mr. Fleming
appealed to the company, and as that gentleman did not perhaps think
it incumbent on him to assign reasons for this conduct, and enter into
an argument with Mr. Fleming, the assembly which was convened on
this occasion, voted nemine contradicente[sic], that Mr. Fleming should
be restored. Now in this transaction, Mr. Tewksbury was neither
interested, nor concern’d; for had Mr. Fleming continued in the band,
the business had gone on smoothly, because Mr. Tewksbury was
chosen into the place of Mr. Richards but unfortunately for Mr.
Tewksbury, the assembly understood that he supply’d the place of Mr.
Fleming, and immediately after having voted the restoration of Mr.
Fleming, they voted also the dismission [sic] of Mr. Tewksbury.
Those who know Mr. Tewksbury, speak highly in favour of his moral
character: they say, that he is a rare example of filial piety; and that
hitherto he has been enabled, by is industry and frugality, to afford a
comfortable subsistance [sic] to an aged mother, and her family. At
present, he is left almost without any resources, except what shall
arise from his benefit. It is therefore hoped, that from this
representation the public will be induced to give him encouragement
under his Misfortune.99

This letter is particularly well written because the author uses these leadership
posts to establish and raise Tewkesbury’s symbolic capital to any of the
company that were previously unaware of his social standing. The author also
acknowledges the jobs Tewkesbury left in Wincanton: “two large schools” that
were given to “other masters”.100 This suggests a degree of institutionalized
cultural capital because of the academic implication of a “school”. His use of
the Latin phrase “nemine contradicente” situates the author as being from high
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society because he understood a term which was often used in the house of
commons. This term is usually used in legislation or legal situations, to signify
the unanimous consent of those involved.101

3.3.7

Others

Thomas also performed several times with a Mr Price who appears to have
been a singer; however, nothing further is known about him.102 He is referred
to as a “principal part” in a choral night (26 October 1761 at the Oxford Music
Room). On a number of advertisements the other performers are referred to as
the best instrumental performers from Salisbury, Bath, Bristol, and Gloucester.
Newspapers did not print the orchestra personnel list because most audience
members would go and see the performance for the soloists or the repertoire
(in the case of oratorios), rather than the orchestra. The principal vocalists and
instrumental soloists would signal the concert’s status: “the product was
defined, set within certain norms”.103 Furthermore, many orchestras contained
between twenty and thirty performers,104 of which many were exceedingly
mobile, moving between groups to follow the available work.105 Only the leader
of the whole orchestra (usually referred to as the “First Violin”) would be listed
on the advertisements, as the other members of the orchestra may not have
been known until the day of performance.
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3.4

Theatre Debut

Thomas was an orchestral and solo performer for the majority of his career;
however, he also performed on the theatre stage. Linley’s theatrical
connections encompassed Thomas whilst he was still a young boy. By the age
of eleven, Thomas made his first stage debut at the Covent Garden Theatre in
London. He played the part of “Puck” in The Fairy Favour, which included
dancing a hornpipe on the stage whilst playing the violin.106 It is probable that
Aldridge would have prepared him for this role.

English actor and dramatist, Thomas Hull (1728–1808) wrote The Fairy Favour
for the Prince of Wales who was only five years old at the time of the first
performance. The music was written by Johann Christian Bach (1735–1782).
Children exclusively performed the masque, which attracted such acclaim in
the first night that it was performed several more times “by command of their
Majesties”.107 Two reviews of Thomas’s performances read:
A Solo on the Violin by Master Linley; This is the little Gentle–man [sic]
that played the part of Puck, in the Fairy Favour, whose abilities as a
child are beyond description.108
Nor can enough be said of the little boy, who plays the part of Puck;
his singing, playing on the violin, and dancing the hornpipe, are all
beyond expectation, and discover extraordinary abilities in one, who
must be considered a child.109
Both of these reviews, but especially the second, convey symbolic capital on
Thomas. The wording of the praise is relevant because “extraordinary abilities”
suggests a legitimate competency rather than a learned ability, therefore

See reviews from Lloyd's Evening Post: 3 February and 23-25 February.
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109
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conveying significant symbolic capital onto Thomas. Despite the great success
he achieved, The Fairy Favour was Thomas’s, and Elizabeth’s, first and last
acting performance on the stage. This was the beginning of the family’s move
towards London. The conscious decision to move away from Bath became
more pronounced in the following years.

3.5

Successes, Rivals and Arguments

Throughout the late 1760s, the Linley family was successful in almost all of
their musical endeavours. They attracted considerable attention from
members of the Bath and Bristol music scene. Irish violinist and dance master
Francis Fleming (1715–1778) described how violinist Mr Richards was forced to
leave Bath because the audiences would flock to see the Linleys over anyone
else.110 Fleming declared that
by dint of congé’s and scrapes, and the plea of a young family to
maintain, excited the pity and compassion of the company so
completely, that it became a customary phrase among them to say “Let
us go to poor L–––––y’s concert” by which means he never failed filling
the concert room, while Mr. Richards, incapable of wearing a mask to
deceive, never met with the patronage of the company.111
In the 1770s, when the “gentlemen of the music committee” heard that
Richards was planning to leave Bath and settle in London, they offered him one
extra guinea a week.112 Whilst Richards was enticed to stay, he would have
continued to compete with the Linleys, and he was hoping for a bigger
audience in London. When Linley heard this offer he demanded the same for
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himself, which further damaged the already fraught relationship between the
two men. Richards declined the offer and left for London almost immediately
when he learnt that the two extra guineas a week would be taken from
musicians that were earning less than he was to begin with.113

The success of the Linley family led to resentment among many musicians in
Bath, who were having problems attracting audiences to their own concerts.114
The ruthlessness of Linley considerably advanced Thomas because he
performed in front of the largest audience in Bath. Conversely, Linley’s
negative reputation in the Bath music scene may have presented a challenge in
Thomas’s career had the family not moved to London. The prestige of the
Linley family evidently bestowed advantages on all their connections. As
newspaper advertisements suggest, Tewkesbury maintained a close
relationship with the Linley family, staying with Thomas’s grandfather.115 This
association would have boosted Tewkesbury’s ticket sales because Linley’s
tacit endorsement would have been recognised by the company.

Many of the connections I have investigated in this chapter have only been
interpreted in terms of their relationship with Thomas. Thomas was not,
however, necessarily the defining centre of this professional network.
Although they were centred in different parts of the country, Corfe and
Tewkesbury were known to perform together many times (without the
Linleys).116 Furthermore, Burrows et al. refer to “the regular team of Norris,
Corfe and Parry”, who were vocalists with the usual instrumentalists, including
Tewkesbury.117 This shows how Thomas was the nucleus of his own network,
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whilst being part of a much bigger performance network that stretched
throughout the country. In the next chapter, I will be examining the three
years that Thomas spent in Italy and how this would have benefited his career
in England. Further, the network that he formed in Italy had ties to England,
which demonstrates a performance network that had spread globally around
Thomas and his fellow musicians.

123

4. Tuscany and the Grand Tour (1768–1771)

In this chapter I intend to remove some of the mystery that surrounds
Thomas’s three years in Europe. I discuss the Grand Tour and apprenticeship
system and will address Thomas’s purpose for undertaking foreign travel,
which was usually reserved for the higher echelons of society. In order to
provide a comprehensive view of the Grand Tour, I will be relying on
contemporary travel writings and personal accounts. Concerning Thomas’s
connections, I will be examining the writings of Charles Burney, the
correspondence of Leopold Mozart to his family, and articles from the Gazetta
Toscana (the eighteenth–century regional newspaper of Tuscany). I will
identify where and when Thomas performed, and what social connections he
may have gained from his three years in Italy.

Previous studies on Thomas’s time in Italy include a short discussion by
Gwilym Beechey in his doctoral thesis, encapsulating the information provided
in Charles Burney’s diaries and W.A. Mozart’s letters.1 36 years later, Peter
Overbeck followed in Beechey’s footsteps with his doctoral thesis, which only
acknowledged that Thomas spent time abroad.2 Several problems arise from
Overbeck’s thesis in relation to Thomas’s travel: he asserts that Thomas was
following in the footsteps of his father when travelling to Italy — which is
misleading. The Italian master Pietro Domenico Paradisi (or Paradies, 1707–
1791) taught Linley while he was in Bath, not Italy.3 Overbeck has continued to
speculate that Paradisi was Thomas’s tutor throughout his foreign travel. This,
however, could not be possible: Thomas left England in 1768 and Paradisi is

1

Beechey, “Thomas Linley, Junior: His Life, Work and Times.”
Overbeck, “Die Chorwerke von Thomas Linley dem Jüngeren (1756-1778).” Overbeck
utilises the British Library's collection of newspapers and Beechey’s own research.
3
Born in Naples and said to be a student of Porpora, Paradisi made his reputation as a
teacher and composer for the Harpsichord. See also: Needham, “Mr Thomas Linley,”
134. Paradisi was resident in England between 1746/1747 and 1770.
2
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advertised in English concerts until 1770.4 Linley’s own tutelage from Paradisi
would have allowed Linley to see the benefit in lessons from an Italian master.
Aspden provides two sentences of Thomas’s time in Italy in her Oxford
Dictionary of National Biography entry, whilst Beechey’s and Troost’s Grove
entry also contributes only two sentences.5 Significantly, in both Aspden’s and
Beechey and Troost’s articles, the first sentence states he went to Florence and
the second states that he met Mozart and Burney. Indeed, Mozart and Burney
appear to be the focal point for scholars when discussing this section of
Thomas’s life. Additional scholars reference Thomas as a footnote to his sister
Elizabeth’s career and her subsequent marriage to Richard Sheridan; however,
they rarely engage with Thomas’s travels throughout Europe. When Thomas’s
foreign travel is acknowledged, his relationship with Mozart is at the forefront
of the discussion.

4.1

The Grand Tour vs. the Apprenticeship

Travelling throughout Europe as a young man was an important aspect of
education for a son of a wealthy aristocrat; and due to its popularity, it became
known as the “Grand Tour”.6 The majority of travellers on the Grand Tour
would be the sons7 of Earls, Dukes and other high–ranking aristocrats, and
they would travel for a period of three to four years. Three years was
considered the minimum length of participation, much like universities today.
Grand Tours could last for five years if the family had sufficient money to
finance it. Historian Susan Klepp outlines how an apprenticeship for male
children of wealthy families usually involved “an academic education, a tour

4

Overbeck, “Die Chorwerke von Thomas Linley dem Jüngeren (1756-1778),” 35–47.
See also Donald C. Sanders, “Paradies, Domenico,” Grove Music Online. Oxford Music
Online, accessed March 16, 2015,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/20867.
5
Aspden, “Linley, Thomas, Junior”; Beechey and Troost, “Linley, Thomas Junior.”
6
See: Jeremy Black, Italy and the Grand Tour (Yale University Press, 2003), 5.
7
Women were expected to stay at home and learn how to become a good housewife,
rather than being knowledgeable and well travelled in the world around them.
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abroad, and a clerkship with a prominent merchant or lawyer”.8 Therefore, the
Grand Tour of the wealthy aristocrat could be likened to an apprenticeship. To
liken the Grand Tour to an apprenticeship, however, raises problematic
questions, such as: who were the young sons of the nobility and gentry
apprenticed to? They would have been accompanied by a guide of a lower
social class, who would not be a fitting master. Problems arise from this
dichotomy surrounding the design of the Grand Tour, and therefore, the
“Grand Tour” and “apprenticeship” will remain separate entities throughout my
thesis.

In the sixteenth century, the apprenticeship existed for the middle class;
however, throughout the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries it was
expanded to include children of the poor as well as the gentry.9 An
apprenticed child became an extra worker in the master’s household and as
such they were under the authority of, and “indentured” to, the master.10
Indentures were commonly a private arrangement between the Master and the
parent/guardian of the child. Usually the terms of their indenture would mean
that they could not gamble, go to a theatre or playhouse, or marry. 11 The
parent or guardian may have paid fees to the master to cover “training,
housing, clothing and feeding the boy”.12 In lower professions (such as
chimney sweeps) the master may pay the family to take a child. 13
Apprenticeships usually lasted seven years; however, the length of years was
dependent on the profession: attorneys only apprenticed for five years and
some professions (e.g. chimney sweeps) for fourteen.14

8

Susan E. Klepp, “Benjamin Franklin and Apprenticeship in the 18th Century,”
Pennsylvania Legacies 6, no. 1 (2006): 7.
9
This decision was made due to economic pressures. See: Anthony Camp,
“Apprenticeship (Part 1),” Practical Family History 64 (2003): 12.
10
Ibid.
11
Ibid.
12
Klepp, “Franklin and Apprenticeship,” 7.
13
Camp, “Apprenticeship (Part 1),” 12.
14
Ibid., 13.
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When an apprenticeship ended, it was expected that the young man would be
free to hire himself out and earn wages as a journeyman. From there, he
would eventually prove himself to his fellow craftsmen and be admitted into
the appropriate guild.15 Consequently he could name himself a master and
take apprentices of his own.16 Conversely, when the aristocratic traveller
returned from abroad, there was no set path: they could continue to a
university education. Otherwise, if they completed university before their
travel, they could move straight into a clerkship or other business. That is not
to suggest that university education was essential — it was not mandatory.
The function of the English universities was to “partly train […] clergy, partly to
offer a broad education to the genteel and the wealthy”. Further, “the
universities in England gave an impression of complacency and sloth,
particularly by comparison with their Scottish counterparts. North of the
border, academic life […] displayed signs of immense vigour on which the
Scottish Enlightenment prospered”.17 Grand Tour participants could, if
desirable, attend a foreign institute of learning for a period of their travelling,
similar to a short apprenticeship. This was, however, the foremost purpose of
Thomas’s journey to Italy. He was to utilise his time to further his education of
both performance and composition. In doing so he would be able to entertain
his audience to a greater level on his return to England. The child’s age for the
Grand Tour and apprenticeships was especially significant: usually a Grand
Tour participant would be seventeen or eighteen. For a boy to be apprenticed
in London he had to be between fourteen and twenty–one years old. Outside
the capital city, however, the age of the child was not set.

An apprenticeship was a means of education for young boys who would not be
going to university to study the “professional trades” such as law and medicine.
Apprenticeships were for the physical crafts such as joiners, chair–builders,

15

Klepp, “Franklin and Apprenticeship,” 7.
Ibid.
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Paul Langford, “The Eighteenth Century (1688-1789),” in The Oxford History of
Britain, ed. Kenneth O. Morgan, Revised edition (Oxford; New York: Oxford University
Press, 2010), 399–469.
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and milliners to name a few. On the other hand, foreign travel may replace the
university education and was more philosophical. The traveller would learn
languages, foreign ideals and see more of the world. In 1766, English surgeon
and author Samuel Sharpe (or Sharp) articulated that he had
not seen one young gentleman on his travels, who does not appear
more eager than I am to return to his friends and country. I had always
figured to myself that they were in the highest delight when making
the Grand Tour; but I find by experience, that when they are here, they
consider it as a kind of apprenticeship for qualifying as a gentleman.18
The Grand Tour would have conferred embodied cultural capital onto the
traveller because of visits to some of the most influential cities in Europe
(Rome, Paris etc). Further, the implication of the cost of such an undertaking
would convey an amount of symbolic capital. Whether any social or
institutionalised capital was associated with an apprenticeship is unclear.
While apprenticeships did provide education to the apprentice, it was not as
significant as a university education. It is possible that having been an
apprentice could count against one’s social capital because it suggested a
middle or working class background.

The normal means of accruing institutionalised cultural capital in England was
through the universities of Oxford and Cambridge. Usually, students at
universities had parents who could afford to pay for the education. Therefore,
this education would have also conferred on the student a degree of symbolic
capital. Oxford and Cambridge were “monopolised by the Church of England
and in fact became the nurseries of the Anglican Clergy” in the eighteenth
century.19 Many of the teachers at Oxford and Cambridge, and the leading men

Samuel Sharpe, Letters from Italy, Describing the Customs and Manners of That
Country, in ... 1765 and 1766. To Which Is Annexed, An Admonition to Gentlemen Who
Pass the Alps, in Their Tour through Italy, 1767, 171–172. For more information on
Sharpe, see: John Kirkup, “Sharp, Samuel (bap. 1709, D. 1778), Surgeon,” Oxford
Dictionary of National Biography, accessed March 16, 2015,
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/25218.
19
Nicholas Hans, New Trends in Education in the Eighteenth Century (Taylor & Francis,
1998), 15.
18
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in sciences, philosophy, social–economic studies, etc., were rarely trained in
English grammar schools and universities themselves. This gap in education
caused a new substitute for the University to arise. As historian Nicholas Hans
explains, these came in the forms of Academies “which combined theological
with scientific training and produced many outstanding men of the eighteenth
century”.20 Vocational education (military, engineering, and artistic education
for example) was given by private academies for each subject. As Hans
suggests, however, schools and universities were not mandatory and (in his
book) Hans excludes any man who did not attend school in his research. Many
vocational educations were taught through apprenticeships, with no school
involvement and therefore discussion of these vocational subjects is largely
omitted in Hans’s book.21 No evidence exists to suggest that Thomas attended
an institution such as an academy or a school. Rather Linley would have
taught Thomas his letters and other basic, non–musical, education.22 This was
not unusual; many members of a learned profession would prepare their own
sons for further education in the universities or bring in tutors. Thomas was
not destined for academia; therefore, it would not have been in Linley’s
business plan to provide this kind of education for him. Thomas started his
musical education early in life, almost as an apprentice to his own father and,
therefore, being able to read and write were the crucial aspects of education.

Thomas was seven when he was apprenticed to Boyce, and only twelve when he
was sent abroad, which was young to be apprenticed by most standards,
especially in a foreign country. Therefore, was Thomas apprenticed to violinist
Pietro Nardini? Or did he participate in the Grand Tour? Perhaps his time in
Italy acted as a university education he would otherwise not receive. Neither
the Grand Tour nor the eighteenth–century apprenticeship system truly
describes Thomas’s foreign travel. If Linley did compensate Nardini for taking
Thomas as an apprentice, no evidence of this has survived. Further, the term
was only three years, which was short by apprentice standards. Thomas

20
21
22

Ibid.
Ibid., 16.
Ibid., 23.
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probably lived with Nardini, but it is improbable that he was lawfully
indentured to Nardini with a formal written contract. Had this been an actual
apprenticeship in England, there would be a record of duty paid to the
government under the Stamp Act of 1709.23 Thomas’s apprenticeship would
not be recorded in the apprentice records, because it was the master who paid
the duty to the English government. Linley would have provided some financial
aid for the initial travel to Italy. It is unknown if Linley would have sent
financial support direct to Nardini or Thomas through a bank in Livorno, to
cover the expense of food, general living, and any other costs that may have
arisen.24 It was possible, because Thomas sent money to Nardini in 1773 to
pay for violin sonatas Nardini sent.25 Thomas’s journey presents a hybrid
version of the aristocratic Grand Tour and the apprenticeship system, which
combine to describe a young man’s foreign travel.

4.1.1

Foreign Travellers

The “normal” Grand Tour participants were sons of the highest social classes.
Aristocratic young men, however, were not the only travellers throughout
Europe. Tradesmen would travel between towns, looking for work. Musicians
and stage performers were the main professions that required foreign travel,
although other professions required travelled (such as travel writers and

23

The Stamp Act placed a tax on the indenture, which resulted in a centralised record
of all legal apprenticeships. These records are currently at the National Archives in
Kew: (GB–Lpro), reference: IR 1.
24
International payments could be made between branches of the same family bank, or
between banks who traded frequently. For more information on the banking system in
England, see: A. H. John, “Insurance Investment and the London Money Market of the
18th Century,” Economica, New Series, 20, no. 78 (May 1, 1953): 137–58; D. M. Joslin,
“London Private Bankers, 1720-1785,” The Economic History Review, New Series, 7, no.
2 (January 1, 1954): 167–86.
25
Nardini, “ALS to Thomas Linley.” Nardini wrote, “I hope that you liked the sonatas
and since you have asked me to do a withdrawal of money [tratta] immediately this
week I had it done through Signor Hodgson from Livorno”. (Ito caro, che Le Sonate vi
Piano piaciute, e Siccome mi dite di farvi tratta subito, cio in questa settimana ver L'ho
fatta fare mezzo del Sig Hodgson di Livorno.) With thanks to Valeria De Lucca for the
translation.
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painters). Most performers would travel between theatres, either on their own
or as part of a company, seeking work; and theatres on the Grand Tour route
provided more employment opportunities. Whilst these additional travellers
may have visited cities on the Grand Tour route and used the same roads, they
would have not done so for the same reasons as a Grand Tour participant.
Artists and performers would be inclined to visit the bigger cities that drew the
attention of participants of the Grand Tour, such as Paris, Florence, Rome etc — these would have been, ultimately, the best place to look for employment.
Thomas probably followed the route of the Grand Tour because it was a direct
route to Italy; however, he was not travelling to widen his knowledge of Europe
or learn foreign languages. Neither was he travelling for the same reasons as
artists and performers: he was not travelling between towns and theatres to
gain work as a musician or composer. On the contrary, Thomas was travelling
to Italy to educate himself for such work in the future. His very livelihood
rested on the business of his fellow travellers. Middle and upper class families
had time and money to spare on social entertainments such as playing cards at
assembly rooms and visiting the theatre.26 Without the higher level of society
there would have been no audience for many musicians throughout Europe.
Whilst the Linleys were middle class, their profession necessitated reliance on
their peers.

Most aristocratic travellers would have a tutor accompanying them, employed
by their father. These tutors would typically be able to speak several
languages to facilitate their journey through Europe. The tutor would also be
expected to teach the young man a skill: “bookish–study” or “riding, fencing
[and] the arts of war”.27 Participants of the Grand Tour would take the
opportunity to see landmarks and they could make detours to see specific
towns or performing groups. Participants could also take this opportunity to

It would appear that Linley and his wife were keen Whist players, though they seem
to have played in private, rather than in the assembly rooms. See: Black, The Linleys of
Bath, 143, 162; Sheridan, Betsy Sheridan’s Journal, 122, 141. Margot Bor and Lamond
Clelland, Still the Lark. A Biography of Elizabeth Linley. [With Plates, Including
Portraits.] (London: Merlin Press, 1962), 33.
27
John H. Plumb, Men and Places (London: Cresset Place, 1963), 56–57.
26
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meet with friends and acquaintances from home, and therefore have a shared
experience of Europe. It is doubtful that Thomas would have taken any
detours on his own journey to Italy, because this would have impacted the
amount of time available for studying and would have cost money. For
example, he would not have taken a detour to Paris to appreciate the Royal
Gardens nor would he have stopped to buy “luxurious gewgaws” to send home
to his family.28 The direction of the journey would have been towards Italy
where Thomas’s education would have begun and, therefore, he probably
would have taken the “standard” tour route (see figure 21, route in red)
because it was the most direct route to Italy and his awaiting teacher.

Thomas’s three years in Italy are largely unknown and the full extent of
Thomas’s activities in Livorno and Florence are still undocumented. Thomas’s
participation in the Grand Tour was by no means “normal”. He may have had a
guide to accompany him because a twelve–year–old boy would not know the
way to Italy on his own. It is improbable, however, that it would have been the
same calibre of guide that the wealthy participants would have had. It could be
possible that another musician accompanied him. Thomas’s guide and
companion is currently unknown. It is clear, however, that Linley could not
have accompanied his son because several advertisements during the 1768–
1771 period advertise Linley in concerts in England. Additionally, it is doubtful
that Linley would leave his two young sopranos (Elizabeth, age 14 and Mary,
age 10) performing throughout the country without a manager.

4.1.2

Thomas Linley Junior and Fellow Travellers

George Frederick Handel registered as a student in 1702 at Halle University
(age 17), although it would appear that he was only there for one year: it is

28
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documented that he arrived in Hamburg by June/July 1703.29 In 1706 (age 21)
Handel left Hamburg for Italy, probably arriving at Florence first and moving
onto Rome by January 1707. This was Handel’s equivalent of the Grand Tour
and it would be fair to assert that Rome was Handel’s main base of
“operations” between 1706 and 1710, with almost as much time spent in
Florence.30 It is documented, however, that he travelled frequently between the
major musical cities in Italy in order “to hear as much music as possible, and
[to ensure that he] would achieve the maximum contact with other
musicians”.31 Handel travelled to Venice and Naples because they were famous
for their musical life.32 By June 1710, Handel had returned to Hamburg, with
four years of Italian musical knowledge accrued through his travels.

Winton Dean and John Knapp, Handel’s biographers, distinguish three different
methods that Handel could have used to “[imbibe] the influence of Italian
music”: “by hearing it in performance […] by studying scores in manuscript
copies […] and by personal contact with other musicians”.33 These methods
draw clear parallels with Bourdieu’s concept of cultural capital: embodied,
objectified and, in an abstract manner, institutionalized. Embodied and
objectified are straightforward concepts, as defined in chapter 1: attending a
concert and the study of books. Institutionalized capital, however, would
usually refer to educational institutions, such as universities. The network of
musicians that Handel would have been building, however, could act as a
personal schooling system: his contacts would teach him new aspects of Italian
music and further his understanding of Italian opera and other genres. Handel
would take what he had learnt and apply this to his own works. Further, when
his works were performed, he would have received feedback from the
audience, and his peers, in a manner that could be compared to a school
feedback system (via assignments). By this method, Handel could continually
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improve his own work. This system would be very similar to the methods that
Thomas would have used to “imbibe the influence of Italian music”. With a
connection such as Pietro Nardini, who worked for the Grand Duke, Thomas
may have had access to more and varying manuscript copies of music than in
England.

The disparate ages of Handel and Thomas are significant. Handel was 21 when
he started his Grand Tour: a man. Thomas was only 12, still very much a boy.
Whilst it would have been beneficial for Thomas to travel throughout Italy like
Handel did, Thomas’s young age would have prevented him from such
travelling — unless Nardini was also travelling with him. This is a very real
possibility; however, no extant records from Thomas’s time in Italy are able to
confirm or deny this. Both musicians would have likely learnt Italian to a
sufficient degree to increase their symbolic capital (to work in an Italian city,
one had to speak Italian). The only exception to this was Livorno, which had a
“colony of English merchants”; however, when Thomas moved to Florence, he
must have learnt some Italian.34 Like Handel, Italy would not have turned
Thomas into an Italian composer.35 On Thomas’s return to England he was still
considered an Englishman and, like Handel, there was “never any question of
[him] abjuring his roots”.36 Handel wrote many operas and as such, his time in
Venice made logical sense: Venice was the “principal operatic centre in Italy,
as it had been for seventy years […] where Handel could have appraised all the
latest developments”.37 In contrast to this, Thomas did not write any operas, or
Italian forms of music, which are extant or referenced in any contemporary
accounts. He wrote one ode (a British form) that included a choir and several
solo vocal parts; however, Thomas never attempted traditional Italian(ate)
opera.

Brian Moloney, Florence and England: Essays on Cultural Relations in the Second Half
of the Eighteenth Century, (Biblioteca dell’Archivum Romanicum Serie 1, Storia,
Letteratura, Paleografica ; 104) (Firenze: L.S. Olschki, 1989), 21.
35
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A similar comparison can be made between Thomas and musician/writer
Charles Burney (1726–1814). As a boy, Burney was apprenticed to Thomas
Arne (1770–1778). As a musical writer, Burney travelled throughout Europe
writing discussions on the state of music in Europe in order to inform his
General History of Music.38 In contrast to Thomas, Burney was considerably
older when he visited Italy, though the educational intentions were surely
similar. Burney first travelled to France and Italy in 1770, when he was 44
years old. By this time in his life he was an established man in the musical
trade.39 Significantly, he was an active musician who was able to pay for his
research expeditions himself, gaining reimbursement through subsequent
publication — Thomas had to rely on his father’s financial support.40

4.2

The Grand Tour: The Benefits and Routes

The purpose of the Grand Tour was to teach young men to behave correctly,
whilst also teaching the history of Europe and foreign languages. Many hoped
that the journey through France would allow the young man to “speak French
[…] like his mother tongue”.41 The journey typically began on the southeast
coast of Britain where a traveller could choose to cross to mainland Europe
from several ports; however, the Dover–Calais route retained its dominance as
the main crossing point.42 Even though more travel was necessary onwards
from Calais, it was the shortest distance across the water than any of the other

Charles Burney, A General History of Music: From The Earliest Ages to the Present
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crossings available. The worries and “terrors” of crossing the English Channel
in “poorly stabilised ships” encouraged most travellers to pay more for the
shortest crossing.43 The length of the Dover–Calais crossing, however, was
indeterminate as the vessel was at the whims of the weather. Once the
travellers arrived on land in Calais most pursued the road to Paris; however,
several options were available, as indicated by Jeremy Black in The British and
the Grand Tour (see figure 21).44 The route taken between Calais and Italy
could be personally tailored dependant on the activities one wanted to
participate in and which views one wished to see.

Travellers usually visited Paris and the principal cities of Italy, which included
Rome, Venice, Florence and Naples.45 The journey from France to Italy over
land could also include a stop at Geneva if time allowed. Italy would teach the
young man to “admire the domestic architecture of Palladio, Italian Marbles,
and the stately style of Roman antiquity, along with the great master–painters
of the Renaissance”.46 In Venice, the traveller would learn to practise the social
graces expected during masked balls and experience the unique festivities
therein.47 In addition, because foreign travel was often substituted for the
university education available in England, the young men could also be sent for
a period of learning at a foreign university.48 Italy was the main focal point of
the Tour because it was considered the most influential part of Europe due to
the history of the country. In short, it was believed that “a man who has not
been to Italy is always conscious of an inferiority from his not having seen what
is expected a man should see”.49
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The Alps were the next dangerous hurdle for the travellers to conquer after
their education was complete on the west side of the Alps. Travellers could
either go over the Alps or they could circumvent them via sea. Travelling by
the sea route, however, would entail proceeding south to Marseilles and
arriving at Genoa by a “felucca” boat.50 These were small boats even more
reliant on the winds than the ships used to cross the English Channel so this
section of the journey could be delayed for several days if the weather was
unsuitable. Due to this potential delay, most tourists chose to travel over the
Alps because it was a more time–dependable route and not as dangerous as
the sea. If one were going to cross the Alps then the Mont Cenis pass was the
favourite path. It was not suitable for wheeled vehicles, thus the vehicles
would have to be dismantled and carried across the Alps, while the travellers
walked or were carried on chairs by servants. Once the travellers had arrived
in Turin the route taken through Italy was a personal matter – dependant on
specific requirements. These could include seeing a religious festival in Rome,
the opera in Milan, or the festivals in Naples and Venice.
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Key:
Thomas' Journey: would have started in Bath, and travelled East towards one of the ports, probably Calais.
The red route was the standard route of the Grand Tour, starting at Calais. Once back on solid land, the majority of tourists headed straight
for Paris followed by Dijon and Lyons. On crossing the Alps they would use the Mt Cenis pass and stop at Susa on their way to Turin.
Purple is an alternate route discussed by Jeremy Black, which takes the traveller from Calais to Brussels to Liège, down to the Spa at
Ardennes, then up into Germany travelling through Aachen on the way to Cologne (The British and the Grand Tour: 8-9).
Another alternate route discussed by Black starts at Calais and goes through Lille, Reims and Laon, from here some travellers went to
Strasbourg and Munich before tackling the Alps crossing. Other travellers got waylaid at the Lunéville Academy at Laon and Nancy so they
never made it to Italy (The British and the Grand Tour: 8-9).
Figure 21: Map of Common Routes for the Grand Tour, based on J.Black.
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4.3

Critics of Foreign Travelling

Whilst many young noblemen participated in the Grand Tour, not everyone in
England agreed with the concept of foreign travel replacing education. The
main argument against the Grand Tour (or any foreign travel) was based on the
concept that England’s young men should not be gallivanting around Europe,
staring at architecture and paintings when they could be at home learning
something useful for their careers.51 Many critics suggested that the popularity
of the Grand Tour emphasised how low the English universities had fallen in
stature.52 Scottish philosopher Adam Smith (1723–1790), in The Wealth of
Nations (1776), considered how “nothing but the discredit into which the
Universities are allowing themselves to fall, could ever have brought into
repute so very absurd a practice”.53 Smith continued that:
A young man, who goes abroad at seventeen or eighteen, and returns
home at one–and–twenty, returns three or four years older than he was
when he went abroad; and at that age it is very difficult not to improve
a good deal in three or four years. In the course of his travels, he
generally acquires some knowledge of one or two foreign languages; a
knowledge, however, which is seldom sufficient to enable him either to
speak or write them with any propriety. In other respects, he
commonly returns home more conceited, more unprincipled, more
dissipated, and more incapable of any serious application, either to
study or business, than he could well have become in so short a time
had he lived at home. By travelling so very young, by spending in the
most frivolous dissipation the most precious years of his life, at a
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English Gentleman’s Education: Between Lord Shaftesbury and Mr Locke., Second Ed
(London: Printed by W.B., 1764), 9–24.
52
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country. In the universities of the late seventeenth century, however, teaching
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Press, 2001), 155.
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(Edinburgh: Thomas Nelson, 1843), 324.
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distance from the inspection and controul [sic] of his parents and
relations, every useful habit, which the earlier parts of his education
might have had some tendency to form in him, instead of being riveted
and confirmed, it is almost necessarily either weakened or effaced.54
Smith discussed young men of aristocratic families. Thomas was not in the
higher levels of society though, and therefore, some of Smith’s comments did
not apply to him. For example, Smith explained that though a traveller may
pick up a smattering of foreign languages, it will never have been sufficient to
read or write them. As historian Brian Moloney discusses, fathers would try to
persuade their sons that they were sent abroad to see “the manners and
characters, and learn the languages of foreign countries; and not to converse
with English, in English; which would defeat all those ends”.55 Nevertheless,
Thomas did learn Italian to a level sufficient to correspond with Nardini via
letter in 1773: a letter from Nardini to Thomas is written in Italian, which
suggests that Thomas could at least read Italian, if not write it.56 Perhaps
Thomas’s situation would have convinced Smith that foreign travel was an
opportunity not to be missed for a bourgeois composer and performer —
especially because it would have greatly boosted Thomas’s career on his return
to England.

The Scottish and English university systems were different; therefore, it is
unclear if Smith was describing all universities, or only those in Scotland.
Author Daniel Defoe (1660–1731) wrote criticisms of Oxford and its colleges in
his Review.57 Defoe was excluded from the university system because of his
religion, and paradoxically he was concerned about the morals of the Anglican
clergy who were taught at the university, rather than the teaching itself. 58 In
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1706, he wrote that although they strove to be the best exemplars of learning,
“what a pity it is then, they should not equally flourish in Virtue, and how mad
they must be, that would sacrifize [sic] the Reputation of their whole Body to
the Pleasures and Follies of an Interlude!”59 In 1764, a fictional conversation
between “Mr Locke” and “Lord Shaftesbury” was published as Dialogues on the
Uses of Foreign Travel and outlined benefits and dangers of foreign travel and
the concept of the Grand Tour. Mr Locke suggested that these travellers would
have been better to “at least import the arts of Italy, if they were necessary to
them, in sager heads than their own”.60 Locke continued that any benefit from
participation in the Grand Tour was purely “accidental”.61 Thomas’s overall
Grand Tour would have been distinctly different from the “standard” Tour
because any sightseeing on route and knowledge of French (and possibly
German) that Thomas acquired would have been accidental.

There were as many advocates as critics for the Grand Tour. Society concluded
that the Tour would make the boy into a man, and that he would understand
the world in which he would work. Dr Johnson suggested a slightly more
immoral reason in support of foreign travel:
Indeed, if a young man is wild, and must run after women and bad
company, it is better this should be done abroad, as, on his return he
can break off such connections and begin at home a new man. 62
As historian John Plumb so succinctly proposes, “better an Italian Countess,
Catholic and married, than an English actress, marriageable but impossible”.63
At least with the Countess the man would probably receive some training in his
wardrobe, the arts of “elegant flirtations” and the “marriage bed”.64 In some

59
60
61
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cases, fathers would suggest their own previous encounters in Italy to their
sons, so that they too can receive the same “education”.65

In conclusion, the answer to whether or not Thomas participated in a Grand
Tour or a foreign apprenticeship is, in short, that he did neither. Rather I
maintain that whilst Thomas engaged in foreign travel, he drew on aspects of
the Grand Tour knowingly. By using aspects of the Grand Tour and the
Apprenticeship system, Thomas raised himself in the eyes of both his peers
and his betters. Thomas’s apprenticeship to Nardini provided the necessary
qualifications for others in the music profession to see him as a professional.
His cultural capital would have expanded because he was learning from an
Italian master, surrounded by Italian culture, which was considered better than
English culture. At the same time, the travel and experience of Thomas’s quasi
“Grand Tour” showed his betters that he had seen everything that “a man
should see”.66 Thus, his cultural capital would have improved, as would his
symbolic capital, once the recognition of his travel abroad had occurred,
thereby improving his overall social status.

4.4

Livorno and Florence

Thomas’s final destination in 1768 was Livorno, a port town on the western
side of Italy. Many of the British referred to Livorno as Leghorn, especially
when speaking to other British natives. At the beginning of the eighteenth
century it was the main port in the Grand Duchy of Tuscany. Throughout the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries Britain’s cultural contact with Tuscany
increased, enabling a rising number of British artists, musicians and (more
generally) travellers to visit the port town. Thomas’s stay in Livorno, however,
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was less than a year, because Nardini was called to Florence to take the
position of first violin to the ducal court in 1769.67 Before Nardini’s and
Thomas’s move to Florence, the Gazetta Toscana reported that on the 3 June
1769, Nardini travelled to Padua to see his former teacher Giuseppe Tartini.68
It is unclear, however, if Thomas accompanied him on this journey. Nardini was
in Padua by 9 June.

The move to Florence was in Thomas’s interest because Livorno was quite a
small port town, even if it was the main port of Tuscany. Travel writer Thomas
Nugent (c.1700–1772) advised that even though “the duke has [in Livorno] a
stately palace, which is the common residence of the governor [there] are no
considerable libraries, nor any academy of Wits; and indeed the town is unfit
for letters, but those of exchange and traffick”.69 Nugent continued to
comment that Livorno is “the only city in Italy, where the English are allowed
the free exercise of their religion, and where the English language is
understood by most of its inhabitants”.70 Indeed, Moloney suggests that a
detour had to be made to Livorno “on account of the presence there of a
colony of English merchants”.71 Therefore, Thomas may not have had to learn
Italian until he relocated to Florence (dependant on the level of English at
Nardini’s command).
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4.4.1

From Livorno to Florence

The journey from Livorno to Florence would have taken one and a half days in
summer and two in winter, and would have cost “five pieces and a half, and
eight at the most in winter”.72 Different modes of travel were available but the
stage–coach (the most popular mode of transport) would cost “three julio’s”
just to get from Livorno to Pisa.73 The main route taken would have passed
through Pisa, Lucca, Borgo Borano, Pistoia and Poggio Caiano, finally arriving
to Florence 64 miles later (see figure 22).74 In Nugent’s detailed discussion of
the route, he listed Borgo Borano, although there is nowhere with that name in
modern Italy.75 The two options are La Borra, in the Pisa district or Borgo a
Buggiano (province of Pistoia). I have marked both possibilities in figure 22,
with red dots. Based on the two locations, it seems more feasible that Borgo a
Buggiano is the location listed. Additionally, botanist Thomas Martyn (1735–
1825) wrote The Gentleman’s Guide in his Tour through Italy in 1787. In it, he
lists a Borgoborgiano between Lucca and Pistoia, thereby reinforcing Borgo a
Buggiano over La Borra. He provides a table to help travellers plan their
excursions across Italy (see table 1). Martyn states “considerable towns” in
capital letters, and places “such as the traveller may stop at, are in italics”.76
The times given between each town
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Figure 22: The Journey from Livorno to Florence

“vary according to the state of the roads, the weight of the carriage, the
humour of the drivers, &c, but by comparing many observations, a tolerable
medium may be struck out that will be very useful to the traveller”.77

In The Grand Tour, Or, a Journey through the Netherlands, Germany, Italy and
France, Nugent depicted each section of the journey in great detail, including
significant sights, historical facts and anecdotes about the towns. Written in
1778, this book would have been available to the normal foreign traveller and
represents the calibre of travel writing in the eighteenth century. Thomas and
Nardini would not have had need for such a travel book because Nardini would
have been familiar with the transport available.78

Ibid., xxiv.
As a young man, Nardini travelled throughout Europe, residing in Stuttgart for three
years in addition to living in Vienna and Padua, Italy. See: Maria Teresa Dellaborra,
“Nardini, Pietro,” Grove Music Online, accessed February 12, 2014,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/19572.
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From Lerici to

Posts.

Miles.

Time.

[Miles. Furlongs] [h. m.]
Lesano

1

4

4

2 10

Lavenza

1

6

6

1 40

Massa

1

5

4

1 10

Pietra Santa

1

7

7

1 50

Viareggia

1

6

6

1 30

Torretta

1

8

2

1 50

PISA

1

5

6

1 10

LIVORNO or LEGHORN

2

14 2

2 30

LUCCA

2

14 6

2 40

Borgoborgiano

1½

12 7

2 40

Pistoia

1½

10 7

2 45

Prato

1½

9

2

1 55

FIRENZE or FLORENCE

1½

9

4

2 10

Pisa

Table 1: Route and Distances between Towns, in The Gentleman’s Guide by Thomas
Martyn, 1791.
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4.4.2

Florence and the Grand Duchy of Tuscany

The Holy Roman Empire controlled the Grand Duchy of Tuscany for the
majority of the eighteenth century, and its capital city was Florence.79 In 1768,
when Thomas arrived in Tuscany, the Grand Duke was Leopold Gotthard (1747–
1792).80 Whilst Gotthard was in power, his main task was the reformation of

the disastrous restrictions on industries imposed by the house of Medici, who
used to control the Grand Duchy.81 Even though his subjects purportedly
disliked Grand Duke Leopold, he returned the duchy to a high level of material
prosperity.82 Further, he was trained as a musician as well as a sovereign when
he was a child, “where the patronage of music was a regular part of daily
business”.83 When his brother Joseph II died with no heir in 1790, Grand Duke
Leopold reluctantly succeeded him as Holy Roman Emperor Leopold II and
moved to Vienna.84

When Burney arrived in Florence in September 1770, he remarked that “though
Florence does not abound in musical geniusses [sic] of its own growth, yet it is
very well supplied from other places; for, besides the performers above
mentioned [Signors Manzoli, Veroli, Soffi, Monza, Guarducci and Ricciarelli]
Signor Campioni is settled here, as maestro di Capella to the Grand Duke;

79
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Signor Dottel, the celebrated performer on the German Flute, is of his band,
and Signor Nardini is engaged here, as principal violin, in the service of the
same prince”.85 Burney continues with “these three eminent masters [Nardini,
Campioni and Dottel], whose merit is well known to all Europe, have been
lately tempted to quit Leghorn, by the munificence of the grand duke”.86

85
86

Burney, Present State of Music, 245–246.
Ibid., 246.
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4.5

The Italian Art World

Figure 23: The Italian Musical “Art World”.

Perhaps unsurprisingly, over half of Thomas’s known connections in Italy were
Italian. Although Agus could be considered part Italian if not fully Italian (see
4.6.3), he was, however, born in England and has been classed as British. This
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29% demonstrates that the English tended to travel to Italy, often for different
reasons: Burney was collecting information for this book, Hempson appeared
to live there, Mann and Cowper both worked for the English government, and
Agus was a student completing his education. Signor Frei has been classed as
German because of his name, though that is supposition. The other two
Germans in Thomas’s Florentine “art world” are the Mozarts, who themselves
would have had many further connections throughout Italy. Burney and
Nardini appear to be the social hub for the English and Italian networks
respectively, with arguably many more connections than are depicted in figure
22.

These connections are not indicative of intensity of relationships contain
therein; however, some assumptions could be made. Thomas’s relationship
with Mozart, for instance, would be very intense over the period that the
Mozarts were in Florence. They performed and played together almost every
day, and therefore the relationship must have been intense.87 Thomas’s
relationship with Leopold would have been less so but probably more intense
than some other connections within the network. As fellow students,
Thomas’s relationship with Agus would have been quite intensive. They may
have been living together, and certainly studying and performing together.
The same can be said of their connection with Nardini, which would mirror the
connection that Thomas had with Boyce in Bath. The other performers and
hosts within the network have an indeterminate quality of intensity — some
were only advertised with Thomas once and may not have lived in Florence
permanently. This would have made for an indistinct relationship. Thomas’s
connection with Gavard (and perhaps other hosts) would have been potentially
quite intense, but concentrated over a very short period (a morning, or an
evening). Therefore, when juxtaposed with other more intense and longerlived connections (such as that with Mozart and Nardini), these connections
would have paled in comparison.

87

See: Anderson, The Letters of Mozart.
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Figure 24 shows how Thomas’s connections assimilate into Becker’s theory of
art worlds. Almost half of his connections occupy the “performer and
composers” position. This is often the case with musicians because they are
advertised with the musicians with whom they perform. Reviews and journal
sometimes allow us to identify the audience members, as has been the case
here. For example, Burney’s journal advises that Hempson hosted a concert,
so he must have been a serious audience member. There are more serious
audience members in Italy than there were in Bath, which perhaps points to a
difference in reviewing and/or advertising concerts in Italy than in England.
There is the addition of Gavard as a well-socialised member of the audience,
which we can glean from Mozart’s letters. Additionally, the apprentice/student
group has expanded and Thomas is grouped with Agus and Olimpica, both
students of Nardini.

Apprentices
Thomas
Agus
Olimpica

Steady Patrons and
Serious Listeners
Cowper
Mann
Burney
Baldigiani
Hempson
Performers
and
Composers
Mozart
Guarducci
Niccolini
Nardini
Mellini
Frei
The “wellsocialized
members of
society”
Gavard

Figure 24: Italian “Art World” according to audience type.
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4.6

Connections and Networks

Thomas’s time in Florence was unquestionably beneficial and influential to his
future career. He met essential political figures as well as a myriad of
musicians. The majority of the information regarding Thomas’s time in Italy is
found in Mozart’s and Burney’s letters, and diaries of their respective tours.
These sources only account for two weeks of the three years that Thomas was
in Italy; however, they can suggest an outline for the rest of his time there.88
Although the general consensus is that Thomas did not return to England until
the start of the new season in 1771 (October), it is unclear exactly when he left
Italy. Very few concert records survive from this period. Although the Gazetta
Toscana tried to list all arrivals to the duchy and concert happenings, the
information became so cumbersome in 1767 that they stopped the practice.
Thomas probably stayed in Italy until the end of the season (June 1771) before
beginning the journey home.

As with section 3.3, my intention in this section is to display Thomas’s network
in Italy as a three–dimensional space where performers and artists of all
backgrounds collaborated and co–existed in an ideal example of an Beckerian
“art world”. I have collated the information below from The Oxford Dictionary
of Music, Grove Music Online, Highfill et al.’s Dictionary of Music and
Musicians, and The Oxford Dictionary of National Biography. I have drawn
from biographies of performers and artists where they exist to supplement the
information from the more general sources listed here and contemporary
newspapers have provided and confirmed some information.

88
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4.6.1

Political Connections

George Nassau Clavering–Cowper, the third Earl Cowper (1738–1789), was an
eminent connection.89 Cowper began his own Grand Tour in 1757, and on
reaching Florence in 1759, he decided to permanently move to Italy. 90 His
family were, however, expecting his imminent return to England, and thus he
was elected as a member of Parliament in absentia in December 1759, but
never took his seat.91 At the general election in 1761, he was not declared a
candidate and lost his seat. When his father, the second Earl, died in 1764,
Cowper inherited the Earl title, and associated lands. He was also a foreign
dignitary in Florence in the 1770s. Throughout his life in Florence he was
primarily a patron of the arts. Cowper became a Prince of the Holy Roman
Empire in 1778, due to a close relationship with the Grand Duke of Tuscany.92
His title, Prince of Nassau d’Auverquerque, was bestowed by Joseph II Holy
Roman Emperor (brother to the Grand Duke).93

Cowper, a “collector” of musicians,94 maintained his own group of
instrumentalists for private performances at the Villa Palmieri. 95 These private
performances would be supplemented with various singers borrowed from the
surrounding opera houses to provide an eclectic mix of instrumental and vocal
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music. Thomas was invited to play for the Earl at such a performance. It is
doubtful that this was a one–off experience, because Cowper would have held
many private performances for which he needed respected musicians. The Earl
also held performances at the Palazzo Tre Visi. In one instance, Thomas took
the place of Mozart who was too ill to perform due to a cold he had caught
whilst travelling to Florence in 1770.96 Guarducci and Niccolini were playing
alongside him:
On the night of the 30th [of March 1770] Mylord Cowper, invited by the
‘first class’ nobility, gave a lecture on singing and sound with his usual
brilliancy. Mylady Heshet and her husband, who has been in this city
for a while, joined him as well. Among the several lectures, Mr
Guarducci and Mr Niccolini made a duet. Mr Linley, who is a valuable
young man, played the violin; he has been accredited many times as Mr
Pietro Nardini’s respectable pupil.97
This account establishes that Thomas was considered a respected performer
on his instrument. It therefore suggests that Thomas would have been
engaged several times by the Earl to perform at other such assemblies.
Further, Thomas’s performance at such respectable gatherings would have
conveyed on him symbolic capital, in addition to the social capital that could
be gained from being well acquainted with a member of Parliament and
aristocracy. Certainly, Cowper’s social capital would have greatly increased
Thomas’s social capital through their acquaintance.
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Whilst W.A. Mozart (1756–1791) was in Florence he performed duets with
Thomas on several occasions.98 One such instance occurred at Mr Gavard’s
house. Gavard was the financial officer at the court of Leopold, Grand Duke of
Tuscany.99 It is possible that Thomas would not have been performing here if
it were not for the close relationship between himself and Mozart as young
boys. Scant information regarding Gavard is extant, though it is clear that any
association with the financial officer would have enhanced Thomas’s social
capital. Gavard would have been close to the Grand Duke of Tuscany and,
therefore, Gavard’s social connections would have been highly influential.

Once an Englishman arrived in Florence, it was traditional for him to be
presented to the Florentine court by either the British Resident or a British
member of the nobility.100 When Thomas arrived in Florence, the British
Resident was Sir Horace Mann (1706–1786).101 Mann had travelled around Italy
in the 1730s before finally settling in Florence, where he became well known to
the ministers of the court “in his capacity as assistant to Charles Fane, the
British Resident”.102 When Fane returned to England in 1740, Mann took over
as the British Resident and held the position for 46 years. Even though he was
not living in England at the time, he was awarded a Baronetcy in 1755,
appointed envoy in 1765, and invested as a Knight in the Order of the Bath in
1768.103 His crowning achievement in 1782 was the title of envoy–
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extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary.104 Similarly to Cowper, Mann would
have been a recognised name in the higher social circles of England, which
Linley hoped his son would eventually occupy. The titles bestowed on Mann
would have increased his own social standing (both in Florence and England).
Therefore, by connection, Mann would have been favourable for Thomas’s
network because of their acquaintance. It is possible that Mann and Thomas
were well known to each other: dependant, of course, on whether Mann
presented Thomas to the Florentine court, or if this duty fell to another British
member of the nobility in Florence. Moloney confirms, however, that all
English visitors met Mann regardless of presentation to the court.105

Mann was not only significant because of his role in Florence’s social hierarchy,
but also because he subscribed to an “organisation of Florentine music–lovers
that sponsored concerts”.106 Mann “asked his friend Horace Walpole in England
to send music” as well as copies of Handel’s oratorios.107 It would seem that
Cowper helped excite interest in Handel’s music as well, performing many
oratorios at his academies of music.108 Cowper and Mann, therefore, had
several situational similarities: they both held titles with land in England as well
as high–ranking titles in Florence. Additionally, they were both patrons of the
arts.109 Mann allowed his house, Palazzo Manetti, to be open for all British
visitors to the city. Furthermore, when there were no performances at the
theatres, Mann would open his house for conversazione. English consul
Alexander Drummond (d. 1769) recorded that:
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All the apartments on the ground–floor [of Palazzo Manetti] were
lighted up and the garden was a little epitome of Vauxhall.110 These
little conversazione resemble [English] card–assemblies; and this one
was remarkably brilliant, for all the married ladies of fashion in
Florence were there.111
If these “conversazione” were indeed similar to the English card assemblies
then music would be provided while the nobility and gentry were socialising.
Therefore, when Thomas was invited to such a gathering, it probably was in a
performing capacity rather than as a guest.

4.6.2

Singers

Tommaso Guarducci was born circa 1720 and spent several years singing in
the London operas and oratorios in the late 1760s.112 Several advertisements
from this period list Guarducci as “First Man” in opera seria at the King’s
Theatre, Haymarket.113 Additionally, he also had several advertisements for
new printed music that consisted of “the most capital Songs sung by Sig.
Guarducci”.114 After 1768, no further advertisements concerning Guarducci
appear in English newspapers, which suggest that he left England around this
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time. Therefore, it is possible that Guarducci was a travelling companion of
Thomas; however, no evidence exists to support this supposition.

Guarducci and Thomas would have met at an “academy” meeting organised by
Earl Cowper at the Palazzo Tre Visi if they did not meet in England. 115 Similarly
to Thomas, reviews of Guarducci were always favourable, and Burney explained
that
Guarducci was the plainest and most simple singer; of the first class, I
ever heard. All his effects were produced by expression and high
finishing, nor did he ever aim at execution. He sung in the English
oratorios upon short notice, with very little knowledge of our language
[English], and still less practice in pronouncing it. However he was well
received and well paid, for he had £600 for twelve oratorios, a larger
sum than was ever given on a like occasion, till the time of Miss
Linley.116

Carlo Niccolini (dates unknown)117 was a castrato singer and actor of various
talents. In 1761–1762, it was recorded in a letter to the Lloyd’s Evening Post
and British Chronicle from Hildesheim, Germany, that “there are to be two
[balls] every week during the Carnival. Nicolini [sic] performs in the Comedy,
the Opera, and the Pantomimes”.118 Niccolini performed with Thomas and
Guarducci at the Earl’s academies119 and Burney considered him a singer of
merit when he met him in Sienna.120 It is probable that this is the same
Niccolini that performed in Czech composer Josef Myslivecek’s (1737–1781)
opera Semiramide as Scitalce in Bergamo in 1766; and also in the same
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composer’s Motezuma as Motezuma in Florence in 1771. In 1772, the Public
Ledger published a quotation about “celebrated Nicolini [sic]” to describe Mr
Woodward “without a parody”:
He sets off the character he bears in a Pantomine, by his action, as
much as another would by his voice, every limb, and finger contributes
to the part he acts, insomuch that a deaf man might go along with him
in the sense of it. There is scarce a beautiful posture in an old status
which he does not plant himself in, as the different circumstances of
the story give occasion for it; and performs the most ordinary action in
a manner suitable to the representation of his character, even to the
giving of a letter, or dispatching a message.121
Niccolini appeared in London in the late 1770s, and it was announced that “the
Decorations, Machines, &c are made by, and will be under the direction of Mr.
Nicolini [sic]”.122 It is possible, therefore, that Niccolini and Thomas may have
continued their friendship on Thomas’s return to England.

4.6.3

Violinists

Thomas was not Nardini’s only student: Joseph Agus (often referred to as Mr
Agus Junior in the newspapers, 1749–c.1803) also travelled to Italy from
England to receive lessons from the famous violinist.123 Agus junior was in a
slightly different situation from Thomas: it is probable that his father was
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Giuseppe Agus (c.1725–1800), an Italian national who moved to England circa
1750.124 Therefore his son was considered to be Italian, rather than British,
even though he was born in England. Whilst travelling and performing, both
Thomas and Agus would have been occupying the positions of apprentice and
student, as well as performers and composers within their art world. It is
unclear how long Agus was sent to Florence to study with Nardini and Thomas.
It is probable, however, that Agus returned in 1773 because a newspaper
announced that he had “lately arrived from Italy”.125 For subsequent
performances he is referred to “as lately from Italy” and a “scholar of Signor
Nardini’s”.126 In contrast, Thomas was rarely referred to in this manner. This
may be due to their differences in heritage, but it would appear more beneficial
to Thomas to advertise his recent travels, as a son of an English family, rather
than Agus. Thomas would gain symbolic and embodied cultural capital from
such travels; however, because Agus was considered an Italian, the same might
not be true for him. On the contrary, perhaps Thomas did not advertise his
recent travels to Italy in the London press because he was sustaining multiple
connections with German performers and was trying to balance the two
nationalities in his circle of connections without losing the support of either.
Agus may have been trying to compete against Thomas, and it was common
knowledge that he had been studying abroad. Perhaps Agus felt the need to
advise his audience that he had the same training.

In a letter written in 1773, Nardini thanked Thomas for the news of Agus that
was sent to him and commented that he was still awaiting a reply from Agus
himself. This suggests that whilst Nardini kept in touch with his students,
Thomas and Agus also continued their friendship once they were both in
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England.127 Agus did not have quite the life one would expect: in 1777, four
years after the letter from Nardini, Agus was accused of the attempted rape of
the young girl who would become the famous “Mrs Billington”.128 He was found
guilty upon her testimony alone and presumably served a term of
imprisonment. On his release, he immigrated to France where he was
appointed as Maître de solfège in 1795, and he died three years later.129

Corilla Olimpica (real name: Maria Morelli–Fernandez, 1722–1800) achieved
fame as Italy’s foremost female improviser. She became the “official poetess”
to the grand ducal court in Florence for ten years (1765–1775).130 According to
Burney, however, she was also a student of Nardini’s on the violin.131 As
“famous improvvisatrice” [sic] she was said to have “almost every evening a
conversatione, or assembly, which is much frequented by the foreigners, and
men of letters, at Florence”.132 It is feasible that Linley and Nardini would have
attended this conversazione when they were not otherwise engaged to provide
music and entertainments.

Thomas had a close relationship with W.A. Mozart (1756–1791) when he
visited Florence in April 1770. Mozart was born in the Prince Archbishopric of
Salzburg (Fürsterzbistum Salzburg). Leopold’s account of the few days in
Florence is indicative of the friendship between the two boys, as well as
speaking to Thomas’s talents:
In Florence we came across a young Englishman, who is a pupil of the
famous violinist Nardini. This boy, who plays most beautifully and who
is the same age and the same size as Wolfgang, came to the house of
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the learned poetess, Signora Corilla where he happened to be on the
introduction of M De L’Augier.133 The two boys performed one after the
other throughout the whole evening, constantly embracing each other.
On the following day the little Englishman, a most charming boy, had
his violin brought to his rooms and played the whole afternoon,
Wolfgang accompanying him on his own. On the next day we lunched
with M Gavard, the administrator of the grand ducal finances, and
these two boys played in turn the whole afternoon, not like boys but
like men!134
Even then, Mozart was famous throughout the Holy Roman Empire and the
connection forged between the two boys would have been extremely beneficial
to the rest of Thomas’s career. Thomas and Mozart left an impression on
Florence that was sustained for many months. When Burney arrived in Florence
in September 1770, he recounted that “the Tommasino, as he is called, and the
little Mozart, are talked of all over Italy, as the most promissing geniusses [sic]
of this age”.135 Leopold’s extensive promotion of his son significantly helped
increase the impact that the duo left on Florence. After Mozart left Florence,
the two young musicians maintained contact via letters in Italian; however, only
two letters survive from 1770.136 The cultural capital that Thomas would have
gained from his friendship with Mozart surpassed many of his other
connections and friendships. Mozart was known in England; therefore, his
relationship to the composer and performer would have been beneficial to
Thomas’s social standing.

Thomas’s Italian teacher, Pietro Nardini (1722–1793), was one of the foremost
violin teachers in Tuscany in the second half of the eighteenth century, and
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Thomas was sent almost 1100 miles to study with him. Giuseppe Tartini (who
was taught by Arcangelo Corelli) taught Nardini, and this wider network
through Italian masters gave Thomas a claim to the great Italian “school of
music”.137 Further, these generations of student–teacher relationships were all
highly acclaimed musicians that were admired in England. Nardini travelled
extensively before settling in Florence, and met Mozart for the first time in
Stuttgart where he was in residence as a solo violinist and conductor at the
ducal court.138 In 1766, Nardini returned to Livorno and began the first
professional string quartet, Quartetto Toscano.139 Two years later, he was
appointed solo violinist and musical director at the court of the Grand Duke of
Tuscany in Florence.140 His multiple positions within the art world as
performer, composer, and musical director would have increased his influence.

Nardini’s playing was held in high regard. Leopold wrote to his wife “it would
be impossible to hear a finer player for beauty, purity, evenness of tone, and
singing quality. But he plays rather lightly”.141 Burney considered Nardini’s
sound in a very similar manner:
His tone is even and sweet; not very loud but clear and certain; he has
a great deal of expression in his slow movements, which it is said, he
has happily caught from his master Tartini. As to execution, he will
satisfy and please more than surprize [sic]: in short, he seems the
completest [sic] player on the violin in all Italy; and, according to my
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feelings and judgment, his stile [sic] is delicate, judicious, and highly
finished.142
Nardini was certainly a well–known name in England even though he never
visited the country. Between 1756 and 1780, 134 notices appeared in the
British newspapers advertising new printed music by Nardini.143 These
advertisements were invariably solos and duets for violins, sometimes with
bass accompaniment, though they rarely included opus numbers or any other
identifiers.144 Nardini also appeared in the British newspapers, in conjunction
with the Duke of Wirtemburg [sic], when Burney’s The Present State of Music
was quoted: the Duke had “at one time, in his service, three of the greatest
performers on the violin in Europe, Ferari, Nardini, and Lolli”.145 The reach of
newspapers in eighteenth–century Britain (and Europe) meant that the fame of
Nardini and other musicians was increased exponentially in countries that they
did not visit.

Giovanni Piantanida (1705–1782) toured widely as a violin virtuoso. He worked
in London between 1739 and 1743, where he performed with Handel.
Piantanida published six sonatas for the violin “and gave frequent
performances” at the Drury Lane theatre.146 Piantanida finally settled in
Bologna, 66 miles north of Florence, and often travelled to Florence for
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performances. One such example was for the Accademie de degl’ingegnosi on
1 April 1770 where he performed with Nardini, Mozart and Thomas.147

4.6.4

Writers

Charles Burney (1726–1814) straddled the
divide between musical and political
relationships. He was a musician himself (an
organist), but he was also a renowned author
with substantial influence. When he was
young, he was apprenticed to Thomas Arne
(1710–1778). The seven year apprenticeship,

Figure 25: Charles Burney by

however, was “troubled”, with Arne delegating

Sir Joshua Reynolds, 1781 ©

a lot of his paid work to Burney with no
remuneration.148 No evidence suggests that

National Portrait Gallery,
London.

Burney knew Thomas before their paths crossed in Italy, although he did not
start travelling to France and Italy for his literary efforts until 1770. 149 Whilst in
Italy, Burney wrote that “The ‘Tommasino’, as he is called, and the little Mozart,
are talked off all over Italy, as the most promising geniusses [sic] of this
age”.150 Thomas and Burney continued their friendship once they both returned
to England. This can be seen in the letter of recommendation that Burney
wrote regarding Thomas’s teaching skills for a prospective student. On 5 April
1776, Burney wrote to Brigg Fountaine (c.1745–1825),151 stating:
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If you take a Master for the Violin, during your residence in Bath, I wd
recommend to you Mr Linley Junior, who is a Charming Performer, and
of a Good School, having been under Nardini, Tartini’s best Scholar, in
Italy, a considerable Time. I therefore Enclose a Letter to him upon a
supposition that he is by this Time returned to Bath, after leading at
the oratorio in Drury Lane & at 2 or three Hospitals152
The letter that Burney refers to here, addressed to Thomas, has not been
preserved, but shows that after their meeting in Italy, they continued to
communicate and perhaps maintained a friendship that would have beneficial
to both parties. This letter also confirms that the Linley family continued to
work both in London and Bath throughout the 1770s, and did not forsake Bath
for the lustre of London.

4.6.5

Others

There are three characters that would have known Thomas in Burney’s records
that are currently unidentifiable: La Mellini (singer), Signor Frei, and Mr
Hempson. There was also a Domenico Baldigiani who hosted a concert in
which Burney, Hempson, Nardini (and so presumably Thomas), and Signor Frei
attended.

As this chapter has shown, the majority of musicians with whom Thomas was
in contact over his three–year sojourn were Italian, and living or working in
Florence. Although this chapter represents all the information currently extant
on Thomas’s time in Italy, one can extrapolate from the above and confirm that
his time in Florence was fruitful: both for his own education and the furthering
of his career. His presence in Italy will have increased his social capital and
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152
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that of his family. The general consensus is that Thomas returned to England
for the start of the 1771–1772 season because he is seen in advertisements
from January 1772. Thomas’s date of return to England is, however, currently
unknown.
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5. London and the Theatres (1771–1778)
The form of London including Westminster and Southwark comes
pretty near an oblong square, 5 miles in length if measured in a direct
line from Hyde Park to the end of Limehouse [..] the greatest breadth is
two and a half miles.1
Eighteenth-century London was a metropolis comprised of over 100 parishes,
some of which “were poor, crowded and ineffective. Others were rich, thinly
populated and powerful”.2 Named the “parish scavengers”, men would collect
rubbish every day (excluding Sundays and holidays) from the residents.3 The
parishes themselves were “patrolled” by old men, known as the Watch, who
were paid a pittance.4 Whilst residents were supposed to be sleeping, “nightsoil collectors” made their rounds, emptying the cess-pits of their sewage.5
Operas and oratorios became all the rage, and fundraising performances at
hospitals such as Lock (on the west edge of London) were regular events.6 At
Lock it became fashionable to “see the touching young orphans, listen to some
good music, enjoy the pictures on show, have a gossip with your friends, and
get a glow of virtue from donating to its funds”.7 The theatres were often noisy
venues, and subject to rioting from its audience. English historian Liza Picard
recounts several instances of rioting in both Covent Garden and Drury Lane
theatres. If the audience did not approve of a decision by the manager, or if a
billed play had to be changed, the audience could not be placated “and all the
fashionables left the theatre and in less than an hour [Drury Lane] theatre was
gutted”.8
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Thomas’s return to England, after his sojourn in Italy, heralded the start of the
family’s move towards London. Thomas and Linley continued to work in the
New Assembly and Pump Rooms in Bath, even when living in London.9 In this
chapter, I investigate Thomas’s London network, and how these connections
would have benefited his social status, by looking at his fellow performers and
members of the audience. This period of seven years, spent in the biggest
cultural centre in England, was beneficial to Thomas’s career and social status
— he was considered highly amongst his peers. In 1776, the Gazetteer and
New Daily Advertiser printed a “musical scale of [English] Masters” reproduced
here in table 2.

Dr. Nares
Cook
Howard
Arne
Worgan
Arnold
Mr. Stanley
Smith
Linley
Heron
Michael Arne
Batishul [sic]
Linley, jun.
Heron, jun.
Dibdin
Hook
Jones
Bacon
Fisher

[Total]
Taste
Execution Judgement Composition At Sight
14
6
11
10
8
49
10
5
14
11
6
46
9
7
9
12
5
42
11
4
10
15
7
47
8
11
8
10
11
48
7
9
8
9
6
39
10
14
9
10
0
43
11
8
10
10
7
46
8
7
10
11
4
40
10
9
11
14
10
54
10
8
10
14
9
51
9
10
9
13
10
51
37
7
7
8
9
6
41
8
9
8
9
7
10
10
7
10
6
43
9
9
9
10
11
48
33
8
10
7
4
4
6
11
4
5
7
33
7
13
5
8
15
48

Table 2: “The Musical Critic’s” Table of English Masters, published in the Gazetteer and
New Daily Advertiser, 19 November 1776. “Total” column added by the author.

“The Musical Critic” assigned marks out of twenty, which was given as a mark
for measuring “the height of perfection”.10 It is apparent, however, that the
highest mark given in any one area was fifteen, and the total possible mark

9
10

See appendix two for a list of advertised events for the period 1771–1778.
The Gazetteer and New Daily Advertiser, 19 November 1776.
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was 100. However, no performers score totalled than 54.11 The author,
therefore, has an exceedingly high expectation of a performer, and the
“perfect” twenty appears unattainable. It is conspicuous that Boyce is missing
from this list: he was English and was considered to be a master of his
profession. This may have been an oversight by the author, perhaps it was
presumed he would attain 100 marks, the critic may not have liked Boyce, or
perhaps he was unaware that Boyce was still active. The lowest “at sight” score
was given to Mr Stanley, the blind organist, with a score of zero — perhaps not
surprising; — however, he scored the highest in the “execution” category.
Though Thomas was near the beginning of his career, he was not the lowest
scoring musician in the list: he scored 37, which was slightly above the lowest
mark of 33 (James and Bacon). Thomas’s mark was comparatively low, placing
him below the average (44) and median (46) values, and in the middle of the
lowest quarter. The appearance of his name on this list can be seen as
significant because “The Musical Critic” only chose those whom s/he
“esteem[ed] worthy of criticism”.12 Finally, comparing Linley’s marks to
Thomas’s, there is little difference: they both score seven for “execution” and
Thomas scores better than his father in the “at sight” category. In total, Linley
scored 40 — only three marks higher than his son, which was still below the
average, but at the top of the lower quartile. This does not concur with the
newspaper reviews that they received and, therefore, the public opinion of the
Linleys.

In 1777, Thomas joined the Royal Society of Musicians, was which originally
called the “Fund for Decay’d Musicians and their Families”. The RSM helped
musicians and their families in times of illness or in their death. This could
include paying funeral expenses, or helping children of musicians gain
apprenticeships.13 All prospective members had to be recommended by a
current member of the society in order to be allowed to join. Oboist Mr John
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Parke (1745–1829) recommended Thomas to The Royal Society of Musicians on
3 August, and he was accepted into the society on 2 November.14 Fellow
musician, John Asbridge (1725–1800, kettle drummer, bassoonist and piper)
recommended Linley to the society on 7 November 1779. He was officially a
made member on 5 March 1780 with notes “Well known to every Member of
this Society”. The fact that Linley followed his son into the society suggests
that Linley may have gotten help from the society regarding Thomas’s funeral
arrangements or other support. He therefore felt that it was crucial that his
family have the same support when he passed on. Why Linley did not join the
society earlier is not known.

5.1

The London Art World

The below list of connections that Thomas made throughout the latter half of
his career consists of well–known names in the eighteenth century, many (if
not all) of which would have increased his social capital and, by extension, the
social capital of his family. Each connection would bring different benefits,
and occasionally, disadvantages, to the network. As such, the value of each
connection to the network would be unique to the person. Thomas appears to
have been a nucleus for many of the separate networks that are shown in this
list, and he combined several “art worlds” with himself as the common factor.
These connections also far outweigh any connections made in Bath and
Florence, though this is not particularly surprising: his years in London number
more than in either of those two cities, and London had a higher density of
musicians than either centre. In total, Thomas made 83 connections
throughout the 1771–1778 period, compared with fifteen in Bath (1765–1768)
and seventeen in Florence (1768–1771). Figure 26 presents the division of
nationalities within these 83 connections.

14

See: Matthews, RSM List of Members. For further reading, see: Matthews, Royal
Society of Musicians.
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Dutch/Flemish

74%

Figure 26: Nationality Connections between 1771 and 1778 in London.

British musicians made up the majority of Thomas’s connections, followed by
Italian musicians. Germans make up only ten per cent of his London
connections, whilst the Italians held twelve per cent of the network. No doubt
Thomas would have wanted to sustain connections with both nationalities and
reap the benefits therein: relationships with “well-educated” performers
(especially with Italians) would perhaps gain acquaintances with potential
patrons for Thomas. I believe this pie chart is roughly indicative of the
nationalities represented in London in the 1770s; however, the percentage of
each nationality in London over this period is not available to us. The first
census was not completed until 1801, and it did not record the nationality of
each person — it was purely a head count which was incomplete. The first
censuses that recorded this information were not completed until 1841, which
is too late for useful comparison. John Landers has stated (in personal
correspondence) there is no reason to believe that any foreign nationality
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would have a significant or appreciable percentage in London’s population.15
He stated that anything upwards of 10% in a network diagram would be
significant and perhaps not in line with the overall population in London at the
time. Therefore, the Italian (12%) portion of Thomas’s network may be slightly
out of the ordinary. It is not, however, unreasonable to consider a slightly
higher influx of foreign musicians from Italy, because they were known for
their higher levels of musical training, and many Italians came to England to
earn wages to allow them to retire in Italy.

The networks that each of these performers made throughout their careers
were crucial to Thomas’s own social capital. Thomas would have used existing
connections to make new connections, and if they were high in social capital
this was of direct benefit to Thomas and his family. All of Thomas’s social
manoeuvring, whilst augmenting his own social capital, would also improve the
social capital of all those with whom he was connected. The network benefited
(or not) from each connection therein; therefore, if Thomas’s capital increased,
so too did the network’s and, by extension, everyone’s capital in the network.

The relationships displayed in figure 27 encompass Thomas’s seven years in
London and depict his interactions with multiple nationalities. This is only one
musical network in eighteenth–century London. Yet, it is difficult to imagine it
being much bigger: the reality is though, that this diagram does not include all
of Thomas’s connections because there will have been some that were not
detailed in newspapers or contemporary sources. Further, each of the
performers in this diagram had their own personal network. These additional
connections may have been beneficial to Thomas, either directly or indirectly.
Any indirect connections could have added social capital to one of Thomas’s
connections and thereby raised Thomas’s network’s social capital. Indirect
connections are difficult to represent correctly within a network diagram,
therefore, they have not been included in figure 27.

15

Phone conversation on 14 October 2015.
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Figure 27 demonstrates that there were two main central figures to Thomas’s
network: Norris and Fischer, who both appear to be influential with the highest
number of connections within Thomas’s network (at 37 and 34 respectively). It
would be fair to assume that these were two of Thomas’s more intense
relationships. Performing together so often (not only at Drury Lane theatre,
but also in more intimate music rooms) would have built a relationship that
may have developed in private. At the other end of the scale, several English
people maintained only two connections each within the confines of Thomas’s
network. Lamotte, Thomas’s only Dutch connection, had no contact with
English performers other than Thomas himself. This may have been a
conscious choice, or may have indicated public opinion of Lamotte to such an
extent that the English did not want to be associated with him. 16

There appears to be quite a high density of connections between the Italians
and the Germans, whilst the French appear less active: Duport has no English
connections, and the two French men (Duport and Decamp) have no
connection to each other. This is explained by the years that they were in
England: Duport only appears once in 1772 and Decamp appears in 1778.
Whilst there was no overlap in England, they probably knew each other from
working in France, and perhaps other activities not involving Thomas. Ponta,
similarly to Duport, had no English connections. As the only Bohemian,
Ponta’s position perhaps suggests a nationality boundary between musicians in
eighteenth–century London. Stamitz, though Bohemian in heritage, was born
and taught in Mannheim by Germans and, therefore, he would have identified
as a German rather than a Bohemian, which is mirrored in his connections (he
has similar connections to the Germans).

The different shades of orange used in figure 27 show the different electorates
in the Holy Roman Empire. The English are arranged as per their origin

16

See 5.2.12.
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county/town, where it is known. Many of the musicians that have been
detailed here have little extant information available, and therefore many
performers are included in the unknown group, although where they
performed is known. The breadth of origins is quite surprising: Thomas had
connections from the far west coast of Wales and as far north as Durham.
Considering the Linleys’ connection with the Three Choirs Festivals (held in
Gloucester, Worcester and Hereford), Salisbury, and Bath, surprisingly few
connections from any of those cities are represented here: only one from Bath
and three from Gloucester. Considering the impact of these towns and music
festivals on the musical population, more connections were expected. That
said, connections made in Gloucester may have been superficial because
Thomas would probably have only been there for the festival. Any real
relationship may not have flourished in these circumstances. Whether Thomas
spent more in time Gloucester because of his family’s house was there is
unknown.
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Figure 27: The London Art World and Network.
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The connections were not all equal. Performers who performed multiple times
with Thomas will have a much more meaningful relationship than those that
only performed with him once. The argument could be made, however, that
events and socialising outside of work do more to deepen a relationship, than
those made whilst in employment. By their very nature, these personal
relationships would not be displayed in newspapers, or diaries of audience
members. These relationships may be discernible from diaries of the
performers themselves, however, these either have not survived (none of
Thomas’s or Linley’s diaries survived for instance) or did not exist
(unidentifiable performers like Miss Draper may not have kept a diary, or it
may have been lost). Whilst this is the case, figure 28 provides a base line to
assume the intensity of a relationship, pending further research.

The intensity of connections can be measured in terms of the number of
(advertised) events, and length of time covered by the interactions. Length of
performances did, of course, vary between theatres and performers; therefore
all the times used here are approximate. I have set the length of a benefit to
be roughly 90 minutes, though this would change depending on the repertoire.
An instrumentalist’s benefit may be shorter than an actor’s benefit because the
actor may perform a complete oratorio, for instance. The average length of the
events was 103 minutes. This is not including the Three Choirs Festival or the
Winchester Annual Festival because they took place over multiple days and it is
impossible to know exactly what happened and who participated in what. For
that reason, Pasquali, Richards, Friend, Hayes, and Bellamy will not be part of
this analysis, because they only performed in the Winchester Annual Festival,
with no indication of events therein.

Figure 28 shows the total duration that each performer spent playing with
Thomas (red bars), and the number of newspaper advertisements that listed
them (blue line). On the whole, the time spent at an event exceeds the relative
amount of advertisements on which they appeared. Many of the performers
only had one advertisement with Thomas between the period 1771 and 1778,
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so understandably they have a far shorter playing time, and the bar and line is
roughly equivalent. Some performers, however, have a far greater playing time
than their advertisements would suggest. This is largely because of the length
of oratorios. Many of the musicians with extensive event time performed
regularly in the oratorios, such as Miss Draper, Norris, Champnes, and Stanley.
Overall, these connections would have been a lot more intensive for Thomas
because of the length of time they were working together. Further, the familiar
“team” of Draper, Norris, Champnes, and Stanley, was seen regularly
throughout the oratorio season; therefore, their own connections with each
other would have been intensified as well. The performers with relatively short
playing time (less than 200 minutes) would have had a less intensive
relationship with Thomas, and therefore would not have been as integral to the
structure, well-being, and “capital” of his network.
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Figure 28: Length of Events and Number of Advertisements per connection, 1771-1778.
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Thomas’s audience types change quite dramatically with his return from Italy,
as shown in figure 29. He is no longer in the “apprentices” category, but
moved into the performers and composers category fully. With him are 77
performers, making up 93% of his network. Portal and Sheridan are included
within the serious listeners because they never performed and did not learn an
instrument. They did not compose music either, although they did write
librettos. The connections within the “well-socialised” group all came from
newspaper reviews that advised of their attendance. The Linleys performed
privately for the Queen; hence she has been included here (but not in figure
26).

Figure 29: London “Art World” according to audience type.
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Many of the performers in Thomas’s art world also occupied a space in the
outer area of the art world (see figure 30). For many this was likely a way to
supplement their performance income. Gaudry, for instance, worked as a
copyist as well as a performer, whilst others worked on scenery for the stage,
or in the theatre boxes. Only a few performers, however, held a position in the
middle area. They were Abel and Bach (as musical directors), and Sargeant (as
a student). These positions, within Thomas’s network, were relatively unique.
The concentration of connections in the centre and outside groups of the art
world is surprising. I was expecting more students and apprentices to be
performing in London over this period. There were, as discussed above,
audience members who would sit in this middle group, but they would have
been exclusive to the middle group, and not working in any of the musical
adjunct professions.

Figure 30: Copy of Figure 3: The Musical Art world in Three Distinguishable Groups.

Thomas’s London connections show that by the age of 22, he had established
himself as one of the leading lights on the London musical stage, and had he
not died so young, it is clear that his social status was flourishing.
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5.2

Theatrical Circle and Connections

As before, in this section I depict Thomas’s London network as a three–
dimensional space where performers and artists of all backgrounds
collaborated and co–existed in an ideal example of a Beckerian “art world”.
The information collated below on each of these connections has been
compiled from The Oxford Dictionary of Music, Grove Music Online, Highfill et
al.’s Dictionary of Music and Musicians, The Oxford Dictionary of National
Biography, and Betty Matthews’s list of members of the Royal Society of
Musicians of Great Britain (1985). I have drawn from biographies of
performers and artists (where they exist) to supplement the information from
the more general sources listed here. Contemporary newspapers have
provided and ratified some information present.

Joseph Corfe (see 3.2.4), William Jackson (see 3.2.4), and David Richards (see
3.2.6) have already been discussed in chapter three as part of the Bath “art
world”. They reappear in the London “art world” as well. As such, these three
characters will not be discussed here.

5.2.1

Actors / Actresses

Several Adcocks were working in England throughout the late eighteenth
century — two male and two female — but it is unknown if they were related.
It is feasible that the Adcock that Thomas knew was William Adcock, working
between 1752 and 1772.17 Adcock was working in America between 1752 and

The other male Adcock was Abraham who was a trumpeter, organist and violinist,
which does not fit with where Adcock's name appears in advertisements: he is usually
listed with other actors and actresses. For Abraham Adcock see: Highfill et al., 1: 36.
17
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1764 as an actor with the Hallam Company.18 In 1764, he made his Drury Lane
debut and was given a salary of £2 per week.19 Highfill et al. suggest that,
after 1765, Adcock and his wife moved to Ireland to work, although there is an
Adcock, “presumably William” who was working in Edinburgh during the 1771–
72 season.20 At the beginning of the 1772–73 season, Adcock is listed at the
Music Room in Oxford, performing alongside Norris, Moore, Price, Matthew,
Malchair, and Lates.21 No details following Adcock’s departure from Scotland
have survived; but if he was returning to Ireland, then he may have worked his
way down the country and hence appeared in Oxford. He was a member of the
RSM from 1755 and was believed to have died before July 1794.22

In his youth, Robert Baddeley (1733–1794)
worked as a cook for the British dramatist
Samuel Foote (1720–1777), which is where he
acquired his passion for the stage.23
Baddeley’s stage debut, however, was not
until 1760 at the Haymarket theatre in
London.24 Following this performance,
Baddeley became an established member of
Figure 31: Robert Baddeley by
Silvester Harding, 1794 © National
Portrait Gallery, London.

the Drury Lane Company for the rest of his
career, though he would act at the Haymarket
theatre throughout the summer seasons. He

Philip H. Highfill, Kalman A. Burnim, and Edward A. Langhans, “Adcock, William [fl.
1752-1772],” in A Biographical Dictionary of Actors, Actresses, Musicians, Dancers,
Managers & Other Stage Personnel in London, 1660-1800, vol. 1 (Southern Illinois:
Carbondale, Illinois, 1973), 37.
19
Ibid.
20
Ibid.
21
Oxford Journal, 7 November 1772. Performance was on 16 November.
22
Matthews, RSM List of Members, 14–15.
23
Philip H. Highfill, Kalman A. Burnim, and Edward A. Langhans, “Baddeley, Robert
(1733-1794),” in A Biographical Dictionary of Actors, Actresses, Musicians, Dancers,
Managers & Other Stage Personnel in London, 1660-1800, vol. 1 (Southern Illinois:
Carbondale, Illinois, 1973), 202.
24
He played Sir William Wealthy in Foote’s comedy The Minor on 28 June 1760.
18
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also made one appearance in Bristol in 1767 and one at Covent Garden theatre
in 1772. He was paid £3 per week in the early 1760s, which rose to £4 to in
the mid 1770s.25 By 1789, his pay had risen to £9.26

Baddeley’s wife, Sophia Baddeley (née
Snow, 1745? – 1786), was also an actress
and singer. She was introduced to the
Drury Lane stage and quickly became a
“favourite performer”.27 Sophia was
somewhat reckless and was not always
faithful to her husband. Her behaviour
led to strained relationships in the
theatre between George Garrick (David
Garrick’s brother, 1723–1779) and the
Baddeleys. Eventually this tension led to
a duel between Baddeley and George
Garrick on 17 March 1770.28 Sophia and
Robert separated soon after the duel and
Sophia disappeared — purportedly to Ireland

Figure 32: Sophia Baddeley (née

with an officer in the army. She returned to

Snow) by Johann Joseph Zoffany,

Drury Lane theatre in the late 1770s to

1772 © National Portrait Gallery,
London.

continue her career.29

Highfill, Burnim, and Langhans, “Baddeley, Robert (1733-1794),” 197.
Ibid.
27
Philip H. Highfill, Kalman A. Burnim, and Edward A. Langhans, “Baddeley, Sophie Née
Snow (1745?-1786),” in A Biographical Dictionary of Actors, Actresses, Musicians,
Dancers, Managers & Other Stage Personnel in London, 1660-1800, vol. 1, 16 vols.
(Southern Illinois: Carbondale, Illinois, 1973), 202–8.
28
Reports of the duel were in Town and Country Magazine (March 1770) and they were
accompanied by a wood engraving.
29
See Town and Country Magazine, 28 March 1770.
25
26
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Charles Bannister (1741–1804) was an actor
and singer. He started on the stage as a
young man and by the age of eighteen had
already played Richard III and Romeo —
both major parts for a male stage
performer.30 Bannister applied for a place
in the Drury Lane Company; however, David
Garrick (the manager at the time) rebuffed
him.31 Following this rejection from the
London scene, Bannister joined the
Norwich–Ipswich circuit and immediately
gained recognition with the country
audiences.32 He caught the attention of
Figure 33: Charles Bannister by

Samuel Foote in 1762 and performed in his

Robert Dighton, 1787 ©

first production of Oratorial Lectures at the

National Portrait Gallery,

Haymarket theatre.33 John Adolphus, in a

London.

memoir of John Bannister (1760–1836;

Charles Bannister’s son), expressed that Charles had an untutored but good
natural voice,
Uniting, in extraordinary perfection, the extremes of a deep bass and
high–tones falsetto when he spoke or sang. From the beginning
Bannister was expert in “taking off” other performers, especially
foreign singers. Garrick is reported to have brought Bannister’s
imitations to the attention of the composer Giardini. He listened to
Bannister’s imitations of the bass singer Champness and the castrato
Tenducci. Giardini then declared that the imitations were well enough

Philip H. Highfill, Kalman A. Burnim, and Edward A. Langhans, “Bannister, Charles
(1741-1804),” in A Biographical Dictionary of Actors, Actresses, Musicians, Dancers,
Managers & Other Stage Personnel in London, 1660-1800, vol. 1 (Southern Illinois:
Carbondale, Illinois, 1973), 260.
31
Peter Holland, “Bannister, Charles (bap. 1741, D. 1804), Actor and Singer,” Oxford
Dictionary of National Biography, 2014,
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/1315.
32
Ibid.
33
Ibid.
30
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but that the voices projected by Bannister were better than the
originals.34
Bannister continued to perform throughout the English countryside because he
was not called to join Drury Lane theatre until the 1766–67 season, despite
these “legends”. Once Bannister joined the company at Drury Lane, it was not
as a full and regular member.35 During this time, Bannister continued to move
between the London theatres, and returned to Samuel Foote’s stage
throughout the summer months.36 It was not until the 1768–69 season that he
became a staple of the Drury Lane Company, and over the next fifteen years he
was paid £6 per week.37 Bannister defected to Covent Garden for double his
salary in 1783.38 He returned to Drury Lane in 1784 where they matched his
Covent Garden salary of £12 a week — a third more than Baddeley was earning
at the same time.39

In the eighteenth century, the names Davis and Davies were interchangeable.
There were several Davis’s and Davies’s performing throughout the eighteenthcentury, which makes identifying a particular Davis/Davies potentially difficult.
In February 1778, Thomas performed with a Mr Davis in a performance of the
Cady of Bagdad at the Drury Lane Theatre. William Davies (1751–1809) was an
actor and singer engaged with Drury Lane at this time.40 He often seemed to
be in “financial difficulty, perhaps because of his devotion to the bottle”.41 He
appeared first in London at Drury Lane in 1770, with his wife, Mrs Davies.42 He
stayed at Drury Lane until 1780, and subscribed to the Theatrical Fund in

34

Highfill, Burnim, and Langhans, “Bannister, Charles (1741-1804),” 260.
Ibid., 261.
36
Holland, “Bannister, Charles.”
37
Highfill et al., “Bannister, Charles (1741–1804),” 262.
38
Ibid., 263.
39
Ibid.
40
Philip H. Highfill, Kalman A. Burnim, and Edward A. Langhans, “Davies, William (17511809),” in A Biographical Dictionary of Actors, Actresses, Musicians, Dancers,
Managers & Other Stage Personnel in London, 1660-1800, vol. 4 (Southern Illinois:
Carbondale, Illinois, 1975), 212.
41
Ibid.
42
Ibid.
35
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1775.43 He moved to Covent Garden for a pay increase (from £3 to £4) and
stayed there for fourteen years, with only a few one-off performances in other
venues.44 He drank heavily throughout his life, perhaps accounting for why he
died at the age of 58, and his contemporaries described his life to be a
“continual scene of dissipations of the town”.45 It does not appear that he
subscribed to the RSM.

James William Dodd (1740?–1796) was
an actor and singer born in London. He
was educated in Holborn before joining
a company that performed in Norwich in
1763.46 It was one of these
performances that brought him to the
attention of English actor and manager
Tate Wilkinson (1739–1803) and began
his performance career. He was
employed by the Drury Lane theatre
between 1773 and 1789.47 Therefore,
Dodd is the Mr Dodd that Thomas
performed with in 1778 at the Drury
Figure 34: James William Dodd by

Lane Theatre in The Cady of Bagdad.

Robert Dighton, 10 July 1779 ©
National Portrait Gallery, London.

Ibid.
Ibid.
45
Ibid., 213.
46
Philip H. Highfill, Kalman A. Burnim, and Edward A. Langhans, “Dodd, James William
(1740?-1796),” in A Biographical Dictionary of Actors, Actresses, Musicians, Dancers,
Managers & Other Stage Personnel in London, 1660-1800, vol. 4, 16 vols. (Southern
Illinois: Carbondale, Illinois, 1975), 432–40.
47
John Levitt, “Dodd, James William (c.1740–1796), Actor,” Oxford Dictionary of
National Biography, accessed March 18, 2015,
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/7738.
43
44
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As Highfill et al. specify, “there were so many performers named Evans active
during the last quarter of the eighteenth century that distinguishing among
them is most difficult”.48 Thomas performed for Mr Evans’s benefit concerts in
London in 1773, 1777, and 1778, and they performed in one oratorio together
in March 1773. No “Mr Evans” in Highfill et al.’s dictionary immediately fits
these dates: though it may be that Highfill et al. missed information that was
not published in playbills. It is possible that the Mr Evans that Thomas
performed for was the actor who was active between 1770 and 1772. Evans
performed at the Drury Lane theatres; therefore, their acquaintance would be
likely.49 Little else is known about him.

Mrs Farrell (or sometimes Farrel) was an actress performing in 1771 though
her birth and death dates are unknown. Farrell was probably the wife of the Mr
Farrell who performed at the Haymarket theatre between 1769 and 1772,
though scant information on Mr Farrell survives.50 It is possible that this was
the same Mrs Farrell who was performing at the Drury Lane Theatre
throughout 1777 and 1778, where she met Thomas.

Joseph Stephen Gaudry (d. 1782) was an actor, singer, and music copyist at
Drury Lane theatre between December 1776 and May 1781.51 It would appear

Philip H. Highfill, Kalman A. Burnim, and Edward A. Langhans, “Evans, Mr [fl. 17771806],” in A Biographical Dictionary of Actors, Actresses, Musicians, Dancers,
Managers & Other Stage Personnel in London, 1660-1800, vol. 5, 16 vols. (Southern
Illinois: Carbondale, Illinois, 1978), 111.
49
Philip H. Highfill, Kalman A. Burnim, and Edward A. Langhans, “Evans, Mr [fl. 17701772],” in A Biographical Dictionary of Actors, Actresses, Musicians, Dancers,
Managers & Other Stage Personnel in London, 1660-1800, vol. 5 (Southern Illinois:
Carbondale, Illinois, 1978), 111.
50
Philip H. Highfill, Kalman A. Burnim, and Edward A. Langhans, “Farrell, Mrs [fl.
1771],” in A Biographical Dictionary of Actors, Actresses, Musicians, Dancers,
Managers & Other Stage Personnel in London, 1660-1800, vol. 5 (Southern Illinois:
Carbondale, Illinois, 1978), 160.
51
Thomas Linley, The Song of Moses, ed. Peter Overbeck (Wisconsin: A-R Editions, Inc.,
2000), 261; Philip H. Highfill, Kalman A. Burnim, and Edward A. Langhans, “Gaudry,
Joseph I. (d. 1782),” in A Biographical Dictionary of Actors, Actresses, Musicians,
Dancers, Managers & Other Stage Personnel in London, 1660-1800, vol. 6 (Southern
Illinois: Carbondale, Illinois, 1978), 125.
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that he was performing throughout London from 1757, though the date of his
first performance is unknown.52 His occupation as musical copyist, alongside
performing, was presumably a way for him to earn extra wages. It did mean,
however, that he was common to both the inner circle of performers and the
outer circle, of the art world. On 3 January 1777, the Morning Chronicle and
London Advertiser reported that “Mr Gaudry also deserves great praise for the
truth of his musical execution in singing Falstaff’s air” at a performance on 1
January. Gaudry was, however, usually “chorus bound” and he regularly
“earned small sums for copying music at the theatre from 1778 through
1780”.53 Gaudry produced a presentation copy of Thomas’s “Ode on the Spirits
of Shakespeare” in 1779, which also includes a violin solo.54

Francis Godolphin Waldron (1744–1818) was an actor, singer, and writer, who
was originally apprenticed to a wood carver.55 It would appear that Waldron
decided to change profession, and he was first recorded on stage in Edinburgh
in 1766.56 By 1769 he was engaged by Garrick to act at Drury Lane Theatre,
and excluding a few journeys to Edinburgh, he stayed at the Drury Lane theatre
for the vast majority of his musical career. Thomas interacted with him at
Drury Lane Theatre in a performance of the Cady of Bagdad.57 Waldron was
assigned the task of drawing up procedures for establishing the Drury Lane
Fund for the benefit of theatrical personnel, and he continued to serve the fund
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for many years.58 Perhaps for this reason, Waldron cannot be found in the
records of the RSM.

Anthony Webster (d. 1780) was an actor and singer, who would have been
admitted as a “Doctor of Civil Law in Doctor’s Commons” had he not deserted
his higher office for a life of music.59 Webster’s first appearance on the stage
was in 1770 at the Haymarket theatre, and he does not appear again in
advertisements until 1776.60 He fled to Ireland with Elizabeth Battishill, the
wife of musician Jonathan Battishill, where she died a year later.61 Webster
made his return to London in autumn 1777, and joined the Drury Lane theatre
Company, where he remained until his death.62 It does not appear that he ever
joined the RSM. His training (as a lawyer) would have substantially increased
his social and symbolic capital. Certainly throughout his training, he would
have been mixing with the sons of the gentry. Further, that career path
perhaps suggests that he was born into a family of the gentry. His choice to
turn to the immoral career of music, rather than pursuing suitable career for a
gentleman, would have called into question his personal character. Within the
musicians that he would have been associated with, it is likely that he was one
of the most educated.

Frances Wheeler (b. 1754) was an actress and singer active in Bath and London
throughout the 1770s and 1780s.63 She was a regular performer at the
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Orchard Street Theatre in Bath between 1774 and 1781.64 In 1781, Wheeler
was engaged at Drury Lane, where she made her London debut in The Beggar’s
Opera. Frances was “the favourite of the unfortunate young Linley, to whom
she was to have been married”.65 Thomas’s family “generously [took] her under
their protection”.66 It would appear that she may also have been a vocal scholar
of Linley’s: in St. James’s Chronicle, she is described as “small but pleasing […]
and her Style of Singing, like that of the Scholars of Linley, correct, but too
dolorous and melancholy”.67 In 1784, Wheeler married Richard Reyner, a
Birmingham manufacturer and retired from the stage.68

Mr Wrighten was probably James Wrighten (1745–1793), whom Highfill et al.
describe as a prompter, actor, and possibly a stagehand.69 He originally
trained as a copper–plate printer, but he quit that trade to join “provincial
companies”.70 Wrighten and his wife were engaged at the Drury Lane theatre
for the 1769–70 season.71 Highfill et al. record no further activity until the
1785–6 season; however, it would appear that Wrighten performed at least
once in 1778 in the Cady of Bagdad as “Monaffac” at the Drury lane theatre.
Therefore, it is probable that he continued to perform throughout 1770–
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1785.72 His multiple positions place him within the center and outer areas of
the art world.

5.2.2

Baryton / Viola Da Gamba players

Andreas Lidl (or Lidel, died before 1789) was an Austrian Baryton and Viola da
Gamba performer, probably born in the Archduchy of Austria (Erzherzogtum
Österreich).73 He performed in the Esterházy Kappelle from 1769 to 1774. He
then moved to London in 1778, where he stayed for ten years.74 Thomas
performed at his benefit in May 1778, at the New Rooms in Tottenham Street.75
His performance was enchanting with “sweet grace, [and] German strength [,
which] unexpectedly linked with most harmonious melody”.76 Although the
Baryton was a rare instrument to hear in London, Lidl modified the instrument
to allow him to accompany himself. He increased the number of “understrings”
(which could vary between instruments, but had to be at least six or seven) to
27 to allow a fully chromatic accompaniment.77 Pohl’s list of the virtuosos of
London cites Lidl as a Baryton player in 1776, and a viola da gamba player in
1778.78 At his benefit in 1778, it would appear that he performed on both
instruments.79
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5.2.3

Cellists

Two Cervettos were working in London
throughout the eighteenth century. Father
Giacobbe Cervetto (1682–1783) and son, James
Cervetto (1749–1837), were both celebrated
cellists. Giacobbe Cervetto was born in Italy
(probably Venice according to Highfill et al.) as
Giacobbe Basevi. 80 He adopted the name
Cervetto before arriving in England, which
suggests a translation of the German–Jewish
name Hirschel, both meaning “a little stag”.81
Usually James was referred to as “Jun”, which
suggests that the Cervetto that Thomas
performed with was the elder, not the younger.
It is probable, however, that Thomas would

Figure 35: A Bravura at the
Hanover Square Concert (James
Cervetto; Luigi Marchesini) by
John Nixon, 1789 © National
Portrait Gallery, London.

have known both performers. The Cervettos
were admitted to the Royal Society of Musicians: Giacobbe is listed “Jacob”, and
was admitted in 1742, which is when he first arrived in London.82 James was
listed as “James Jun” and was admitted in 1765,83 on his return from spending
five years playing in “many capital cities of Europe”.84 In 1768, Cervetto senior
bequeathed £1000 pounds to the RSM suggesting that he and his son were
making a good living from their performances.85 Additionally, James had an
insurance policy in 1796 with the Sun Fire Office covering the house (for £300),
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household goods (printed books for £50, wearing apparel for £100) and
musical instruments (for £150) for a total of £600.

The Cervettos knew J. C. Bach and Abel well, and performed together in benefit
concerts with them. Further, Abel was also James’s teacher.86 The Cervettos
knew the Burney family, where Giacobbe and James “used to participate in
musical parties”.87 A Cervetto is listed in the “Laws of the Royal Society of
Musicians”, though there is no initial — it was probably Giacobbe (father).88
Although the Cervettos were perhaps not as well connected as other members
of Thomas’s networks, they provided an important Italian connection to
balance out the wealth of Germanic members in Thomas’s network.
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John Crosdill, probably born in 1751 (and died
1825), was a London–born cellist who studied
with the well–known cellist Jean–Pierre Duport.89
It is unclear if these lessons took place in Paris
in the 1760s, or when Duport came to London
in 1769.90 Charles Burney expressed that his
playing in 1776 was “very much improved: The
great Performers whom he has constantly heard
& with whom he has been associated at Bach
and Abel’s Winter Concerts have polished his
taste”.91 Crosdill was principal cellist at the
Figure 36: John Crosdill by

Three Choirs Festival every year from 1769 until

George Dance, c.1802–1814 ©

his retirement, and at the Concerts of Antient

National Portrait Gallery,

Music [sic] from 1776.92 At the Professional

London.

Concert series he played many concertos,

sonatas and chamber music.93 It is probable that Crosdill performed at the
Radcliffe Infirmary concert in 1772, and that the spelling of “Crosdale” in a
newspaper report was a mistake (perhaps spelt phonetically, mis–heard, or
mis–remembered) because no records exist of a Crosdale performing in
England throughout the eighteenth century.94

Jean–Pierre Duport (1741–1818) was an influential French cellist.95 Duport (or
occasionally Dupart) performed in the three main London theatres (Drury Lane,
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King’s Theatre, and Haymarket) from 1769. He was successful enough to be
sufficiently remunerated to allow travel to Spain; however, when this travel
occurred is currently unknown. Musicologists Mary Cyr and Valerie Walden
state he came to England in 1769 and two years later went to Spain — this
would suggest that Duport left England in 1771.96 This is problematic because
Duport was advertised at the Haymarket theatre in March 1772 for Fischer’s
benefit.97 In 1773, Duport moved to Berlin to become the first cellist of the
Königliche Kapelle.98 Therefore, Duport may have travelled via Spain before
settling in Berlin.

Francis Pasquali was an Italian working in London between 1743 and 1795. He
worked with his elder brother Nicolò (1718–1757, violinist, composer and
conductor) as a musician, publisher, scene designer, and impresario.99 Francis
was also a cellist, and he was often referred to as Pasquali Jr or Pasqualino. He
then, would have occupied multiple positions in the outer circle of the art
world (as a publisher, scene designer, and impresario), but his performances
would also place him firmly in the center of the art world. One advertisement
for the Winchester Annual Music Festival in September 1772 links Pasquali to
Thomas.100 When Pasquali is advertised in 1772, however, this was probably
Francis and not Nicolò.101 Both brothers were members of the RSM: Nicolò
joined in 1743 and Francis joined 20 years later, in 1763. Francis was,
however, expelled for missing payments.102 By 1760, Francis was operating a
music publishing business, and one of his first prints was probably Abel’s Six
Sonatas for the Harpsichord with Accompanyments for a Violin or German
Flute, and Violoncello.103 In 1771, Francis signed a lease to open his “New
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Rooms” in 1772, built in Tottenham Street, which were to house the Concerts
of Ancient Music.104 Pasquali was honoured to receive Royal patronage in
1785, and henceforth the Rooms became known as the King’s Ancient Concert
Rooms.105 He was largely successful throughout his career; however, in 1795,
he was listed as a “delinquent” in the city rate books because of a loss of
revenue at the rooms.106 After 1795, scant information exists on the remainder
of his life, and it is unknown whether he managed to make himself financially
stable again.

From a social standpoint, Francis Pasquali would have been an advantageous
connection in a Beckerian “art world” because of his fluidity of economic
capital: he was able to purchase a lease of land with plans to build a venue.
Any social capital that he may have brought to an art world, however, would
have been greatly reduced when it became apparent that he was financially
reduced at the end of his career. At this time, Thomas had already died, so it
would not have affected Thomas’s own social capital, but the capital of any
network that Pasquali was still active in. For Thomas, Italian connections were
essential, because of his connection to Italy through Nardini, in addition to the
growing populace of foreigners active in the London music network. Had
Thomas been alive at this time, however, he may have regretted making such a
connection due to the social impact Pasquali’s failings would have had on
Thomas’s “art world”. That said, Pasquali’s social failings were his own, and no
one else’s; therefore, it would be dependent on how Thomas (and Linley)
would have managed such a connection in a decline. Would they have cut him
out of their social circle, leaving him at the outside of the network, or would
they have tried to help the failing musician and so increase their moral capital,
if not their social? In itself, this is symbolic: if the Linley family were generous
(and rich) enough that they could help failing musicians, this could boost their
symbolic capital and both parties would have “won”.
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Stephen Paxton (1734–1787) was a cellist and composer, who received much
of his early music training in Durham with his brother William (who was also a
cellist). 107 According to Grove Music Online, Paxton knew the second Earl
Cowper, whose son, third Earl Cowper, would meet Thomas in Florence in
1770. It was this connection to the Cowpers that pushed Paxton towards
London and the Linleys.108 William stayed in Durham and was appointed as lay
clerk to Durham Cathedral, so it must have been Stephen that Thomas
performed with in May 1778 for Lidel’s benefit in London.109
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5.2.4

Composers

Samuel Arnold (1740–1802) was a composer,
conductor, manager, and organist, as well as
a musical editor.110 Born in London, he
enjoyed the patronage of the Princesses
Amelia and Sophia, which allowed him to be
educated at the Chapel Royal.111 By 23 years
of age, he was already engaged as the
composer for Covent Garden Theatre, a post
that he occupied until 1770.112 Arnold
bought a lease on Marylebone Gardens (a
London pleasure garden) in 1770 and was
the manager there for four years with
violinist Thomas Pinto (c.1710–1773).113
Figure 37: Samuel Arnold by

Arnold was awarded a Doctor of Music

George Dance, 1812 (1795) ©

degree in 1773 for his oratorio The Prodigal
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Son.114 This oratorio did not meet the
expectations of the “doctorate exercise”,

though the professor accepted it. Arnold took a formal exercise with him
(which had to be in six or eight parts); however, the professor “did not feel it
necessary to judge it”.115 After several performances together in Bath in 1772,
Thomas and Arnold appeared together again at the Freemason’s House for the
Anniversary Ball and Concert in 1777.116 After several years composing music
for Covent Garden Theatre, theatre manager George Colman (bap. 1732–1794)
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hired Arnold as the house composer for the Haymarket Theatre.117 Arnold was
a member of the RSM from 1764.118 He also served as a Governor in 1785 and
as a member “of the Court of Assistants, of the society” in 1797.119 When John
Stanley (one of the managers of the Lenten oratorios at Drury Lane) died in
1786, Arnold and Linley succeeded him. Therefore, Arnold would have been
working directly with Linley in this role.120

Highfill et al. do not reference Bath in their biography of Arnold when several
newspaper advertisements are extant, demonstrating that Arnold performed in
Bath several times.121 In one advertisement, Arnold is referred to as “Dr” before
he has been given his doctorate from Oxford University.122 Regardless, Samuel
Arnold was probably the Arnold that performed with Thomas (no other Arnold
was performing at this time). The use of “Dr” in 1772, therefore, was
somewhat pre–emptive by the author of the advertisement. Further, it
suggests that Arnold already had the embodied capital of a doctorate before
one was actually awarded.
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Karl Friedrich Abel (1723–1787) was a
composer, instrumentalist, and impresario
born in the Princedom of Anhalt–Cöthen
(Fürstentum Köthen–Anhalt).123 Abel came
from a family of string players with long
performing traditions. Johann Sebastian
Bach was godfather to his elder sister
Sophie Charlotte (b.1720). This close
relationship with the famous Bach family
would have enlarged Abel’s social capital
and reputation in Germany, though not
necessarily in Britain. Not much about his
early musical education is known;

Figure 38: Karl Friedrich Abel by

however, it is clear that his family would

Thomas Gainsborough, c. 1765 ©

have provided much of Abel’s musical
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training. From 1748 to 1759, Abel played
in the court band of the electoral King of Poland at Dresden, and by early
spring 1759 he was in London.124 His main instrument was the viola da gamba,
but he could also play the harpsichord and pentachord when the need arose.125
Abel quickly made a name for himself in London; he attracted the attention of
the Duke of York, and was appointed chamber musician to Queen Charlotte
with an annual emolument of £200.126 On the arrival of the “English” Bach
(Johann Christian) in London in 1762, Abel and Bach cohabitated, brought
together by their personal relationship and family ties.127 They held many joint
concerts, the first of which was in February 1764. These concerts presented
the occasion for Haydn’s works to be performed in England for the first time.128
Whilst managing the concert series with Bach, Abel was a member of the King’s
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Theatre band. These concerts may also have provided them with a place in the
middle band of the art world as musical directors. Bach and Abel would have
been two of only a few connections to utilise this area just outside of
performers. Therefore, their symbolic capital may have been boosted by this
unique position.

Abel moved freely and widely in London society through “his association with
the queen, and with the Earl of Abingdon and ‘Sir John’ Gallini, who backed his
subscription concerts, and with all the fashionables who attended them”.129 He
thus attracted many pupils among the nobility and the gentry and,
significantly, among aspiring musicians, including violinist and composer
Francois–Hippolyte Barthelemon (1741–1808), oboist Johann Friedrich
Schroeter (1724–1811), cellist Justus Heinrich Christian Griesbach (1757–
1824), cellist John Crosdill (c.1750–55–1825) and James Cervetto junior (1749–
1837).130 David Richards (d. 1802), who was the leader for the Drury Lane
theatre’s band, issued a playing challenge to Abel, who exclaimed, “What,
challenge Abel! No, no, there is but one God and one Abel”.131 Abel also knew
painter Thomas Gainsborough very well and, writing on the day of Abel’s
death, Gainsborough thought that he gazed up to heaven “in the hopes of
getting one more glance of the man I loved from the moment I heard him
touch the string”.132 Abel was a member of the RSM from 1761 until his death
in 1787.133
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Johann Christian Bach (1735–1782) was the
youngest son of J.S. Bach. Like his father, he
was a composer and built up a successful
career as a music practitioner in the second
half of the eighteenth century. He was born in
Leipzig, in the Electorate of Saxony, or
Kurfürstentum Saschen.134 Often referred to as
the “London” or “English” Bach, he worked in
London between 1762 and 1772, gaining the
patronage of the Royal Family and the
Figure 39: Johann Christian Bach

aristocracy.135 Bach made strong friendships
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with the painter Thomas Gainsborough, the

© National Portrait Gallery,

writer Charles Burney, and the Baryton

London.

performer Karl Abel.136 Bach was closely

involved with the court throughout his ten years in London, which included
“giving music lessons to the queen and her children, organising chamber
concerts, directing the queen’s ‘band’ and accompanying the flute–playing of
the king”.137 Bach’s social capital (as well as his economic capital) would have
grown exponentially as he received and maintained this exalted position for
ten years. Further, his association with many members of the aristocracy
would have sustained his social capital above many of Thomas’s other
connections.

James Lates (c.1740–1777) was a violinist and composer with Italian roots. He
was a violinist at Oxford, playing in the Holywell music–room orchestra from
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1759 until his death.138 It would also seem that he was organist at St John’s
College, Oxford. He was the father of Charles Lates (1771–c.1810), who was a
pianist, organist, singer and composer. Little else is known about the father,
though the son was a student at Magdalen College, Oxford, who matriculated
in 1793 under Philip Hayes (1738–1797).139

The Hayes that Thomas performed with in Winchester in 1774 was either
William Hayes (1706–1777)140 or his son Philip Hayes (1738–1797), both of
whom were organists, composers, and singers.141 William was one of the
original founding members of the RSM, and he became Professor of Music at
Oxford in 1742.142 On his death, his son, Philip, succeeded him as Professor of
Music in 1777, and received his doctorate in the same year. Philip was also a
member of the RSM.143 After William Boyce died in 1779, Philip took up the
conductorship of the “Sons of the Clergy” festival from 1780 until his own
death.144 The institutional capital that this family would have sustained
throughout their careers would have been far higher than Thomas’s
connections — not only did they receive doctorates from universities, but they
too worked within the institution itself.
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Some confusion exists with the surname of Hay, Hays and Hayes because they
were used interchangeably. Thomas performed in 1774 with Mr Hayes, whose
placement on the advertisement suggests that he was a vocalist, and thus
another person. In the Hampshire Chronicle, he is included with the vocalists,
instead of the “instrumental players”.145 In 1775, the Ipswich Journal states
that the band will be led by Mr Hay, clearly suggesting that he is a violinist.146
Though it was common for one performer to have many avenues for
employment (abilities on multiple instruments, etc), in this instance it is likely
that Mr Hayes and Mr Hay were two separate people.

Stephen Storace (1762–1796) was an English composer born in London, whose
father was an Italian double bassist (Stefano, later Stephen, Storace;
d.1783?).147 He learnt the violin and harpsichord as a young boy, before being
sent to the San Onofrio conservatory in Naples to study composition.148 His
travels to Italy resemble Thomas’s own time abroad — a quasi Grand Tour–
come–apprenticeship to Italian masters of music. His parents and sister,
Nancy, went out to Naples to meet him in 1778, before travelling throughout
Italy.149 Both Stephen and Nancy were taught music by their father, and by the
age of eleven, Stephen was already an accomplished violinist.150 Stephen
returned to England in the early 1780s, spending the majority of his time
between London and Bath.151 By 1785, Stephen was in Vienna, hearing two of
his opere buffe premiered, and it was here that he met Mozart and they
became good friends.152 During the season 1788-1789, he was directing the
London Italian opera company at the King’s Theatre; however, his work was not
always praised. On 6 March 1788, the Public Advertiser printed:
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Signor Storace does not appear to have studied that art [of music]
much in Italy; for he has entirely deviated from the usual plan of Italian
authors […] The overture announces entirely a French author, and the
finales are in the Germany style of Gluck, loaded with harsh, terrifying
music of trumpeting and drumming.153
He then moved to Drury Lane to work for Linley from 1790 onwards.154 Storace
was mainly a composer for the theatre, though he never assumed the title
officially because Linley held the title until his death.155 Storace was
recommended to the RSM by Samuel Arnold, where he is listed as a teacher of
harpsichord, singer, composer and publisher of music at age 26.156 He served
as governor in 1793.157

The Storaces were good friends with both the Sheridan and Linley families.
When Thomas performed for “Mr Storace’s” night in 1772, presumably the
benefit was for Stephen’s father.158 Nevertheless, Stephen probably played at
the benefit despite his young age, especially if he was considered such an
accomplished violinist. Because of subsequent postponings, the eventual
performance on 2 September would have coincided with the Linley’s
performance at Winchester’s Annual Festival. It is therefore not clear if
Thomas would have performed for Mr Storace or not; however, the relationship
was sustained, and it is clear that Thomas would have known the Storaces.
The social capital that the Storaces would have brought to the network was
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varied: the father was Italian by birth; however, Stephen was regarded as a
British composer and musician, rather than as an Italian. His travel throughout
Italy, then, may have increased his cultural capital slightly, but because his
father was native, the impact on his cultural and symbolic capital may not have
been as great as it was for Thomas.

5.2.5

Flautists

George Louis De Camp (or Decamp, 1752–1787) was a French orchestral flute
player who brought his family to London in 1777, where he immediately
became a member of the Covent Garden Oratorio band.159 He was a member of
the RSM from 1785 until his death.160 In his record, it is documented that he
was “engaged at the Hanover Square and Pantheon Concerts”.161 On De Camp’s
death, his wife was awarded an allowance for three of their four children (one
was already “provided for”) to support their family.162

Johann Baptist Wendling (1723–1797) was a flautist and composer born in
Rappoltsweiler (in the Princedom of Palatine–Zweibrücken or Fürstentum
Pfaltz–Zweibrüken).163 He played in Mannheim’s court orchestra in the 1750s
and 1760s, whilst teaching Elector Carl Theodor of the Palatinate.164 From April
1771 to May 1772 Wendling performed throughout London as a soloist, but
also in collaboration with J.C. Bach.165 He was described in the bills as a
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musician to the Elector Palatine.166 Wendling returned to Mannheim in 1777
and, after travelling to Paris, he died in Munich.167

5.2.6

Harpists

John Parry (c.1710–1782) was a blind Welsh harpist who became one of the
most famous harpists of his time. His patrons included Baron Sir Watkin
Williams Wynn of Wynnstay and the Prince of Wales.168 Parry joined the RSM in
1762 and stayed a member of the society until his death.169 Parry’s most
significant contributions to British eighteenth–century music were his
publications of Welsh melodies, the first of which was entitled “Antient British
Music”, and which was followed by numerous similar publications until his
death.170

5.2.7

Hornists

When Thomas performed in 1772 at a benefit for Fischer, “Ponta” joined him.171
Ponta was the name Bohemian Johann Wenzel (Jan Václav) Stich (1746–1803)
assumed after he “ran away” from Count Thun, his master.172 After he crossed
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the border into the Holy Roman Empire in 1764, he assumed an Italian name
Giovanni Punto, which was published in the English newspapers as Ponta or
Panta.173 He visited England in early 1772, performing as a horn virtuoso.174
After touring Europe, and meeting Mozart in Paris in 1778, Ponta returned to
London in 1788 to perform for Madame Mara (née Schmeling, 1749–1833) at
the Pantheon. He continued to travel in 1789, and met Beethoven in Vienna in
1800.175 Ponta’s circle of acquaintances was influential and would have
improved his networks social capital. Unfortunately for Thomas, Ponta did not
stay in England long, so any benefit to Thomas’s “art world” would have been
relatively short lived.

Mr Spandau was a horn player, who was in the Stadtholder of the United
Provinces band.176 He performed with Thomas in April 1773 at the King’s
Theatre in the Haymarket.177 He came to London in January or February 1773
and performed at Covent Garden and King’s Theatres.178 Dr Burney heard
Spandau on his travels through Hague and complimented his “delicacy, taste
and expression”.179 His place of birth is unknown but based on his name and
his position in the Stadtholder band; I have placed Spandau in the German
section of figure 27.
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5.2.8

Oboists

Johann Christian Fischer (1733–1800) was a
celebrated oboist and composer. He was
born in Freiburg im Breisgau (part of Further
Austria or Vorder Österreich). Highfill et al.
state that he was a member of an “influential
group of prominent musicians who
eventually came to London and stimulated a
mature taste for modern music”.180 He
arrived in London in 1768 and his first
concert on 2 June was notable for having the
first public solo performed on the “newly
invented [square] piano” by J.C. Bach.181
Fischer knew Abel from his time in the
Figure 40: Johann Christian Fischer

Dresden ensemble; therefore, this was a

by Thomas Gainsborough, 1871 (c.

friendship that was rekindled and survived.

1780) © National Portrait Gallery,

As such, Fischer became a main attraction at

London.

the Bach–Abel concert series. Bach and Abel
allowed Fischer to perform his own works in
these programmes, which was exceptional

because the usual concert repertoire usually consisted mainly of their own
works.182 It may be that his work was so highly admired, that Bach and Abel
saw it in their best interests to allow such performances. Burney testified that
Fischer composed
in a style so new and fanciful, that in point of invention as well as tone,
taste, expression, and neatness of execution, his piece was always
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regarded as one of the highest treats of the night, and heard with
proportionate rapture.183
Fischer, however, was not only a concert performer; he often performed in the
theatres with solos between acts of plays at Covent Garden, Drury Lane,
Haymarket and, eventually, the King’s theatre.184 He was admitted to the Royal
Society of Musicians in 1785, and he was Governor of the Society in 1800 (the
year he died).185 In a letter dated 23 July 1773 from Nardini to Thomas, Nardini
advised that
[Agus] I believe will have given you in addition to the sonatas, a bag of
reeds for Signor Fischer, whom you will greet humbly [on my behalf].186
This shows that Fischer’s network reached across Europe in the eighteenth–
century. The story of Fischer’s death is that he was performing at the Queen’s
residence and had a stroke.187 He was assisted from the apartment by Prince
William of Gloucester, and was attended by the King’s physicians, but he died
the same night.188 John Parke (1745–1829) succeeded Fischer as the oboist at
Vauxhall. Of Fischer’s playing, Parke wrote “the tone of Fischer was soft and
sweet and his execution at once neat and brilliant”.189

John Parke (1745–1829) and his brother William (1761–1847) were both
oboists of extraordinary talent working in the London performance scene.
John took oboe lessons from Redmond Simpson (c.1730–1787), who played in
the Royal Band and at Covent Garden. The German composer and violinist Karl
Friedrich Baumgarten (c. 1740–1824) was responsible for his knowledge of
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music theory.190 William took oboe lessons from his brother and they were
both well respected throughout the concert scene.191 Both were members of
the Royal Society of Musicians: John was the first to join in 1766, and had the
comments “celebrated oboist” entered next to his name.192 William joined
seventeen years later in 1783, and is described as being “engag’d at Drury
Lane theatre & Vauxhall his instruments, oboe and tenor”.193 The relationship
between John and Thomas must have been close because Thomas wrote four
arias with an oboe obbligato for him.194 Further, Thomas was recommended to
the RSM by John in 1777.195

John Parke was much in demand as a performer and was principal oboist at the
King’s Theatre between 1768 and 1771, and at Vauxhall Gardens from 1771
onwards.196 He was also engaged by David Garrick to perform at Drury Lane
theatre, whilst maintaining patronage from the Duke of Cumberland.197 During
this time, he was appointed one of the chamber band musicians to the Prince
of Wales, along with well–known performers such as Crosdill, Giardini and
Schroeter.198 It is likely Thomas performed with both of them: John held the
position of first oboe from 1771 for the most of the rest of his career.199
William Parke took the position of second oboe in 1777, and performed double
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concertos with his brother.200 The brothers would both have been beneficial
relationships to Thomas’s “art world” because their standing within the musical
community would have been improved by their talents on the oboe. Whilst John
held first oboe at Drury Lane, William held the first oboe position at Covent
Garden from 1783 until 1823. Both positions would have given symbolic
capital to the brothers, and thereby advanced their respective networks.

5.2.9

Organists

The Mr Bond that Thomas performed with in 1777 in Oxford may have been
Capel Bond (1730–1790).201 Bond worked mostly in Coventry as an organist
throughout his career, though he had a number of works published in
London.202 Very little information, however, survives.

Richard Randall (1736–1828) was an organist and singer working in London
during the 1770s, and likely performed with Thomas in Oxford in 1777.
Highfill et al. do not, however, reference Oxford at all in Richard Randall’s
dictionary entry. Further, Richard Randall was a full time organist for Dulwich
College (between 1763 and 1782) in London and worked regularly in the Drury
Lane theatre. Richard was admitted to the RSM in 1763, and withdrew his
“professional” membership to become a life subscriber in 1823.203

Charles Frederick (or Frederick Charles) Reinhold (1737–1815) was an organist
and singer. The order of his first and second names has been in dispute and it
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is believed that he changed the order throughout his career. In 1773, he is
listed as Frederick Charles but in the RSM list of musicians he is Charles
Frederick. He joined the RSM in 1770, and was listed as a “Bass Singer and
Organist at Colchester” who later withdrew his subscription from the society.204
He was the son of “Handel’s favourite bass singer Henry Theodore Reinhold,
who had followed the great composer from Dresden” in the 1730s.205 Reinhold
performed in many venues throughout London, and his appearances were
somewhat sporadic. In 1755 he was singing at Marylebone Gardens. Reinhold
was not seen again until 1758 in various London theatres — musicologist
Suzanne Aspden ascribes this disappearance to his voice breaking.206 He
returned to London and freelanced around the London theatres: Haymarket,
Drury Lane and Covent Garden Theatres were all visited multiple times.207
Reinhold’s first appearance with Thomas was at the Marylebone Gardens in
1772,208 which is not recorded by Highfill et al. in their detailed timeline of
Reinhold, and neither is his performance at the benefit for Addenbrooke’s
Hospital, Cambridge in June 1775, but it is clear that it must be the same
Reinhold performing here.209 Further performances featuring Reinhold and
Thomas occurred at the Drury Lane theatre, though there are a few London
concerts where they are also listed together.210
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John Stanley (1712–1786) was a blind organist
who studied with Maurice Greene. Charles
Burney reported that Stanley studied “with
great diligence, and a success that was
astonishing”.211 He received a music degree
(BMus) from Oxford in 1729, and was the
youngest graduate on record at just 17 years
old.212 To be granted a BMus, he was expected
to study for seven years in the “faculty” of
music; at the end of which he had to produce
a testimonial of “his having done so, under the
Figure 41: John Stanley by James

hands of credible witnesses”.213 He then had

Macardell, mid 18th century ©

to compose “a song of five parts and perform

National Portrait Gallery, London.

the same publicly”.214

Stanley was one of the original governors of the RSM, and is listed as “Blind
organist of the temple church”.215 After Handel’s death in 1759, the direction
of the Lenten Oratorios was intermittently shared between John Christopher
Smith and Stanley and, later, Stanley and Linley.216 He was the same J Stanley
who is listed on the “Laws of the Royal Society of Musicians”.217
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William Walond (1750–1836) was an organist who performed with Thomas at
the Music Room in Oxford in 1771. He was the eldest son of William Walond
(1719–1768), also an organist, who was also employed as a copyist.218 On the
elder’s death in 1768, the younger took his place as principal music copyist at
New College and Christchurch.219 In 1775, Walond moved to Chichester to
become deputy organist under Thomas Capell (d.1776), and then later
succeeded him as main organist in 1776.220

5.2.10 Singers

Harriet Abrams (1758–1821) was probably the “Miss Abrams” referred to in an
advertisement for the Cady of Bagdad.221 She made her debut in 1775 at Drury
Lane, and due to limited success on the stage she became a principal singer at
London concerts and provincial festivals.222 Abrams came from a large musical
family that produced three additional daughters who sang, William who played
the violin, and Charles who was a cellist.223 It is highly possible that, because
the family often performed together, Thomas may have known Harriet’s sisters
and perhaps her brothers, but no records exist to confirm or deny this.

Thomas Barrow (1722?–1789) was a singer (alto and countertenor) and
Harpsichord teacher. His career started as a young boy in the choir of the
Chapel Royal when he was just ten years old.224 He matriculated at Wadham
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College, Oxford as a Plebeian225 in 1739.226 Rather than paying his “caution
money” (a security for good conduct), Barrow became a “servitor” — someone
who carried out domestic work around college for remitted fees.227 In 1741,
Barrow was a “Goodridge Exhibitioner”, which suggests he had academic
merit.228 Barrow graduated with a BA in 1743.229 After graduation, Barrow
became a “Gentlemen of the Chapel Royal” and a good friend of Handel’s.230 In
1779, he appeared before the court to attest the handwriting in the will of
William Boyce, Thomas’ childhood teacher.231 Barrow joined the RSM in 1749,
noted as “Alto Singer, Chapel Royal” and he succeeded Peter Randall as RSM
secretary in 1783 until his death.232

Richard Bellamy (1743–1813) was a singer who held a Bachelor of Music
degree, and was “one of the leading bass singers of his day”.233 Bellamy joined
the RSM in 1764, was appointed a Gentleman of the Chapel Royal in 1771,234
and a lay vicar of Westminster Abbey in 1773.235 Four years later, Bellamy
became vicar choral of St. Paul’s Cathedral and progressed to almoner and
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master of the choristers in 1783 (until 1800).236 It is unclear whether Bellamy
was of plebeian social status. It would appear, however, that he married above
himself: his wife, Elizabeth Ludford, was left at least three properties in her
father’s, Thomas Ludford’s (1709–1776), will, which suggests significant social
standing.237 The land included: a freehold house and land at Hayes, a
leasehold house in Marsham Street, Westminster, and the leasehold of houses
and lands under the Earl of Donegal in Ireland.238

William Brett (d.1789) was a singer and actor working in London and Bath
throughout his career. He performed with Thomas and the Linley family in
1774 and 1775 in the Bath Assembly Rooms.239 William and his wife Hannah
lived primarily in Bath, and had their first two children baptised at Bath
Abbey.240 William, however, often travelled with Foote’s summer company,
leaving his wife at home.241 Brett’s performances in 1775 with Thomas were
during the oratorio season, which are not indicated by Highfill et al. in their
entry because they focussed on London. Brett had a successful career in the
London theatres, and his children (at least one son and one daughter) made a
name for themselves with the London audience as singers.242

Mrs Cartwright was a singer working at the Marylebone Gardens in August
1772.243 Little about her is known.
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Samuel Thomas Champnes (or Champness, c.1732–1803) was a bass singer.
As a young boy, he sang under the direction of Handel, who wrote several
songs in the oratorio of Joseph for him.244 Champnes was a featured singer at
the Drury Lane theatre between 1748 and 1774, which is where Thomas first
performed with him. Thomas would have been playing in the Drury Lane
Theatre during the early 1770s when Champnes was a featured performer.
Thomas and Champnes are also listed in a number of advertisements in the
Gazetteer and New Daily Advertiser throughout 1777. Therefore, their
relationship must have been one of familiar co–workers. Champnes joined the
RSM in 1758, and stayed a member of the society until his death in 1803.245

Miss Draper (fl. 1776–1782) performed with the Linleys throughout 1776–
1778, and was one of the principal singers in the oratorios at Drury Lane
theatre each spring.246 Nothing further about her is known.247

John Dyne (or Dine, d. 1788) was a countertenor who became a Gentleman of
the Chapel Royal in 1772. He was also known to sing at Drury Lane theatre
and at the Academy of Antient music [sic].248 He was a member of the RSM
and, following his death in 1788, the society helped arrange for his children to
be apprenticed: his son “George Muscat Dyne was placed with a surgeon, the
eldest daughter […] was apprenticed to a mantua maker, and Julia and
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Wilhelmina Dyne were placed with Wilhelmina Muscat and Wilhelmina Dyne of
Grantham”.249

Thomas performed with Mr Field once during his career, in Oxford, 1777.250 It
would appear that he was a singer because of his placement in the
advertisement; however, this is not clear. There was a Mr Field who performed
in the Handel Memorial Concerts at Westminster Abbey in 1784. It might be
possible that this is the same Mr Field.251 There was also a Mr Field who was an
actor, working between 1792 and 1811 throughout the country.252 It is unclear
if these were the same Mr Fields, or not; and if not, which performed with
Thomas is unknown.

In 1772, Thomas performed with Mrs Forbes (fl.1765–1787), who was a singer
and actress working in London. She was a student of Dr Thomas Arne’s
(1710–1778) and was “well received” by the London audience.253 She was the
“unnatural” wife of William Miell, a northern actor who had performed at the
Haymarket theatre, and Mrs Forbes became Mrs Miell in 1773.254

John Friend was a singer working between 1774 and 1799 in London. He was
the son of John Friend (countertenor, 1730–1798). In 1774, he was referred to
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as “Master” in an advertisement for the Winchester Annual Music Festival.255
The use of “Master” suggests that he was a young teenager and, therefore, it
was him and not his father who performed with Thomas.256 Highfill et al. state:
fl. 1775?–1799; however, it is probable that the Master Friend that performs
with Thomas in September 1774 is the same Friend. Friend junior performed
in the Oxford Music Meeting in 1793, and was also listed as a principal tenor in
the Handelian Concerts at Westminster Abbey.257

Cecilia Grassi (b. c.1740) was an Italian singer who would later become Mrs J.C.
Bach. She was engaged by the King’s Theatre in 1766 as prima donna seria.258
After she married Bach, she only performed once in public in 1776 and Bach
died in 1782. When he died, he left debts of over £4000 which Queen
Charlotte assisted with paying off, as well as paying for Grassi to return to
Italy.259 This gift from the Queen is highly significant of the Bachs’s social
situation, and had there been any children from the marriage, this certainly
would have conveyed symbolic capital on them.

The Mahon family was a large musical family that comprised James (singer),
John and William (instrumentalists), and the singers Sarah Mahon (later Mrs
John Second), Miss M. (later Mrs John Warton), Miss Mahon (later Mrs Munday),
and the sister who became Mrs Ambrose (for whom no first name is known).260
It is exceedingly difficult to separate the sisters’ careers before they married,
but as Mrs Warton did not make her first appearance until 1778, Mrs John
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Second not until 1784 (in Oxford), and Mrs Ambrose’s first London appearance
was not until 1788, it is probable that Miss Mahon, whom Thomas performed
with in 1774 and 1778, was the sister who would become Mrs Munday.261 Mrs
Munday’s main recognition in the musical world was as the mother of vocalist
Eliza Munday, who “earned fame as Mrs James Salmon” (1787–1849).262

William Mathews (fl. 1767–1794) was a singer and music seller who lived and
worked in Oxford. In 1770, Mathews was featured with Tenducci in the York
Oratorios and henceforth became “one of the most prominent bass singers in
the Oxford Music Room during the last quarter of the century”.263 In the 1780s
he also performed in Bristol, and in the Handel Memorial Concerts in London,
in 1784.264 He was an Esquire Bedell at Oxford University, which suggests that
he sang with the university choirs.265

Mr Meredith was a singer working between 1773 and 1782. He sang with “Sga
Galli, Vernon, Miss Harper and others in the Messiah” at the Haymarket theatre
in 1773, which was probably his first performance on the stage.266 He
performed a number of times throughout the Easter oratorios of 1773, and
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throughout 1775 and 1776.267 He performed in many of the London Theatres,
including the Theatre–Royal in Drury Lane, and he performed with Thomas at a
Benefit for Mr Evans at the Theatre–Royal in 1778.268

The Mr Moore that Thomas performed with in 1772 in Oxford is currently
unknown. Highfill et al. list a few possible matches; however, none of the
entries acknowledge a Moore who performed in Oxford. There was a singer
and music seller named Moore working in London between 1765 and 1775,
and he appears to be the most likely match.269

Thomas Norris (1741–1790) was an English
tenor, organist and composer who joined
the RSM in 1772.270 He started his career at
Salisbury Cathedral as a chorister and
received encouragement from a Member of
Parliament, James Harris (1709–1780).
After Norris’s debut at Drury Lane in 1762,
and a few failed stage performances, Norris
settled in Oxford and matriculated at
Magdalen College for his BMus degree,
which was awarded the same year.271 By
1776, Norris held four posts at the
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Church colleges, and lay clerk of Christ Church and Magdalen colleges.272 The
Linleys first performed with him at regular concerts in Oxford where he sung.273
Norris’s activities were not confined to Oxford though: he performed at the
Three Choir festivals, the York oratorios, and the Drury Lane oratorios between
1773 and 1778.274 He performed at the Foundling Hospital in 1774 and 1775,
and was a principal tenor at the Handel Commemorations between 1784 and
1787. Norris was a well–known tenor and organist throughout the country and
the Linleys’ relationship with him would only benefit their own social standing.
The institutionalised capital that Norris possessed from his degree, would
improve his symbolic and social capital, thus enhancing his (and therefore
Thomas’s) network. Norris’s employment at educational establishments would
have further improved his symbolic capital, and continually benefited Thomas
through their relationship.

Venanzio Rauzzini (1746–1810) was an Italian
castrato and actor who arrived in England in the
autumn of 1774.275 He spent six years in Munich in
the service of the Elector Max Joseph II building his
reputation as a singer and keyboardist, before
arriving in England.276 He, like most of the Italian
musicians seen so far, was engaged by the King’s
Theatre immediately for almost three years.277 In the
autumn of 1777, Rauzzini performed regularly at the
New Assembly Rooms in Bath, which is where
Thomas performed with him.278 Rauzzini decided to

Figure 43: Venanzio
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London to “transact musical business”.279 Castrati always received high pay in
eighteenth-century England, and Rauzzini “maintained a handsome town house
in Bath” for his work there, whilst also keeping a country villa at Perrymead.280

Thomas performed with a Miss Salmon throughout 1775, though little
information remains on this singer. Based on her position in advertisements, it
is probable that she was a vocalist rather than an instrumentalist. She might
have been related to the famous singer James Salmon (fl. 1784–1826), though
Highfill et al. only recorded the sons of James Salmon, so if there was a
daughter she is currently unknown.

Gasparo Savoi (or sometimes Savoy) was an Italian castrato working in London
between 1765 and 1777. When Savoi first arrived in London, he joined the
opera company at the King’s Theatre and appeared at the Haymarket theatre in
the spring seasons, which is where Thomas performed with him in 1772 at a
benefit for oboist Johann Christian Fischer (1733–1800).281 He was hired as
“Second man” for the serious operas, and as the “serious man” in the comic
operas.282

Giusto Ferdinando Tenducci (c. 1735–1790) was a castrato singer and
composer, who was a friend of J.C. Bach and Mozart.283 Tenducci arrived in
London in 1758, and was engaged at the King’s Theatre, Haymarket, for the
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Italian operas.284 Tenducci was arrested for debt in 1760, and languished in a
debtor’s prison for at least a year.285 It would appear by late 1761 he was
released, because he appeared briefly in Scotland at this time and returned to
the London theatres relatively regularly from the beginning of 1762.286 He
joined RSM on 2 January 1763. Betty Matthews noted that he was excluded for
non–payment, though the date of exclusion has not been noted in the original
member’s book.287 Highfill et al. believes that Tenducci was excluded from the
society on 2 January 1763 — the same day as admittance — based on the
society’s records; however, this information is incorrect. He was admitted in
1763, and the record had been expanded at some point after his admittance to
advise that he was excluded. This may have been a month after his admission
to the society or years; no record of the date has been entered. Tenducci’s
record is one of the few RSM records that note a member being excluded,
rather than expelled: in the whole catalogue there are 8 exclusions.288
“Expelled” suggests a precedent had been set for paying the monthly
subscription fee, which then stopped. In comparison, “excluded” suggests that
the first payment was never received. Therefore, it is probable that Tenducci
was excluded from the society soon after his admittance (though not on the
same day). In 1765 he travelled to Ireland and worked there for three years,
before moving to Scotland. In 1769, he returned to the London stage.289 The
Drury Lane Theatre engaged Tenducci for the 1776–1777 and 1777–1778
seasons at a salary of £500 plus a benefit, which was a particularly generous
wage.290
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Mr Thomas performed with Thomas in the Music Room in Oxford, in March
1777. A number of different Mr Thomases were working throughout the
eighteenth century, and they all appear to be singers. Therefore, it is difficult
to pinpoint which “Mr Thomas” performed with Thomas in 1777. Highfill et al.
describe three different Thomases that were performing around the country;
however, they were all active in the 1780s and 1790s — slightly too late for the
Mr Thomas who performed with Thomas.291 It is possible that this Oxford
concert was missed by Highfill et al., possibly because it was outside of
London.

Mrs Thompson was possibly Jane Thompson (nee Poitier, b.1736–died after
1788), who was a singer, actress and dancer. Thompson was first married to
singer Joseph Vernon (c.1731–1782); however, the marriage was annulled due
to there being no witnesses present at the ceremony. In 1766, she then
married Mr Thompson and began performing under his name in 1767.292 She
appears to have left her husband, “a linen–draper of some consequence in the
city”, though she continued to use the name until at least the 1780s, if not till
the end of her career.293 After she left Thompson, the Theatrical Bibliography
explained that she “took up with” actor and singer Charles Bannister (1741–
1804, see 5.1.1), even though he had a wife and children.294 She danced and
sang mainly at the Covent Garden theatre and Marylebone Gardens throughout
her career.
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Joseph Vernon (c.1731–1782)295 was a singer and
actor, who was educated at the Coventry Charity
School.296 He made his debut in 1750 at the Drury
Lane Theatre, and he stayed there for the majority
of his career. Hence this is where Vernon and
Thomas would have met in the mid to late 1770s.297
However, the only concert advertisement that
exists, naming both Thomas and Vernon, is that for
the FreeMasons Anniversary Ball and Concert on 20
March 1777. Vernon was in Ireland for a few years
(1757–1762), due to a marriage that the public did
Figure 44: Joseph Vernon
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Elizabeth Weichsel (1765–1818) was a soprano,
who became the renowned Mrs Billington. Her
father Carl Weichsel (d.c.1811) was a native of
Freiberg in Saxony, and principal oboist at the
King’s Theatre, Vauxhall and elsewhere.299 Her
mother had been a favourite pupil of J.C. Bach.
After Bach died, she turned to Billington to
continue with her music lessons.300 She first
caught the attention of the London audience as
a child prodigy on the harpsichord, which she
was taught by J.C. Bach.301 After she married
her singing teacher, James Billington, they
moved to Dublin where she made her stage
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stage, with small journeys to Paris to study with
Sacchini.303

The Billingtons, with Mrs Billington’s brother, went on a tour of Italy where Mr
Billington had a stroke and died. Rather than returning to England, she
continued to tour throughout Italy performing in many roles. She married a
French commissary named Felican (or Felissent) whom she lived with in
Venice.304 Her relationship with him, however, was unsuccessful and Elizabeth
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fled back to England where she continued her stage career. She was much in
demand in the early 1800s, having achieved unprecedented success on the
stage.305 In 1802, she was in such high demand that she “divided her services
equally between Drury Lane and Covent Garden”, which was an agreement
rarely seen.306 She withdrew £2,000 “from the October to the April following”
[…] that is, including [£]500 for a benefit”.307 In 1806 she reportedly withdrew
from the stage after receiving £2600 for her final season — an unprecedented
amount.308 Billington continued as a concert singer until she had to retire to
her riverside villa for reasons of health in 1811. Felican came to England to
beg his wife to return with him to Italy, and she complied. In 1818 she died as
a result of domestic violence, according to London rumours.309

5.2.11 Trumpeters

James Sargeant (or Sarjant, d.1798) was the son of the long–term housekeeper
of Covent Garden theatre, Charles Sargeant (d. 1770).310 Highfill et al. do not
cover the beginning of his career, referencing only one performance in 1774
and then stating that he did not play again in London until 1779.311 Thomas
performed with James, however, in 1773, at the music room in Oxford during
the oratorio season.312 A newspaper advertisement for his performance at the
Haymarket in 1774 announces him as “Serjeant Jr Scholar of Jones”.313 Sargeant
was, then, the only performer to also be a student in Thomas’s network
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between 1771 and 1778.314 His career from 1794 onwards is well documented
by Highfill et al., and included important events such as the Academy and
Concerts of Ancient Music, the Professional concert series and Vauxhall
Gardens.315 He is also recorded as working with eminent musicians, including
violinist Wilhelm Cramer (1746–1799), cellist James Cervetto (1748–1837), and
oboist John Parke (1745–1829).316 He was admitted to the RSM in 1769
(therefore, he must have been at least 17), and was a member until his death
in 1798.317

5.2.12 Violinists

Felice Giardini (1716–1796) was an Italian
violinist, composer, conductor and
teacher. Giardini arrived in England in
1750, after a tour from Naples, through
Germany and France.318 In 1752, Giardini
became the leader of the Italian opera
orchestra at the King’s Theatre — a post
he held for 40 years with few
interruptions.319 Giardini became a main
attraction for benefit nights, placing “him
at all the major theatres and at many of
Figure 46: Felice Giardini by Sir Joshua
Reynolds, 1760 © National Portrait
Gallery, London.
Or, at least the only connection to be outwardly named as such.
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the theatrical and musical taverns”.320 He led the orchestra at the Three Choirs
Festival between 1770 and 1776, with great success.321 He was a member of
the RSM from 1755, later withdrawing his subscription,322 presumably because
in 1784, he left England for retirement in Italy.323 It would appear that he
subsequently changed his mind and returned to England in 1789, though he
did not rejoin the society.324 Perhaps the decision to not rejoin the society was
because he had little success on his return, and could not afford the payment
required.325

Franz Lamotte (or sometimes La Motte, 1751–1780) was a violinist from The
Hague, who worked in London between 1776 and 1780, and received lessons
from Felice Giardini.326 Although Lamotte was probably considered to be
German, he was not actually born in the Holy Roman Empire. Early in his
career, Lamotte was considered a virtuoso on the violin, particularly because of
his technique of double stopping. There were claims that Lamotte tuned his
violin a semitone higher when in playing in F# and C#, thus avoiding many
sharps, though this was not confirmed.327 Mozart was highly complementary
regarding his bowing technique.328 Lamotte left England hurriedly in 1780,
possibly because of criminal offences, but nothing was confirmed.329
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John Malchair (1730–1812) was a German violinist and a “collector of national
melodies and watercolour artist”330, who was born in Cologne.331 He arrived in
London in 1754, where he supplemented his musical income by teaching
drawing at a ladies’ school.332 He was elected to lead the Oxford Music Room
band in 1759 — a position that he held until 1792.333 It was in this post as
leader that Thomas came into contact with Malchair in 1771, and regularly
thereafter.334 They also connected at the 1775 Three Choirs Festival held in
Gloucester.335

Carl Philipp Stamitz (1745–1801) was a violinist and composer born in
Mannheim (the Palatinate Electorate or in German: Kurfürstentum Pfaltz). He
had a brother, Anton, who was also a violinist; however, no evidence to
suggest that Anton followed his brother to England exists. They were both the
sons of Johann Stamitz (1717–1757), a prominent violinist and composer of
Bohemian origin.336 Johann Stamitz was considered the founding father of the
Mannheim school, and his sons were representative of that school’s second
generation.337 Carl first appeared in London in 1777, working at Covent
Garden. It seems he made a brief foray into France at the beginning of 1778,
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but he was back at Covent Garden from March onwards.338 It would appear he
stayed in London until 1779, when he moved to The Hague.339 Carl’s only
performance with Thomas was in May 1778, at the New Rooms on Tottenham
Street for Mr Lidl’s benefit.340 Though his father’s heritage was Bohemian, Carl
Stamitz has been classified as a German in figure 27, because the large
majority of his musical education was by German Mannheim court musicians.

When Thomas performed for the benefit of Addenbrooke’s Hospital (June
1775), the “Band [was] led by Mr Hay”.341 Violinist, Richard Hay (d.1785) started
to appear in advertisements from 1758, and in the same year he joined the
RSM, where he was listed as the leader of the King’s and Queen’s bands.342 He
was also the leader of the Concerts of Antient music [sic] in the 1770s and at
the Handel Commemoration at Westminster Abbey in 1784.343 From 1767, Hay
was appointed the “Master of the State Musick” in Ireland, which was a post he
held until his death. This did not, however, stop him travelling to London for
concerts and continuing his post at the Concerts of Antient music.344 Hay’s
status would have been considered high among the other musicians: as leader
of both the King’s and Queen’s bands, as well as the Master for Ireland’s
music, his symbolic and potentially embodied capital would both be greatly
enhanced by these positions. His symbolic capital could only really have been
increased if he came from a well–known musical family, but this appears not to
be the case.
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Thomas performed with a Mr Wood in London in 1777. There are several
different Mr Woods who are possibilities. Based on his positioning in the
advertisement, it is probable that he was an instrumentalist, which suggests
that “Mr Woods” was Thomas Wood (fl. 1754–1784?) or his son Thomas Wood
junior (d. 1873).345 Due to the similar names, the careers of these two men are
difficult to separate, although, based on the use of “Mr” rather than “Master” or
“junior”, it is probable that Thomas performed with the elder Thomas Wood.346
The younger Thomas appears to have died in 1783, and the elder stopped
appearing in advertisements from 1784 onwards, though it is unclear if he
died or retired. Senior was a violinist, whilst the younger was a violinist and
organist.

5.2.13 Others

Sir John Mordaunt Cope, Bart. (1731–1779), was the eighth baronet Cope of
Hanwell. In July 1772, Cope received an honorary doctorate of civil law at the
Radcliffe Infirmary meeting.347 Sir Francis Bernard (1712–1779) was also given
an honorary doctorate of civil law at the same meeting and was described as
the “late Governor of Boston, formerly of this university” in the newspaper
review of the concert.348 Bernard was a British Colonial administrator who
served as Governor for Massachusetts Bay and New Jersey between 1758 and
1769.349 Both of these audience members for the concert had a high social
rank and were referenced in the newspaper reviews of the performance. The
placement of Thomas’s name next to these wealthy men would transfer a small
amount of symbolic capital to Thomas because of the very calibre of men for
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whom Thomas performed. It suggests that he was a very accomplished violin
player whom the best, and perhaps, richest audience members employed.

Dr Dominiceti, a physician, for whom Thomas performed for in 1772, was
probably an ancestor of Cesare Dominiceti (1841–1888).350 The General
Evening Post advised that
On Tuesday morning [4 August] Dr. Dominiceti’s grand apparatus of
health was opened at Chelsea, to an elegant company of near three
hundred persons : during breakfast a concert of vocal and
instrumental music, conducted by Mr. Arnold, was performed in a
spacious apartment ; Mrs. Thomson and Mrs. Cartwright were the
singers ; a solo on the violin was executed in a masterly manner by
young Mr. Linley, from Bath ; and about three o’clock, such of the
company as did not stay to dinner withdrew : before and after the
concert, two Italians, famous for their grotesque performances of a
musical nature, gave universal pleasure by the exhibition of their
whimsical talents ; and it must be owned, for the honour of Dr.
Dominiceti, that the whole entertainment breathed the very soul of
elegance and hospitality.
Thomas’s association with “Foreign Ministers” and “first Nobility” in the
advertisements preceding the event would have benefited his social capital
even though he was clearly working the event, rather than attending as a
guest.351

Abraham Portal (1726-1809) was a goldsmith and playwright. In 1740, Portal
was apprenticed to a goldsmith in London, and he opened his own shop in
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1749.352 He wanted to pursue a literary career at the same time and wrote
several comedies that were published or performed on the stage.353 It was at
this time he wrote the libretto for the Cady of Bagdad, for which Thomas
composed the music. Portal’s goldsmith business went bankrupt in 1778
largely because he was concentrating on the theatre.354 He then set himself up
as a small bookseller and publisher in the Strand, which allowed him to publish
his own works (to which Linley subscribed).355 The Drury Lane account books
indicate that he supplied music paper to the theatre regularly between 1780
and 1783.356 Around this time, he also became one of the boxkeepers at the
theatre, a position he held for over twenty years.357 Portal’s multiple positions
within the art world (publisher, printer, theatre staff, and playwright) would
have put him in contact with many different audience members and music
professionals. Therefore, his own network would have probably been
substantial, and much larger than the four connections in figure 27 suggest.

There was a Mr Price who performed with Thomas pre–1768. Mr Price also
performed with the family throughout the 1770s. This is probably the same
Price that Thomas performed with in Bath. Though Highfill et al. list several Mr
Prices working in London around this time, none were instrumentalists. Based
on Price’s position in the newspaper advertisements, he was almost certainly
an instrumentalist rather than a singer or actor. Signora Balconi was probably
an Italian singer; however, no records remain of any musician working in this
period under that name.
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Richard Brinsley Sheridan (1751–1816) was a playwright, theatre manager and
politician who married Elizabeth Linley.358 He was the son of the “celebrated
actor-manager” Thomas Sheridan (1719–1788).359 His mother, Frances
Sheridan (1724–1766) was an author of some note.360 In 1770, Richard’s father
moved the family to Bath, which is where they met the Linley family. Sheridan
eloped with Elizabeth to France two years later, following a broken off
engagement between Elizabeth and the elderly Walter Long.361 The whole
episode was used as the basis for the play The Maid of Bath (premiered in
London 1771). Sheridan and Elizabeth were married by March 1772 by a
French priest; however, on their return to England both fathers (Thomas
Sheridan and Linley) considered the marriage invalid.362 Both fathers were
against the marriage – Linley for financial reasons, whilst Thomas Sheridan’s
reasons were not clear. They subsequently married again in London in April
1773. At this time, £1200 was taken out of Elizabeth’s trust (of £3453) to
compensate Linley for “the loss of his daughter’s services as a singer”:
“Sheridan and his bride received from the trust £1203 “for mutual use and
benefit,” and the remaining £1050 was retain in a trust for Elizabeth and any
future children”.363

After their marriage, Elizabeth stopped performing in public, except to keep
any obligations previously agreed to.364 In 1773, the Sheridans moved in with
Stephen and Nancy Storace (see section 5.2.4), but by 1774 they had their own
house in Orchard Street, between Oxford Street and Portman Square.365 On 4
February 1774, the Morning Post reported that the Sheridans were “fitting up” a
music room, “where concerts would be given twice a week for the nobility”.
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The performers at those private concerts, “which became the rage of London”,
were mainly comprised of the Linley family.366 Fanny Burney (1752–1840,
daughter of the music historian, Charles Burney) wrote that “the highest circles
of society were attracted to them by the talents, beauty and fashion of Mrs
Sheridan”.367

After buying part of Garrick’s share in the Drury Lane theatre, and enjoying
successes with the comedies The Rivals, The Duenna (for which Thomas and
Linley wrote the music), The Camp and The Critic, Sheridan turned his hand to
politics. He was admitted to the Literary Club by Dr Johnson (English writer,
1709–1784) in 1777, which is where he met Edmund Burke.368 From there,
Sheridan and Elizabeth were accepted into aristocratic circles, welcome at
many of the big country houses, such as Carlton House and Devonshire
House.369 Sheridan ran for MP of Stafford, in which he was successful and, in
1782, he became under-secretary for the Rockingham administration.370 In
1783, Sheridan was appointed as joint secretary to the Treasury, working
alongside Edmund Burke’s son, Richard (1733–1794). During this time,
Sheridan had left the running of Drury Lane to his father–in–law, Linley and his
wife, Elizabeth. It would appear that Sheridan and Elizabeth had many socially
important to connections to the Duke and Duchess of Devonshire, George IV,
then the Prince of Wales, and Lord Edward Fitzgerald (1763–1798), with whom
Elizabeth had a girl, Mary.371 During these years of financing a political career,
the expense of extravagant living, and the debt accrued by buying Drury Lane
(and later King’s Theatre), Sheridan was financially unstable at the end of his
career.372 His funeral was attended by many notables, including “dukes, earls,
lords, viscounts, [and] the lord major of London”.373
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Sheridan’s social and symbolic capital was relatively high, mixing as he was
with the titled nobility on regular occasions. Sheridan was not, however,
always supported by the newspapers. The St James’s Chronicle was rather
against him, either because of his politics or his compositional prowess. The
Duenna (1775) was a success; however, the anonymous author of the chronicle
stated that should Sheridan sell the copyright of the Duenna for £500, “the
purchasers will re-imburse [sic] themselves […] in fourteen years”.374 Thus,
predicting that the opera would not continue to be successful. In truth, it was
performed a total of 256 times by the end of the eighteenth century, proving
the critic wrong. Sheridan’s position within the art world is a strange one: he
never performed or learnt an instrument, so he cannot belong to the centre of
the art world. Neither can he belong to the middle section where the audience
members, students and musical directors — after all, Linley was the musical
director for Drury Lane, not Sheridan. That relegates Sheridan to the
outermost category where the theatre manager and playwright resides. His
involvement in the theatre was almost certainly more closely knit than being on
the edge of the art world suggests. His movement within two networks
simultaneously (theatre and politics) may perhaps explain this.

In April 1773, the Linleys performed at the Queen’s house, Buckingham House.
The British Chronicle Or Pugh’s Hereford Journal reported that “the family of
the Linley’s performed before their Majesties yesterday evening [2 April], in a
concert at the Queen’s Palace”.375 In April, the Hampshire Chronicle advised
that the “Queen has made Mrs. Sheridan, late Miss Linley, a very valuable
present; but the report of a settlement is erroneous”.376 What this settlement
may have been for, or how much, was not recorded in the newspapers. It
does, however, suggest a degree of patronage from the Royal family. These
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advertisements alone would improve the family’s social and symbolic capital
exponentially, because the Royal family was at the top of society — one could
not get higher than that.

As has been the case in previous chapters, it has not been possible to put a
forename to every surname. The remaining names that came into contact with
Thomas, but that are currently unidentifiable are: Terradells, Master Samuel,
Miss Radcliffe, Mr Burst, and Mr Salmon. Miss Radcliffe was possibly a
descendant of John Radcliffe (c.1669–1716) who was a singer. Mr Salmon may
have been related to Miss Salmon (see “Singers”, section 5.2.10).377 Now that
the network of his connections between 1756 and 1778 has been established,
a more detailed analysis of his earnings, indulgence of the patrons and
theatres would reveal more evidence about his activities, ambitions and
professional connections; as well as the artistic needs of late eighteenthcentury English society.
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6. Travelling, Earnings, Theatres and Patrons

A close comparison of the distances musicians travelled for work (and the
costs incurred) may provide insight into the financial resources of eighteenth–
century musicians. Travelling between towns would require transportation,
and many musical families would not have owned their own horse and cart.
The cost of this transport would have to be considered in relation to any profit
the performer/s hoped to receive from the event. Therefore, an examination
of the distances could provide information on the performer’s expectation of
an event, and also their ability to pay for the transport at the time of travelling.
Furthermore, different rates of payment between performers can imply
differing abilities or popularity with the audience.

Contemporaneous records confirm that very few performers stayed in one
location. The Linley family was not an exception. From their performance
venues it can be deduced that the Linleys were in demand throughout the
country. If musicians wanted to make the most of theatre off–seasons, they
travelled to festivals throughout the country (such as the three Choirs Festival
in Gloucester and the Winchester music festival) in the period between June
and September. Some musicians, like the Linleys, would also travel throughout
the country to perform during the season (which ran from the end of
September or October to May or June). Few records remain of payment to
eighteenth–century instrumentalists. The extant records are often not
adequately comprehensive to inform on musicians’ earnings.
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6.1

Travelling and Employment outside of the Theatre

Thomas’s fixed employment in London and Bath during the theatre season
required his regular attendance at the theatres and assembly rooms in those
cities. His commutes between Bath and London were, therefore, regular. Once
the season ended, he could travel throughout the country to perform at
festivals. He travelled throughout the country (probably with his family),
performing at festivals that usually lasted two or three days, though exact
details have not survived. His activities were mainly restricted to the south of
the country, with Chester marking his most northern venue at almost two
hundred miles from London, and Winchester his most southerly venue at 70
miles from London. Table 3 lists the cities that Thomas performed in
throughout this career (excluding Bath, Bristol and London), and the number of
journeys made to each city. This table, however, illustrates only the journeys
involved. It does not indicate the number of concerts he gave in each city.
City

Number of Journeys

Cambridge

2

Chester

1

Gloucester

1

Grimsthorpe

2

Oxford

11

Winchester

2

Worcester

2

Table 3: Number of Journeys to cities other than Bath, Bristol or London.

Oxford was a regular venue for Thomas and his family. Several of these
journeys were made within the theatre season (see appendix two), even though
Oxford was almost 60 miles from London. The colour coding on figure 47
depicts the density of visits to the city: Red is high, orange is two or more
visits, and yellow is only one visit. These figures are based on the information
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from his concert performances only. Thomas may have visited Gloucester
more than once because of his family’s landholding there. These details,
however, are not available.

Figure 47: Map of cities that Thomas performed in between 1771 and 1778.
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6.2

Earnings

The Linleys’ earnings were varied between the years 1771 to 1778. On the
whole, it is likely that Thomas’s earnings were paid to his father before 1777
because he was still living with his parents and had not yet married.
Therefore, it can be difficult to separate his earnings from his father’s and
sisters’. Once he turned 21 in May 1777, however, he would have been
entitled to keep his own earnings. Not enough information has survived to
confirm what he earned in the final year of his life. It is also not known what, if
anything, was paid to his father or if Thomas took control of his own finances.
Appendix seven illustrates the family’s earnings over this seven–year period.
Where possible I have indicated the breakdown of payment to each member of
the family.

During the eighteenth century, wages were distinct between the social classes.
Not surprisingly, women earned less than men. £15–£20 per annum was
considered a low wage, whilst it was agreed that £40 “was needed to keep a
family”.1 Artisans, merchants and tradesmen expected to live comfortably for
around £100 per annum. In comparison, the gentry (such as gentlemen,
esquires and baronets) required approximately £500 per annum.2 If one looks
at the higher echelons of society, it appears that the comfortable living wage
increased exponentially: the First Lord of the Treasury earned an annual salary
of £4000.3 The yearly totals in appendix seven confirm that the Linley family
were earning in excess of £800 in 1772. Significantly, this amount only
includes employment at the New Assembly Rooms in Bath and one appearance
at a music festival. Other payments to the Linleys are unknown but must have
existed: perhaps for performances at the Music–room in Oxford, profit from

Clive Emsley, Tim Hitchcock, and Robert Shoemaker, “London History - Currency,
Coinage and the Cost of Living,” Old Bailey Proceedings Online, accessed August 8,
2014, http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/static/Coinage.jsp#wages.
2
Ibid.
3
Ibid.
1
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benefit performances for the family, performances in Bristol and at the
Haymarket Theatre in London — to just name a few. It would not be
unreasonable then, to consider that the Linleys’ income in 1772 was probably
well above the £1000 mark.

6.2.1

The New Assembly Rooms, Bath

The New Assembly Rooms’ committee–meeting book is a trove of information
regarding payments to performers. 4 In a meeting on 7 June 1771, Linley’s
proposal to the committee for playing on his instrument during the “Balls at
the new Rooms, on Monday’s [sic] and Thursday’s [sic]” was accepted. At the
same time, nine other performers proposed the same and were also approved.
His son and daughters, however, were not listed in this agreement though they
may have been included within the proposal (which is not specified in the
committee–meeting book). “Miss Linley and Mr Lindley [sic] Jun”, however,
were accepted to play “at the Concerto” along with William Herschel.5 Linley
also approached the committee in 1773 to engage musicians on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Thursdays.6 It was agreed that they would not play at any
“Publick Concert in Bath, without the consent of the proprietors”.7 On 12 April
1774, the agreement was renewed “under the usual Terms”.8

Figure 48 presents the fluctuating prices per event at the New Assembly
Rooms over this four–year period. This graph shows that the Linley family
were paid regularly for concerts, less regularly for Balls and occasionally for
playing at the Pump Room in Bath. Significant gaps exist in this graph because
the family usually travelled over the summer period to Chester, Cambridge,

“Minutes of the Committee for Managing the New Assembly Rooms June 1771-Dec
1775” n.d., Bath Reference Library: ACC 28/281F.
5
Ibid., 6.
6
Ibid., 124. The meeting was held on 18 May 1773.
7
Ibid.
8
Ibid., 173.
4
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Oxford, and Winchester, for the annual music meetings held in those towns.
Further, with the family’s move towards London, the irregularity of payments
toward 1773 becomes more explainable. The book is incomplete after
December 1775; therefore, it is unclear if the Linley family continued to
perform at the New Assembly Rooms after this date, though it is likely that the
relationship continued.

A comparison of Linley’s payments to other musicians can help to situate the
family in the social scale of musicians. Violinist John Brookes was paid
regularly for playing at the balls and the pump room at the New Assembly
Rooms and was consistently paid five pound, five shillings, 0 pence (hence
shown as £5.5.0) for both of these events.9 Linley’s payment was roughly the
same with some fluctuations of exact amount, which suggests that his children
were not performing with him. If Linley had performed with his children at the
balls and pump room, he would have asked for greater remuneration.

It is likely that John Brookes was the father of James Brooks, who Highfill et al.
describe “also as a violinist and teacher of music in” Bath. See: Philip H. Highfill,
Kalman A. Burnim, and Edward A. Langhans, “Brooks, James (1760-1809),” in A
Biographical Dictionary of Actors, Actresses, Musicians, Dancers, Managers & Other
Stage Personnel in London, 1660-1800, vol. 2, 16 vols. (Southern Illinois: Carbondale,
Illinois, 1973), 355.
9
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Figure 48: Linley's Wage per event at the New Assembly Rooms, Bath, 1771–1775.
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6.2.2

The Drury Lane Theatre, London

Very little information on performers’ pay from Drury Lane theatre is extant.
Although each performer was probably paid a different amount, in the receipt
books of Drury Lane the payments are noted as one entry, for example: “3
Days Salary at [£]80.7[s] 5[d] p D[iem] … [£]241 2[s] 3[d]”.10 This £241.2.3 is
the total pay to performers and theatre employees over a three–day period.
Presumably, the theatre grouped the payment thus because it was quicker and
simpler. Therefore, it is impossible to know how much Thomas (as a violinist),
Linley, Mary and Elizabeth (in oratorios) were paid by the Theatre as
performers. Only two records of their incomes in the 1770s survive, both
listed by Suzanne Aspden in her DNB article. Firstly, Elizabeth, Mary, and
Thomas were engaged for the 1773 Lenten Oratorios11 for which receipts were
estimated at over £500 per night.12 The sisters’ fee for the Foundling Hospital
Concert that same year was an “unprecedented £80”.13 On 19 April 1773, the
Bath Chronicle estimated that Linley had made a total of £10,000 from
Elizabeth’s voice alone.

Theatre manager, David Garrick (1717–1779) decided to sell his share of Drury
Lane in 1776 and retire. In doing so, he offered his half of the patent and
leases of the theatre to Linley, Richard Brinsley Sheridan (1751–1816), and Dr
James Ford (court physician to King George III, c. 1718–1795).14 Many
newspapers referring to the sale of Garrick’s share in Drury Lane, list the
buyers as: Richard Sheridan, Simon Ewart, James Ford, and Thomas Linley.15
These are also the same names found in the General Evening Post’s

“Receipts of Performances at Drury Lane Theatre, with Payments Made to Actors and
Others, and Occasional Notes; Sept. 1772-June, 1826. Six Volumes Bound in Three,”
1826, f.3, GB-Lbl: B.M. Add 29709-29711. See entry for 26 September 1772.
11
These performances are recorded in appendix 2.
12
Aspden, “Linley, Thomas, Senior.”
13
Ibid.
14
Arthur Murphy, The Life of David Garrick, Esq (Dublin: Brett Smith, 1801), 343.
Although Highfill et al. describe him as an “obstetrician” (see: Highfill, Burnim, and
Langhans, “Sheridan, Richard Brinsley (1751-1816),” 309.
15
For an example, see: General Evening Post, 18-20 January 1776.
10
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confirmation of Garrick’s sale.16 Ewart was a kinsman to Sheridan, but backed
out of the sale.17 For this reason, Ewart is rarely recorded in other documents
pertaining to this sale.

Linley became a joint manager of Drury Lane Theatre in 1776 together with
Richard Sheridan, James Ford, and Willoughby Lacy. Garrick’s half share was
split into seven equal parts, of which Ford held three, and Linley and Sheridan
owned two each. One seventh was equivalent to £5,000; therefore, Linley and
Sheridan had to raise £10,000 each for the shares, and Ford had to raise
£15,000 (see figure 49).18 The remaining half was held by Lacy. These
divisions were probably decided by the amount each investor thought he would
be able to raise in capital. Sheridan’s biographer, Walter Sichel, advised that
Linley raised this sum at four per cent; however, his source from the British
Museum appears to have been lost.19 Linley apparently “raised his share by a
bond to Garrick, and also by a charge on part of his Bath estates”.20

Linley mortgaged a theatre and estate in Bath as well as agreeing a bond
between himself and Garrick, in order to raise this £10,000.21 These properties
are not discussed in more detail in extant documents, but I suspect that the
estate in Bath may have referred to either the house in the Royal Crescent or
the house on Pierrepoint Street. The theatre that is referenced is currently
unknown: Linley did not own the theatre in Bath and no other theatre is

18-20 January 1776.
Walter Sichel, Sheridan, from New and Original Material; Including a Manuscript
Diary by Georgiana Duchess of Devonshire. With Illustrations, in Two Volumes (Boston
& New York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1909), 1: 524.
18
“Miscellaneous Letters and Papers,” f.46.
19
Sichel advised that there was a “manuscript précis of the matter at the Brtish
Museum” in the Winton Collection, B.K.S., 3.i., 2. After correspondence with Kathryn
Johnson at the British Library, we have not been able to identify this source. See: Sichel,
Sheridan, from New and Original Material;, 1: 524.
20
Ibid.
21
“Miscellaneous Letters and Papers,” f.46.
16
17
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Figure 49: Shares in the Drury Lane Theatre, 1776.

specified in any surviving papers in relation to the Linleys.22 It is possible that
the “theatre” refers to St Margaret’s Chapel.23 In a contract between Linley and
the other proprietors, it was agreed that Linley
shall be intitled [sic] to and shall have and receive during the Term
aforesaid [three years] out of the profit of the Theatre aforesaid the
clear yearly sum of five hundred pounds over and besides all such
profits and Emoluments as the said Thomas Linley will be intitled [sic]
to as a joint patentee and proprietor […] by equal monthly portions or
as nearly such as may be during the playing Season and not to be
subject to any Deduction whatsoever and before any profits shall be
divided amongst the proprietors of the said Theatre
in return for perfecting “the Art of Singing all such Apprentices as shall be
taken as Singers by the parties hereto as Copartners in the Theatre”.24 Linley

In 1776, the Theatre Royal in Bath was owned by John Palmer Junior until 1786. He
took over the theatre from his father, John Palmer Senior. See: Brenda Buchanan,
“Palmer, John (1742–1818), Theatre Proprietor and Postal Reformer,” Oxford Dictionary
of National Biography, 2004, http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/21199. The
Bath Theatre Royal website (http://oldtheatreroyal.com/wp/museum/theatre–royal–
1750–1805/) states that Palmer senior died in 1768; however, Buchanan states that
Palmer junior's father died in 1788.
23
See section 2.4.
22
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was also expected to prepare “for public Representation all such Operas &
other musical Pieces as shall be resolved to be presented at the Theatre”.25
Richard, in turn, was expected to be the business manager.26

Lacy, Sheridan, Ford and Linley’s first season together was the 1776–7 season,
and in June 1777 (the end of the season), each proprietor was paid the
following (£.s.d):
Lacy

40 6

2

Sher

11 10 4

Linl

11 10 4

Ford

17 5

627

These amounts clearly indicate how their shares in the theatre converted into
monetary amounts, as these are directly relatable to their shareholding ratios.
Further, the £11.10.4 that Linley received was in addition to his contracted
£500, as per the terms of his contract. In 1778, Sheridan bought Lacy’s half of
the theatre for £31,000 and “other considerations”.28 In order to do this, he
sold his two shares to Linley and Ford; thus Sheridan was sole owner of half
the theatre, and Ford and Linley owned 29% and 21% respectively.29

“Miscellaneous Letters and Papers. British Library Arrangement” n.d., ff.27–28, GBLbl: Add MS 60391.
25
Ibid.
26
Highfill, Burnim, and Langhans, “Sheridan, Richard Brinsley (1751-1816),” 309.
27
“Receipts of Performances at Drury Lane Theatre,” 29709, f.91.
28
Highfill, Burnim, and Langhans, “Sheridan, Richard Brinsley (1751-1816),” 309.
29
Ibid. Highfill et al. state that Linley and Ford owned a quarter of the theatre each, but
this can only be true if Sheridan did not sell his 2 shares equally. The numbers here
represent Sheridan selling one share each to Ford and Linley. To make them equal
owners, he would have to have sold Linley 1.5 shares and Ford 0.5 of a share.
24
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6.2.3

Goslings and Sharpe Bank Records

I have found one record of the Linleys in bank records from the eighteenth
century. Gosling and Sharpe were private bankers on Fleet Street, London. In
1896, they joined with Barclays and others to establish Barclay and Co Ltd as a
joint stock bank.30 There are only a few entries for the Linleys, which can be
seen in figure 50.31 The left page is the withdrawals and transfers. The right
side is the credit information for the account. The entries are from July to
October 1795.

The debits (left side) reads:
July 30

59 L32 To £300 – 5 p[er]Cents transfd to Elizth Coffin at
97 p[er]c[ent] ——

291 —

Carr[ied over] 1/8 p[er]c[ent]———7.633
291 7
Oct 7 254 I To Bearer

1

Rec[eive]d the Voucher in this Acct it being over

4

6

6
292 12 -

Tho. Linley.
The credit (right side) reads:
July 30 54 M by bank &etc p[er] Post34

292

12 -

See: https://www.archive.barclays.com/items/show/5189.
“Thomas Linley, Goslings and Sharpe Customer Ledger, K-M,” 1795 1797, Reference:
130-109, Barclays Group Archives.
32
59L is likely a reference number for the transaction, but Barclay’s Archives are
unclear what it relates to.
33
This is the bank charging commission on the transaction at 1/8th of a percent. 1/8%
of £291 is £0.7.6.
30
31
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These entries show that Linley invested in something at five percent, and that
he transferred it to Elizabeth Coffin. What this investment may have been in is
unknown — perhaps for a property, or a share of ownership. The day book
which may give more detail does not survive in the Barclay’s archives.
Unfortunately, Barclays do not have Coffin’s accounts either; therefore, no
additional information regarding this transaction is likely to be found. What
this record does show is the level of money Linley had available. £291 was a
substantial sum of money in the eighteenth century and is roughly equivalent
to £40,000 today.35 For Linley to be spending this amount on goods or
services is notable. As such, it speaks to his financial security. Given the
amount, whatever Linley bought must have been valuable.

Figure 50: Thomas Linley's Bank Records at Goslings and Sharpe's Bank, 1795.
Reference 130-109. Used with permission of Barclays Group Archives, Manchester.

6.3

Patrons

In the literature relating to Thomas, General Peregrine Bertie, third Duke of
Ancaster and Kesteven (1714–1778) is always represented as a patron and

Barclays have advised that there are similar entries in other accounts that they hold;
however, they’ve not been able to confirm the meaning of this.
35
“Historical UK Inflation Rates and Calculator,” Historical UK Inflation Rates and
Calculator, accessed February 15, 2016, http://inflation.stephenmorley.org/.
34
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financer. In Sainsbury’s Dictionary of Musicians, it was stated that the Duke
had “patronised [Thomas] from a child”, and Thomas regularly visited the Duke
and Duchess at Ancaster.36 Since this dictionary was published, it has generally
been assumed that the Duke financed Thomas’s Italian journey.37 No evidence
exists, however, to explain how the two families met and if this is indeed
true.38 Very few records have been retained from the Ancaster family during
this period; therefore, there are no journals to advise of events.39 The family
accounts are available at the Lincolnshire Archives; however, they only cover
the period 1749 to 1776. These records, compiled by John Parker, are detailed
accounts of the finances, noting payments to carpenters and greengrocers
when they visited London, to the regular sweeping of their 63 chimneys.40

The accounts also record payments made to musicians, though Thomas and
his father are not listed. A Mr Sharpe was paid for instructing the Duke’s
daughters Lady Priscilla (1761–1828) and Lady Mary (1754–1767).41 On their
frequent trips to London, Charles Burney was paid for the instruction of Lady
Priscilla.42 Had Thomas been working for the family on his return to England,
he almost certainly would have been noted in these detailed accounts.
Additionally, had the Duke helped finance Thomas’s Italian journey, it would
have been noted in these accounts, probably as a “casual or accidental
payment”. The absence of Thomas’s, and his family’s, name throughout these
records is particularly revealing, and calls into question Sainsbury’s dictionary

36

John S Sainsbury, “Linley, (Thomas) Eldest Son of the Preceding,” in A Dictionary of
Musicians: From the Earliest Ages to the Present Time. Comprising the Most Important
Biographical Contents of the Works of Gerber, Choron, and Fayolle, Count Orloff, Dr.
Burney, Sir John Hawkins, &c. &c. Together with Upwards of a Hundred Original
Memoirs of the Most Eminent Living Musicians; and a Summary of the History of Music,
vol. 2 (Stamford Street: for Sainsbury and Company, 1824), 69.
37
See: Beechey, “Thomas Linley, Junior: His Life, Work and Times”; Peter Overbeck, “Die
Chorwerke von Thomas Linley Dem Jüngeren (1756-1778): Analyse, Vergleich,
Kompositorisches Und Biographisches Umfeld,” 1998.
38
See: Overbeck, “Die Chorwerke von Thomas Linley Dem Jüngeren (1756-1778),” 36.
See also: http://www.dulwichpicturegallery.org.uk/explore–the–collection/301–
350/thomas–linley–the–younger/.
39
See: Parker, “Duke of Ancaster Accounts: General Accounts of Expenditure.”
40
Ibid.
41
Ibid.
42
Ibid.
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entry: had the Duke patronised Thomas from an early age, a record of any
monetary help surely would have been recorded. It is possible that the records
of his patronage of Thomas were recorded in another document that has since
been lost. The accounts books appear to detail every movement of the
Ancaster’s wealth; therefore, the omission of patronage from this document is
surprising. That is not to suggest, however, that the Duke was not interested
in music: when he had visitors to Grimsthorpe Castle he paid for musicians to
perform over multiple days.43 The Duke was also a subscriber in 1755 to the
“Fund for Decay’d Musicians”.44 It would seem instead that the Linleys may
have been able to pay for Thomas’s Italian journey themselves because they
managed to secure a successful career as musicians, and perhaps did not need
to depend on a patron. It is possible that the patronage that the Duke of
Ancaster gave Thomas was not direct financial assistance, but rather
information and administration: the Duke may have had contacts in Italy, which
he could share with Thomas, and may have helped arrange trips or concerts for
Thomas whilst he was in Florence. Any record of this assistance, if it existed,
has since been lost.

Thomas’s association with the Duke of Ancaster and his family, real or
presumed, would have been hugely beneficial to his social and symbolic
capital. Even if the connection was not present in the form of patronage, the
belief that the connection existed would have persuaded Thomas’s
contemporaries that his social capital was enhanced. The Ancaster family had
close ties to the Royal family: the Duke held the office of the Lord Great
Chamberlain from 1742 until 1778, whilst serving simultaneously as the
Master of Horse (between 1765 and 1778).45 He was also appointed to the
Privy Council and held the title of the Lord Lieutenant of Lincolnshire. The
symbolic capital that would come with these titles and positions of power
would have been incredibly significant to Thomas’s own social standing. To

Ibid.
Matthews, RSM List of Members, 46.
45
G.E. Cokayne, The Complete Peerage of England, Scotland, Ireland, Great Britain and
the United Kingdom, Extant, Extinct or Dormant, ed. Vicary Gibbs et al., 2nd ed.
(London: The St. Catherine Press Ltd., 1910), 1:128.
43

44
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gain the patronage of a peer with such great influence would have conveyed
symbolic capital on Thomas in regards to his abilities. It would be presumed
that only one of such great rank would patronise a musician if their abilities
were exceptional.

Mary, the Duchess of Ancaster (d. 1793), held the Mistress of the Robes post to
Queen Charlotte between 1761 until her death. She was the daughter of
Thomas Panton (1697–1782), a horse trainer who became the Master of the
King’s running horses. Mary Panton’s social status was lower than her
husband’s then, because she came from a class of person “making their way in
the world by skill and ingenuity rather than rank and birth”.46 Regardless of
her lower status, she still brought a dowry of £60,000 to the marriage — a sum
that would have been associated with the gentry and peerage. Her own
connections to the Royal Family would have boosted the social connections
and symbolic capital of the Bertie family. Indirectly, this would have been
beneficial to any persons with whom they were connected.

Thomas, and his family, earned an annual sum that was not usually associated
with the lower middle class. Although their social and symbolic capital would
have undoubtedly been boosted by all the connections discussed in this thesis,
the economic capital they accrued was their path into the gentry. When
considering their yearly earnings were probably above £1000, it is not
surprising that they bought land and sent Thomas to Italy for three years to
study. Although the Duke of Ancaster’s patronage would have been welcomed,
it was not essential for the Linley family to thrive and progress into high
society.

Throughout this chapter, I have shown that the Linley family were successful
musicians, earning the same as the gentry. Linley had shares in multiple

46

Allan Chilvers, The Berties of Grimsthorpe Castle (Indiana: AuthorHouse, 2010), 186.
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properties: a house, paddock and enclosure in Gloucester, St Margaret’s
Proprietary Chapel, Drury Lane theatre, and probably a residence in Bath.
These were not the assets of a musical family at the bottom of the social
classes; but rather gentrified musicians, integral to the society in which they
moved.
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7. Conclusion

Thomas would undoubtedly have had a successful career in the music industry,
had he not died in 1778. His compositions pleased the ear of the eighteenth–
century audience. The Shakespeare Ode has been recorded three times
throughout the last 25 years by notable performers, such as Musicians of the
Globe and the Parley of Instruments. For a relatively unknown work, this is
perhaps more than expected.1 Thomas’s only surviving violin concerto has
also been recorded.2 His contemporaries highly acclaimed his compositions
and performances, and the recordings demonstrate that even 250 years later,
his music is remembered. Had Thomas survived on that blustery day in August
1778, he would have continued composing and improving his social status.
His death was a considerable loss to British music — Thomas would have
undoubtedly filled the significant gap in English music between Purcell and
Elgar.3 I believe that Thomas would have ascended to the Master of Music
position, following in his mentor’s (Boyce’s) footsteps. The music profession’s
status in Britain at this time may have improved, with the professionalisation of
the music industry growing with Thomas’s career.4 Through the commercial
success that I have documented thus far, the remuneration for instrumental
players would probably have continued to increase and, therefore, the status of
the profession would have improved.

Parley of Instruments Baroque Orchestra, Paul Nicholson, and Thomas Linley, Linley:
Ode on the Fairies of Shakespeare, Audio CD (Hyperion, 2005); Parley of Instruments et
al., Linley: A Lyric Ode on the Fairies of Shakespeare (English Orpheus, Vol 14)
/Gooding · Anderson · Wistrich · The Parley of Instruments · Nicholson, Audio CD
(Hyperion, 1994); Musicians of the Globe et al., Linley: Shakespeare Ode on the Witches
and Fairies, Audio CD (Classics, 1998).
2
Elizabeth Wallfisch (Violin), The Parley of Instruments, and Peter Holman (conductor),
English Classical Violin Concertos, CD, Sleeve Notes by Peter Holman (Helios, 1996).
3
Ehrlich, The Music Profession, 24.
4
Thomas’s siblings did not have the same power over the industry because they were
either amateurs, or left the profession after marrying (in the case of Elizabeth who no
longer performed after her marriage to Sheridan).
1
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Conclusion
The Linley family have provided an ideal case study for unravelling the
relationship between eighteenth–century musicians and their social mobility.
As a musician with a short — yet influential — lifespan, Thomas Linley junior
probably had fewer connections than his longer–lived contemporaries.
Thomas’s life lends itself, therefore, to a full and thorough examination: for
musical historians, the benefit of a short life span has allowed a deeper study
of his life, because of the finite and thus (comparably) fewer connections. The
information extrapolated from his life can inform studies of his colleagues.
The Linley family as a whole has provided a solid basis for this case study, and
their reduced familial size (eight of the twelve children did not have heirs, and
six died at a young age) produced a compacted perspective of an eighteenth–
century musical family. Linley provided a role model for parents with musical
children, showing how child musicians could help perform and advertise their
family’s exploits — consider Thomas and Elizabeth standing outside the pump
room selling tickets for their father’s concerts.5 In this respect, Linley’s
beautiful children were fortuitous.6 Leopold Mozart may have learnt from
Linley when witnessing Thomas in Florence, and learning of his experiences.
Whilst both Leopold and Linley used their children for the advancement for
their family, Linley would have been more successful had Thomas lived. The
Linleys’ position in the Bath and London musical scenes were unique to their
family, and helped gain stability in their ascent towards high society. Despite
their idiosyncrasies, however, the Linley family can still provide useful insights
into eighteenth–century musicians and their role within society.

Linley’s other children provided an important component of Thomas’s social
status. Thomas’s brothers entered the ranks of gentlemen in professions that
belonged to the second or third sons of the gentry and aristocracy. The public
cherished Thomas’s sister Elizabeth and she married Richard Sheridan, a
playwright, who later became an MP. When Elizabeth and Sheridan married, by
all accounts Sheridan had many monetary problems, which were exacerbated

5
6

See chapter 3.1: Smith, Nollekens and His Times, 2:291–292.
Ibid., 2:291–292.
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at Drury Lane Theatre; therefore, she did not marry for money or social status.
Her affair with Lord Fitzgerald, and subsequent child, was highly conspicuous
and speaks to her desirability by the upper classes. However, the conspicuous
omission of this in her obituaries demonstrates the public’s love of her.
Another sister, Mary Tickell, had an uneventful life and married Richard Tickell,
a government official and amateur playwright.

Whilst Samuel, Ozias and William improved their social standing throughout
their careers, they had no children with which to continue their pursuit of
nobility. Three of the sisters, in contrast, married, and two produced heirs.
Elizabeth and Sheridan had many descendants who married into titled estates,
with heirs alive today (see family tree in Appendix 1). Mary’s sons, whilst not
quite as influential as her sister’s, gained employment in positions suitable for
the sons of the nobility. Whilst not as prominent as her sister, an upward
movement towards the higher social classes is definable. Finally, very little is
known about Jane Nash and Charles William Ward; however, had successful
children existed, a substantiating record would exist. The impact of the Linley
family’s musical abilities on their social progress cannot be quantified: without
their musicality, the family may not have improved themselves socially.
Similarly, it is unclear if they intended to enter the upper classes, or if their
main concern was securing financial comfort and autonomy. Theoretically,
diaries or letters would provide this kind of information; however, none has
survived.

The use of sociological theory in this thesis has allowed an analysis of multiple
facets of social mobility within the musical sphere. Pierre Bourdieu’s discourse
on cultural capital is noteworthy because musicians work within the confines of
their contemporary culture. Thomas had inherent (rather than learned) talents,
which afforded him a certain amount of capital. His lack of institutionalised
capital, however, would have counted against him. The participation in a quasi
Grand Tour would have helped to counter his educational deficiency, but could
not act as a replacement. Bourdieu’s framework of capital has brought an
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additional element to my biographical study, which has previously gone
unnoticed. Bourdieu’s theory presents complications because cultural and
symbolic capital are immeasurable, unless one assigns an arbitrary value to a
specific kind of event. For example, playing in concerts could get one measure
of cultural capital, leading a concert could get two, and attending a concert for
pleasure would get four. However, items of culture would have to go through
a judgement of value, which is often a personal preference.

Howard Becker’s art worlds theory has allowed me to consider Thomas’s
physical art worlds (Bath, Florence and London), and the theoretical world of
associates, which he formed throughout his short career. Becker’s theory,
whilst showing interactions between characters in an art world, does not show
why contacts provide benefits, or the degree to which connections interact.
Although Bourdieu and Becker wrote their theories for a period other than the
eighteenth century, they can both be re–appropriated in order to suggest new
questions which historical musicologists should consider. One step for further
study would be to include the “Actor Network Theory” (ANT) developed by
sociologists Michael Callon and Bruno Latour.7 I have not used ANT primarily
because it includes nonhuman entities, to which it affords the ability to act and
participate within networks. A deeper evaluation of whether ANT could be
useful to the broader field of musical historical sociology would be beneficial.

7.1

Money

Earnings can illuminate economic stability which connects intrinsically to the
stability of social groups. In the eighteenth century, the higher echelons of
society had easier access to one of the main commodities: money. Economic
capital (including loans) decided one’s place in England’s social hierarchy. In

7

Latour, Reassembling the Social.
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The Duenna, Don Jerome (the father) states the English “have long discovered
what a wonderful purifier gold is; and now, no one there regards pedigree in
any thing [sic] but a horse”.8 Contemporaries mirror this opinion, stating that
“being of an old family [is] of no consequence”.9 Whilst pedigree was no longer
an issue, advancement into high society relied on owning, and living off, land.
The intrinsic link between money and society, therefore, created an arduous
struggle for those towards the bottom of society, who earnt comparably
smaller amounts. Once one had attained land, and left employment, the
gentry would likely not accept them immediately. As Heyck states, “such
businessmen usually lacked the social graces to be fully accepted by landed
society, but one or two generations later the family passed as the genuine
article”.10 Defoe confirmed this sentiment, when he advised that “after a
generation or two the tradesmen’s children, or at least their grand-children,
come to be as good Gentlemen, Statesmen, Parliament-men […] Bishops, and
Noblemen, as those of the highest birth and the most antient [sic] families”.11

Whilst many working musicians were in the lower classes, some earned
substantial amounts, as I have shown. The Linley family, whilst relatively
unknown in the western canon, entered the high echelons of society within two
generations. Linley bought (or acquired) land in Gloucester, voted in elections,
mortgaged properties (in order to buy a share of Drury Lane theatre), and
owned a share of St Margaret’s Chapel. The economic capital that the family
held in order to finance Thomas’s sojourn in Florence, and Ozias’s education at
Oxford, shows that they were superior to the artisan musician. Their economic
capital is further confirmed in the existing bank record from Goslings bank:
Linley invested £291 at 5 per cent. To invest such a large sum, the Linley
family must have considered themselves financially secure. Had Thomas not
died in 1778, he probably would have inherited the land in Gloucester and the

The Duenna Act 2, Scene 3, in: Richard Brinsley Sheridan and Thomas Moore, The
Works of the Late Right Honourable Richard Brinsley Sheridan (J. Murray, 1821), 246.
9
Topham Beauclerk (1738-1780) to Boswell in 1775. Quoted in: Stone and Stone, An
Open Elite? England 1540-1880, 20.
10
Heyck, A History of the Peoples of the British Isles, 51.
11
Daniel Defoe, Selected Writings of Daniel Defoe, ed. James T. Boulton (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1975), 234.
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wealth of the family, thereby extending his socio–economic capital further. As
it was, his brother Ozias inherited the family estates.

Unknown musicians were included with artisans in the mid to low area of the
“middling sort”.12 Merchants occupied a slightly higher position in the social
scale because they did not physically produce the items they sold. Many
artisans made a physical item such as furniture, jewellery, paintings etc. These
were items merchants could sell thus protecting the social hierarchy: artisans
sold to merchants, merchants sold to the nobility, and the social hierarchy
remained intact. As we have discussed, musicians do not produce a physical
entity, thus merchants did not sell performances.13 Musicians could not
become merchants (as the artisan could); therefore, they needed to ascend two
social positions to improve their status. Although the Linley family
successfully entered the gentry, it was a somewhat veiled and slow process.
Once William inherited his father’s and brothers’ assets, his ascent into the
gentry was, I contend, complete: he owned land, he was not employed but
living off his sizeable fortune (accrued from the East India Company), and any
rent received from the Gloucester estate. Had Thomas survived, he likely
would have enjoyed the same improvement in status.

Many characters played a role within Thomas’s career and where it has been
possible, I have discussed their financial stability. Thomas had connections
that were not ideal due to their financial instability.14 They were not, however,
the majority. Thomas had many financially stable connections, including
Cervetto senior, who had £20,000 at his death — a fortune in the eighteenth
century.15 His son, Cervetto junior, held insurance policies from the Sun fire

Heyck, A History of the Peoples of the British Isles, 46–47.
Printers and publishers of music were in a different situation than performers, and
they are a subject for further study.
14
For example Agus and Lamotte — See 4.6.3 and 5.2.12 respectively.
15
Equivalent to £3,206,349.20 today (figure based on the Bank of England Inflation
Calculator).
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Office for household goods and his cello.16 These details confirm that the
Linleys were not unique in their accrual of economic capital. Musicians’
finances have not been investigated fully, and the use of bank records,
insurance records, and accounts of their decorated homes can provide a level
of insight not previously recorded.

7.2

Place

Physical location was essential to the overall mobility of Thomas and his family.
Thomas’s position within the English social hierarchy changed with each
physical move. When he began his career in Bath and London, he was viewed
as a student of music, expecting to become a professional musician.
Therefore, Thomas would have had a low social status at the beginning of his
career. Bath had particular idiosyncrasies and its own social hierarchy
independent of the wider English social strata. Within the Bath hierarchy,
Linley’s machinations placed the family high in the musical world. He
organised concerts in Bath, and as such had a certain amount of leadership
qualities that enhanced his social capital. Thomas’s position in Bath was based
on his father’s career; however, Thomas received praise as a child performer.
His performance of Puck in The Fairy Favour (at age seven) clearly showed his
inherent ability. The “little gentleman” who performed for the young Prince of
Wales only became more respected within the Bath art world.

Thomas Gainsborough’s paintings of Thomas and his sisters illuminate their
social status. Gainsborough never painted Thomas with his instrument, or in a
musical setting, which may have been a conscious decision by Linley.
Although many paintings exist of noblemen in musical settings, as Leppert
discusses in his book Music and Image, “true gentlemen might choose to pose
as musicians, but they almost never did so in any way that might suggest
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effort, either physical or mental”.17 Gainsborough’s paintings of Thomas and
his sister bring to mind high society portraits, rather than of the professional
musician. Therefore, Linley ensured his children, even at a young age, were
not portrayed as members of the lower classes.

Thomas’s sojourn in Florence was unusual for a young English musician from a
moderate–status musical family. Florence provided a unique geographic
region, which presented its own social hierarchy and rules. As a Catholic
country, Italy contained new experiences for a young English man, including
the wealth of knowledge and culture the Italians had accrued since the Roman
times. Their culture insured that Italy was always included in a gentleman’s
Grand Tour. It was also seen as an ideal place to study the arts further, if one
were so inclined. Thomas’s move from Bath to Florence also affected his social
position: he moved from the top of the musical hierarchy in Bath to a mid–low
music student in Florence. Thomas probably did not stay at the lower level for
long: his association with Nardini and Burney would have hugely contributed
his social position. Further his relationship with Mozart, and their fame
throughout Italy, would have greatly boosted his social and symbolic capital.18
Consequently, when Thomas returned to England in 1771, his social status
would have benefited from a quasi–Grand Tour and all the learned abilities
therein.

Nardini’s patrons would have benefited Thomas enormously: he mixed with
high Italian society (the Duke of Florence) and visiting English aristocrats (Sir
Horace Mann, etc). Additionally, the chance encounter, and continuing
friendship, with Mozart increased his cultural and symbolic capital, in both
Italy and Britain, exponentially. Their friendship was, from all accounts, very
strong, and Thomas cried when he waved Mozart goodbye from the gates of
Florence in April 1770. Had Thomas lived a longer life, this relationship would
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have continued to grow and prosper. Mozart was already known in England as
a violin prodigy, and Thomas was often referred to as “the English Mozart”.19
This description bestowed on Thomas significant cultural capital, and,
therefore, enhanced his symbolic capital.

London, as a geographical area, had its own characteristics, many of which
compared to Bath, including a number of different churches and venues
available for performances. Linley’s (and subsequently his family’s) social
status, however, was comparatively lower than in the Bath music scene. Linley
rectified his lower position within the London musical scene by launching
Elizabeth, Thomas, and Mary in the oratorio season of 1773, and subsequently
buying a share in Drury Lane Theatre. He became a manager, rather than
performer, and thus climbed the musical social hierarchy to the top. This
upward movement would have only advanced him minutely in the overall
English social hierarchy: he still laboured in the musical world and, therefore,
associated with morally dubious characters. Thomas’s London network
became the largest network that he built throughout his musical career. Many
of his connections were reputable musicians that were highly favoured by the
English audience, such as the oboist Johann Fischer, cellists Giacobbe Cervetto
and his son, and oboists John and William Parke, but to name a few.

Thomas’s increasing turn to composition throughout these London years
shows his understanding of the composer’s higher social status. As Leppert
discusses, composition “had long held a rank superior to ‘mere’ execution”.20
Thomas’s increase in composition could constitute a deliberate act to improve
his social status. Composition could, however, only get one so far. Though at
the top of the musical hierarchy, composition was not suitable for gentlemen
because it “required a level of training that necessarily confirmed obsessive
musical interests”.21 Presumably, Thomas hoped to utilise his place at the top
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of the musical hierarchy as an avenue to gain entry into the higher strata. Had
Thomas lived, his balancing of compositional projects with his duties at Drury
Lane Theatre would be interesting. Composition was not that lucrative for nonfamous musicians, and the need to harmonise this with performance may have
reduced his social standing overall.

Throughout this thesis, the concept of geographic area has added a second
aspect to this research. Thomas’s physical mobility has allowed multiple art
worlds to be combined and aligned into a cultural sphere with Thomas as the
nucleus. Furthermore, the concept of physical place has been integral to the
evolution of the Linley family: from Bath to Italy to London, advancing
constantly through the social hierarchy. Physical mobility has been a mirror for
social mobility.

7.3

People

I have included musicians from across Europe in this thesis to contextualise
Thomas’s life. The painters, sculptors, dancers, and aristocratic families
discussed were also integral to Thomas’s art world. Thomas cannot be placed
within a scale of social mobility without our understanding of the context in
which, and the people with whom, he worked. A plethora of information exists
— such as correspondence, diaries, memoirs and biographies — concerning
some of these characters. For many of the musicians discussed, however, only
basic information is available, such as their name and likely dates. In each
chapter, I have used a network diagram to show how the characters relate to
each another. The diagram has been crucial to understanding how influential
some characters became in their art world. In London, for example, Thomas
Norris was highly influential with 37 maintained connections. In addition,
Norris would have known many other connections not apparent in this
diagram, because they either did not know Thomas or they were not explicit in
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newspaper advertisements and contemporary sources. Concert advertisements
would often only print the title of the composition(s), any soloists, and the
leader of the band. Thomas would have been in contact with vocalists who
were part of the company as well as soloists. Further, instrumentalists without
a solo or integral role in the performance were not listed; therefore, many of
the orchestra members are not listed in this thesis. One factor that had a
bearing on the size of Thomas’s art world was when a performer and composer
were the same person. This duality of employment had an impact on one’s
network size: one connection within a network could have two or more roles.
Thus one person could produce two connections: a performance and a
composition connection. At a time when performers and composers were
often synonymous, the discussions of these characters provide further
information and context for Thomas’s life as a musician. Therefore, Thomas’s
network was larger than figure 27 suggests, albeit enlarged with (perhaps)
non–influential characters. Viewing a character’s life in terms of their
connections can be illuminating because we can immerse ourselves within the
musicians’ world and consider their possibilities and prospects, as they would
have done themselves.

The network diagrams included at the beginning of each chapter provide a
visual summary and allow multiple facets of the art world to become clear.
Whilst popularity is important, these diagrams also coherently show the
percentages of nationalities found within Thomas’s art worlds. The Bath art
world mainly comprised English performers, with only two German
connections. The native musicians tried to exclude foreign musicians in order
to maintain their monopoly on the Bath music scene. Perhaps foreign
musicians would have preferred to stay in London because of the plethora of
work available (even though Bath was a busy spa town with plenty of musical
enterprise). Herschel was an exception because he moved to Bath
permanently; however, Gertrud Schmeling was only visiting.
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In the Florence diagram, the majority of connections were Italian. The most
notable connection was Gavard, the Archducal Finance Minister, who held
concerts at his house, in which Thomas and Mozart performed. More English
connections existed than expected, which is a testament to how many
Englishmen visited or moved to Florence in the eighteenth century. Three of
the five English names in this network diagram are well known (Charles Burney,
Sir Horace Mann, Earl Cowper), whilst there exists a dearth of information
about Mr Hempson — a man of presumably gentry status who lived in
Florence. Charles Burney was extremely well connected within the art world;
however, this is not surprising: he travelled in order to write a book about
music.22 Joseph Agus, like Thomas, studied violin and composition with
Nardini. These English connections alone show the calibre of society with
which Thomas engaged. The two Mozarts — father and son — were prominent
and well connected in this network, as is the third German, Signor Frei.
Though Frei appears well connected (he was connected to a third of available
characters in the art world), there is a little information extant about him.

The London art world was a veritable mix of nationalities, including Bohemian
and Dutch performers in addition to the expected English, German, and French
characters. As discussed in chapter five, the diagram highlights an issue with
the method I have used: the two French musicians have no line of connection,
even though they would have known each other from their time in France.
When a relationship has not declared itself through a surviving medium, I have
excluded it, even if evident in additional sources. Further research needs to be
completed on this area: ideally, research would be done into every connection,
detailing their relationship within Thomas’s art world, and outside in their own
art world. I would expect that I would be able to add several more connections
to the diagram as a whole, with this further study completed.
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The use of Pierre Bourdieu’s theory of cultural capital can improve our
understanding of the Linley’s social origin. As Lamont and Lareau suggest, by
looking at the cultural capital of characters throughout history, it yields “a
more active and dynamic model of social reality”.23 In this study then, it
provides a more realistic view of the character, in this case Thomas Linley
junior, to allow us to better understand the society in which musicians moved
throughout the eighteenth century.

7.4

Further study

Throughout this thesis, I have used Thomas and the Linley family to show that
whilst some unknown eighteenth–century musicians were placed in the lower
strata of society, some musicians were highly successful. Recognition of
musicians who improved their social status is integral to our understanding of
eighteenth–century musical life. Therefore, further study would be highly
beneficial to this area of socio–historical musicology because I have only
studied one family. Whilst the Linleys worked primarily in the south of
England, it may be interesting to compare them to a successful northern
English musical family to see whether the differences in geographical location
had a bearing on the social trajectory of a musical family at this time. A
comprehensive study of the earnings of musicians, their land–holdings, and
social trajectories, would particularly illuminate their social status and
expected career paths. Whilst some musicians would probably have financial
problems throughout their career (whether this was due to illness or ineptitude
with money), this was not always the case. A study of foreign versus native
musicians would, I believe, reveal intricacies of English society in the
eighteenth century. Further, comparisons between foreign and native
performer-composers, and their finances (such as J.C. Bach, Abel and, later,
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Haydn) may tell us more about the historical profession. A wider study of the
situation of the musician — financial, social, geographical — could enrich the
on–going scholarly investigation of social patterns in eighteenth–century
England.
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In the bibliography I have listed all the primary and secondary sources and
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Appendix 1 – The Linley Family Tree

Appendix 1

4

Thomas Linley Snr
Harpsichordist, Singer and Composer
1733-1795

George Frederick 1753-?

Thomas Jnr
Violinist and Composer
1756-1778

Thurston
b. 1759 - ?

Samuel
Midshipman on H.M.S Thunderer
1760-1778

William Cary
b.1761 – died before
1771

Maria
Singer
1763-1784

No Issue

No Issue

No Issue

No Issue

No Issue

No Issue

Elizabeth Anne
Soprano
1754-1792

Caroline Henrietta
Callander
1779-1851

Mary Johnson
1729-1820

Richard Sheridan
Playwright and Poet
1751-1816

Thomas Sheridan
1775-1819 ??

Mary
Soprano
1758-1787

Rev. Ozias Thurston
1765-1831

No Issue

Charlotte
Twin sister of Jane Nash
1768-?

Edith Marcia
Caroline Sheridan
d. 1876

No Issue

No Issue

Richard Tickell
English Playwright
1751-1793

Jane Nash
1768-1806

Richard
Navy
1782-1805

Elizabeth Anne
1781-1860

John Francis
Thynne 1830-1910

Samuel
Writership w/HEIC
1785-1817

William
HEICS (East India)
1771-1835

Charles William Ward
m. 1800

Mary Esther Ward
1805-1832

Issue

Plus 4 more sons

Commander Price Blackwood,
later Lord Dufferin
1794-1841

Hariot Georgina RowanHamilton
1843-1936

Helen Selina
Songwriter and Composer
1807-1867

Frederick Hamilton-TempleBlackwood, 1st Marquess of Dufferin
1826-1902

Caroline Elizabeth Sarah
Feminist, Social reformer
1808-1877

George Chapple Norton
Barrister

Fletcher
Died at 30 (Tuberculosis)

Thomas Brinsley,
became 4th Baron
Grantley of Markenfield

2 Sons and 3 Daughters

The male line has continued to
the current 8th Baron Grantley
(Richard William Brinsley
Norton, b.1956) and there is an
heir apparent to continue the
line.

The male line has continued
through to the current 19th
Duke of Somerset (John
Michael Edward Seymour, b.
1952) and there is an heir
apparent to continue the line.

Jane Georgiana
1809-1884

Edward Seymour
12 Duke of Somerset
1804-1885
th

7 issues, including 2nd and 3rd
Marquess of Dufferin

The 5th Marquess of Dufferin
died in 1988 and had no male
heirs, and so the marquessate
and other peerages created for
the 1st Marquess became
extinct.

5

Elizabeth Anne died, unmarried
and childless and it is unclear if
Richard and Samuel had heirs.
After their parents died, they
were taken in by Richard and
Elizabeth Sheridan.

With little information on the
Ward family, it is unclear what
happened to this branch of the
Linley family. If Mary Esther
did have children, it is unlikely
that they married into the
nobility otherwise there
probably would be a record of
it.
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Appendix 2

Date

Venue

Event

Other people
involved

Music played

Other notes

Source

1756
05/05/
1756

Bath

Thomas was born

ODNB

11/07/
1756

St James'
Church, Bath

Thomas was baptised

Beechey

1757
1758
04/01/
1758

Mary was born and baptised
1759
Thurston was born and baptised
1760

23/06/
1760

Samuel was born and baptised
1761
William was born and baptised
1762

9
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17/11/
1762

Mr Wiltshire's
Rooms

Benefit for Mr
Richards

Miss Schemeling, Mr
Richards, etc

6 years old

Possibly father, but if
Richards did teach Thomas
violin, then it's possible that
he did play here

BC: 11 Nov
1762

William Linley died this year – either William Cary or William Junior (brother of Linley)
1763
Thurston died
10/10/
1763

Maria was born and baptised

29/07/
1763

Loggan's Room
at the Hot Wells
– Bristol

Benefit for Family

Linley, Higgins, Master
Linley, Mr Richards

Concerto on the
violin by Master
Linley, a child of
Seven years old.
An elegy of Mr
Jackson's by Mr
and Master
Linley and Mr
Higgins

Possible Debut, 7 years old

BBJ: 25 July
1763

Father listed, but possible
that Thomas played as well

BC: 29
March 1764

1764
03/04/
1764

Mr Wiltshire's
Rooms

Mrs Pinto's
Breakfast Concert

Mr Richards, Mrs
Pinto, Mr Linley

10
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1765
22/08/
1765

Ozias Thurston was born – named after Ozias Humphry and Thurston
1766

10/09/
1766

New Theatre,
King Street,
Bristol

Benefit for Mr
Aldridge

Miss Pitt

A hornpipe by
Master Linley

Described as a scholar of Mr
Aldridge

BC: 4 Sept
1766

Reviewed to have
been on 29th,
but no adverts.
Also performed
on 31st Jan – PA
30th Jan.

Stage Debut

LEP: 28–30
Jan

1767
29/01/
1767

Covent Garden,
Theatre Royal

The Fairy Favour

PA: 30 Jan
1767

31/01/
1767

Covent Garden,
Theatre Royal

The Fairy Favour

Played the part
of 'Puck'

Second Appearance

Fiske: 413

02/02/
1767

Covent Garden,
Theatre Royal

The Fairy Favour

Played Puck

Third Appearance

LS: vol 4

03/02/
1767

Covent Garden,
Theatre Royal

The Fairy Favour

Played Puck

Fourth Appearance

LS: vol 4

11
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04/02/
1767

Covent Garden,
Theatre Royal

The Fairy Favour

Played Puck

Fifth Appearance

LS: vol 4

05/02/
1767

Covent Garden,
Theatre Royal

The Fairy Favour

Played Puck

Sixth Appearance

LS: vol 4

19/02/
1767

Covent Garden,
Theatre Royal

The Perplexities

A solo […]
Master Linley

By command of their
Majesties – BC 5/03.

PA: 19 Feb

End of February – Linley’s return to Bath – Thomas plays predominantly in Charity Concerts – Overbeck
27/03/
1767

Tewksbury
Concert

07/05/
1767

Bath

Benefit for Family

28/10/
1767

Bath

Sacred Oratorios

29/10/
1767

Bath

Sacred Oratorios

26/11/
1767

Mr Gyde's Great
Rooms

Wharton's Ode to
Fancy followed by
Lycidas

BC: 19
March 1767
Tom, Eliza, Mary

Not Specified, 11
years old

Linley prints a thankyou
afterwards in the paper

Performers from City,
Oxford, London etc.
Herschel = 1st violin
Mr Jackson of Exeter,
Miss Linley, Mr Linley,
Mr Corfe, Mr Price, Mr
Tewksbury,
Instrumental from
Salisbury, Bristol and
Gloucester

12

Solo on the violin
between the acts

Tewksbury was first violin

BC: 4 May
1767
BC: 5 Oct
BC: 5 Oct
BC: 19 Nov
1767

Appendix 2

1768
Jane Nash and Charlotte (twins) were born
Tom was leading the Bath Orchestra – Fiske: 414.
30/04/
1768

Theatre Royal
(Bath)

Love in a Village
by Arne

21/05/
1768

Theatre Royal

Benefit for Eliza

Family, no one else is
mentioned

Acis and Galatea.
Tom played a
Violin solo

Linley was concert master

Overbeck

12 years old

Beechey: 55.

Throughout May: Eliza and Tom were having their pictures painted by Thomas Gainsborough.
Autumn of 1768 Linley went to Livorno to study with Nardini – possibly from June onwards.
1769
July 1769 – Nardini moved to Florence because he was appointed director of the court orchestra of the Grand Duke of Tuscany which is in
Florence. So Thomas followed.
1770 – In Florence
30/03/
1770

Palazzo Tre Visi

Earl Cowper
Academy

Guarducci and
Niccolini

Violin Concerto

01/04/
1770

Accademie de
degli Ingegnosi

Tintori Theatre

Piantanida (violinist)

Violin Concerto

13

He took Mozart's place in
the concert – illness

Overbeck:
44 and GT
(cited by
Weaver)
As above

Appendix 2

02/04/
1770

Palazzo Pitti

Concert

Nardini led

Mozarteum
website: Imperial
Summer Poggio
Imperiale for GD
of Tuscany

03/04/
1770

Corilla Olimpica
(aka Signora
Morelli

04/04/
1770

Inn Dell'Aquila

Private Concert

Mozart + Linley

05/04/
1770

Mr Gavard's,
Florence

? Concert

Mozart

Thomas is said to have
attended the concert.

Visit with
Manzuoli

06/04/
1770

Played Violin
Duets

Weaver:
cited by
Overbeck.

Mozarteum
Website
Inn 'Zum Adler'

Overbeck
and Deutsch:
104f.

Archducal finance Minister

Deutsch:115

Mozart leaves Florence

10/09/
1770

Home of Mr
Hempson
(accademia–
Burney)

Private Concert

Someone from
Perugia, Nardini,
Hempson, Burney,
Corilla

Two concertos

Hempson (English Flute
player), Perugia – viol
player.

Burney: 158–
6.

11/09/
1770

Private
Academy

Private Academy

Burney, Corilla (a
scholar of Nardini –
Present State)

Not specified

'Best thing I heard was
Linley'

Burney: 187

12/09/
1770

Mr Hampson's
House

Breakfast

Nardini, Burney, Mr
Hempson

Played many of
Nardini's

14

Poole, 1974:
117 cited by
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compositions
12/09/
1770

House of
Signor
Domenico
Baldigiani

13/09/
1770

Corilla Olimpica
(aka Signora
Morelli

Academy Concert

Burney, Hempson,
Nardini, La Mellini
(singer), Signor Frei

Played a
concerto, Nardini
led and solo

Overbeck
Some misses played and
sang viley [sic]'.

Nardini, Burney,
Signor Frei, plus
several others of
Corilla's friends

Poole, 1974:
117 cited by
Overbeck
Poole, 1974:
117 cited by
Overbeck

1771 – 15 in May, Florence
27/02/
1771

William – final child is born (William Cary must have died by now, if he did not die in 1762). Baptised soon after birth.
Linley returns at some point after October 1771

Overbeck believes that Thomas returned in October 1771 for the start of the season and was playing at his father's subscription concerts
in Bath for the opening of the new Assembly Rooms – he cites Ian Woodfield: 84, fn 7. Beechey thesis agrees (p58).
18/11/
1771

Music Room,
Oxford

Acis and Galatea

Messrs Norris,
Matthews, Price,
Walond, Fischer,
Malchair, Lates etc

Miss M Linley

OJ: 16 Nov
1771

Tom Led the Orchestra

Overbeck &
Beechey

1772
08/01/
1772

[Unknown]

Benefit for Mary
Linley

15

2x Miss Linleys,
Master Linley, Mr
Fischer
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Spring
1772

No longer referred to as Master Linley, now Mr Linley Junior

From 1772 until 1776, Linley was permanent concertmaster in his father's concerts in both Bath and Bristol, also in Drury Lane Oratorios
in1773. From the start of the season 1776/7 in other events as well (including in Drury Lane orchestra). Overbeck – cites Bor 1962 p. 66;
McVeigh 1989, p.80 and Beechey 1964, p.70.
18/03/
1772

[Unknown]

Concert

Tom, Mary and Father

25/03/
1772

King St
Theatre, Bristol

Oratorio: Judas
Maccabeus

Eliza, Mary, Linley
senior

Violin Concerto

Eliza presumably didn't sing
as she was in a convent.
Tom Led orchestra

30/03/
1772

Theatre–Royal,
Haymarket

Benefit for Mr
Fischer

Sigra. Grassi, Sig.
Savoi, Abel, Wendling,
Ponta and Duport

Solo and
Concerto

First violin

GNDA: 3
March 1772

Early
April

King St
Theatre, Bath

Oratorio: Judas
Maccabeus

Eliza, Mary, Linley
senior [vocal soloists]

Tom was concert master
and played solos/concertos
between the acts

Overbeck

03/04/
1772

New Assembly
Rooms, Bath

Acis and Galatea

Mr Linley, Miss E and
M Linley, Mr Corfe, Mr
Arnold

Eliza couldn't have sung.
Chorus and Band from
Salisbury, Bristol etc.

BC: 26/27
Feb

16

Eliza was excused because
of illness – she eloped this
night

First Violin

Black: 40

BJ: 9 March

Appendix 2

08/04/
1772

10/04/
1772

New Assembly
Rooms, Bath

New Assembly
Rooms, Bath

Oratorio: Judas
Maccabeus

Oratorio: Messiah

Mr Linley, Miss E and
Mr Linley, Mr Corfe,
Mr Arnold

First Violin

Mr Linley, Miss E and
M Linley, Mr Corfe, Mr
Arnold

First Violin

Solos/concertos/
possibly sung

20/05/
1772

[Unknown]

Linley Jnr Benefit
Concert

His family and
possibly others – not
listed though

25/05/
1772

Music Room,
Oxford

Alexander's Feast

Miss M Linley, Norris,
Price, Matthews

02/06/
1772

Bristol
Assembly
Room, Princess
St.

Acis and Galatea

Linley senior, Corfe,
Price, Jackson

17/06/
1772

Exchange Hall,
Chester

23/06/
1772

Chester
Cathedral

25/06/
1772

Chester
Cathedral

See above

BC: 26/27
Feb
BJ: 9 March

See above

BC: 26/27
Feb
BJ: 9 March

16 years old

BC: 4 May

Thomas is not listed.

OJ: 23 May

Violin Concerto

BC: 28 May

"Mr Linley junior distinguished himself as one of the greatest makers
[sic] of the violin, which this nation has produced."

LI: 30 June
1772,
Review

Messiah

E+M Singing

Beechey: 72

Samson

E+M Singing

Beechey: 72

17
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26/06/
1772

Chester
Cathedral

Judas Maccabeus

E+M Singing

Beechey: 72

June
and July
1772

Chester ,
Cambridge,
Oxford

Various

E+M Singing

17/06/
1772

Exchange Hall,
Chester

A concert of select
music

26/06/
1772

Great St Mary's
Church,
Cambridge

Samson

29/06/
1772

? Cambridge

Acis and Galatea

29/06/
1772

They are in Oxford – Letter from Eliza to Horatio (Sheridan) that they have just arrived

Beechey: 72

30/06/
1772

Oxford

Messiah

Beechey: 72

30/06/
1772

Oxford

Misc concert

5 Oratorios – repeats of the
above 3.

Overbeck

Beechey: 72
Benefit for
Addenbrook
Hospital

No one else listed.

Beechey: 72

Beechey: 72

Probably played, but no
confirmation available.
Would have been evening
performance.

18

Beechey: 72–
73
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01/07/
1772

Radcliffe
Infirmary,
Oxford

Meeting of the
Governors and
Contributors

02/07/
1772

Oxford
(theatre)

Misc concert

04/08/
1772

Chelsea?

Grand Apparatus
of Health was
opened

Dr Arnold, Mrs
Thompson, Mrs
Cartwright, Dr
Dominiceti

A solo on the
violin

02/09/
1772

Marybone
Gardens

Mr Storace's Night

Reinhold, Bannister,
Mrs Cartwright, Mrs
Forbes, Mrs
Thompson

A solo concerto
on the violin

Concert was supposed to be
on 29Aug, then postponed
to 31Aug (see PA 26 Aug). It
then appears to have been
postponed again until 2
Sep, but it's not clear why
(see MCLA 1 Sep)

GNDA: 1 Sep
1772

2–
4/09/1
772

Winchester

Annual Music
Festival

Corfe, Richards,
Pasquali

Other
Instrumental by
most approved
performers from
London and Bath

Not mentioned, directly, but
did play. Referenced in the
Harris Papers, where £100
is demanded for the
performance (see chapter
6).

LEP: 11 Aug
1772

19

Sir John Mordaunt
Cope (Bart) and Sir
Francis Bernard,
Fischer, Miss Lindleys
[sic] Crosdale, Norris

GEP: 4–7 July

Three Linleys were engaged
for this, and a paper on the
4th reported it.

JOJ: 4 July
1772

GEP: 4–6
Aug 1772
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9–
11/09/
1772
16/11/
1772

Musick Meeting 3 choirs Glocester,
Worcester and Hereford [sic]
Music Room,
Oxford

Milton's Hymn and
Dryden's Ode

Giardini to lead.

Norris, Moore, Price,
Matthew, Malchair,
Lates, Adcock

OJ: 8 Aug

OJ: 7 Nov

1773
06/01/
1773

New Assembly
Rooms, Bath

[Unknown]

03/02/
1773

New Assembly
Rooms, Bath

Acis and Galatea

26/02/
1773

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

Oratorio: Judas
Maccabeus

03/03/
1773

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

Oratorio: Judas
Maccabeus

05/03/
1773

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

Acis and Galatea

Mary and Elizabeth

First Violin

Violin Concerto

Miss Linley, Miss
Weichsel, Mary Linley,
Norris, Parry

Violin Concerto

FFBJ: 23 Jan
1773
He played variations on the
Highland Laddie – Overbeck

Concerto?

Miss Linley, Mrs
Weichsel, M Linley,
Norris Parry

20

Violin Concerto
composed by
Nardini, played
by Tom

FFBJ: 26 Dec
1772

GNDA: 19
Feb 1773
Overbeck

Plus an Ode by Dryden

PA: 4 March
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10/03/
1773

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

Alexander's Feast

Eliza was lead singer

12/03/
1773

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

L'Allegro il e
Penseroso

Miss Linley, Mrs
Weichsel, Fischer,
Cervetto, Evans

14/03/
1773

The Duke of
Gloucester's
House

Private concert?

Linley family plus
others

15/03/
1773

Mr Hickford's
Room

Mr Evan's Benefit

Miss Linley, Mrs
Weichsel, Fischer,
Cervetto, Evans

17/03/
1773

Unspecified

19/03/
1773

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

Oratorio: Judas
Maccabeus

Miss Linley, Mrs
Weichsel, Miss M
Linley, Norris, Parry

22/03/
1773

Music–Room,
Oxford

Messiah

Norris, Matthews,
Malchair, Lates,
Sargeant

Violin concerto

Highfill,
9:311

He played variations on the
Highland Laddie –
Overbeck. Duke Ancaster
was there – MCLA 13 March

GNDA: 12
March

MJUEP: 16–
18 March

A solo

Mr Stanley and Linleys
Snr and Jnr

21

Duke Ancaster was there
MCLA 13th March

First violin

PA: 27 Feb
1773
MCLA: 18
March

Op 3 no 1 by
Geminiani

PA: 18
March
OJ: 13 March
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26/03/
1773

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

Oratorio: Samson

Miss Linley, Mrs
Weichsel, Miss M
Linley, Norris, Parry

02/04/
1773

Buckingham
House, Queen's
Palace

Performed for
Royal Family

George III, Queen
Charlotte and Family

06/04/
1773

Foundling
Hospital

Annual Messiah
Performance

12/04/
1773

Kings Theatre,
Haymarket

Benefit for Linley
Junior

13/04/
1773

Church
[Unknown]

Eliza's Marriage to
Richard Sheridan

05/05/
1773

Bath

Benefit for Linley
Junior

06/07/
1773

Radcliffe
Infirmary,
Oxford

08–
10/09/
1773

Worchester

Eliza and Mary,
Fischer, Crosdill,
Spandau &c.

Mary Linley

Concerto on the
violin

By Royal Request

GNDA: 26
March

Black states that this as the
9 April

BCPHC: 8
Apr

Probably concert master

Overbeck

Tickets could also be
bought from Storace.

PA: 10 Apr
1773

A Thomas Linley signed the
register – could have been
father or brother

Black: 99

17 years old

Three Choirs
Festival

22

Not mentioned, but Miss
Linley is

OJ: 29 May

A new anthem by Junior: Let
God Arise

OJ: 24 July
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24/11/
1773

Bath

Linley's concert of
music

29/11/
1773

Music Room,
Oxford

Joshua

Violin solo

Overbeck
states 20
Nov, but BC
advertises
the 24 &
advertised
on the 20
OJ: 20 Nov

1774
23/02/
1774

New Assembly
Rooms, Bath

Acis and Galatea

25/03/
1774

New Assembly
Rooms, Bath

Messiah

27/04/
1774

New Assembly
Rooms, Bath

Miss Linley's
Concert

09/05/
1774

Music Room,
Oxford

Jeptha

05/07/
1774

Radcliffe
Infirmary,
Oxford

Beechey: 79
Master Samuel, Mr
Brett, Matthews

BC: 24
March
BC: 7 Apr

Miss Mahon, Mr
Norris, Matthews

OJ: 7 May
Not listed, but father and
sister are.

23

OJ: 18 June
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07/09/
1774

Winchester

Jeptha

Miss Linley, Master
Friend, Mr Hayes,
Bellamy, L[a]t[e]s,
Linley, Ri[c]hards,
Pasquali. Instru from
London, Oxford and
Bath

Annual Music
Festival

08/09/
1774

Winchester

Allegro Penseroso

Miss Linley, Master
Friend, Mr Hayes,
Bellamy, L[a]t[e]s,
Linley, Ri[c]hards,
Pasquali. Instru from
London, Oxford and
Bath

Annual Music
Festival

HC: 15 Aug

09/09/
1774

Winchester

Joshua

Miss Linley, Master
Friend, Mr Hayes,
Bellamy, L[a]t[e]s,
Linley, Ri[c]hards,
Pasquali. Instru from
London, Oxford and
Bath

Annual Music
Festival

HC: 15 Aug.

14/12/
1774

New Assembly
Rooms, Bath

Mr Fisher's
Concert

18 years old

HC: 15 Aug

LEP: 13–16
Aug

BC: 8 Dec
1775

24
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03/03/
1775

New Assembly
Rooms, Bath

Samson

Brett, Matthews,
Master Samuel. Instru
from Bristols, Wells
and Bath

Led the band and played
between acts

BC: 2 March

10/03/
1775

New Assembly
Rooms, Bath

Judas Maccabeus

Brett, Matthews,
Master Samuel. Instru
from Bristols [sic],
Wells and Bath

Led the band and played
between acts

BC: 9 March

17/03/
1775

New Assembly
Rooms, Bath

Alexander's Feast

Brett, Matthews,
Master Samuel. Instru
from Bristols, Wells
and Bath

Led the band and played
between acts

BC: 16
March

24/03/
1775

New Assembly
Rooms, Bath

Acis and Galatea

Brett, Matthews,
Master Samuel,
Terradells (voice)

Led the band and played
between acts

BC: 23
March

31/03/
1775

New Assembly
Rooms, Bath

L'Allegro il e
Penseroso

Brett, Matthews,
Master Samuel

Led the band and played
between acts

BC: 30
March

07/04/
1775

New Assembly
Rooms, Bath

Messiah

Led the band and played
between acts

Beechey: 80

03/05/
1775

New Assembly
Rooms, Bath

Miss Linley's
Concert

22/05/
1775

Music Room,
Oxford

Athaliah

BC: 27 April
1775
Miss Linley, Norris,
Matthews, Malchair,
Lates etc

25

Violin concerto,
First Violin

Tom not listed

OJ: 13 May
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29/06/
1775

Addenbrooke's
Hospital,
Cambridge

Dettingen Te
Deum, Jubilate

Norris, Reinhold,
Dyne, etc Band led by
Mr Hay

Morning

IJ: 27 May
1775

29/06/
1775

Cambridge

Acis and Galatea

Miss Linley [Norris,
Reinhold, Dyne, etc
Band led by Mr Hay]

Evening

IJ: 27 May

30/06/
1775

Cambridge

Messiah

[Norris, Reinhold,
Dyne, etc Band led by
Mr Hay]

Morning

IJ: 27 May

30/06/
1775

Cambridge

Grand Concert

[Norris, Reinhold,
Dyne, etc Band led by
Mr Hay]

Evening

IJ: 27 May

13/09/
1775

Gloucester
Cathedral

Te Deum, Jubilate,
Boyce Anthem,
Coronation
Anthem

Rauzzini, Giardini,
Fischer, Crosdill, Miss
Salmon, Miss
Radcliffe. Female
chorus singers from
the North, Mr Norris,
Mathews, Price,
Malchair, Parke

Morning

OJ: 29 July
1775

26

Glocester Music
Meeting [sic]
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13/09/
1775

Gloucester
Cathedral

Israel in Egypt

Rauzzini, Giardini,
Fischer, Crosdill, Miss
Salmon, Miss
Radcliffe. Female
chorus singers from
the North, Mr Norris,
Mathews, Price,
Malchair, Parke

14/09/
1775

Gloucester
Cathedral

Te Deum, Jubilate,
Linley Anthem,
Coronation
Anthem

Rauzzini, Giardini,
Fischer, Crosdill, Miss
Salmon, Miss
Radcliffe. Female
chorus singers from
the North, Mr Norris,
Mathews, Price,
Malchair, Parke

Oratorio of Ruth
(Giardini)

Rauzzini, Giardini,
Fischer, Crosdill, Miss
Salmon, Miss
Radcliffe. Female
chorus singers from
the North, Mr Norris,
Mathews, Price,
Malchair, Parke

14/09/
1775

Gloucester
Cathedral

27

19 years old

Evening

OJ: 29 July
1775

Let God Arise – Second
performance, morning.

LEP: 25–28
July,
OJ: 29 July

Evening

OJ: 29 July
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15/09/
1775

Gloucester
Cathedral

Messiah

Ruazzini, Giardini,
Fischer, Crosdill, Miss
Salmon, Miss
Radcliffe. Female
chorus singers from
the North, Mr Norris,
Mathews, Price,
Malchair, Parke

Glocester Music
Meeting

Morning

OJ: 29 July

15/09/
1775

Gloucester
Cathedral

Grand Misc
Concert

Ruazzini, Giardini,
Fischer, Crosdill, Miss
Salmon, Miss
Radcliffe. Female
chorus singers from
the North, Mr Norris,
Mathews, Price,
Malchair, Parke

Glocester Music
Meeting

Evening

OJ: 29 July

Autumn of 1775 – Jnr went to London to supervise Duenna at Covent Garden
21/11/
1775

Covent Garden,
Theatre Royal

The Duenna

Sheridan

Thomas set music for this

Fiske: 414

20/12/
1775

New Assembly
Rooms, Bath

Benefit for Linley
Junior

Linley Family, Fischer

First violin

BC: 14 Dec

1776
Thomas was leader of the Drury Lane Orchestra – Fiske: 280
Thomas played in the Theatre Royal Band, unclear if he led or not – see, Theatre Royal Company Logbook AC 26988
28
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Linley became a patentee of Drury Lane theatre, Fiske: 419
The Linleys moved to London early 1776, though exact date is unclear.
16/02/
1776

Acis and Galatea

Thomas led, no Concerto

Review in
BC: 29 Feb

23/02/
1776

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

Acis and Galatea

Concerto on the
Violin

GNDA: 16
Feb

28/02/
1776

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

Oratorio: Judas
Maccabeus

Concerto on the
Violin

GNDA: 24
Feb

01/03/
1776

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

Alexander's Feast

Concerto on the
Violin, reviewed
GNDA 4th March

05/03/
1776

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

Oratorio: Jeptha

Miss Linley, M Linley,
Draper, Norris,
Reinhold, Dine,
Stanley

Concerto on the
Violin

GNDA: 2
March

08/03/
1776

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

Acis and Galatea

Miss Linley, M Linley,
Draper, Norris,
Reinhold, Dine,
Stanley

Concerto on the
Violin

GNDA: 7
March

13/03/
1776

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

L'Allegro il e
Penseroso

Miss Linley, M Linley,
Draper, Norris,
Reinhold, Dine,
Stanley

Concerto on the
Violin

GNDA: 9
March

29

Also Coronation Anthems

GNDA: 29
Feb
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18/03/
1776

Music Room,
Oxford

Messiah

20/03/
1776

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

Shakespeare Ode

Miss Linley, M Linley,
Mr Norris, Mr
Reinhold, Mr Stanley,
Mr Fischer

Concerto on the
Violin

27/03/
1776

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

Oratorio: Messiah

Miss Linley, M Linley,
Draper, Norris,
Reinhold, Dine,
Stanley

Concerto on the
Violin

02/04/
1776

Foundling
Hospital

Benefit of the
Charity

Miss Linley, M Linley,
Draper, Norris,
Reinhold, Dine

Concerto on the
violin

03/04/
1776

Chapel of Lock
Hospital

Oratorio of Ruth
(Giardini)

08/05/
1776

Assembly
Rooms [?Bath]

Oratorio: Judas
Maccabeus

16/05/
1776

New Assembly
Rooms, Bath

Judas Maccabeus

Unclear

20 years old

Tom not listed, sister is

OJ: 16 March

First and only performance
of ode

GNDA: 16
March

GNDA: 23
March

First violin

GNDA: 28
March

First Violin

Highfill,
9:317

Last concert of the season

Overbeck

BC: 25 Apr

30
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12/09/
1776

Worchester
Music Meeting

Te Deum, Jubilate,
Anthem,
Coronation
Anthem

OJ: 10 Aug

12/09/
1776

Worchester
Music Meeting

Oratorio of
Omnipotence

OJ: 10 Aug

13/09/
1776

Worchester
Music Meeting

Te Deum, Jubilate,
Anthem,
Coronation
Anthem

OJ: 10 Aug

13/09/
1776

Worchester
Music Meeting

Oratorio of Ruth
(Giardini)

OJ: 10 Aug

14/09/
1776

Worchester
Music Meeting

Messiah

OJ: 10 Aug

14/09/
1776

Worchester
Music Meeting

Grand Misc
Concert

OJ: 10 Aug

16/09/
1776

Theatre–Royal,
Bath

The Fair Penitent
and Polly
Honeycombe

Bath
Playbills, 4:1

31
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17/09/
1776

Theatre–Royal,
Bath

Spanish Friar w/
The Medley

Bath
Playbills, 4:1

18/09/
1776

Theatre–Royal,
Bath

Comus w/ Bon
Ton

Bath
Playbills, 4:1

19/09/
1776

Theatre–Royal

Macbeth w/ The
Waterman

Bath
Playbills, 4:1

20/09/
1776

Theatre–Royal

Runaway w/
Medley

Bath
Playbills, 4:1

21/09/
1776

Theatre–Royal

Love in a Village
w/ Scheming
Lieutenant

Bath
Playbills, 4:1

05/12/
1776

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

Selima and Azor

Concertante
Violin part by
Junior in Act 2,
to accompany
and Adagio

He led the band

Fiske: 420,

Thomas orchestrated (added Wind accompaniments) to Leveridge's ("Locke's") Music for Macbeth At Drury Lane in the Autumn.
1777
Linley was leader of the Orchestra – Fiske: 280.
Parke nominated Thomas to the Royal Society of Musicians

32
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04/01/
1777

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

The Tempest

06/01/
1777

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

The Tempest

14/02/
1777

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

Alexander's Feast

Miss Linleys, Miss
Draper, Mr Norris, Mr
Champnes, Mr Stanley

Concerto on the
violin

GNDA: 8 Feb

19/02/
1777

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

Oratorio: Messiah

Miss Linleys, Miss
Draper, Mr Norris, Mr
Champnes, Mr Stanley

Concerto on the
violin

GNDA: 17
Feb

21/02/
1777

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

Oratorio: Judas
Maccabeus

Miss Linleys, Miss
Draper, Mr Norris, Mr
Champnes, Mr Stanley

Concerto on the
violin

GNDA: 20
Feb

26/02/
1777

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

Acis and Galatea

Miss Linleys, Miss
Draper, Mr Norris, Mr
Champnes, Mr Stanley

Concerto on the
violin

GNDA: 27
Feb

28/02/
1777

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

Acis and Galatea

Miss Linleys, Miss
Draper, Mr Norris, Mr
Champnes, Mr Stanley

Concerto on the
violin

Overbeck

05/03/
1777

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

Oratorio: Samson

Miss Linleys, Miss
Draper, Mr Norris, Mr
Champnes, Mr Stanley

Concerto on the
violin

GNDA: 1
March

33

Wrote music performed a total of 21 times over
the year – Junior was probably playing for all of
them

Fiske: 420

GNDA: 6 Jan
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07/03/
1777

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

Israel in Egypt

Miss Linleys, Miss
Draper, Mr Norris, Mr
Champnes, Mr Stanley

Concerto on the
violin

GNDA: 6
March

12/03/
1777

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

L'Allegro il e
Penseroso

Miss Linleys, Miss
Draper, Mr Norris, Mr
Champnes, Mr Stanley

Concerto on the
violin

GNDA: 8
March

12/03/
1777

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

Song of Moses

Miss Linleys, Miss
Draper, Mr Norris, Mr
Champnes, Mr Stanley

14/03/
1777

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

Acis and Galatea

Miss Linleys, Miss
Draper, Mr Norris, Mr
Champnes, Mr Stanley

17/03/
1777

Music Room,
Oxford

Messiah

Miss Linley, Messrs
Norris, Mathews, Price,
Barrow, Randal,
Salmon, Bond, Field,
Thomas

19/03/
1777

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

Oratorio: Messiah

Miss Linleys, Miss
Draper, Mr Norris, Mr
Champnes, Mr Stanley

Concerto on the
violin

GNDA: 8
March

20/03/
1777

FreeMasons
Hall

Anniversary Ball
and Concert

Mr Norris, Vernon,
Reinhold, Wood,
Fischer, Crosdill,
Arnold

Concerto on the
Violin

MPDA: 8
March

34

Played after L'Allegro il e
Penseroso (London Stage)
Concerto on the
violin

Beechey: 83

MCLA: 13
March
OJ: 15 March
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21/03/
1777

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

Oratorio: Messiah

02/04/
1777

Theatre–Royal

Selima and Azor,
and Semiramis

03/04/
1777

Theatre–Royal

Jane Shore
w/Bladud

Bath
Playbills, 6.

05/04/
1777

Theatre–Royal

Way to Keep Him
w/Waterman

Bath
Playbills, 6.

08/04/
1777

Theatre–Royal

Selima and Azor

11/04/
1777

Theatre–Royal,
Haymarket

Benefit for Mr
Evans

13/05/
1777

Theatre–Royal

The Royal
Shepherd and A
Sacrifice

21/09/
1777

Theatre–Royal

Love in a Village
with the Scheming
Lieutenant
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Miss Linleys, Miss
Draper, Mr Norris, Mr
Champnes, Mr Stanley

Concerto on the
violin

GNDA: 20
March
Music by Mr Linley, Junior.
(referring to Selima and
Azor)

Bath
Playbills, 6.

Linley senior (junior not
mentioned)
Mrs Farrel, Mr Wood,
Mr Parke, Mr Cervetto

First violin

GNDA: 29
March

Also, All the World's a Stage

Bath
Playbills, 7.

Bath
Playbills, 5.
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29/10/
1777

New Assembly
Rooms, Bath

1st Subscription
Concert

First Violin

17/12/
1777

New Assembly
Rooms, Bath

Mr Fischer's
Concert

Rauzzini, LaMotte,
Fischer

19/12/
1777

New Assembly
Rooms, Bath

Benefit for Mr
Fischer

Miss Linleys, Rauzzini,
LaMotte, Mr Fischer

BC: 9 Oct

BC: 4 Dec
21 years old

First violin

BC: 4 Dec

1778
In London Linley was leader of the Orchestra – Fiske: 280.
Beginning of Jan

Pauper Charity
Concert

[Monies received 2/3 January, so 1st Jan?]

BC: 8 Jan

19/02/
1778

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

Cady of Bagdad

Mr Bannister, Mr
Davis, Mr Dodd, Mr
Wrighten, Mr Burst,
Mrs Baddeley, Miss
Abrams, Mr Waldron

Music by Thomas

MPDA: 20
Feb

21/02/
1778

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

Cady of Bagdad

[Doesn't specify –
probably same as
above]

Music by Thomas

MPDA: 23
Feb

23/02/
1778

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

Cady of Bagdad

[Same as above]

Music by Thomas

Overbeck
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06/03/
1778

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

Acis and Galatea

Miss Linleys, Draper,
Farrell, Norris,
Webster, Stanley

Concerto on the
violin

GNDA: 28
Feb

11/03/
1778

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

Oratorio: Judas
Maccabeus

Miss Linleys, Draper,
Farrell, Norris,
Webster, Stanley

Concerto on the
violin

GNDA: 7
March

12/03/
1778

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

Song of Moses

[not specified, same
as above possibly]

None specified

Highfill,
9:317

13/03/
1778

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

L'Allegro il e
Penseroso

Miss Linleys, Draper,
Farrell, Norris,
Webster

Concerto on the
violin

GNDA: 12
March

18/03/
1778

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

Alexander's Feast

Miss Linleys, Draper,
Farrell, Norris,
Webster, Parke

Concerto on the
violin

20/03/
1778

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

Oratorio: Judas
Maccabeus

Miss Linleys, Draper,
Farrell, Norris,
Webster, Parke

Concerto on the
violin

25/03/
1778

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

Oratorio: Samson

Miss Linleys, Draper,
Farrell, Norris,
Webster, Parke

Concerto on the
violin

Tom Led the Orchestra

27/03/
1778

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

Acis and Galatea

Miss Linleys, Miss
Draper, Mrs Farrell, Mr
Webster, Mr Stanley

Concerto on the
violin

First Violin
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Song of Moses was heard
second time.

GNDA: 14
March
GNDA: 19
March
GNDA: 21
March
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01/04/
1778

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

Oratorio: Joshua

Miss Linleys, Miss
Draper, Mrs Farrell, Mr
Webster, Mr Stanley,
Mr Norris

Concerto on the
violin

First Violin

03/04/
1778

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

Alexander's Feast
and St Cecilia's
Ode

Miss Linleys, Miss
Draper, Mr Norris, Mr
Webster, Mr Stanley

Concerto on the
violin

First Violin

07/04/
1778

Theatre–Royal,
Haymarket

Benefit for Mr
Evans

Miss Mahon, Mr
Meredith, Mr Parke

08/04/
1778

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

Oratorio: Messiah

Miss Linleys, Miss
Draper, Mr Norris, Mr
Webster, Mr Stanley

Concerto on the
violin

First Violin

10/04/
1778

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

Oratorio: Messiah

Miss Linleys, Miss
Draper, Mr Norris, Mr
Webster, Mr Stanley

Concerto on the
violin

First Violin. St Cecilia was
also played

Beechey: 84:
This is the
last time
Thomas
plays at
Drury Lane.

30/04/
1778

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

Macbeth

Thomas orchestrated the
Leveridge score.

Overbeck

05/05/
1778

New Rooms,
Tottenham St

Benefit for Mr
Lidel [Lidl]

22 years old

MPDA: 2 May

Mr Stamitz, Mr
DeCamp, Tenducci,
Signora Balconi, Miss
Weichsel, Paxton,
Fischer

38

First Violin

Duet for Violin
and Bariton (with
Lidel, composed
by Lidel);
concerto violin,
trio composed

Appendix 2

by Lidel.

15/05/
1778

Drury Lane?

Tempest

Overbeck

28/05/
1778

Theatre–Royal,
Drury Lane

School of Scandal

This was the last
concert of the
season

By Sheridan. Tom must have
played for this.

Overbeck

Summer – Tom accepted a position as music teacher to the Duke of Ancaster at the country estate of Grimsthorpe in Lincolnshire. He
was teaching Priscilla Barbara Elizabeth Bertie (1761–1828) (See: ODNB)
Linley Junior was in the process of setting 'La Bergere des Alpes' for Dibdin but only set two songs before he died. Fiske, p, 430.
04/08/
1778

Grimsthorpe

11/08/
1778

Buried in the
Duke's vault at
Edenham Parish
Church

Linley Died
Current scholarship believes
this; however, he has been
moved if he was buried
there. See 2.3.1 for more
information

Newspapers referenced:
BBJ: Boddeley's Bath Journal
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BC: Bath Chronicle

IJ: Ipswich Journal

BCPHC: British chronicle or Pugh's Hereford Chronicle

JOJ: Jackson's Oxford Journal

BJ: Bath Journal

LI: Leeds intelligencer

FFBJ: Felix Farley's Bristol Journal,

LS: The London Stage

GEP: General evening post

MCLA: Morning Chronicle and London Advertiser

GNDA: Gazetteer and New Daily Advertiser

MJUEP: Middlesex Journal or Universal Evening Post

GT: Gazetta Toscana

MPDA: Morning Post and Daily Advertiser

HC: Hampshire Chronicle

OJ: Oxford Journal

Books referenced:
Fiske: Fiske, Roger. English Theatre Music in the Eighteenth Century. London: Oxford University Press, 1973.
Beechey: Beechey, Gwilym. “Thomas Linley, Junior: His Life, Work and Times.” Cambridge University, 1964.
Overbeck: Overbeck, Peter. “Die Chorwerke von Thomas Linley dem Jüngeren (1756–1778): Analyse, Vergleich, kompositorisches und
biographisches Umfeld.” Hildesheim: Georg Olms, 2000.
Weaver: Robert Lamar Weaver. A Chronology of Music in the Florentine Theater, 1751–1800 : Operas, Prologues, Farces, Intermezzos,
Concerts, and Plays with Incidental Music / by Robert Lamar Weaver and Norma Wright Weaver. Warren, Mich: Harmonie Park, 1993.
Deutsch: Deutsch, Otto Erich. Mozart: A Documentary Biography / Translated by Eric Blom, Peter Branscombe and Jeremy Noble, 1965.
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Burney: Burney, Charles. An Eighteenth–Century Musical Tour in France and Italy. Edited by Percy Alfred Scholes. London: Oxford University
Press, 1959.
Black : Black, Clementina. The Linleys of Bath. Revised ed., [reprinted] / with a new introduction by the Countess of Rosse and a pedigree of the
Linley family compiled by Sir Anthony Wagner. London: Frederick Muller Ltd, 1971.
Bath Play Bills: “Bath Playbills (Volume 1),” 1771–1805. GB–BA.
Highfill: Highfill, Philip H. et al. A Biographical Dictionary of Actors, Actresses, Musicians, Dancers, Managers & Other Stage Personnel in
London, 1660–1800, 16 vols. Southern Illinois: Carbondale, Illinois, 1973.
ODNB: Oxford Dictionary of National Biography
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National Archives Catalogue Reference: PROB 11/1274/11
Date: 1 April 17962

This is the last Will

and Testament of me Thomas Linley of Norfolk

Street Esquire first I give and bequeath unto my Grandson Thomas Sheridan,
son of Richard Brinsley Sheridan Esquire the sum of one hundred pounds of
lawful money of Great Britain to buy him Boots I also give and bequeath to my
dear daughter Jane Linley the like sum of one hundred pounds of like lawful
money and unto my Grand daughter Elizabeth Tickell the like sum of one
hundred pounds of like lawful money I also give and bequeath unto my
daughter Elizabeth Sheridan the wife of Richard Brinsley Sheridan esquire my
harpsichord and all my Manuscript and Printed Musical books and all other my
musical Instruments and property in Music I give and bequeath unto my sons
Ozias Thurston Linley and William Linley equally between them I also give and
bequeath unto the said Richard Brinsley Sheridan the pictures of his wife and
of Mrs Tickell and I give and bequeath all other my pictures plate linnen
Glasses China household goods and furniture whatsoever which shall or may
be in my dwelling house in Town at the time of my death unto my dear wife
Mary Linley her executors and administrators to and for her and their own
proper use and benefit I give and devise my Real Estate at Didmarton in the
County of Gloucestershire my said son Ozias Thurston Linley his heirs and
assigns for ever in case he shall live to attain the age of twenty one years But in
case of his death before that age then I give and devise the same and every
part and parcel thereof unto my second son William Linley his heirs and
assigns for ever in case he shall happen to live to attain the age of Twenty one
years and in case of his death before that age then I give and devise one
undivided third part or share of my said Estate at Didmarton (the whole into
three equal parts or shares to be divided) unto my daughter Elizabeth Sheridan
the wife of the said Richard Brinsley Sheridan her heirs and assigns for ever
and one other undivided third part thereof (the whole into three equal parts or
shares to be divided) I give and devise to my said Daughter Jane Linley her

All spellings and punctuation of this will and the following three wills have been kept
as is in the original document.
2
The will was written 12th August 1788 and his executors appeared before the court
on 31st March 1796 and it was proved 1st April 1796.
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heirs and assigns for ever and the remaining third part thereof I give and
devise unto Richard Brinsley Tickell and Samuel Tickell the children of my late
daughter Mary Tickell deceased their heirs and assigns for ever as tenants in
common and not as joint tenants in case they shall severally live to attain the
age of twenty one years and if other of my said grand children shall die before
that age then I give and devise the part or share of him or her so dying unto
the Survivor of them his or her heirs and assigns for ever and as to all the rest
residue and remainder of my Real and personal estates and efforts whatsoever
and wheresoever and of what nature or kind soever not hereinbefore by this
my Will specifically disposed of I give and bequeath the same and every part
and parcel thereof unto my friends Albany Wallis and Richard Troward of
Norfolk Street Gents their heirs executors administrators and assigns
according to the nature and tenure of such Estates respectively but
nevertheless upon the several Trusts for the several intents and purposes and
under and subject to the powers and provisions hereinafter expressed and
declared of and concerning the same (that is to say) upon trust that they the
said Albony Wallis and Richd Troward and the survivor of them and the heirs
executors administrators and assigns of such survivor do and shall by with
and out of the rents issues profits interests dividends and annual produce of
my said residuary estate pay to my said wife or otherwise authorise and
empower her and her assigns to receive and case thereout one annual sum or
clear yearly rent charge of Three hundred pounds of lawful money of Great
Britain free and clear of and from all taxes charged rated assessments or
impositions whatsoever either Parliamentary Parochial or otherwise howsoever
for and during the term of her natural life and subject thereto then as to one
undivided fifth part of share of my said residuary estates (the whole into five
equal parts or shares to be divided) subject to one equal fifth part or chare of
the said yearly rent charge or annual sum of three hundred pounds to my said
wife during her life as aforesaid upon trust to convey transfer and assign the
same unto or to stand seized and possessed thereof in trust for my said
daughter Elizabeth Sheridan her heirs executors administrators and assigns to
and for her and their own proper use and benefit and as to one other
undivided fifth part or share of my said residuary estates (the whole into five
equal parts or shares to be divided) subject also to the payment of one equal
fifth pare or share of the said yearly rent charge or sum of three hundred
pounds unto my said wife during her life as aforesaid upon trust to convey
46
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transfer and assure the same unto or to stand seized and possessed thereof in
trust for my said son Ozias Thurston Linley his heirs Executors administrators
and assigns for his and their own proper use and benefit in case he shall live to
attain the age of twenty one years and as to one other undivided fifth part or
share of my said residuary estates (the whole into five equal parts or shares to
be divided) subject also to the payment of one equal fifth part of share of the
said yearly rent charge or annual sum of three hundred pounds unto my said
wife during her life as aforesaid upon trust to convey transfer and assure the
same unto or to stand seized and possessed thereof in trust for my son William
Linley his heirs Executors administrators and assigns for his and their own
proper use and benefit in case he shall live to attain the age of twenty one
years and as to one other undivided fifth part or share of my said residuary
estates (the whole into five equal parts or shares to be divided) subject also to
the payment of one equal fifth part of share of the said yearly rent charge or
annual sum of three hundred pounds unto my said wife during her life as
aforesaid upon trust to convey transfer and assure the same unto or to stand
seized and possessed thereof in trust for my said daughter Jane Linley her
heirs Executors administrators and assigns for her and their own proper use
and benefit in case he shall live to attain the age of twenty one years and in
case of the death of both or either of my said sons or my said daughter Jane
before the age of Twenty one years then upon trust to convey transfer and
assure the part of share of him or her so dying as well as any part or share
which may have accrued to them him or her so dying under or by virtue of this
present clause upon the death of any other or others of them unto my said
daughter Elizabeth Sheridan and the survivor or survivors of my said two sons
and daughters Jane in equal parts and proportions and share and share a like
(when and as the same Survivors or survivor of my said songs and daughter
Jane shall attain the ages of twenty one years) their heirs executors
administrators and assigns as tenants in common but in case of the death of
both my said sons and my said daughter Jane before any of them shall attain
the age of twenty one years then upon trust to convey transfer and assure their
respective parts or shares of and in my said residuary estate unto my said
daughter Elizabeth Sheridan her heirs executors administrators and assigns to
and for her and their own proper use and benefit and as the remaining fifth
part of share of my said residuary estates subject likewise to the payment of
one equal fifth part or share of the said yearly rent charge or annual sum of
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three hundred pounds unto my said wife during her natural life and aforesaid
upon trust to convey transfer and assure the same unto my said Grand
children Richard Brinsley Tickell and Samuel Tickell (when and as they shall
severally attain their respective ages of twenty one years) their heirs executors
administrators and assigns to and for their own proper use and benefit as
tenants in common but in case of the death of either of my said grandchildren
before he or she shall attain the age of twenty one years then to convey assign
and assure the part of share of him or her so dying unto the survivor of them
(upon his or her attaining the age of twenty one years) and to his or her heirs
executors administrators and assigns to and for his her or their own proper
use and benefit and in case of the death of both my said grand children before
either of them shall attain the age of twenty one years then to convey assign
and assure the said undivided fifth part or share of my said residuary estates
hereinbefore given and in bequeathed to them unto my said children Elizabeth
Sheridan Ozias Thurston Linley William Linley and Jane Linley or such of them
as shall be living at the time of the death of the survivor of my said grand
children and to their respective heirs executors administrators and assigns as
tenants in common in equal parts and proportions share and share a like and
upon this further trust that they the said Albany Wallis and Richard Troward
and the survivor of them and the heirs executors administrators and assigns of
such survivor do and shall after payment of the said yearly rent charge or
annual sum of three hundred pounds to my said wife or her assigned during
her natural life and aforesaid pay apply and dispose of the residue or clear
surplus of the rents issues profits interest dividends and annual produce of the
respective shares of such of my children and grandchildren (of and in my said
residuary estate) as shall be under the age of twenty one years at the time of
my decease in for and towards their maintenance and education until they shall
severally attain their respective ages of twenty one years or die under that age
provided always and to the interest that such part of my real and personal
estates as consists of my share and interest of and in the Theatre Royal Drury
Lane hereinbefore devised and bequeathed to or in favor or in trust for my
said children and grand children may be preserved and kept in my family as
long as may be without the interference of strangers I do hereby expressly
declare that such Theatrical property hath been so devised and bequeathed to
or in trust for my said children and grandchildren upon this express condition
that in case any one or more of them or any husband or husbands which my
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said daughter or grand daughter or either of them shall happen to marry shall
be minded or desirous of selling or disposing of or departing with his her or
their part of share parts of shares of and in the said Theatrical property he she
or they so minded or desirous shall and will offer his her or their part or share
parts of shares unto any other or others of my said children or grand children
who shall be willing to purchase the same at and after such rate as I have paid
for the same and in case all my said children or grand children shall refuse or
neglect to purchase the share or shares which shall be so offered to sale as
aforesaid by the space of three months next after such offer then the same
shall be offered to the other proprietors of the said Theater or any one of them
at the aforesaid price but in case such other proprietor or proprietors shall
refuse or neglect to purchase the share at that price by the spare of three
calendar months next after such offer the person or persons so minded or
desirous of selling or disposing of his her or their share or shares may dispose
of the same to any person or persons whosoever at such price or prices as he
she or they shall think proper but in case any one or more of my said children
or grand children shall sell or dispose or attempt to sell or dispose of his her
or their part of share parts or shares of and in the said Theatre without having
previously offered the same at such price and in manner aforesaid and such
refusal or neglect to purchase by the said spare of time hereinbefore
mentioned then and from thenceforth all and every the estate and interest of
such of my said children and grandchildren of and in the said Theatre under or
by virtue of this my Will as shall so sell or dispose of or attempt to sell or
dispose of without having previously offered the same in manner aforesaid
shall cease determine or be void and the share or shares of his her or their of
and in the said Theatre shall go and belong to the offered and other of my said
children and grand children then living and to their his or her heirs executors
administrators and assigns for ever equally between or among them (if more
than one) share and share alike and I do hereby expressly declare my will and
meaning to be that the said Albany Wallis and Rich d Troward or either of them
their or either of their heirs executors administrators or assigns shall be
charged and rechargable only for such and so such moneys as they and each
and every of them shall respectively actually receive by virtue of the trusts [of
him]3 by this my Will in them reposed and that any one of them shall not be

3

Darker section of paper, possibly says 'of him' but it is not entirely clear.
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answerable or accountable for the other of them or for the acts receipts
neglected or defaults of the other of them but such of them only for his own
acts receipts neglects or defaults neither shall they my said trustees or either
of them be answerable or accountable of any misfortune loss or damage which
may happen in the execution of any of the aforesaid trusts or in relation
thereto except the same shall happen by or through their own wilful defaults
respectively and also that they my said trustees and each of them their and
such of their heirs executors administrators and assigns shall and lawfully may
be with and out of the moneys which shall count to their respective hands by
virtue of the trust aforesaid retain to and reinburse himself and themselves
respectively and also shall and may be out of such moneys allow to his co
trustee all loss costs charged damaged and expences which they or any or
either of them shall or may respectively suffer sustain expend disburse be at or
be put unto or which shall or may be to them either or any of them occasioned
for or by reason or means or on account of the trusts hereby in them
respectively reposed or in about or concerning the managemt or execution
thereof respectively or otherwise howsoever relating thereto (the allowance of
which costs to be regulated by the Methods practised between Sollicitor and
client and not as between party and party) and I do hereby nominate constitute
and appoint my wife Mary Linley and Richard Brinsley Sheridan Esqr of this my
last Will and Testament hereby revoking all former and other wills codicils and
testamentary dispositions by me at any time or times heretofore made and do
publish and declare this only to be my last Will and Testament in Witness
hereof I have to this my Will contained in eight sheets of paper to the first
seven sheets thereof put my hand and to the eighth and last sheet thereof set
my hand and seal this twelfth day of August in the year of our Lord One
thousand seven hundred and eighty eight ––Thos Linley /––/ Signed sealed
published and declared by the said Thomas Linley the Testator as and for his
last will and testament in the presence of us who at his request and in his
presence have subscribed our names as witnesses thereto –– Joseph Poole __
Clerk to Wallis and Troward __ Nilat Hunt Servt to Mr Wallis ___ George Neale
Servt to Mr Troward
31st March 1796
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Appeared Personally

Albany Wallis of Norfolk the parish of Saint

Clement Danes in the County of Middlesex Esquire and being sworn on the
holy evangelists deposed that he knew and was well acquainted with Thomas
Linley formerly of the parish of Saint Clement Danes in the county of Middlesex
but late of the parish of Saint Paul Covent Garden in the same County Esquire
deceased and having now viewed and perused the paper writing hereby
annexed bearing date the twelfth day of august in the year of our lord one
thousand seven hundred and eighty eight and purporting to be the last Will
and Testament of the said Thomas Linley deceased at the appeared saith that
the same and drawn from instructions given to him from the said deceased for
that purpose and he further saith that the words "and property in Music" now
appearing to be interlined between the tenth and eleventh lines from the Top
of the first sheet of the said Will and of this deponents handwriting and were to
interlined by him at the desire of the said deceased before the execution of the
said Will and that the same at the time of the execution thereof in all respected
in the same plight and condition in which it now appears Save the Jurate at the
end thereof ––– Albany Wallis Same day the said Albany Wallis was duly Sworn
to the Truth of this affidavit before me– J: Fisher Surr[ogate] pr[eroga]t[ive]
askew Not[ary] Pub[lic]–––4

This Will was proved at London the first day of April in the year of our
Lord one thousand seven hundred and ninety six before the worshipful John
Fisher Doctor of Laws and Surrogate of the Right Honorable Sir William Wynne
Knight also Doctor of Laws Master keeper or commissary of the prerogative
Court of Canterbury lawfully constituted by the Oath of Richard Brinsley
Sheridan Esquire one of the Executors named in the Will to whom admon5 was
granted of all and singular the Goods chattels6 and credits of the deceased
having been first Sworn duly to administer __ power reserved of making the life

A public officer appointed to serve in non–contentious matters such as estates and
deeds. They can administer oaths and take affidavits, declarations and witnesses.
They were (and still are) appointed by the 'Court of Faculties' (a tribunal attached to the
Archbishop of Canterbury's office).
5
A court can grant letters of administration (known as admons) by the appointing
persons to administer the estate of the deceased.
6
An item of property other than freehold land, including tangible goods (chattels
personal) and leasehold interests (chattels real).
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Grant to Mary Linley Widow the relict7 of the deceased and other Executor
named in the will when she shall apply for the same.
[In the margin:] Proved at London the 12t day of Febry 1817 before The
Worshipful Richd Henry Creswell8 Dr of Laws and Surrogate by the Oath of Mary
Linley Widow the relict and other Executor to Whom admon was granted having
own first sworn duty to admr

Archaic word for Widow.
The use of Worshipful here indicated that Richard Henry Creswell was some sort of
magistrate as well as a doctor of Laws.
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National Archives Reference: PROB 11/1625/154
Date: 9th February 18201

This is the last Will

and Testament of me Mary Linley of

Southampton Street in the Parish of St Paul Covent Garden in the county of
Middlesex Widow whereby in the first place I order and direct the payment of
my just debts funeral expences and the charges of proving this my Will I give
to my son Ozias Thurston Linley his fathers picture by Gainsborough now
hanging over the fire place in my Drawing Room at Southampton Street and
also my silver tea pot and my gold watch together with his seal thereunto
belonging and I give to my Grandson Thomas Sheridan the sum of one
hundred pounds and I give to my grand daughter Elizabeth Ann Tickell the
sum of two hundred pounds and I give to my grandsons Richard Brinsley
Tickell and Samuel Tickell the sum of fifty pounds each and I direct that the
several legacies above mentioned shall be paid within six calendar months
next after my decease out of the produce of the sale of a competent part of my
stock in the Bank […] to rents find at the Bank of England which I desire may
be sold for that purpose and I give and bequeath all my clothes and wearing
apparel ornaments of my person and paraphernalia whatsoever which I may die
possessed of unto and equally between my daughter Jane Nash Ward the wife
of Mr Charles William Ward and my said Granddaughter Elizabeth Ann Tickell
share and share alike and to their several and respective heirs executors
administrators and assigns for ever I give and bequeath the lease of my house
in Southampton Street and all my estate and in trust therein unto my said son
Ozias Thurston Linley if he shall chuse to reside therein otherwise I give and
bequeath the same to my said son William Linley if he shall chuse to reside
therein but if both my said sons shall decline to reside on the said premises or
[…] for the space of twelve calendar months next after my decease neglect or
refuse to satisfy their determination in respect thereof in waiting to Mr John
French out of my executors hereinafter named then I will and direct that the
said Leasehold premises shall be taken and considered as part of my residuary

The Will was written on 4th July 1801, with codicil 1 added 21st January 1806, codicil
2 added 3rd May 1808, codicil 3 added 6th Feb 1812, codicil 4 added 20th May 1812,
codicil 5 added 11th December 1812, codicil 6 added 12th November 1817 and codicil
7 added 6th July 1818. Her executors appeared before the court on 3rd February 1820
and it was proved 9th February 1820.
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estate hereinafter bequeathed and I give and bequeath all my money in the
public stocks or funds and all my ready money Bonds notes Bills and securities
for Money and […] personal estate and effects whatsoever and wheresoever
which I shall be possessed of or entitled unto at the time of my decease and
not hereinbefore otherwise specifically disposed of as aforesaid unto my said
son Ozias Thurston Linley and my worthy friend Sir John French of Tavistock
Street in the said parish of St Paul Covent Garden and to their executors
administrators and assigns upon trust that they the said Ozias Thurston Linley
and John French or the survivor of them or the executors or administrators of
such survivor do and shall as soon as conveniently may be after my decease
call in make sale of and absolutely convert into money all such parts of my said
residuary personal estate as shall not consist of ready money and do and shall
pay or retain one equal third part or share as well of my ready money as of the
money which shall arise by such calling in sale or conversion as aforesaid unto
him my said son Ozias Thurston Linley his executors administrators and
assigns to and for his and their own use and benefit and do and shall pay one
other equal third part or share thereof unto my said son William Linley his
executors admins and assigns to and for his and their own use and benefit
and do and shall pay the other remaining equal third part or share thereof unto
my daughter Jane Nash Ward her executors admins and assigns to and for her
and their own use and benefit I give and bequeath unto my said Friend John
French the sum of ten guineas as a small acknowledgement for the trouble he
may have in the execution of this my will and I do hereby nominate and
appoint my said son Ozias Thurston Linley and the said John French joint
executors of this my last Will and testament and I do hereby expressly declare
my will and meaning to be that my said executors their heirs executors or
administrators respectively shall and may from time to time deduct and retain
by and out of the money which by virtue of this my will shall come to their
hands all costs charges expences losses and damage whatsoever which they or
other of them respectively shall expend be put unto or sustain in or about the
execution of the trusts of this my will and that they my said executors and
each of them each of their heirs executors and administrators respectively
shall be charged and chargeable only for his or their own receipts payments
acts and wilful defaults and shall be charged and or chargeable only with or for
any sum or sums or Money other than such as shall actually come to his or
their own hands respectively be virtue of this my will nor with any loss or
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damage which may happen in or about the management or execution of in
trusts hereby in them reposed without their respective wilful defaults and I do
hereby revoke all former wills by me at any time heretofore made and so
publish and declare this to be my last will and testament In witness whereof I
have hereunto set my hand and seal this fourth day of July one thousand eight
hundred and one Mary Linley Signed sealed published and declared by the
said Mary Linley the testatrix as and for her last Will & testament in the
presence of us who at her request and in her presence have subscribed our
names as Witnesses to the due execution hereunto hereof Geo Chilton
exchequer office Lincolns Inn

Sarah French Tavistock St

In consequence of the death of my daughter Jane Nash Ward and of my
Grandson Richard Brinsley Tickell I make this alteration in my will and erase
their names from the Legacies and effects I had left them I revoke the legacy of
fifty pounds left to my Grandson Richard Brinsley Tickell which I leave to my
Grandson Samuel Tickell making his legacy one hundred pounds I revoke my
legacy of two hundred pounds left to my granddaughter Elizabeth Ann Tickell I
revoke the legacy and advantages arising from one third part or share of my
personal estate left to my daughter Jane Nash Ward her heirs executors
administrators & assigns and my will is that my grand daughter Elizabeth Anne
Tickell her heirs executors administrators and assigns shall represent my late
daughter Jane Nash Ward and be intitled to one third part or share of personal
estate as well of my ready Money as of the money which shall arise by such
calling in sale or conversion for her use and benefit in similar manner to my
two sons now living and I further have my granddaughter Elizabeth Anne
Tickell all my wearing apparel cloathes ornaments of my person and
paraphernalia whatsoever I die possessed and have and bequeath to my
Grandson Charles Ward one hundred pounds provided he attains the age of 21
years the interest of which is to be applied to his use and benefit and I have my
granddaughter Mary Ward the sum on one hundred pounds provided she
attains the age of 21 years the interest of which is to be applied to her use &
benefit and in case either of my grandchildren Charles and Mary Ward die
before they have attained the age of 21 years I have the sum of one hundred
pounds to the survivor but should both my grand children Charles and Mary
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Ward die before they have attained the age before mentioned then I give and
bequeath the said sum of Two hundred pounds to my granddaughter Elizabeth
Anne Tickell for her own use and benefit and I have the said sum of Two
hundred pounds in trust to my executors to be applied as I have directed I
have my son Ozias one pair of my silver Candlesticks and I have my son
William one pair of my silver Candlesticks I constitute and appoint Mr Robert
Markland Barnard of the East India house one of my executors to this my will
and testament witness my hand this twenty first day of January one thousand
eight hundred and six Mary Linley Witness J W Broughton, Arthur Movis

By

a Codicil made this third day of May 1808 I further give and bequeath to

my Grandson Thomas Sheridan in addition to his Legacy the sum of one
hundred pounds and I erase the names of Mr John French and of my son Ozias
Linley from being executors to my will2 and I constitute and appoint my son
William Linley and Mr Robert Mankland Barnard of the East India Co executors
to this my will and testament Mary Linley 3 May 1808 Witness to the signature
of Mr Linley R M Bardnard Geo Attwooll servant to W Linley Esqr

By a further codicil made this 6

th

day of February 1812 I erase the name of Mr

Robert Markland Barnard of the East India House as one of the executors to
this my Will and I constitute and appoint Mr John Barber of York Street in the
Parish of Covent Garden joint executor with my son William Linley in his stead
Mary Linley Southampton Street February 6th 1812 Witnesses to the signature
of Mrs Linley

Eliz Wilkinson

Sarah Lonsdale

By a further codicil made this 20th day of May 1812 I further give and
bequeath to my grandson Samuel Tickell the sum of one hundred pounds Mary
Linley

Elizabeth Murdor

Geo Attwooll

servants to Mr William and

Mrs Linley

By a further codicil made this eleventh day of December 1812 I erase the
name of Mr John Barber of York Street as one of the executors to this my Will

Ozias did not die until 1831, so it is unclear why he was removed as an executor in
1808.
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and I constitute and appoint my son Mr William Linley residing with me now in
Southampton street of the same Parish Covent Garden the sole executor
thereof Mary Linley Witnesses to the signature of Mary Linley Tho Wilkinson
Sarah Lonsdale

By a further codicil made this 12

th

(twelfth) day of November 1817 I revoke

the bequest to my granddaughter Elizabeth Ann Tickell of one third part or
share of my personal property as well as of my ready Money and I direct that
this third part be equally divided between my said granddaughter EA Tickell
and my two grand children Charles Thurston and Mary Esther Ward provided
they shall attain the age of twenty one years the interest in the meantime to be
applied to their sole use and benefit and for advancing their duration but in the
event of the death of either of my said grandchildren Charles & Mary Ward
before he or she has attained the age of twenty one years here I then direct
that his or her share may go to the survivor or that both their shares in the
event of both dying of this said third part of my personal estate do revert to
my granddaughter Elizabeth Ann Tickell for her sole use and benefit and I
hereby revoke the legacy of one hundred pounds bequeathed to my grandson
C.T. Ward and I revoke the legacy of one hundred pounds bequeathed to my
granddaughter M.E. Ward Mary Linley Witness to the signature of Mary Linley
W. Linley

By a further codicil made this sixth day of July 1818 I revoke the legacies of
two hundred pounds each left my two grandsons Thomas Sheridan and Samuel
Tickell deceased and I hereby give & bequeath the said sum of two hundred
pounds to be equally divided among the children of my said grandson Thomas
Sheridan and a like sum of two hundred pounds to be equally divided among
the children of my said Grandson Samuel Tickell these said sums to be
disposed of for the benefit of the said Children as shall seem best to the
respective widows Caroline Sheridan and Mary Tickell Mary Linley Witnesses to
Mrs Linleys handwriting W Linley,

Geo Attwooll Servant to Mr Linley

February 3rd 1820

Appeared

personally Robert Marland Barnard of the East India House in

the city of London esquire and George Attwooll servant to William Linley of
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Southampton street Strand in the county of Middlesex esqr and made oath that
they knew and were well acquainted with Mary Linley late of Southampton
Street in the Parish of St Paul Covent Garden in the County of Middlesex widow
deceased for sometime before and to the period of her death and that during
such time they have seen her write and subscribe her name to writings
whereby they have acquired a knowledge of her manner and character of hand
writing and subscription and having now been shown and having attentively
viewed and observed the endorsements on the sheet of paper annexed to the
will of the said deceased purporting to be and contain the sixth and seventh
codicils to the said will the sixth codicil beginning thus "By a further codicil
made this 12th twelfth day of November 1817" ending thus "and I revoke the
legacy of one hundred pounds bequeathed to my granddaughter M E Ward"
and being thus subscribed "Mary Linley" and the said seventh codicil beginning
thus "By a further codicil made this sixth day of July 1818" ending thus "these
said sums to be disposed of for the benefit of the said children as shall seem
best to the respective widows Caroline Sheridan and Mary Tickell" and being
thus subscribed "Mary Linley" these deponents say that they verily and in their
consciences believe the said names "Mary Linley" so sit and subscribed to the
said two codicils respectively to have been written by and with the proper hand
of the aforesaid Mary Linley deceased Rill Barnard, George Attwooll. Same day
the said Robert Markland Barnard and George Attwooll were duly sworn to the
truth of this affidavit before me John Danberry Surr[ogate] pr[eroga]t[ive] Jno
Geo Crickett Not[ary] Pub[lic]

Proved

at London with seven codicils 9th February 1820 before the

Worshipful John Danbery Doctor of Laws and surr[ogate] by the oath of William
Linley esqr the son the sole executor named in the fifth codicil to whom
administration was granted having been first sworn duly to administer.
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National Archives Reference: PROB 11/1783/95
Date: 29 March 18311
The Reverend Ozias Thurston Linley of Dulwich College in the County of
Surrey: Clerk do make and publish this my last Will and Testament I give devise
and bequeath to my dear Brother William Linley of Furnivals Inn London Esquire
and his heirs and assigns for ever all my real and personal Estate whatsoever
and wheresoever of what nature kind and quality soever the same may be to
and for his and their own use and benefit absolutely and I do hereby constitute
and appoint my said Brother William Linley sole Executor of this my last Will
and Testament in Witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and seal this
nineteenth day of November in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and twenty one __ O. T. Linley __ Signed sealed published and
declared by the testator as and for his last Will and Testament in the presence
of us who request in his presence and in the presence of each other have
subscribed our names as witnesses thereto __Geo: Chilton Chancery Lane __ W:
J: Chilton ___ Henry C: Chilton

Proved

at London 29th March 1831 before the Worshipful John Danbay

Doctor of Laws and Surrogate by the Oath of William Linley Esquire the Brother
the sole executor to whom Admon2 was granted having been first sworn duly
to administrator.

The Will was written on 19th November 1821 and it was proved 29th March 1831.
A court can grant letters of administration (known as admons) by the appointing
persons to administer the estate of the deceased.
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National Archives Catalogue Reference: PROB 11/1848/175
Date: 10 June 18351
This is the last Will and Testament of the William Linley of Furnival Inn Holborn2
in the County of Middlesex Esquire first I direct the payment of all my just
debts, funeral and testamentary expenses. I give and bequeath unto my two
3

nieces Elizabeth Ann Tickell and Mary Esther Ward all my Music and other
books and all my Manuscripts and musical instruments and my Gold Watch
with the chains, dials and trinkets belonging thereto or generally worn
therewith and all and every my Household Goods and furniture plate linen and
china of what denomination soever the same may be and consist of to hold to
them my said Nieces equally and as may be settled between themselves and
the survivor of the two in case of death to succeed to the whole. I also give and
bequeath to my said Niece Elizabeth Ann Tickell the portrait of myself by
4

Lonsdale the small painting and the two pencil drawings by Gainsborough and
the two drawings by the late brother Richard Brinsley Tickell and to my said
niece Mary Esther Ward a crayon drawing of my sister Mrs Ward by the late Sir
Thomas Lawrence5 the design for a church executed by the late brother
Charles Thurston Ward and his silver medal I also give and bequeath to my
said nieces Elizabeth Ann Tickell and Mary Esther Ward all that my leasehold
house and premises in fountain buildings Bath with the appointment to hold
them than my said nieces Elizabeth Ann Tickell and Mary Esther Ward their
executors administrators and assigns as joint Tenants and according to the
nature and tenure thereof And I give and bequeath to my said nieces Elizabeth
Ann Tickell and Mary Esther Ward all my share estate and interest of the other
household or other Messuages6 or Tenements and premises in the City of Bath
of which I shall die possessed including my share or state and interest in St.

The will was written 17th Jan 1832, with Codicil 1 added 6th May 1833, codicil 2
added 8th May 1833, and codicil 3 added 3rd April 1835. His executors appeared
before the court on 29th May 1835 and it was Proved 10th June 1835.
2
Furnival’s Inn was an Inn of Chancery, which was a building in London used for the
offices of clerks of Chancery (a court which is authorized to apply the principles of
equity as opposed to law).
3
Daughter of Mary Linley and Richard Tickell, born 1781–1860. Her will is dated 1850
in the Public Record Office
4
James Lonsdale, 1777–1839
5
1769 – 1830, he was knighted in 1815 by the Prince of Wales.
6
Definition: A dwelling house and its adjacent buildings and the adjacent land used by
the household.
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Margaret's Chapel there with the appointments to hold to them my said Nieces
their executors Administrations and assigns respectively as Tenants in
common8 and not as joint Tenants according to the nature and tenure thereof.
And whereas my Niece Elizabeth Ann Tickell was by some insurmountable
oversight passed over in the Will of the late Grand father Thomas Linley and
cut off in consequence from any participation with her two brothers since
deceased of the Property bequeathed by the said Grandfather to them and if
obviously appearing that this was an accidental omission only and not
intended by the Testator my late most dear and honoured father. I hereby give
and bequeath the sum of one thousand pounds to my said Niece Elizabeth Ann
Tickell over and above my other bequests to her for her sole use and benefit I
also give and bequeath to her the said Elizabeth Ann Tickell all my share estate
right and interest in the Drury Lane Theatre London for her own use and
benefit absolutely and I wish it clearly to be understood that in this unequal
distribution of my Property between my dear Nieces I am influenced by no
partiality whatever loving them Both with equal and fervent affection but by
what appears to me to be a just consideration of their relative situations in life
and Mary Esther Ward having succeeded to the possession and enjoyment of
that portion of her Grandfathers estate in right of her Late Brother from which
her Cousin Elizabeth Ann Tickell on the demise of her two Brothers was by
the omission of her name in the Will of her said Grandfather unintentionally
excluded. I give and bequeath unto my Servant Thomas Turner on account of
his faithful service the sum of two hundred pounds over and above any wages
that may be due to him at my demise I give and bequeath to the Master
Warden and fellows for the time being of Dulwich College9 the Portraits by
Gainsborough of my father in the white coat and of my two Brothers Thomas
and Samuel by the same artist also the portrait of my Brother Ozias painted by
Oliver and of my sister Mrs Tickell painted with an Child by Humphreys10 and
whereas my Late Servant George Attwooll is now in the receipt from me of
seven shillings a week towards his subsistence I direct my said Nieces

St Margaret's Chapel was located at Brock Street in Bath. It was destroyed during the
second world war. See section 2.2.4 for more information.
8
Tenants in Common means each tenant has a right to their section of the property (in
this case half), not the whole property as would be under the Joint Tenant agreement.
9
Dulwich College had something to do with Ozias?
10
This is probably be Ozias Humphry, 1742–1810, who lived with the Linley family for
a season in Bath.
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Elizabeth Ann Tickell and Mary Esther Ward to join in continuing the same
weekly allowance to him after my death so long as they may be satisfied of his
sober conduct and no longer And I also direct my said Nieces to continue to
pay to Sarah Johnson residing in the Alms Houses at Wells an annuity of five
guineas during her life and I also recommend my said Nieces to continue the
allowance of five shillings per week to Mary Elder And I give and bequeath all
the rest residue and remainders of my Personal Estate and Effects whatsoever
and wheresoever unto Sir John William Lubbock

11

of St James's Place in the City

of Westminster Baronet and Henry Charles Chilton of Chancery Lane Gentlemen
their executors administrators and assigns upon trust that he or they shall and
so as soon as reasonably may be after my death call in make sale of and
absolutely convert into ready money all such part or parts of my Personal
Estate not hereinbefore specifically bequeathed as shall not consist of money
and shall and so lay out and invest as well all such of my Personal Estate as
shall consist of money as the money which shall arise by such calling in or
conversion as aforesaid in the public stocks or funds or upon government or
real securities at interest in his or their own name or names and do and shall
after vary and transpose such stocks funds and securities for others of the like
nature when and so often as it shall seem expedient and do and shall stand
possessed of and interested in the same stocks funds and securities and the
stocks and funds securities wherein or upon which the same shall be from time
to time invested and the interest dividends and annual produce therefore upon
such trusts and to and for such ends intents and purposes and with under and
subject to such powers provisions and declarations as the said Elizabeth Ann
Tickell shall from time to time and at any time after my death by own deed or
deeds instrument or instruments in writing to be by her sealed and delivered in
the presence of and to be attested by two or more credible witnesses and to be
with or without power of revocation and new appointment or by her last Will
and Testament in writing or any writing purporting to be or in the nature of her
last Will and Testament by any codicil or codicils thereto in Writing to be by her
subject and published in the presence of and to be attested by two or more

Two possibilities: either the Sir John William Lubbock, 2nd Baronet (1774–1840),
English banker and Member of Parliament (from 1812–1820); or: Sir John William
Lubbock, 3rd Baronet (1803–1865), English banker, barrister, mathematician, and
astronomer.
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credible Witnesses notwithstanding coverture

12

if any and whether covert or

sole but as if she were sole direct limit or appoint and in default of and until
such direction, limitation or appointment and so far as any such if income shall
not extend upon trust during the natural life of the said Elizabeth Ann Tickell
to receive the interest dividends and annual proceeds of such undivided moiety
and to pay the same to such person or persons only and for such intents and
purposes only as the Said Elizabeth Ann Tickell notwithstanding coverture of
any and in that last as if sole and unmarried and whether covert or sole shall
from time to time by any writing signed by her own hand direct or appoint And
in default of any such direction or appointment into the proper hands of her
the said Elizabeth Ann Tickell for her sole and separate use and benefit during
her natural life so that no husband with whom she may happen to intermarry
shall have any power over the same neither shall the same be liable to his
controul debts or engagements And the receipt or receipts of the said
Elizabeth Ann Tickell under her hand shall notwithstanding coverture be from
time to time a sufficient and effectual discharge or sufficient and effectual
discharges to the trustee or trustees for the time being of this my Will for so
much as in such receipt on receipts shall be expressed or acknowledged to be
received and after her death upon trust to pay or transfer the principal and any
13

arrears of interest of the said moiety

or half part of the said stocks funds and

securities but subject and without prejudice to the power of appointment
hereinbefore given to the said Elizabeth Ann Tickell unto such person or
persons as at the decease of the said Elizabeth Ann Tickell shall be her next of
kin exclusive of any husband she may marry such persons if most than one to
take as Tenants in Common and in such shares and proportions between one
another as they would be respectively entitled unto under the statutes for the
distribution of the Estates of Intestates14 and as to for and concerning the
remaining undivided moiety or half part of the said trust monies stocks funds
and securities and the interest dividends and annual produce thereof upon
such Trusts and to and for such ends intents and purposes and with under and

Legal definition: the legal status of a married woman, considered to be under her
husband's protection and authority.
13
One of two (approximately) equal parts.
12

Now called 'Rules of Intestacy'. This means that of his properties, William Linley's
nieces (Elizabeth and Mary) only receive what the intestacy rules of the time allowed.
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subject to such powers provisions and declaration as my said Niece Mary
Esther Ward shall from time to time or at any time after my decease by any
deed or deeds instrument or instruments in writing to be by her sealed and
delivered in the presence of any to be attested by two or more credible
Witnesses and to be with or without power of revocation and new appointment
or by her last Will and Testament in writing or by any writing purporting to be
or in the nature of her Last Will and Testament or by any Codicil or codicils
thereto in writing to be by her signed and published in the presence of and to
be attested by two or more credible Witnesses notwithstanding coverture if any
and whether revert or sole but as if she were sole direct limit or appoint and in
default of and until such direction limitation or appointment and so far as any
such if incomplete shall not extend upon trust during the natural life of the
said Mary Esther Ward to receive the interest dividends and annual proceeds of
such undivided monetary and pay the same to such person or persons only
and for such intents and purposes only as the said Mary Elizabeth Ward
notwithstanding coverture if any and in that case as if she were sole and
unmarried and whether covert or sole shall from time to time by any writing
signed by her own hand direct or appoint and in default of any such direction
or appointment into the proper hands of her the said Mary Esther Ward for her
sole and separate use and benefit during her natural life so that no husband
with whom she may happen to intermarry shall have any power over the same
neither shall the same be liable to his controul debts or engagement and the
receipt or receipts of the said Mary Esther Ward under her hand shall
notwithstanding coverture be from time to time or sufficient and effectual
discharge or sufficient and effectual discharges to the Trustee or Trustees for
the time being of this my Will for so much as in such receipt or receipts shall
be expressed or acknowledged to be received and after her death upon trust to
pay and transfer the principal and any arrears or interest of the said moiety or
half part of the said stocks funds and securities but subject and without
prejudice to the power of appointment given to the said Mary Esther Ward unto
such person or persons as at the decease of the said Mary Esther Ward shall be
her next of kin exclusive of any husband she may marry such persons if more
than one to take as Tenants in Common and in such shares and proportions
between one another as they would be respectively entitled unto under the
Statutes of the distribution of the Estates of Intestate provided always and I
hereby declare that the receipt and receipts of the trustee and trustees for the
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time being acting in the execution of this my Will for any sum or sums of
money paid to him on them respectively under or by virtue of the trusts hereby
created shall be a sufficient and effectual discharge or sufficient and effectual
discharges to the person or persons paying the same who shall not be
answerable for the application thereof and I hereby declare and direct that if
the said Sir John Lubbock and Henry Charles Chilton or either of them or any
future Trustee or Trustees to be appointed as hereinafter is mentioned shall
happen to die or be desirous of being discharged of and from and refuse or
decline to act in the trust hereby in him or them reposed as aforesaid before
the said trusts shall be fully performed or discharged then and in any such
case and when and so often as the same shall happen it shall and may be
lawful to and for the Trustee or Trustees so declining to act or the executors or
administrators of such of them so dying by any writing or writings under his or
their hands and seals to be attested by two or more credible Witnesses from
time to time to nominate substitute or appoint any other person or persons to
be a Trustee or Trustees in the stead or place of the Trustee or Trustee so
dying or desiring to be discharged or refusing or declining to act as aforesaid
And that when and so often as any new Trustee or Trustees shall be nominated
and appointed as aforesaid all the said trust monies stocks funds or securities
shall be thereupon with all convenient speed conveyed attributed and
transferred in such part and manner and so that the same shall and may be
legally and effectually vested in the surviving or continuing Trustee of the
same trust monies stocks funds and securities and such new Trustee jointly or
if there shall be no such continuing Trustee of the same trust monies stocks
funds and securities then in such new trustees wholly to for an upon such and
the same trusts intents and purposes as act hereinbefore declared or
expressed of and continuing the said trust monies stocks funds and securities
as aforesaid or such of them as shall be then subsisting and capable of taking
effect and that every such new Trustee or Trustees shall and may in all things
act and assist in the management carrying on and execution of the trust to
which they or he shall be so appointed as fully and effectually to all intents
effects constructions and purposes and shall have and be considered as vested
with such and the same powers and authorities as if he and they had been
originally in and by this my Will nominated a Trustee or Trustees for the
purposes for which such new Trustee or Trustees respectively shall be
appointed provided always and it is my Will and mind and I do hereby declare
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that it shall and may be lawful to and for the said Sir John Lubbock and Henry
Charles Chilton and every future Trustee or Trustees so to be appointed as
herein before mentioned their and every of their executors and administrators
by and out of all or any of the monies which by virtue of this my Will shall
come to his their or any of their hands to deduct retain to and reinburse
himself and themselves and to pay to his and their executors and Trustees all
such costs charges and expenses as he or they shall or may sustain expend or
be put unto in or about the execution of this my Will or any of the trust herein
contained and also that they and their respective executors and administrators
shall be charged and chargeable only every of them for and with his and their
own respective receipts payments acts and wilful defaults and not otherwise
and shall not be charged or chargeable with or for any sum or sums of money
other than such as shall actually and respectively come to his or their hands by
virtue of this my Will nor with or for any loss or damage which may happen in
or about the execution therefore or any of the trusts hereby declared without
his or their respective wilful defaults And I hereby appoint that said Sir John
Lubbock and Henry Charles Chilton Executors of this my Will and I do hereby
revoke all former Wills by me at any time heretofore made in Witness whereof I
the said William Linley have to this my last will and testament contained in
seven sheets of paper to the first six sheets set my hand and to this seventh
and last sheet hereof my hand and seal this 17th day of January in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and thirty two /–/ W Linley –

–/–

Signed sealed published and declared by the said William Linley the Testator as
and for his last Will and Testament in the presence of us who in his presence at
his request and in the presence of each other have hereunto subscribed our
names as Witnesses –/– Gro Chilton 7 Chancery Land –/– Edwd Jennings
Clarke to Mr Chilton.
Whereas I William Linley of Furnivals Inn Holborn in the County of Middlesex
Esquire have made and duly executed my last Will and Testament in writing
bearing date on or about the seventeenth day of January one thousand eight
hundred and thirty two. Now I do hereby declare this present writing to be a
codicil to my Said will and I direct the same to be annexed thereto and taken as
part thereof in consequence of the death of my dear niece Mary Esther Ward I
hereby give and bequeath to my dear niece Elizabeth Ann Tickell the whole of
the property that I had by my said Will previously bequeathed to my said Niece
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Mary Esther Ward deceased save and except the following legacies I give and
bequeath to my dear young friend Anne Ward the Eldest Daughter of my old
and dear friend the Reverend Edward Ward of Iver Bucks two hundred pounds I
give and bequeath to my dear young friend Susan Ward the second daughter of
the said Edward Ward one hundred and fifty pounds I give and bequeath to my
young friends Edward and William Ward the sons of the said Edward Ward one
hundred pounds each I give and bequeath to my much loved and respected
friends the said Revered Edward and Mrs Sophia Ward his wife the crayon
drawing by Sir Thomas Lawrence of my late sister Jane Nash Ward and also the
pencil drawings of two landscapes by Gainsborough together with an oil
painting the cattle by the same artist and the design for a church executed by
my late Nephew Charles Thurston Ward and the Silver Medal he obtained for
the same and I give and bequeath to the said Reverend Edward Ward my Gold
Watch Chain and seals and whereas my late Servant Thomas Turner is dead I
give and bequeath to his widow

Turner of Netheravon near Amesbury

Wilts an annual or yearly sum of ten pounds and ten shillings for and during
her natural life for her personal use free from the controul of any husband
whom she may happen to marry and for the purpose of securing the punctual
payment of the said annuity I direct my Executors to purchase forthwith in the
names of themselves as Trustees therefor such an amount of stock in the
public stocks or funds as will produce the annual dividends or sum of ten
pounds and ten shillings and they the said Trustees shall stand possessed of
the said stock or sum in trust to pay the dividends or income thereof as the
same shall from time to time become due unto the said

Turner or

authorise her to receive the same for her separate use and not subject to the
debts controul or interference of any husband whom she may marry for and
during the term of her natural life and her receipt alone notwithstanding her
coverture shall be a sufficient discharge for the same and from and after the
decease of the said

Turner I give the said principal sum or stock so to be

purchased as aforesaid to form part of my residue I give and devise all that my
farm and Estate called Oldbury with the rights members and appointments
thereunto belonging situate at Didmarton in that county of Gloucester and all
and every other my real Estate or Estates whatsoever and wheresoever unto my
said niece Elizabeth Ann Tickell her heirs and assigns for ever And I do hereby
ratify and confirm my said Will in every respect except where the same is
hereby altered as aforesaid in Witness whereof I the said William Linley have to
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this Codicil set my hand and seal this 6th day of May in the year of our Lord
one thousand eighth hundred and thirty three –/– W. Linley /–/ /–/ Signed
sealed published and declared by the said William Linley the Testator as and
for a Codicil to his last Will and Testament in the presence of us who in his
presence at his request and in the presence of each other have hereunto
subscribed our names as Witness attesting the execution thereof /–/ Edwd
Jennings –/– Jas Ch Chilton /–/ J Riehards – Clerks to Mr Chilton 7 Chancery
Lane.
Furnivals Inn Chambers May 8th 1833
As a further codicil to this my Last Will I hereby give and bequeath to my Friend
Henry Chilton Esqre out of my executors herein named the sum of fifty pounds
as also my gold snuff box late the property of Watson Taylor Esqr Witness my
hand /–/ W. Linley. /–
Furnivals Inn Chambers April 3no 1835
My Excellent Friend the Revd Edward Ward having departed this life on the 18th
of March last leaving his family in comfortable and independent circumstances
I hereby revoke the pecuniary legacies bequeathed to the said family in the
Codicil as before made and all other legacies to the said family save those of
that drawing of a design for a church and the Silver Medal as obtained for the
same by my late nephew Charles Thurston Ward and I hereby revoke that
annuity granted to that widow Turner having presented her with a sum of
money which I consider as sufficient I give and bequeath my Gold Watch Chain
and seals to my Grand Nephew Samuel Richard Tickell Witness my hand /–/ W.
Linley
In the Prerogative Court of Canterbury
In the Goods of William Linley Esquire Deceased
29th May 1835
Appeared Personally – George Chilton of No 7 Chancery Lane in that County of
Middlesex Esquire and Edward Jennings of that same place clerk to Mr Chilton
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and made oath that they knew and were well acquainted with William Linley
last of Furnivals on Holborn in that County of Middlesex Esquire deceased and
also with his manner and character of handwriting and subscription having
frequently seen him write and also write and subscribe his writings to witness
and having now carefully and attentively viewed and inspected a certain paper
writing hereunto annexed purporting to be and contain the last Will and
Testament of that said deceased with the codicils thereto in writing the second
of the said codicils beginning thus 'Furnivals Inn Chambers May 8th 1835 "as a
further Codicil to this my Last Will ending thus as also my Gold snuff box late
the property of Watson Taylor Esq Witness my hand" and thus subscribed "W.
Linley" the third Codicil beginning thus "my excellent friend" ending thus
Grand nephew Samuel Richard Tickell witness my hand" thus subscribed and
dated W. Linley Furnivals Inn Chambs April 3rd 1835 " they depose and say that
they so verily and in their consciences believe the whole cody series and
contents of the said Codicils together with the subscriptions thereto are all of
the proper handwriting and subscription of the said William Linley Esquire
deceased /–/ Glo Chilton /–/ Edwd Jennings –/– Same day the said George
Chilton Esq and Edward Jennings were duly sworn to the truth of this affidavit
before me /–/ S.B. Burnaby Surrogate /–/ .Pres R.H Jennings
Proved at Holborn with three codicils 10 June 1835 before the Worshipful
Sherrard Beaumont Burnaby15 Doctor of Laws16 and Surrogate by the oath of Sir
John William (in that Will written Sir John) Baronet and Henry Charles Chilton
Esquire the executors to whom admon17 was granted having been both first
sworn duly to administer.
In the Name of God Amen_

Sherrard Beaumont Burnaby LL.D. He signed a public statute in 1805 for adding
"duty to Pensions, Offices and Personal Estates, in England, and certain Duties on
Sugar, Malt, Tobacco, and Snuff, in Great Britain." He signed under the section 'For the
rest of the County of Leicester'. See: A Collection of the Public General Statutes, Passed
in the Forty–Fifth Year of the Reign of His Majesty King George the Third: Being the
Third Session of the Second Parliament of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland (London: G. Eyre and A. Strahan, printers to the King, 1805), 48: 501–790.
(Signature on page 597.)
16
Short hand for Solicitor at Law
17
A court can grant letters of administration (known as admons) by the appointing
persons to administer the estate of the deceased.
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Date
26th Nov 1771

27th Dec 1771

21st Jan 1772

10th Feb 1772
2nd March 1772
3rd May 1772
2nd June 1772
24th Nov 1772
29th Sep – 1st Oct
1772
12th Jan 1773

Event
Music to 6 Balls
Music for 1 Concert
Music for 1 Concert
Music at 8 Balls
3 Weeks @Pump Room
Music for 3 Concerts
Music to 7 Balls
Music for Queen's Birthday
4 Weeks @Pump Room
Music for 3 Concerts
Music at 5 Balls
3 Weeks @Pump Room
Music for 3 Concerts
Music at 4 Balls
Music for 1 Concert
Music at Balls, Concerts and Pump
Room
Music at Balls and Pump Room
Music at 5 Concerts
Music at 5 Balls
Thomas £100; Elizabeth £70; Mary £50.
Music at 5 Concerts
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Venue
New Assembly Rooms

New Assembly Rooms

New Assembly Rooms

New Assembly Rooms
New Assembly Rooms

Paid
Total Paid
£34.13.0
£18.16.9
£72.6.6
£18.16.9
£46.4.0
£15.15.0
£118.9.0
£56.10.0
Total: £190.15.0
£46.4.0
£5.15.6
£128.9.3
£21.0.0
£55.19.9
£28.17.6
£14.14.0
£99.3.9
£55.12.3
£23.2.0
£41.8.3
£18.6.3

New Assembly Rooms

£190.15.9

£190.15.9

New Assembly Rooms

£32.11.0
£91.6.3
£4.14.6

£32.11.0

£230

£230

New Assembly Rooms
Salisbury Music
Festival
New Assembly Rooms

£96.0.9

Total: £818.8.9
£94.8.9
£98.2.3
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New Assembly Rooms

14th Dec 1773

Attendance at 7 Balls
Music at 3 Concerts
Attendance at the Balls
Music at 6 Concerts

18th Jan 1774
8th Feb 1774
13th Dec 1774

Music at 4 Concerts
Music at 4 Concerts
Music at 6 Concerts

New Assembly Rooms
New Assembly Rooms
New Assembly Rooms

31st Jan 1775

For Music
Music
4 Weeks @Pump Room

New Assembly Rooms

1777

For the Season

Drury Lane

1778

For the Season

Drury Lane

16th Feb 1773

31st Oct 1775

New Assembly Rooms

New Assembly Rooms
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£3.13.6
£58.4.9
£60.6.9
£2.2.0
£114.17.6 £114.17.6
Total: £273.6.6
£69.6.0
£69.6.0
£61.12.3
£61.12.3
£110.8.0
£110.8.0
Total: £241.6.3
£92.4.6
£92.4.6
£2.2.0
£23.2.0
£21.0.0
Total: £115.6.6
£500.0.0
£500.0.0
Total: £500.0.0
£500.0.0
£500.0.0
Total: £500.0.0
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Appendix 8 – Tithe Map of Linley Holdings in Gloucester
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The maps shown here are a composite from several sources. The bottom map
is a reproduction of the tithe map held at the National Archives. The map
shows the apportionment of Didmarton and Oldbury on the Hill parish, in
Gloucestershire.1 The size of the original map is A1 and can now be seen on
microfilm. Though the document is dated 1838, three years after William died,
it is probable that Oldbury on the hill was apportioned whilst he was alive, but
not completed until 1838 — perhaps pending other areas to be apportioned.

In the record, William Linley is listed as landowner, whilst Joshua Holbrow was
the occupier. Areas numbered 33 (Inclosure [sic]), 198 (Paddock), and 200
(House, Garden and Buildings) belonged to William. These were for the
'cultivation' of arable, pasture and homestead respectively. In 'statute
measure' these totalled 3 acres 0 roods and 23 perches.2 William would have
had to pay 16 shillings to the rector for this land in taxes.

The first layer of acetate is a digital tracing of the roads, property boundaries,
and buildings. The areas highlighted in red are those that belonged to William
Linley. The second acetate is a Google satellite image and map overlay
showing Didmarton today.3

“Tithe Apportionment of Oldbury on the Hill (parish), Gloucestershire. Valuation:
Robert Davis Little, Chippenham, Wiltshire,” 1838, GB-Lpro: IR 29/13/147.
2
1 acre is 4 roods. 1 rood is 40 square perches. 1 perch is equivalent to 16.5 feet.
3
Imagery copyright 2015 Google, Map Data copyright 2015 Google.
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This appendix lists all the books to which Linley subscribed. It is ordered as:
Author (where there is one), Title (year, place) - how his name appears in the
subscription list. Where applicable, I have also included anyone else in the
family who subscribed. They are organised chronologically, then alphabetically.

Thomas Hull, A collection of poems and translations, in English and Latin.
(1758?, Bath, Printed for the author and sold by him) - Mr Linley.
Richard Roose, An essay to make a compleat accomptant. In two parts. ... To
which is added, a short specimen of book-keeping in factory, or the method
made use of in the West Indies, by factors there. (1760) - Thomas Linley.
Thomas Hull, A collection of poems and translations, in English and Latin.
(1762?, Reading Printed by C. Pocock) - Mr Linley.
Francis Fleming, The life and extraordinary adventures, the perils and critical
escapes, of Timothy Ginnadrake, that child of chequer'd fortune. In three
volumes. (1771) - Mr. Linley, Bath.
Thomas Morley, Plain and easy introduction to practical music. (1771 edition) Mr. Thomas Linley, of Bath.
Thomas Hull, Genuine Letters from a Gentleman to a Young Lady, his
pupil. (1772) - Mr. Thomas Linley, Bath. 2 Sets [requested]; Miss Polly [Mary]
Linley, Bath.
Benjamin Victor, Original letters, dramatic pieces, and poems. In three
volumes. (1776) - Mr. Linley
Charles Burney, A general history of music, from the earliest ages to the
present period. To which is prefixed, A dissertation on the music of the
ancients. By Charles Burney, Mus.D. F.R.S. (1776-89) - Mr. Linley, Bath.
Terence. A New Translation of the Heautontimorumenos, and Adelphi or
Terence: in prose together with a preface, containing a free inquiry into Mr.
Colman’s arguments for translating the Comedies of that author into English
Blank Verse. (1777) - Tho. Liney. Esq.
Abraham Portal, Poems. (1781) - T. Linley, esq.
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Harriet Meziere, Elmar and Ethlinda; a legendary tale: and Adalba and
Ahmora, an Indian tale: with other pieces. By Miss Harriet Chilcot, (now Mrs.
Meziere.) (1783) - Thomas Linley, esq.
John Frederick Bryant, Verses. (1787) - Mr. Linley
William Cruden, Sermons on evangelical and practical subjects, by the late Rev.
William Cruden. (1787) - Linley, Thomas, Esq. London ; Linley, Mrs. ditto
Music. Proposals for publishing by subscription, a complete collection of the
pastoral music of Scotland, ... To which will be prefixed a dissertation on the
Scottish music, with historical and critical observations on its genius and
antiquity. Subscriptions are received by the publisher, W. Napier, in the Strand;
by Mr. Nicol, ... by Mr. Murray, ... and by Mr. Sibbald, and Messrs Corri and
Sutherland, Edinburgh. (1789) - Thomas Linley, Esq.
Thimble’s Flight from his Shop-Board: a comic piece - As performed with
universal applause at the Theatre-Royal, in the Haymarket. (1789) - Mr. Linley.
Anthony Pasquin, Poems. (1789) - Mr. Linley.
Elizabeth Smith of Birmingham, Israel, a Poem: in four books. (1789) - Linley,
Mr. Thomas
A selection of the most favourite Scots songs chiefly pastoral. Adapted for the
harpsichord, with an accompaniment for a violin. By eminent masters
respectfully inscribed to Her Grace the Duchess of Gordon. (1790) - Thomas
Linley, Esq.
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Other records of Linley in published books:
An Account of the Rise, Progress, and Present State, of the most Honourable
and Loyal Society of Ancient Britons for supporting a Charity School, erected in
Gray's-Inn-Road, London; with a List of the Governors, and Annual Subscribers.
(1795) - *****Thomas Linley, Esq.
[5* meaning Benefactor of 100l and upwards and are Governors for Life.]
An account of the rise, progress, and present state of the Welsh Society for
supporting a Charity school, erected in Gray’s-Inn-Road, London; with a list of
the governors and annual subscribers. London. 1793.
Dr. James Ford,

Jermyn-street

Richard Sheridan, Esq.

Bruton-street

Thomas Linley, Esq.

Norfolk street, Strand

[Ford, Sheridan, and Linley are bracketed together with 5 stars - showing that
they are benefactors of 100l. and upwards. And they were Governors for Life.
This would appear to be the same school that the Society of Ancient Britons
was supporting.]

City of London Lying-in Hospital, City Road. For the Reception and Delivery of
Poor Married Women. Instituted March 30, 1750. (1797) - *Linley, Tho. Mr
[Listed as a Governor for Life].
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